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Executive Summary
The next generation “Stage-4” ground-based cosmic microwave background (CMB) experiment, CMB-S4,
consisting of dedicated telescopes equipped with highly sensitive superconducting cameras operating at the
South Pole, the high Chilean Atacama plateau, and possibly northern hemisphere sites, will provide a
dramatic leap forward in our understanding of the fundamental nature of space and time and the evolution
of the Universe. CMB-S4 will be designed to cross critical thresholds in testing inflation, determining
the number and masses of the neutrinos, constraining possible new light relic particles, providing precise
constraints on the nature of dark energy, and testing general relativity on large scales.
CMB-S4 is intended to be the definitive ground-based CMB project. It will deliver a highly constraining
data set with which any model for the origin of the primordial fluctuations—be it inflation or an alternative
theory—and their evolution to the structure seen in the Universe today must be consistent. While we have
learned a great deal from CMB measurements, including discoveries that have pointed the way to new
physics, we have only begun to tap the information encoded in CMB polarization, CMB lensing and other
secondary effects. The discovery space from these and other yet to be imagined effects will be maximized by
designing CMB-S4 to produce high-fidelity maps, which will also ensure enormous legacy value for CMB-S4.
CMB-S4 is the logical successor to the Stage-3 CMB projects which will operate over the next few years. For
maximum impact, CMB-S4 should be implemented on a schedule that allows a transition from Stage 3 to
Stage 4 that is as seamless and as timely as possible, preserving the expertise in the community and ensuring
a continued stream of CMB science results. This timing is also necessary to ensure the optimum synergistic
enhancement of the science return from contemporaneous optical surveys (e.g., LSST, DESI, Euclid and
WFIRST). Information learned from the ongoing Stage-3 experiments can be easily incorporated into CMBS4 with little or no impact on its design. In particular, additional information on the properties of Galactic
foregrounds would inform the detailed distribution of detectors among frequency bands in CMB-S4. The
sensitivity and fidelity of the multiple band foreground measurements needed to realize the goals of CMB-S4
will be provided by CMB-S4 itself, at frequencies just below and above those of the main CMB channels.
This timeline is possible because CMB-S4 will use proven existing technology that has been developed and
demonstrated by the CMB experimental groups over the last decade. There are, to be sure, considerable
technical challenges presented by the required scaling-up of the instrumentation and by the scope and
complexity of the data analysis and interpretation. CMB-S4 will require: scaled-up superconducting detector
arrays with well-understood and robust material properties and processing techniques; high-throughput mmwave telescopes and optics with unprecedented precision and rejection of systematic contamination; full
internal characterization of astronomical foreground emission; large cosmological simulations and theoretical
modeling with accuracies yet to be achieved; and computational methods for extracting minute correlations
in massive, multi-frequency data sets contaminated by noise and a host of known and unknown signals.
CMB-S4 is well aligned with the plan put forth by the Particle Physics Project Prioritization Panel (P5)
report Building for Discovery: Strategic Plan for U.S. Particle Physics in the Global Context, which recommends “Support CMB experiments as part of the core particle physics program. The multidisciplinary
nature of the science warrants continued multiagency support.” The P5 justification for this recommendation
emphasized, “These measurements are of central significance to particle physics. Particle physics groups at
the DOE laboratories have unique capabilities, e.g., in sensor technology and production of large sensor arrays
that are essential to future CMB experiments as the technological sophistication and scale of the experiments
expands. The participation of particle physicists in cases in which they contribute unique expertise is
warranted. For these reasons, substantially increased particle physics funding of CMB research and projects
is appropriate in the context of continued multiagency partnerships.” The overall project/activity plan of
the P5 report has the CMB-S4 project proceeding under all funding scenarios considered. CMB-S4 is also
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endorsed as one of only three priority research initiatives in the NRC report A Strategic Vision for NSF
Investments in Antarctic and Southern Ocean Research.
CMB measurements are also being proposed with instrumentation on satellites and high-altitude balloons.
Compared to ground-based observations, these measurements have the advantage of not having to observe
through Earth’s absorbing and emitting atmosphere, which causes additional measurement noise (balloonbased measurements suffer only small residual noise). To minimize the additive noise, ground-based CMB
measurements are pursued at wavelengths within broad atmospheric windows bordered by strong atmospheric
absorption lines. Within these windows, the chief source of noise impacting the measurements is emission
from temporally and spatially varying water vapor, often referred to as sky noise. This sky noise makes
precision measurements on the largest angular scales exceedingly difficult. These are also the angular scales
at which the CMB signal is most heavily contaminated by astronomical foreground emission. Compared
to satellite based experiments, however, ground-based measurements have the advantage of deploying large
aperture telescopes (diameters of several meters), which are needed to achieve the high angular resolution as
dictated by the CMB-S4 science goals. While a large telescope could in principle be launched into orbit at
an exorbitant cost, the ground-based measurements have been proven to work well at these angular scales,
are far more economical, and are able to take advantage of the latest technological advances.
There is therefore a natural synergy for future satellite-based and ground-based measurements. CMB-S4 will
make the definitive CMB measurements at angular scales from tens of degrees to arc minutes at wavelengths
which straddle the peak of the CMB emission. On the largest angular scales, corresponding at multipoles
` < 20, the definitive measurements will need to be done by a satellite covering a range of wavelengths.
The complementarity of ground and satellite measurements will be particularly important in the search for
the signature of inflationary gravitational waves in the CMB polarization, so called B mode polarization, as
there should be distinct features at degree angular scales imprinted when the CMB decoupled and at very
low multipoles when the universe reionized.
This Science Book sets the scientific goals for CMB-S4 and the measurements required to achieve them. It
thereby provides the basis for proceeding with the detailed experimental design. We now provide summaries
of the primary science drivers, observables, and analysis/computing issues, each of which is developed in
depth in a dedicated chapter of the book.

Inflation: investigating the origin of primordial perturbations and the beginning
of time
Inflation, a period of accelerated expansion of the early Universe, is the leading paradigm for explaining the
origin of the primordial density perturbations that grew into the CMB anisotropies and eventually into the
stars and galaxies we see around us. In addition to primordial density perturbations, the rapid expansion
creates primordial gravitational waves that imprint a characteristic polarization pattern onto the CMB. If
our Universe is described by a typical model of inflation that naturally explains the statistical properties
of the density perturbations, CMB-S4 will detect this signature of inflation. A detection of this particular
polarization pattern would open a completely new window onto the physics of the early Universe and provide
us with an additional relic left over from the hot big bang. This relic would constitute our most direct probe
of the very early Universe and transform our understanding of several aspects of fundamental physics.
Because the polarization pattern is due to quantum fluctuations in the gravitational field during inflation,
it would provide insights into the quantum nature of gravity. The strength of the signal, encoded in the
tensor-to-scalar ratio r, would provide a direct measurement of the expansion rate of the Universe during
inflation. A detection with CMB-S4 would point to inflationary physics near the energy scale associated
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with grand unified theories and would provide additional evidence in favor of the idea of the unification of
forces. Knowledge of the scale of inflation would also have broad implications for many other aspects of
fundamental physics, including ubiquitous ingredients of string theory like axions and moduli.
Even an upper limit of r < 0.002 at 95% CL achievable by CMB-S4, over an order of magnitude stronger than
current limits, would significantly advance our understanding of inflation. It would rule out the most popular
and most widely studied classes of models and dramatically impact how we think about the theory. To some,
the remaining class of models would be contrived enough to give up on inflation altogether. Furthermore,
CMB-S4 is in a unique position to probe the statistical properties of primordial density perturbations through
measurements of primary anisotropies in the temperature and polarization of the CMB with unprecedented
precision, providing us with invaluable information about the early Universe.

Neutrinos: setting the neutrino mass scale and testing the 3-neutrino paradigm
Neutrinos are the least explored corner of the Standard Model of particle physics. The 2015 Nobel Prize
recognized the discovery of neutrino oscillations, which shows that they have mass. However, the overall scale
of the masses and the full suite of mixing parameters are still not measured. Cosmology offers a unique view
of neutrinos; they were produced in large numbers in the high temperatures of the early universe and left
a distinctive imprint in the cosmic microwave background and on the large-scale structure of the universe.
Therefore, CMB-S4 and large-scale structure surveys together will have the power to detect properties of
neutrinos that supplement those probed by large terrestrial experiments such as short- and long-baseline as
well as neutrino-less double beta decay experiments.
Specifically, while long baseline experiments are sensitive to the differences in the masses of the different
types of neutrinos, CMB-S4 will probe the sum of all the neutrino
P masses. The current lower limit on the
sum of neutrino masses imposed by oscillation experiments is
mν = 58 meV. CMB-S4, in conjunction
with upcoming baryon acoustic oscillation surveys, will measure this sum with high significance. Once
determined, the sum of neutrino masses will inform the prospects for future neutrino-less double beta decay
experiments P
that aim to determine whether neutrinos are their own anti-particle. Furthermore, an upper
limit below
mν = 105 meV would disfavor the inverted mass hierarchy. Finally, CMB-S4 is particularly
sensitive to the possible existence of additional neutrinos that interact even more weakly than the neutrinos
in the Standard Model. These so-called sterile neutrinos are also being vigorously pursued with short baseline
experiments around the world. So the combination of CMB-S4, large scale structure surveys, and terrestrial
probes adds up to a comprehensive assault on the three-neutrino paradigm.

Light Relics: searching for new light particles
New light particles appear in many attempts to understand both the observed laws of physics and extensions
to higher energies. These light particles are often deeply tied to the underlying symmetries of nature and can
play crucial roles in understanding some of the great outstanding problems in physics. In most cases, these
particles interact too weakly to be produced at an appreciable level in Earth-based experiments, making them
experimentally elusive. At the very high temperatures believed to be present in the early Universe, however,
even extremely weakly coupled particles can be produced prolifically and can reach thermal equilibrium with
the Standard Model particles. Light particles (masses less than 0.1 eV) produced at early times survive until
the time when the CMB is emitted and direct observations become possible. Neutrinos are one example of
such a relic found in the Standard Model. Extensions of the Standard Model also include a wide variety
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of possible light relics including axions, sterile neutrinos, hidden photons, and gravitinos. As a result, the
search for light relics from the early Universe with CMB-S4 can shed light on some of the most important
questions in fundamental physics, complementing existing collider searches and efforts to detect these light
particles in the lab.
Light relics contribute to the total energy density in radiation in the Universe during the radiation era and
significantly alter the appearance of the CMB at small angular scales (high multipole number `). The energy
density in radiation controls both the expansion rate of the Universe at that time and the fluctuations
in the gravitational potential in which the baryons and photons evolve. Through these effects, CMB-S4
can provide an exquisite measurement of the total energy density in light weakly-coupled particles, often
parametrized by the quantity Neff . Any additional light particle that decoupled from thermal equilibrium
with the Standard Model produces a change to the density equivalent to ∆Neff ≥ 0.027 per effective degree
of freedom of the particle. This is a relatively large contribution to the radiation density that arises from the
democratic population of all species during thermal equilibrium. Conservative configurations of CMB-S4 can
reach σ(Neff ) ∼ 0.02 − 0.03, which will test the minimal contribution of any light relic with spin at 2σ and
at 1σ for any particle with zero spin. Neff is a unique measurement to cosmology, and it is likely that these
thresholds can only be reached by observing the CMB with the angular resolution and sensitivity attainable
by a CMB-S4 experiment.

Dark Matter: searching for heavy WIMPS and extremely light axions
Dark matter is required to explain a host of cosmological observations such as the velocities of galaxies
in galaxy clusters, galaxy rotation curves, strong and weak lensing measurements, and the acoustic peak
structure of the CMB. While most of these observations could be explained by non-luminous baryonic
matter, the CMB provides overwhelming evidence that 85% of the matter in the Universe is non-baryonic,
presumably a new particle never observed in terrestrial experiments. Because dark matter has only been
observed through its gravitational effects, its microscopic properties remain a mystery. Identifying its nature
and its connection to the rest of physics is one of the prime challenges of high energy physics.
Weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) are one well-motivated candidate that naturally appears
in many extensions of the standard model. A host of experiments are hoping to detect them: deep
underground ton-scale detectors, gamma-ray observatories, and the Large Hadron Collider. The CMB
provides a complementary probe through annihilation of dark matter into Standard Model particles. In the
WIMP paradigm, the processes that allow dark matter to be created often allow the particles to annihilate
with one another. The rate for this process governs how many of the particles remain today and, for a
given WIMP mass, is well-constrained by the known dark matter abundance. The same annihilation process
injects a small amount of energy into the CMB, slightly distorting its anisotropy power spectrum. CMB-S4
will probe dark matter masses a few times larger than those probed by current CMB experiments.
Dark matter need not be heavy or thermally produced. Axions provide one compelling example that appears
in many extensions of the standard model and is often invoked as solution to some of the most challenging
problems in particle physics. Although axions are often extremely light, they can naturally furnish some or
all of the dark matter non-thermally. Their effects on the expansion rate of the Universe, on the clustering,
and on the local composition of the Universe through quantum fluctuations in the axion field all lead to
subtle modifications of the CMB and lensing power spectra. CMB-S4 will improve current limits by as much
as an order of magnitude and for some range of masses would be sensitive to axions contributing as little as
1% to the energy density of dark matter. As for WIMPs, there is an active program of direct and indirect
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experimental searches for axions that will complement the CMB, and the interplay can reveal important
insights into both axions and cosmology.

Dark Energy: measuring cosmic acceleration and testing general relativity
The discovery almost 20 years ago that the expansion of the universe is accelerating presented a profound
challenge to our laws of physics, one that we have yet to conquer. Our current framework can explain these
observations only by invoking a new substance with bizarre properties (dark energy) or by changing the
century-old, well-tested theory of general relativity invented by Einstein. The current epoch of acceleration
is much later than the epoch from which the photons in the CMB originate, and the behavior of dark energy
or modifications of gravity do not significantly influence the properties of the primordial CMB. However,
during their long journey to our telescopes, CMB photons occasionally interact with the intervening matter
and can have their trajectories and their energies slightly distorted. These distortions—gravitational lensing
by intervening mass and energy gain by scattering off hot electrons—are small, but powerful experiments
currently online have already detected them, and CMB-S4 will exploit them to the fullest extent, enabling
us to learn about the mechanism driving the current epoch of acceleration.
The canonical model is that acceleration is driven by a cosmological constant. Although theoretically
implausible, this model does satisfy current constraints, so a simple target for CMB-S4 is to test the many
predictions this model makes at late times. Using the gravitational lensing of the CMB, the abundance of
galaxy clusters, and cosmic velocities, CMB-S4 will measure both the expansion rate H and the amount
of clustering, quantified by the parameter σ8 , as a function of time. The constraints from CMB-S4 alone
will be at the sub-percent level on each and, when combined with other experiments, will reach below a
tenth of a percent, particularly when the power of CMB-S4 is also harnessed to calibrate these other probes.
These constraints will be among the most powerful tests of the cosmological constant; more crucially, this
simultaneous sensitivity to expansion and growth will allow us to distinguish the dark energy paradigm from
a failure of general relativity. Models for acceleration in this latter class abound, and CMB-S4 will constrain
the parameters of these as well.

CMB lensing: mapping all the mass in the Universe
The distribution of matter in the Universe contains a wealth of information about the primordial density
perturbations and the forces that have shaped our cosmological evolution. Mapping this distribution is one
of the central goals of modern cosmology. Gravitational lensing provides a unique method to map the matter
between us and distant light sources, and lensing of the CMB, the most distant light source available, allows
us to map the matter between us and the surface of last scattering.
Gravitational lensing of the CMB can be measured because the statistical properties of the primordial CMB
are exquisitely well-known. As CMB photons travel to Earth from the last scattering surface, they are
deflected by intervening matter which distorts the observed pattern of CMB anisotropies and modifies their
statistical properties. These distortions can be used to create a map of the gravitational potential that altered
the photons’ paths. The gravitational potential encodes information about the formation of structure in the
Universe and, indirectly, cosmological parameters like the sum of the neutrino masses. CMB-S4 is expected
to produce high-fidelity maps over large fractions of the sky, improving on the signal-to-noise of the Planck
lensing maps by more than an order of magnitude. These maps will inform many of the science targets
discussed throughout the book and can also be used to calibrate and enhance results of upcoming galaxy
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redshift surveys or any other maps of the matter distribution. Unfortunately, lensing also obscures our view
of the CMB. By measuring and removing the effects of lensing from the CMB maps, we sharpen our view of
primordial gravitational waves and our understanding of the very early Universe more generally.

Data Analysis, Simulations & Forecasting
Extracting science from a CMB dataset is a complex, iterative process requiring expertise in both physical
and computational sciences. An integral part of the analysis process is played by high-fidelity simulations of
the millimeter-wave sky and the experiment’s response to the various sources of emission. Fast-turnaround
versions of these sky and instrument simulations play a key role at the instrument design stage, allowing
exploration of instrument configuration parameter space and projections for science yield. In all three of
these areas (analysis, simulations, forecasting), the large leap in detector count and complexity of CMBS4 over fielded experiments presents challenges to current methods. Some of these challenges are purely
computational—for example, performing full time-ordered-data simulations for CMB-S4 will require computing resources and distributed computing tools significantly beyond what was required for Planck. Other
challenges are algorithmic, including finding the optimal way to separate the CMB signal of interest from
foregrounds and how to optimally combine data from different experimental platforms. To meet these
challenges, we will bring the full intellectual and technical resources of the CMB community to bear, in
an effort analogous to the unified effort among hardware groups to build the CMB-S4 instrument. A wide
cross-section of the CMB theory, phenomenology, and analysis communities has already come together to
produce the forecasts shown elsewhere in this document, including detailed code comparisons and agreement
on unified frameworks for forecasting.
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Preface
This Science Book is the product of a large, global community of scientists who are united in support of
proceeding with CMB-S4, which will make key advances in our understanding of the fundamental nature
of space and time and the evolution of the Universe. The CMB-S4 concept was conceived during the 2013
Snowmass Cosmic Frontier planning exercise. Through the Snowmass process including two meetings and
numerous telecons, the CMB experimental groups and the broader cosmology community came together to
produce two influential CMB planning papers, endorsed by over 90 scientists, that outlined the science case
as well as the CMB-S4 instrumental concept [1, 2]. It became clear that an enormous increase in the scale
of ground-based CMB experiments would be needed to achieve the exciting scientific goals, necessitating a
phase change in the ground-based CMB experimental program. To realize CMB-S4, a partnership of the
university-based CMB groups, the broader cosmology community and the national laboratories would be
needed.
Based on the Snowmass papers and with additional information from the CMB experimental groups, the
2014 report of the Particle Physics Project Prioritization Panel (P5) included CMB-S4 in their recommended
program. After the P5 report was released, the CMB community began a series of semi-annual workshops
to advance CMB-S4. The first of these was a dedicated session at the Cosmology with the CMB and its
Polarization workshop at the University of Minnesota January 14-16, 2015 attended by over 90 scientists.
Discussions focused on the unique and vital role of the future ground-based CMB program and its synergy
with a possible future satellite mission. It was decided that the community would draft a detailed CMB-S4
Science Book. The second and third workshops, Cosmology with CMB-S4 held at the University of Michigan
September 21-22, 2015 with over 100 participants, and Cosmology with CMB-S4 held at the Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory March 7-9, 2016 with over 160 participants, were dedicated to developing the
Science Book. Working groups for each CMB-S4 science thrust were responsible for preparing and leading
dedicated sessions at the workshop and for drafting the corresponding chapters of this book. In addition,
a small writing group was responsible for integrating the Science Book. Through the workshops, numerous
teleconferences, postings on the CMB-S4 wiki, contributions to the github Science Book repository, and
feedback on drafts, over 200 scientists have contributed to this first edition of the CMB-S4 Science Book.
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1
Exhortations
Fourteen billion years ago, in the first fraction of a second of our Universe’s existence, the most extreme
high-energy physics experiment took place. The ability to use the cosmic microwave background (CMB) to
investigate this fantastic event, at energy scales as much as a trillion times higher than can be obtained at
CERN, is at the very core of our quest to understand the fundamental nature of space and time and the
physics that drive the evolution of the Universe.
The CMB allows direct tests of models of the quantum mechanical origin of all we see in the Universe. Subtle
correlations in its anisotropy imparted by the interplay of gravitational and quantum physics at high energies
contain information on the unification of gravity and quantum physics. Separately, correlations induced on
the background at later times encode details about the distribution of all the mass, ordinary and dark, in
the Universe, as well as the properties of the neutrinos, including the number of neutrino species and types,
and their still unknown masses.
The purpose of this book is to set the scientific goals to be addressed by the next generation groundbased cosmic microwave background experiment, CMB-S4, consisting of dedicated telescopes at the South
Pole, the high Chilean Atacama plateau and possibly a northern hemisphere site, all equipped with new
superconducting cameras. CMB-S4 is envisioned to be the definitive CMB experiment. It will enable a
dramatic leap forward in cosmological studies by crossing critical thresholds in testing inflation, in the
number and masses of the neutrinos, in finding possible new light relics, in constraining the nature of dark
energy, and in testing general relativity on large scales.
We begin this chapter with a brief history and the current status of CMB measurements and cosmological
results. This is followed by a general overview of how the CMB-S4 science goals, as outlined in the executive
summary, lead to general aspects of the instrument design. Based on these considerations, we present a
strawman configuration that serves as an initial jumping-off point for exploring instrument configuration
parameter space in the following science chapters. Lastly, this chapter provides a brief overview of the path
from the ongoing Stage-3 experiments to realizing CMB-S4.

1.1

Brief History and Current Status of CMB measurements

Since the discovery of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) 50 years ago, CMB measurements have led
to spectacular insights into the fundamental workings of space and time, from the quantum mechanical origin
of the Universe at extremely high energies through the growth of structure and the emergence of the dark
energy that now dominates the energy density of the Universe. Studies of the CMB connect physics at the
smallest scales and highest energies with the largest scales in the Universe, roughly 58 orders of magnitude
in length scale. They connect physics at the earliest times to the structure that surrounds us now, over 52
magnitudes in time scale.
The deep connections of CMB studies and particle physics predate the discovery of the background, going
back to the 1940s when Alpher and Gamow were considering a hot, dense, early Universe as a possible site
for nucleosynthesis. To produce the amount of helium observed in the local Universe, they concluded there
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had to be about 1010 thermal photons for every nucleon. Alpher and Herman subsequently predicted that
this background of photons would persist to the present day as a thermal bath at a few degrees Kelvin.
The continuing, remarkably successful, story of CMB studies is one driven by the close interplay of theory and
phenomenology with increasingly sensitive and sophisticated experiments. The high degree of isotropy of the
CMB across the sky, to nearly a part of one in a hundred thousand, led to the theory of inflation and cold dark
matter in the 1980’s. It was not until 1992 that instruments aboard the COBE satellite led to the discovery
of the anisotropy, and pinned the level of anisotropy for the following higher angular resolution measurements
to characterize. In 2006 the COBE measurements of the background anisotropy and its black-body spectrum
were recognized with the second Nobel Prize for CMB research; the first was awarded in 1978 to Penzias and
Wilson for the discovery of the CMB. In the decade after the COBE results, measurements with ground and
balloon-based instruments revealed the acoustic peaks in the CMB angular power spectrum, which showed
that the Universe was geometrically flat in accordance with predictions of inflation and provided strong
support for contemporary claims for an accelerating Universe based on observations of type Ia supernovae
(SNe), which were recognized with the 2011 Nobel Prize in physics. These early anisotropy measurements
also provided an estimate of the universal baryon density and found it to be in excellent agreement with
the level estimated at t ∼ 1 second by big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) calculations constrained to match
the observed elemental abundances. The CMB measurements also clearly showed that dark matter was
non-baryonic. The polarization anisotropy was discovered ten years after COBE at the level predicted from
temperature anisotropy measurements. The now standard ΛCDM cosmological model was firmly established.
Two CMB satellites have mapped the entire sky since COBE, first WMAP with moderate angular resolution
(as fine as 12 arcminutes), followed by Planck with resolution as fine as 5 arcminutes. Higher-resolution
maps of smaller regions of the sky have been provided by ground-based experiments, most notably by the
10m South Pole Telescope (SPT) and the 6m Actacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT). The primary CMB
temperature anisotropy is now well characterized through the damping tail, i.e., to multipoles ` ∼ 3000, and
secondary anisotropies have been measured to multipoles up to 10, 000. Figure 1 shows the current state of
the temperature and polarization anisotropy measurements and the expected improvements with CMB-S4.
The ΛCDM model continues to hold up stunningly well, even as the precision of the CMB determined
parameters has increased substantially. Inflationary constraints include limits on curvature constrained to
be less than 3% of the energy density, departures from Gaussianity are bounded at the level of 1 part in 104 ,
and the predicted small departure from pure scale invariance of the primordial fluctuations is detected at
5-sigma confidence. Also of interest to particle physics, the effective number of light relativistic species (i.e.,
neutrinos and any yet identified “dark radiation”) is shown to be within 10% of Neff = 3.046, the number
predicted by BBN. The sum of the masses of the neutrinos is found to be less than 0.6 eV. Dark matter is
shown to be non-baryonic at > 40 sigma. Early dark energy models are highly constrained as are models of
decaying dark matter.
There remains much science to extract from the CMB, including: 1) using CMB B-mode polarization to
search for primordial gravitational waves to constrain the energy scale of inflation and to test alternative
models, and to provide insights into quantum gravity; 2) obtaining sufficiently accurate and precise determinations of the effective number of light relativistic species (dark radiation) to search for new light relics, and
to allow independent and rigorous tests of BBN and our understanding of the evolution of the Universe at
t = 1 sec; 3) a detection of the sum of the neutrino masses, even at the minimum mass allowed by oscillation
experiments and in the normal hierarchy; 4) using secondary CMB anisotropy measurements to provide
precision tests of dark energy through its impact on the growth of structure; and 5) testing general relativity
and constraining alternate theories of gravity on large scales.
The best cosmological constraints come from analyzing the combination of primary and secondary CMB
anisotropy measurements with other cosmological probes, such as baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) and red-
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Figure 1. Current measurements of the angular power spectrum of the CMB temperature and polarization
anisotropy. The horizontal axis is scaled logarithmically in multipole ` left of the vertical dashed line (` < 30)
and as `0.6 at higher multipole. Best-fit models of residual foregrounds plus primary CMB anisotropy power
for TT datasets are also plotted. To illustrate the expected improvements with CMB-S4, the projections for
a strawman instrumental configuration are shown in grey (binned with ∆` = 5 for TT and EE spectra and
∆` = 30 for BB) for a ΛCDM with r = 0 cosmological model.

shift space distortions, weak lensing, galaxy and galaxy cluster surveys, Lyman-alpha forest measurements,
local determinations of the Hubble constant, observations of type Ia SNe, and others. The CMB primary
anisotropy measurements provide highly complementary data for the combined analysis; by providing a
precision measurement of the Universe at z = 1100, the CMB data leads to tight predictions for measurements
of the late time Universe for any adopted cosmological model—measurements of the Hubble constant, the
BAO scale, and the normalization of the present day matter fluctuation spectrum being excellent examples.
Secondary CMB measurements provide late-time probes directly from the CMB measurement, e.g., CMB
lensing, the SZ effects and SZ cluster catalogs, which will provide critical constraints on the standard
cosmological models and extensions to it. The cosmological reach of future cosmological surveys at all
wavelengths will be greatly extended by their joint analyses with secondary CMB anisotropy measurements.

1.2

CMB-S4 Design Considerations

The CMB-S4 science goals, as outlined in the executive summary, and detailed in the following chapters, lead
to several general aspects of the instrument design. We briefly summarize the general design considerations
below.
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Space based experiments
Stage−I − ≈ 100 detectors
Stage−II − ≈ 1,000 detectors
Stage−III − ≈ 10,000 detectors
Stage−IV − ≈ 100,000 detectors
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Figure 2. Plot illustrating the evolution of the raw sensitivity of CMB experiments, which scales as
the total number of bolometers. Ground-based CMB experiments are classified into Stages with Stage II
experiments having O(1000) detectors, Stage III experiments having O(10,000) detectors, and a Stage IV
experiment (such as CMB-S4) having O(100,000) detectors. Figure from Snowmass CF5 Neutrino planning
document.

1.2.1

Raw sensitivity considerations and detector count

The sensitivity of CMB measurements has increased enormously since Penzias and Wilson’s discovery in
1965, following a Moore’s Law like scaling, doubling every roughly 2.3 years. Fig. 2 shows the sensitivity of
recent experiments, expectations for upcoming Stage-3 experiments, characterized by order 10,000 detectors
on the sky, and the projection for a Stage 4 experiment with order 100,000 detectors. To obtain many of the
CMB-S4 science goals requires of order 1 µK arcminute sensitivity over roughly half of the sky, which for a
four-year survey requires of order 500,000 CMB-sensitive detectors.
To maintain the Moore’s Law-like scaling requires a major leap forward, a phase change in the mode of
operation of the ground based CMB program. Two constraints drive the change: 1) CMB detectors are
background-limited, so more pixels are needed on the sky to increase sensitivity; and 2) the pixel count for
existing CMB telescopes are nearing saturation. Even using multichroic pixels and wide field of view optics,
these CMB telescopes are expected to field only tens of thousands of polarization detectors, far fewer than
needed to meet the CMB-S4 science goals.
CMB-S4 thus requires multiple telescopes, each with a maximally outfitted focal plane of pixels utilizing
superconducting, background limited, CMB detectors. To achieve the large sky coverage and to take
advantage of the best atmospheric conditions, the South Pole and the Chilean Atacama sites are baselined,
with the possibility of adding a new northern site to increase sky coverage to the entire sky not contaminated
by prohibitively strong Galactic emission.
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Degree angular scale (low `) sensitivity

At the largest angular scales (low `)—the angular scales that must be measured well to pursue inflationary
B modes—the CMB polarization anisotropy is highly contaminated by foregrounds. Galactic synchrotron
dominates at low frequencies and galactic dust at high frequencies, as recently shown by the Planck and
Planck/BICEP/KECK polarization results. Multi-band polarization measurements are required to distinguish the primordial polarized signals from the foregrounds.
Adding to the complexity of low multipole CMB observations is the need to reject the considerable atmospheric noise contributions over the large scans needed to extract the low ` polarization. While the spatial and
temporal fluctuations of the atmosphere are not expected to be polarized, any mismatches in the polarized
beams or detector gains will lead to systematic contamination of the measured polarization by the much
stronger unpolarized signal, referred to as T-P leakage. These issues can be mitigated by including additional
modulations into the instrument design, such as bore-sight rotation or modulation of the entire optics with
a polarization modulation scheme in front of the telescope. Implementing such modulations is easier for
small telescopes, although they could in principle be implemented on large telescopes as well. The cost of a
small aperture telescope is dominated by the detectors, making it feasible to deploy multiple telescopes each
optimized for a single band, or perhaps multiple bands within the relatively narrow atmosphere windows.
It is therefore an attractive option for CMB-S4 to include dedicated small aperture telescopes for pursuing
low-` polarization. The default plan for CMB-S4 is to target the recombination bump, with E-mode and
B-mode polarization down to ` ∼ 20. If Stage 3 experiments demonstrate that it is feasible to target the
reionization bump at ` < 20 from the ground, those techniques may be incorporated to extend the reach of
CMB-S4. More likely, however, this is the ` range for which CMB-S4 will be designed to be complementary
to balloon-based and satellite based measurements.

1.2.3

Subdegree angular scale (high `) sensitivity

At the highest angular resolution (high `)—the angular scales needed for de-lensing the inflationary B modes,
constraining Neff and Σmν , investigating dark energy and performing gravity tests with secondary CMB
anisotropy—the CMB polarization anisotropy is much less affected by both foregrounds and atmospheric
noise. In fact, it should be possible to measure the primary CMB anisotropy in E-mode polarization to
multipoles significantly higher than is possible in TT, thereby extending the lever arm to measure the
spectral index and running of the primordial scalar (density) fluctuations. CMB lensing benefits from `max
of order 5000 and secondary CMB measurements are greatly improved with `max of order 10,000 and higher,
requiring large-aperture telescopes with diameters of several meters. Owing to the steep scaling of telescope
cost with aperture diameter, it is likely not cost-effective to consider separate large aperture telescopes each
optimized for a single frequency band.
CMB-S4 is therefore envisioned to include dedicated large-aperture, wide-field-of-view telescopes equipped
with multiple band detector arrays.

1.3

A strawman instrument configuration

The rough conceptual design outlined above clearly needs to be refined. The first priorities are to determine
the specific measurements needed to meet the requirements for each of the science goals—the purpose of this
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Science Book—and then to translate them into instrumentation design specifications. We need to determine:
the required resolution and sensitivity; the number of bands to mitigate foreground contamination, which
is likely to be function of angular scale; the required sky coverage; the beam specifications; the scanning
strategy and instrument stability; etc.
Determining these specifications requires simulations, informed by the best available data and phenomenological models. Only when we have these specifications in hand can we design the instrument and answer
such basic questions as the number and sizes of the telescopes. This will be, of course, an iterative process,
involving detailed simulations and cost considerations. At this time the Science Book is a working document
with this first edition focused primarily on defining the possible reach in the key science areas, along with
the simulations needed to refine the science case and set the specifications of the needed measurements. This
will set the stage for defining the instrument.
On the other hand, we need a jumping-off point for exploring instrument configuration parameter space.
Simple, back-of-the-envelope calculations make it clear that achieving the science goals outlined above
requires a raw sensitivity equivalent to roughly 500,000 detectors operating for four years, though we may find
that certain science goals push us to yet greater detector count. This order-of-magnitude level of sensitivity
is appropriate for both measuring the tensor-to-scalar ratio r and to the “non-r” science goals, but the
other specifications for the instrument and survey (resolution, sky coverage, band placement) potentially
pull in different directions for these two sets of goals. For this reason, we choose as a baseline for parameter
forecasts two separate instrument configurations, one which we will optimize for r constraints and one for
non-r science, with the detector effort split evenly between the two configurations. If the optimization
exercise tells us that the two configurations are similar enough, then the two surveys can be re-merged.
For the “r” survey, the strawman configuration consists of an array of small-aperture (∼ 1m) telescopes and
a separate large-aperture telescope to measure and remove the lensing contamination on the patch of sky
targeted by the small-aperture array. The 106 detector years (250,000 detectors operating for four years)
is split between the small- and large-aperture efforts in a way that optimizes the combination of noise and
lensing residuals. The known foregrounds at 100 to 150 GHz, synchrotron and thermal dust, require the smallaperture effort to be split into at least three bands, but to guard against potential foreground complexity
any realistic configuration would have many more. There are four accessible atmospheric windows in the
frequency range at which the CMB peaks, centered at roughly 35, 90, 150, and 250 GHz. In the strawman
configuration considered here, each of these windows is split into two bands. The total detector effort for
the small-aperture telescopes is split between the eight bands to optimize the combination of noise and
foreground residuals. The parameter space that can then be explored to discover what is necessary to reach
the target sensitivity to r include fraction of sky covered, band placement, and total detector count.
For the “non-r” survey, the strawman configuration consists of an array of medium-to-large-aperture telescopes, with the full 106 detector years (250,000 detectors operating for four years) dedicated to a small
number of frequency bands near the peak of the CMB. The key instrumental parameters to investigate
for the neutrino, light-relic, and dark energy science goals are angular resolution, sky coverage, and total
detector effort.

1.4

The Road from Stage 3 to Stage 4

The Stage-2 and Stage-3 experiments are logical technical and scientific stepping stones to CMB-S4. Ongoing
R&D directed toward achieving the scaling up required to CMB-S4 is being pursued at several universities
and national labs. Figure 3 shows the timeline of the expected increase in sensitivity and the corresponding
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Figure 3. Schematic timeline showing the expected increase in sensitivity (µK2 ) and the corresponding
improvement for a few of the key cosmological parameters for Stage-3, along with the threshold-crossing
aspirational goals targeted for CMB-S4.

improvement for a few of the key cosmological parameters for Stage-3, along with the threshold-crossing
aspirational goals targeted for CMB-S4.
Finally, in Fig. 4 we show how the scientific findings (yellow circles), the technical advances (blue circles)
and satellite selections (green circles) would affect the science goals, survey strategy and possibly the design
of CMB-S4.
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CMB-S4 Planning
Plan optimized multi-band, groundbased surveys to target inflation,
neutrino properties, dark radiation,
dark energy and dark matter.
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Figure 4. Schematic chart showing how scientific findings (yellow circles), technical advances (blue circles)
and satellite decisions by various agencies (green circles) would affect the science goals, the survey strategy
and possibly the design of CMB-S4 (green boxes)
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Inflation
Inflation, a period of accelerated expansion of the early Universe, is the leading paradigm for
explaining the origin of the primordial density perturbations that grew into the CMB anisotropies
and eventually into the stars and galaxies we see around us. In addition to primordial density
perturbations, the rapid expansion creates primordial gravitational waves that imprint a characteristic polarization pattern onto the CMB. If our Universe is described by a typical model of
inflation that naturally explains the statistical properties of the density perturbations, CMB-S4
will detect this signature of inflation. A detection of this particular polarization pattern would
open a completely new window onto the physics of the early Universe and provide us with an
additional relic left over from the hot big bang. This relic would constitute our most direct probe
of the very early Universe and transform our understanding of several aspects of fundamental
physics. Because the polarization pattern is due to quantum fluctuations in the gravitational
field during inflation, it would provide insights into the quantum nature of gravity. The strength
of the signal, encoded in the tensor-to-scalar ratio r, would provide a direct measurement of
the expansion rate of the Universe during inflation. A detection with CMB-S4 would point
to inflationary physics near the energy scale associated with grand unified theories and would
provide additional evidence in favor of the idea of the unification of forces. Knowledge of the scale
of inflation would also have broad implications for many other aspects of fundamental physics,
including ubiquitous ingredients of string theory like axions and moduli.
Even an upper limit of r < 0.002 at 95% CL achievable by CMB-S4, over an order of magnitude
stronger than current limits, would significantly advance our understanding of inflation. It would
rule out the most popular and most widely studied classes of models and dramatically impact
how we think about the theory. To some, the remaining class of models would be contrived
enough to give up on inflation altogether. Furthermore, CMB-S4 is in a unique position to probe
the statistical properties of primordial density perturbations through measurements of primary
anisotropies in the temperature and polarization of the CMB with unprecedented precision,
providing us with invaluable information about the early Universe.

2.1

Introduction

Proposed at first to solve certain conceptual puzzles of the hot big bang model, inflation was soon recognized
to be a highly compelling mechanism for the generation of primordial perturbations (e.g. [3, 4, 5, 6]). The
simplest models of inflation predict that our Hubble patch should have almost zero mean curvature, and
highly Gaussian, adiabatic primordial density perturbations with a nearly (but not quite) scale-invariant
power spectrum. These generic features correspond closely with cosmological observations—to date, we
have fairly tight upper limits on mean curvature, primordial non-Gaussianity, and the amplitudes of any
non-adiabatic (isocurvature) contributions to the perturbations. We also have a detection of a small departure
from scale invariance, consistent with the expectations of simple inflationary models.
These successes, and the difficulties in the construction of alternative scenarios that are also consistent with
the data, have led most cosmologists to see inflation as our best bet for the creation of the primordial
perturbations, while acknowledging that many questions remain. If inflation did occur, how did it occur?
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Was there a single effective field dominating the dynamics of both the background expansion and the
perturbations, or were multiple fields involved? How did it begin? Are ground-state fluctuations truly
the source of density perturbations? What is the connection of inflation to the rest of physics? Are there
observations that could falsify inflation?
CMB-S4 will provide answers to some of these questions by opening a new window on the study of inflation,
and on the generation of primordial perturbations in general. Thus far, observed anisotropies can all be
interpreted as resulting from density perturbations. With CMB-S4 we have an opportunity to investigate
a spectacular prediction of the inflationary paradigm: primordial gravitational waves. The sensitivity of
CMB measurements to gravitational waves or tensor perturbations arises from the generation of polarization
in the CMB: scalar perturbations produce only curl-free E-mode polarization to first order, while tensor
perturbations produce divergence-free B-mode polarization as well. Thus a measurement of B-mode polarization in the CMB (with the standard caveats relating to foregrounds and gravitational lensing) is a direct
measurement of the amplitude of tensor perturbations.
Of course we do not know that inflation is correct—and the value of this new window is much more general
than the inflationary paradigm itself. Nevertheless, we can use the inflationary picture as a concrete
framework for exploring the potential impact of these measurements. The tensor sector offers a more
direct probe of the dynamics of the inflationary expansion because tensor perturbations are an inevitable
consequence of the degrees of freedom of the spacetime metric obeying the uncertainty principle. In other
words, the existence of an inflationary epoch in the Universe’s past directly implies the existence of a
background of tensor perturbations. Furthermore, the amplitude of the tensor perturbations depends only
on the rate of expansion during inflation. In contrast, the amplitude of the scalar perturbations depends
on both the amplitude and slope of the effective potential of the field responsible for inflation, and more
generally on the sound speed of the inflaton field as well.
In addition to probing the origin of all structure in the Universe, opening the tensor sector would give us
access to physics at energy scales more than 1011 times higher than those probed at the LHC. A detection
with CMB S4 would reveal the energy scale of inflation to be near 1016 GeV. If the tensor perturbations
are detectable, we are already probing physics at these energies via the scalar perturbations, but we cannot
know this until the tensor perturbations are actually detected.
We currently only have upper limits on the amplitude of tensor perturbations—limits that are only marginally
stronger than those that can be inferred from measuring temperature anisotropies [7, 8]. To detect tensor
perturbations we need to dramatically improve measurements of CMB polarization. In the tensor sector,
CMB-S4 will improve current constraints by over an order of magnitude. This is especially interesting
because it allows this next-generation instrument to reach theoretically well-motivated thresholds for the
tensor-to-scalar ratio r (the ratio of power in tensor modes to power in scalar modes), which consequently
serves as the primary inflationary science driver for the design.
It is worth pointing out explicitly that these tensor perturbations are by definition gravitational waves.
With the recent LIGO detections [9, 10], we have entered the era of gravitational wave astronomy, and with
CMB-S4 we will be targeting the ultra long-wavelength end of nature’s gravitational wave spectrum. We
expect the background of inflation-produced gravitational waves to be nearly scale-invariant, and that waves
with frequencies ∼ 1015 times higher than those detectable with CMB-S4 may one day be detectable with a
space-based observatory [11], greatly enhancing the value of any CMB-S4 detection.
Inflation predicts B-mode fluctuations sourced by primordial gravitational waves. But more generally, the
B-mode signal carries information about both the spectrum of primordial perturbations in the tensor (and
vector) components of the metric and any physics that affected the evolution of those modes once they
re-entered the horizon. Furthermore, the inflationary sector is not isolated from the rest of particle physics
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at high energies. In the context of specific proposals for physics beyond the standard model, including
dark matter models, a detection of B modes can have consequences for predictions for the post-inflation
spectrum of particles and their thermodynamics. These models may also provide observables other than the
amplitude of B modes that constrain inflationary physics. The rich interplay of inflation models and other
physics beyond the standard model is discussed in detail later in this chapter and in Chapters 4 and 5.
A detection of primordial gravitational waves would open a completely new window on the physical processes of
the early Universe and reveal a new length scale of particle physics, far below those accessible with terrestrial
particle colliders.
If the overall amplitude of the B-mode signal is large enough to be detected at high significance by the
CMB-S4 instrument, we will be able characterize the statistics of the tensor perturbations. Investigating the
scale-dependence of the amplitude of tensor fluctuations and their Gaussianity will allow us to determine if
the signal is consistent with the amplification of quantum vacuum fluctuations of the metric during inflation.
If CMB-S4 measurements are consistent with a nearly scale-invariant and a weakly non-Gaussian spectrum,
a detection would:
• identify the energy scale of inflation;
• provide strong evidence that gravity is quantized, at least at the linear level;
• provide strong evidence that the complete theory of quantum gravity must accommodate a Planckian
field range for the inflaton.
Departures from a nearly scale-invariant, Gaussian spectrum would reveal new physics beyond the simplest
inflationary models. There are currently a few models with significantly different signatures generated by a
richer inflationary or post-inflationary sector, and these predictions would be tested. However, given the lack
of observational constraints on physics at such high energy scales there is also enormous discovery potential.
Polarization data will provide new consistency checks on the current dominant theoretical framework,
including model-independent constraints on the graviton mass and constraints on alternatives to inflation.
Even in the absence of a detection CMB-S4 would provide invaluable information about the physics of the
early Universe. Many of the most appealing inflation models have simple monomial potentials. Current
observations already put considerable pressure on those (e.g. the m2 φ2 potential), but do not probe the
entire interesting parameter space. CMB-S4 should be designed to comprehensively rule out or detect the
remaining monomial models. However, to be more than an incremental improvement it should also push
for the first time into a completely new regime, reaching well into the only other remaining viable class of
models that can naturally explain the observed value of the spectral index. Purely in terms of dynamics or
scale, there is not a sharp threshold on what may ultimately be possible or interesting within this class. For
example, models with a field range or characteristic mass scale of 0.1Mp extend down to a tensor-to-scalar
ratio below r = 10−4 . However, Lagrangians of special interest in this class (eg, Starobinsky and Higgs
inflation) predict a significantly larger amplitude of primordial gravitational waves, r ∼ 0.003. Thus, an
upper limit of r < 0.002 at 95% CL would rule them out. The remaining allowed space would be restricted
enough to dramatically change how we think about inflation, and perhaps force us to rethink the paradigm
altogether. Certainly some would consider all natural models to be ruled out. This is where we believe
CMB-S4 should aim. Section 2.5 discusses the details of this argument, and the spectral index and r values
for various models are illustrated in Figure 10.
In the next section, Section 2.2, we provide a basic introduction to the inflationary paradigm in its simplest
form. Section 2.3 discusses the forecasted sensitivity of CMB-S4 designed to reach the theoretically motivated
goal of tensor-to-scalar ratio r < 0.002 at 95% CL and some of the experimental, observational, and analysis
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challenges involved in achieving this sensitivity. In Section 2.4 we review in detail what a detection of
primordial gravitational waves would mean and what follow-up measurements could be done to further
characterize any signal. Section 2.5 explains in detail the implications of a robust upper limit of r < 0.002
at 95% CL. Sections 2.7 through 2.12 describe the significant gains CMB-S4 will allow in constraining
other aspects of the primordial Universe, both standard and more speculative. These include characterizing
the scalar power spectrum; constraining spatial curvature, scalar non-Gaussianity, and isocurvature modes;
further probing CMB “anomalies”; and constraining cosmic strings. We summarize in Section 2.13.

2.2

Basics of cosmological inflation

In this section, we introduce the essential concepts of cosmological inflation. We do this in two stages, first
giving a broad outline of the important concepts (closely following [12]) and then proceeding to a more
technical definition. Rather than surveying the extensive historical literature, we refer the reader to several
review articles and books for further information [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 6].

2.2.1

Inflation basics I: A heuristic picture

Inflation is, by definition, a period of accelerating expansion. As illustrated in Fig. 5, an accelerating
universe has a causal structure very different from that of a decelerating universe. In a decelerating universe,
a pair of separated comoving particles evolves from being causally disconnected—in which case the particles,
unable to influence each other, are said to be “superhorizon”—to being causally connected, or “subhorizon.”
In an accelerating universe, the opposite occurs. In the inflationary scenario, the Universe undergoes an
accelerating stage, which is followed by a long period of deceleration.
In view of the early period of accelerating expansion, two separated regions in the Universe that are now
causally disconnected could have been able to interact with each other during the inflationary epoch (which
of course was one of the original motivations for inflation). Causally connected perturbations in those two
regions—for example, an underdensity in one and an overdensity in the other—could thus have been created
at very early times. Quantum mechanics provides a mechanism for generating such perturbations, and in fact
makes them unavoidable. Quantum mechanical fluctuations initially created with sub-nuclear wavelengths
are stretched by the cosmic expansion to millimeter length scales within a tiny fraction of a second; at present
these fluctuations are on astrophysical scales. Thus observations of cosmic structure give us an opportunity
to probe physics on extremely small length scales.
Accelerating expansion requires the Universe to have an energy density that dilutes relatively slowly with
expansion. In inflationary models, such an energy density is usually obtained via the introduction of a new
field φ, called the inflaton field with Lagrangian density, in the simplest cases, given by
1
L = − ∂µ φ∂ µ φ − V (φ)
2

(2.1)

where V (φ) is a potential energy density.
A generic inflaton field configuration will not lead to inflation. But if there is a large enough patch of space in
which φ takes values for which the potential is sufficiently flat, φ will rapidly evolve to satisfy the “slow-roll
2
condition,” namely 21 (dφ/dt)  V (φ). When both the spatial and temporal derivatives of the inflaton field
are small, V (φ) is nearly constant in time and makes the dominant contribution to the energy density, ρ.
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Figure 5. Left and center panels: In an expanding universe, the distance between two separated points
increases over time, simply due to the expansion of the space between them. The two panels here show the
spacetime trajectories of two comoving points, A and B. For the decelerating expansion illustrated in the
left panel, the separation rate is greater in the past and even exceeds the speed of light at sufficiently early
times. Thus A and B go from being out of causal contact—unable to influence each other—to being in
causal contact. In an accelerating universe, the separation rate is smaller in the past. The two points go
from being in causal contact to being out of causal contact. In the inflationary universe scenario, an early
epoch of acceleration—the inflationary era—smoothly maps onto a long period of deceleration. Thus two
points can go from being in causal contact to out of causal contact and, much later, back into causal contact.
Right panel: Fluctuations in the value of the inflaton field, which is responsible for the accelerating
expansion of the cosmos, evolve differently, depending on whether their wavelength λ is less than or greater
than the horizon length L = c/H. When λ  L, the uncertainty principle limits how smooth the field can
be. As a result, the amplitude of the fluctuation is inversely proportional to λ and thus decreases as the
Universe expands (and the influence of the uncertainty principle is reflected by the appearance of Planck’s
constant ~ in the expression for the amplitude). As λ becomes larger than the horizon, the crests and troughs
of the wave cease to be in causal contact, so the amplitude stops evolving. For superhorizon evolution, the
asymptotic value of the amplitude corresponds to replacing the wavelength in the subhorizon case with 2πL.
Eventually, cosmic expansion stretches the fluctuations to astrophysically large length scales. Elsewhere in
this document ~ and c are set equal to unity.

√
Under such conditions, and given the Friedmann equation ȧ/a ∝ ρ, the patch inflates. In the limit that
the energy density is completely constant in time, the scale factor grows as eHt , and points separated by
more than c/H are causally disconnected.
A standard assumption in the calculation of inflationary perturbation spectra is that the field is as smooth as
it possibly can be, and still be consistent with the uncertainty principle. As Fig. 5 shows, these fluctuations
will be stretched to astrophysically large length scales by cosmic expansion. In an inflationary scenario
quantum fluctuations provide the initial seeds of all structure in the Universe.
As φ rolls toward the potential minimum, V (φ) eventually becomes smaller than 21 (dφ/dt)2 . At this point the
slow-roll condition is no longer met, and inflation ends. Decays of the inflaton to other particles—irrelevant
during inflation because the decay products were quickly diluted by expansion—then become important.
The remaining energy in the φ field converts to a thermal bath of the particles of the standard model, and
perhaps other particles as well—beginning what is usually called the “hot big bang” model.
The small but nonzero spatial fluctuations in φ cause inflation to end at different times in different locations.
In a sense, we can see these spatial variations in the end of the inflationary epoch when we observe anisotropies
in the CMB. In those regions where inflation ends relatively early, the mass density is lower due to the extra
expansion that the region has undergone since the end of inflation. Thus the slightly different expansion
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histories of different locations result in density differences; those small density perturbations eventually grow
under the influence of gravity to create all the structures we observe in the Universe today.
The spacetime metric itself presumably also obeys the uncertainty principle. As a result, we expect
gravitational waves to be produced during inflation as well. Just as with fluctuations of the inflaton field, they
have their amplitude set to a value proportional to the Hubble parameter H during inflation. Detecting the
influence of that gravitational-wave background on the CMB would allow cosmologists to infer H and hence
the energy scale of the inflationary potential. Observations of density perturbations, by contrast, provide a
relatively indirect look at the inflationary era. As emphasized already, CMB-S4 is poised to detect, or place
interesting upper limits on, the amplitude and spectrum of inflation-produced gravitational waves via their
signature in B-mode polarization.

2.2.2

Inflation basics II: Quantifying the predictions

The overall evolution of the Universe is well modeled by a Friedmann-Lemaı̂tre-Robertson-Walker line
element


dr2
2
2
+
r
dΩ
,
(2.2)
ds2 = −dt2 + a2 (t)
1 − kr2
where k = 0 for a flat spatial geometry, k = ±1 allows for spatial curvature, and the time evolution is
specified by the scale factor, a(t). The Hubble parameter, H = ȧ/a, gives the rate of expansion of the
Universe. A period of inflation will drive the spatial curvature close to zero, in good agreement with current
observations. We will assume spatial flatness and set k = 0 for most considerations, but see Section 2.8 for
a discussion of CMB-S4 constraints on curvature.
Since the period of cosmic inflation has to end, there must exist a clock, or scalar degree of freedom.
According to the uncertainty principle this clock must fluctuate, generating density perturbations that are
adiabatic. In the most economic scenarios, these density perturbations are the seeds that grow into the
anisotropies observed in the CMB and the stars and galaxies around us. Other degrees of freedom could,
of course, also be present during this phase and might even be responsible for the generation of the density
perturbations we observe. In this section, for simplicity, we restrict the analysis to the case of fluctuations
of the clock field only, propagating with sound speed cs = 1.
For these early times, the ADM formalism [18] provides a convenient parametrization of the line element in
the presence of perturbations
ds2 = −N 2 dt2 + hij (dxi + N i dt)(dxj + N j dt)
hij = a2 (t)[e2ζ δij + γij ] .

(2.3)

The equations of motion for N (the lapse) and N i (the shift) are the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints,
while ζ and γij contain the dynamical scalar and tensor degrees of freedom. In scenarios with matter sources
other than a scalar field there may also be vector perturbations. These rapidly decay and can be neglected
unless they are actively sourced in the post-inflationary Universe, e.g. by cosmic strings.
Because the equations of motion are invariant under translations, and the perturbations small enough to
work in perturbation theory, it is convenient to work with the Fourier transforms
Z
X Z d3 k
d3 k
ik·x
ζ(t, x) =
ζ(t, k)e
+ h.c.
and
γij (t, x) =
γ (t, k)eij (k, σ)eik·x + h.c. , (2.4)
3 σ
(2π)3
(2π)
σ
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where eij (k, σ) is the transverse-traceless polarization tensor for the graviton, σ labels the polarization states
of the gravitational waves, and ‘h.c.’ stands for the Hermitian conjugate. The solutions oscillate when the
modes are deep inside the horizon, k  aH. By definition, the modes exit the horizon when k = aH and in
single-field models approach a constant outside the horizon when k  aH.
The statistical properties of the scalar and tensor fluctuations, ζ and γσ , at times sufficiently late so that they
have frozen out, provide the link between the primordial era and the observed CMB today as well as other
probes of the structure of the late Universe. For a universe that is statistically homogeneous and isotropic
and in which the primordial fluctuations are Gaussian, the information about the statistical properties is
contained in the 2-point correlation functions
2π 2
Pζ (k),
k3
2π 2 1
hγσ (k)γσ0 (k0 )i = (2π)3 δσσ0 δ 3 (k + k0 ) 3 Pt (k),
k 2
hζ(k)ζ(k0 )i = (2π)3 δ 3 (k + k0 )

(2.5)
where the factor of 1/2 in the second to last line accounts for the fact that the measured power includes
contributions from each of the two graviton polarizations. In single-field slow-roll inflation, the gaugeinvariant combination of metric and scalar field fluctuations that is conserved outside the horizon has the
power spectrum
 2
1
H
Pζ (k) =
,
(2.6)
2
2MP 2π
k=aH
√
where  = −Ḣ/H 2 is the first slow-roll parameter, and MP = 1/ 8πG is the reduced Planck mass. As
indicated, the Hubble parameter and  are to be evaluated at horizon exit, when the wavenumber k is equal
to the inverse comoving Hubble radius. In the absence of additional sources, the tensor power spectrum
generated by inflation is
 2
8
H
Pt (k) = 2
.
(2.7)
MP 2π
k=aH

It is convenient to introduce the logarithmic derivatives of these power spectra
ns (k) − 1 ≡

d ln Pζ
d ln k

nt (k) ≡

and

d ln Pt
.
d ln k

(2.8)

If the Hubble rate and slow-roll parameter only weakly depend on time as in slow-roll inflation, these will
be ns (k) ' 1 and nt (k) ' 0, nearly independent of scale, and can be expanded around a pivot scale k∗
accessible by the CMB
ns (k) − 1 = ns − 1 +

dns (k)
d ln k

ln(k/k∗ ) + . . .

and

nt (k) = nt +

k∗

dnt (k)
d ln k

ln(k/k∗ ) + . . . .

(2.9)

k∗

In this approximation, the power spectra are
Pζ (k) = As
Pt (k) = At





k
k∗
k
k∗

ns −1+ 21

nt + 12

|

dns
d ln k k=k∗

dnt
d ln k k=k∗

|

ln(k/k∗ )+...

,

ln(k/k∗ )+...

,

(2.10)
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where As , At are the scalar and tensor amplitudes, and ns and nt , are the scalar and tensor spectral indices,
respectively, both at the pivot scale. The tensor-to-scalar ratio, r, is the relative power in the two types
of fluctuations at a chosen pivot scale k∗ (e.g. values of 0.002 and 0.05 Mpc−1 have been used in previous
studies)
At
r=
.
(2.11)
As
The power spectra of ζ and γσ are time-independent as long as the modes are outside the horizon, and only
begin to evolve once the modes of interest re-enter the horizon at late times. In particular, they set the initial
conditions for the system of equations governing the time evolution of the Universe from a temperature of
around 109 K (when electrons and positrons have just annihilated) to the present. To exhibit the link between
the primordial perturbations and late time observables explicitly, note that in a spatially flat universe, the
contributions of primordial scalar perturbations to the angular power spectra of temperature or E-mode
anisotropies are given by
(s,t)
CXX,`

=

Z

dk
Pζ (k)
k

Zτ0

2
(s,t)
dτ SX (k, τ )j` (k(τ0

0

− τ ))

,

(2.12)

where j` is a spherical Bessel function that encodes the (spatially flat) geometry of the Universe and
(s,t)
SX (k, τ ) with X = T, E are source functions for scalar and tensor modes that encode the evolution of
the modes in the hot big bang Universe. At linear order, scalar perturbations only contribute to the angular
power spectra of temperature and E-mode polarization and the cross-spectrum of temperature and E-mode
polarization, while the tensor perturbations in addition generate B-mode polarization. The primordial
contribution of the tensor perturbations to the angular power spectrum of B modes is
(t)

CBB,` =

Z

dk
Pt (k)
k

Zτ0
0

2
(t)

dτ SB (k, τ )j` (k(τ0 − τ ))

.

(2.13)

(t)

where SB (k, τ ) is the appropriate source function.
The results of calculations using Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13), performed with the Code for Anisotropies in the
Microwave Background (CAMB, [19]), are shown in Fig. 6. Results for the temperature and E-mode spectra
are given by the black and red lines, respectively, while the result for the tensor B-mode spectrum is given
by the blue lines for two possible values of r. Also shown are predictions for the B-mode spectrum generated
by gravitational lensing of E modes (green line). B-mode signal shape and detection prospects, as well as
contamination mitigation, will be discussed further in the next section. Finally, the data points in Fig. 6
show current constraints on the B-mode power from lensing, residual foreground, and potentially primordial
gravitational waves from BICEP2/Keck Array [20], POLARBEAR [21], and SPTpol [22].
At present, bounds on the tensor-to-scalar ratio from the temperature and E-mode anisotropies are comparable to those from B-mode observations [23, 7]. The temperature constraints are now cosmic variance-limited,
and the E-mode constraints are approaching that level. However, there is no such limit on the B modes,
so that improvements (and a potential detection) with CMB-S4 will rely on measurements of C`BB —most
likely targeting the degree-scale “recombination” feature in the primordial B-mode spectrum.
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Figure 6. Theoretical predictions for the temperature (black), E-mode (red), and tensor B-mode (blue)
power spectra. Primordial B-mode spectra are shown for two representative values of the tensor-to-scalar
ratio: r = 0.001 and r = 0.05. The contribution to tensor B modes from scattering at recombination peaks
at ` ∼ 80 and from reionization at ` < 10. Also shown are expected values for the contribution to B
modes from gravitationally lensed E modes (green). Current measurements of the B-mode spectrum are
shown for BICEP2/Keck Array (light orange), POLARBEAR (orange), and SPTPol (dark orange). The
lensing contribution to the B-mode spectrum can be partially removed by measuring the E and exploiting
the non-Gaussian statistics of the lensing.

2.3

Sensitivity forecasts for r

Achieving the CMB-S4 target sensitivity of σ(r) ∼ 10−3 will require exquisite measurements of the B-mode
power spectrum. It is expected that CMB-S4 will target the degree-scale recombination feature rather than
the tens-of-degree-scale reionization feature (see Fig. 6), because these largest scales are difficult to access
from the ground due to atmosphere and sidelobe pickup (though some Stage-3 ground-based experiments
are attempting this measurement, notably CLASS [24]).
As can be seen from Fig. 6, the first requirement for this level of sensitivity to r is a substantial leap forward
in raw instrument sensitivity. For ground-based bolometric detectors, which are individually limited in
sensitivity by the random arrival of background photons, this means a large increase in detector count. The
forecasts in this section use a baseline of 250,000 detectors operating for four years (or 106 detector years),
dedicated solely to maximizing sensitivity to r. It will be necessary to split this total effort among many
electromagnetic frequencies, to separate the CMB from polarized Galactic foregrounds. The forecasts here
assume eight frequency bands, ranging from 30 to 270 GHz. Contamination from gravitationally lensed E
modes must also be mitigated. While a precise prediction for the cosmological mean of the lensing B-mode
power spectrum can be made and subtracted from the observed spectrum, there will be a sample variance
residual between this prediction and the real lensing B modes on a particular patch of sky. To suppress
this sample variance, it will be necessary to “delens” the B-mode maps with a prediction for the lensing
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Figure 7. Bin-by-bin forecasted tensor constraints for r=0.01, fsky = 0.03, and the default detector effort
(106 detector years). The boxes denote the forecasted CMB-S4 erorr bars. Primordial B-mode spectra are
shown for two representative values of the tensor-to-scalar ratio: r=0.001 and r=0.01. The dashed green line
shows the ΛCDM expectation for the B modes induced by gravitational lensing of E modes, with the solid
line showing the residual lensing power after delensing. The dashed blue and red lines show the dust and
synchrotron (current upper limit) model assumed in the forecasting, at the foreground minimum of 95 GHz.
The levels of dust and synchrotron are equal to the ones reported in [8]. The contribution of dust and
synchrotron to the vertical error bars are shown in solid blue and red lines. Since these are calculated from
a multi-frequency optimization, the “effective frequency” at which these foreground residuals are defined
varies with each bin, allowing the residual lines to go above the input foreground model lines which are
defined at a fixed frequency of 95 GHz. Furthermore, due to the low frequency channels having larger beam
sizes than the higher frequency ones, in the higher bins, the primordial CMB component will be constrained
at a higher effective frequency. Defining the foreground residuals at these effective frequencies will yield a
higher amplitude for the dust residual, and a lower amplitude for the synchrotron residual, resulting in the
respective shapes of the solid blue and red lines.

signal from that particular patch of sky, constructed from the E-mode map and some tracer of the lensing
potential (see Section 7.4 for details). Forecasts in this section assign part of the total detector count to
a dedicated delensing effort, assumed to be a large-aperture (≥ 6-meter) telescope at a single frequency
(see below for a discussion of assumptions about aperture size). Finally, from the relative amplitudes of
the temperature, E-mode, and B-mode power spectra, it is clear that instrumental systematics that mix
temperature or E-mode power into B modes must also be controlled to an extremely low level. To account
for real-world inefficiencies, including non-ideal detector performance and yield, observing efficiency, bad
weather, data filtering, and cuts, the forecasts in this section use scaled versions of achieved power-spectrum
covariance matrices from the BICEP2/Keck Array experiments. This conservative assumption accounts for
many difficult to quantify factors that result in worse constraints on r than a naive, raw-sensitivity calculation
would imply. Further details of the forecasting methodology, including assumptions regarding foreground
properties and delensing efficiency, can be found in Section 8.10.1.1. Fig. 7 shows some of the inputs to and
assumptions of the forecasting code, including foregrounds, B-mode spectrum error bars (including sample
variance on the r = 0.01 spectrum for 3% of the sky and noise variance using the scaled noise covariance
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for the default detector count), and delensing efficiency (the value shown is appropriate for 3% of the sky,
r = 0.01, and the default detector count—see below for details).
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Figure 8. (Top panels) Uncertainty forecasts on r, as a function of fsky , for an 106 detector-years of effort
(150 GHz equivalent), assuming r = 0 (left panel) and r = 0.01 (right panel). The forecasting procedure is
specifically targeted towards optimizing tensor-to-scalar parameter constraints in the presence of Galactic
foregrounds and gravitational lensing of the CMB. The optimization assumes an amount of achieved delensing
that varies with fsky and a level of dust decorrelation. In addition to the “delensed” case, two more cases are
included to quantify the importance of delensing (“no delensing” case), and foregrounds + residual lensing
(“raw sensitivity” case), towards achieving the desired r constrains. (Bottom panels) For the “delensed”
case, an rms lensing residual and the fraction of the total deep survey effort devoted towards delensing are
included as a function of fsky . For a detailed description of the forecasting framework and the assumptions
made, see Section 8.10.1.1

The trade-off between raw sensitivity, ability to remove foregrounds, and ability to delens results in a
complicated optimization problem with respect to sky coverage. Fig. 8 shows the r sensitivity forecast for
CMB-S4 as a function of the observed sky fraction for the case that we only have an upper limit (i.e. assuming
r = 0, left) or for the case of a detection (here assuming r = 0.01, right). Focusing on the r = 0 case, we
see that an effort devoted to an initial detection of r will benefit from a deep survey that targets a small sky
area. In fact, there is no minimum in Fig. 8. Taken at face value, this optimization drives us to as small
a sky fraction as possible. Several real-world constraints caution against this extreme interpretation, the
most important of which is the level to which we will rely on delensing at the smallest sky fractions. For
example, as shown in the bottom-left panel of Fig. 8, achieving the forecasted sensitivity to r for a survey
targeting 1% of the sky will require an 80% reduction in the map rms level of the CMB lensing B modes.
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While this is achievable from a sensitivity standpoint (see Section 7.4), systematics and foregrounds will need
to be carefully considered. There are other real-world concerns not completely captured in the forecasting
code that would work in the other direction, steepening the optimization curve at high sky fractions. For
now we assume identical foreground behavior in all parts of the sky (equivalent to the measured behavior
in the BICEP2/Keck Array region), while in fact the average amplitude—and possibly the complexity—of
foregrounds will increase as larger sky fractions are targeted [25, 26]. This effect might appear to increase our
preference for a small area survey that focuses on the cleanest regions. However, we need to be cautious until
we know more about foregrounds at these sensitivity levels. Likewise, our ability to identify and address
instrumental systematics is often limited by the noise level of the maps, so deeper maps can serve as a
guard against instrumental problems. Balancing the forecasting results with these real-world concerns, for
subsequent plots we have chosen 3% as the default sky fraction for CMB-S4 r constraints (assuming a true
value of r = 0).
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Figure 9. (Top Panels) Uncertainty forecasts on r, as a function of the deep survey effort, for a fixed
fsky = 0.03, assuming r = 0 (left panel) and r = 0.01 (right panel). The forecasting procedure is specifically
targeted towards optimizing tensor-to-scalar parameter constraints in the presence of Galactic foregrounds
and gravitational lensing of the CMB. The optimization assumes an amount of achieved delensing that varies
with fsky and a level of dust decorrelation. In addition to the “delensed” case, two more cases are included
to quantify the importance of delensing (“no delensing” case), and foregrounds + residual lensing (“raw
sensitivity” case), towards achieving the desired r constrains. (Bottom panels) For the “delensed” case, an
rms lensing residual and the fraction of the total deep survey effort devoted towards delensing are included
as a function of effort. For a detailed description of the forecasting framework and the assumptions made,
see Section 8.10.1.1.
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The preference for small sky area is in tension with other CMB-S4 science goals that prefer large sky areas
but have much lower requirements for foreground cleaning. To balance these goals, we assume that roughly
one half of the total CMB-S4 experiment is devoted to a deep survey targeting degree-scale B modes, while
the other half is spent on a broad survey. However, if an important science goal was slightly out of the
reach of the default survey, one could consider increasing the effort spent on constraining r. Fig. 9 shows the
forecasted sensitivity to r as a function of the total effort spent on the deep survey. With 250,000 detectors
operating for four years, CMB-S4 will exceed the σ(r) = 0.001 benchmark, again assuming a true value of
r = 0.
If the true value of r is not zero, the optimum survey strategy and detector effort will change. As shown in
the right panel of Fig. 8, if r is as large as 0.01, then a larger sky area will be needed to improve precision.
Thus, the CMB-S4 deep survey must be designed with the flexibility to increase sky area in the event of a
detection.
In these forecasts, it is assumed that the degree-scale CMB and foregrounds are measured using smallaperture telescopes, while the delensing is achieved with a separate, large-aperture telescope. In all combinations of sky fraction and total detector effort, these forecasts indicate that at least 10–35% of the total
effort must be spent on high-resolution maps that can be used for delensing. If the large-aperture, highresolution data can also be used for degree-scale science, the allocation of resources between bands and
telescopes would change slightly, and the overall constraints on r would improve. If, furthermore, cost per
detector were independent of telescope aperture size, an argument could be made to carry out all the science
with large-aperture telescopes. Neither of these assumptions is clearly supported by current data, however.
Finally, we note that we have validated the results of the primary Fisher forecasting code used in this section
with two other codes, one Fisher-based and one map-based. For several individual points in sky-fraction
and detector-effort parameter space (and using a common set of assumptions about observing bands and
noise per detector), the three independent codes return consistent values of σ(r). Worth noting in particular
is that the map-based forecasting code does not assume purely Gaussian-distributed foreground emission
or translationally invariant foreground properties. Rather, foregrounds are simulated in map space based
on currently available data. The agreement between the map-based approach and the power-spectrumbased approaches provides reassurance that the foreground-mitigation approach in the design of CMB-S4
(in particular the number of observing bands and their placement in frequency) is adequate.

2.4

Implications of a detection of primordial gravitational waves

The inflationary amplification of vacuum fluctuations of the metric leads to a nearly scale-invariant, very
nearly Gaussian tensor power spectrum. This signal is very well characterized by a single parameter defining
the (relative) amplitude of tensor fluctuations, r. In this section, we consider the consequences of a detection
of primordial gravitational waves consistent with this simplest inflationary expectation. Together with
implications of an improved upper limit on r presented in the next section, these expectations motivate the
threshold level of sensitivity for CMB-S4 and guide the baseline proposals for the instrument in Section 2.3.
Of course, in the event of a detection it will be essential to characterize the accuracy with which we can test
the standard inflationary prediction. In Section 2.6 we will use the baseline instrument design from Section 2.3
with hypothetical detection levels to forecast constraints on nt and tensor-mode non-Gaussianity. We also
use Section 2.6 to discuss alternatives to the inflationary vacuum prediction, including non-vacuum sources
during inflation. We will see that non-vacuum scenarios would be distinguishable, as long as r is detected
at high significance.
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The remainder of this section derives the remarkable implications of a detection of primordial gravitational
waves with amplitude accessible by CMB-S4, and with a nearly scale-invariant, nearly Gaussian spectrum.
This would reveal the energy scale of inflation, provide compelling evidence for linearized quantum gravity,
and yield strong support for structure in non-linear quantum gravity that accommodates a large field range
for the inflaton.

2.4.1

The energy scale of inflation

According to the inflationary prediction for the amplitude of primordial gravitational waves, Eq. (2.7), a
detection provides a direct measurement of the Hubble scale during inflation. In single-field slow-roll models
the Friedmann equation relates the Hubble scale to the potential energy V of the inflaton, 3H 2 MP2 ' V .
The inflationary prediction for the amplitude of scalar fluctuations, Eq. (2.6) can be used to write H in
terms of the measured amplitude and the so-far undetermined slow-roll parameter, . Since  is directly
proportional to the tensor-to-scalar ratio this allows us to express the energy scale of inflation in terms of
measured numbers, known constants, and r (all at the pivot scale k∗ = 0.05 Mpc−1 ) as
 r 1/4
∗
.
(2.14)
V 1/4 = 1.04 × 1016 GeV
0.01
A detection of primordial gravitational waves therefore determines the energy scale of inflation to within a
few per cent.

A detection of primordial gravitational waves by CMB-S4 would reveal a new scale of particle physics, near
the GUT scale. If the signal is reasonably scale-invariant and at most weakly non-Gaussian, this scale
corresponds to the energy scale of inflation.

2.4.2

Planckian field ranges and symmetries

The spectrum of tensor fluctuations depends only on the Hubble parameter H during inflation, while the
scalar power depends on both H and the evolution of the homogeneous field sourcing inflation. As a
consequence, the tensor-to-scalar ratio r determines the inflaton field range in Planck units (called the “Lyth
bound” [27])
Z N∗
 r 1/2
∆φ
=
dN
,
(2.15)
MP
8
0

where (applying the general equation to the observationally accessible regime) N∗ is the number of e-folds
between the end of inflation and the moment when the mode with k∗ = 0.05 Mpc−1 (corresponding to the
CMB pivot scale) exits the horizon. In many common inflationary models r is a monotonic function of N
so that
 r 1/2
 r 1/2
∆φ
∗
&
N∗ &
.
(2.16)
MP
8
0.01
The value of N∗ is not well constrained and depends on unknown details of reheating, but N∗ & 30 provides
a conservative lower limit, justifying the second inequality in Eq. (2.16). Thus, a tensor-to-scalar ratio
r > 10−2 typically corresponds to a trans-Planckian excursion in field space between the end of inflation and
the epoch when the modes we observe in the CMB exit the horizon.

The relationship in Eq. (2.16) is significant because it relates the observed amplitude of linearized metric
fluctuations to a property of the full quantum field theory for gravity coupled to the inflaton. The action
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describing inflation, like the action for any other particle physics phenomena, in general will include terms
that encode the effects from degrees of freedom that couple to the inflaton, but are too energetic to be probed
directly by physics near the inflationary scale. The field range is a measure of the distance in field space over
which the corrections from the unknown physics do not significantly affect the low energy dynamics, since
otherwise slow-roll inflation would not persist. In theories of quantum gravity we expect degrees of freedom
to enter at the Planck scale or below. A field range exceeding the Planck scale would imply that quantum
gravity contributions do not have a significant effect over the naively expected scale. A detection of r would
therefore provide very strong motivation to better understand how “large-field inflation” can be naturally
incorporated in quantum gravity.
To understand this more quantitatively, recall that unless we work in a UV-complete theory such as string
theory, we rely on an effective field theory description of the inflationary epoch. General relativity, viewed
as an effective field theory, breaks down as energies approach the Planck scale because interactions between
gravitons become strongly coupled. The same is true for matter coupled to general relativity, so that
the effective field theory governing the inflationary period will generically have a sub-Planckian cut-off
ΛUV < MP . In fact, in any weakly-coupled UV completion of general relativity the new degrees of freedom
must enter well below the Planck scale to ensure weak coupling so that ΛUV  MP . According to the bound
in Eq. (2.16), a tensor-to-scalar ratio r > 10−2 (and even somewhat smaller) requires a displacement in field
space that is larger than the cut-off of the effective field theory. While this does not invalidate an effective
field theory description, it has important consequences. Assuming that the UV-complete theory is known,
the effective field theory is obtained by integrating out all modes parametrically heavier than the cut-off
ΛUV of the single-field model. In the absence of symmetries, we expect the inflaton φ to couple to heavy
degrees of freedom χ that, once integrated out, will introduce significant structure in the potential for the
inflation on scales ∆φ  ΛUV . For example, consider the action


Z
√
1
1
1
1
1
(2.17)
S = d4 x −g − g µν ∂µ φ∂ν φ − g µν ∂µ χ∂ν χ − m2 φ2 − M 2 χ2 − µφχ2 + . . . .
2
2
2
2
2
By assumption, the mass of the heavy degrees of freedom to be integrated out is M & ΛUV , and the dots
represent various other interaction terms. Generically the dimensionful coupling µ is also expected to be
of order the cut-off, µ ∼ ΛUV . From the last two terms in Eq. (2.17), we see that displacements of φ by a
distance comparable to the cut-off may lead to cancellations in the effective mass of the heavy degrees of
freedom, and heavy states (in this case χ) may become light if φ is displaced by a distance large compared
to the cut-off. In particular, since ΛUV < MP we should not expect potentials that are smooth over superPlanckian distances in a generic low energy effective field theory with cut-off ΛUV < MP .
We can only expect potentials suitable for large-field inflation if some mass scales (in the example m and µ)
are well below the cut-off, or if dimensionless couplings are small. This occurs naturally if the UV theory
respects a weakly broken shift symmetry φ → φ + c, which ensures that quantum corrections from the
inflaton and graviton will not introduce large corrections to the inflationary Lagrangian [4, 28, 29, 30, 31].
At the level of an effective field theory we can simply postulate such an approximate shift symmetry, but
one should keep in mind that we ultimately require the existence of such a symmetry in quantum gravity.
As the best developed theory of quantum gravity, string theory is a useful framework for exploring mechanisms that allow large-field inflation to be realized, even in the presence of heavy degrees of freedom. Axions
are ubiquitous in string theory and provide natural candidates for the inflaton because they enjoy a shift
symmetry that is weakly broken by instanton effects and by the presence of branes or fluxes [32]. Early field
theory models relied on the familiar periodic contributions to the potential generated by instantons to drive
inflation [33, 34]. In string theory the periods are expected to be sub-Planckian [35, 36], while constraints on
the scalar spectral index require super-Planckian axion periods, so that a UV completion of these models does
not currently exist. The excitement over the initial BICEP2 results [37] led to renewed interest in models
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in which the inflaton is an axion with a potential that is entirely due to instanton effects and intensified the
discussion about the extent to which some means to achieve large-field inflation via multiple axions may be
incompatible with basic principles of quantum gravity [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47].
In addition to the familiar non-perturbative contributions that break the continuous shift symmetry to a
discrete one, the presence of fluxes and branes lead to contributions to the axion potentials that break the
discrete shift symmetry as well. As the axion is displaced by one period, one unit of charge is induced, so
that the axion field space becomes non-compact. As a consequence, super-Planckian decay constants are
not required for super-Planckian excursions in these so-called “monodromy” models [48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53,
54, 55, 56]. Generically both contributions to the potential are present and these models predict periodic
effects at some level, either directly from the periodic features in the potential or from periodic bursts of
string or particle production. Unfortunately, the strength of the signal is very model-dependent. Even if one
of these models is a good approximation to nature, the periodic features could be undetectably small even
for CMB-S4.
In writing Eq. (2.16), we have assumed that r is monotonic, or at least of the same order of magnitude
throughout the inflationary period. However, one can easily construct models in which r is non-monotonic
to weaken the bound [57, 58, 59]. In the case of a detection with CMB-S4 of a spectrum that is at least
approximately scale-invariant, we can write the weaker bound
 r 1/2
∆φ
,
&
MP
0.3

(2.18)

which limits the distance in field space traveled during the time the modes we observe in the CMB exited
the horizon. This inequality shows that even if the distance in field space traveled during this period is subPlanckian, it is not parametrically smaller than MP . This implies that we cannot avoid the question of the
embedding of the inflation model into quantum gravity for r = 0.01 or even for r = 0.005, unless we assume
that the UV completion of general relativity is strongly coupled. These levels of primordial gravitational
waves can be detected at high significance with CMB-S4 as shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 10 for a fiducial model
of r = 0.01.
In deriving the primordial power spectra and Eq. (2.15), we have assumed the Bunch-Davies vacuum state
[61]. The relation between r and the scale of inflation is modified if we assume that the tensor modes (and
the scalar modes) either do not start in the Bunch-Davies state [62, 63], or that the evolution during inflation
will lead to departures from it. The first option generically introduces a stronger scale-dependence into the
tensor spectrum [64, 65] (and additional non-Gaussianity). In addition, this way of achieving observable
primordial B modes from a low-scale model has a similar feature to large-field models: one should show
that the initial state is not only acceptable from the point of view of low-energy considerations, but can
be generated by pre-inflationary physics. The second option (discussed in section 2.4.1) leads to non-trivial
higher n-point functions that are in principle measurable.
A detection of primordial B modes with CMB-S4 would provide evidence that the theory of quantum gravity
must accommodate a Planckian field range for the inflaton. Conversely, the absence of a detection of B modes
with CMB-S4 will mean that a large field range is not required. The relation between inflaton field range and
the amplitude of primordial gravitational waves means that a detection of r would provide an observational
window into quantum gravity.
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Figure 10. Forecast of CMB-S4 constraints in the ns –r plane for a fiducial model with r = 0.01.
Constraints on r are derived from the expected CMB-S4 sensitivity to the B-mode power spectrum as
described in Section 2.3. Constraints on ns are derived from expected CMB-S4 sensitivity to temperature
and E-mode power spectra as described in Section 8.10.2. Also shown are the current best constraints from a
combination of the BICEP2/Keck Array experiments and Planck [8]. Chaotic inflation with V (φ) = µ4−p φp
for p = 2/3, 1, 2 are shown as blue lines for 47 < N? < 57 (with smaller N? predicting lower values of ns ).
The Starobinsky model and Higgs inflation are shown as small and large filled orange circles, respectively.
The lines show the classes of models discussed in Section 2.5. The green band shows the predictions for
quartic hilltop models, and the gray band shows the prediction of a sub-class of α-attractor models [60].

2.5

Implications of an improved upper limit on r

As detailed in previous sections, a detection of primordial gravitational waves would have profound implications. However, even excluding the presence of gravitational waves at a level observable by CMB-S4 would
have important consequences for the theory of inflation. Current constraints already strongly disfavor models
that were plausible candidates, such as chaotic inflation with a quadratic potential [7, 66, 8]. Upper limits
from CMB-S4 would rule out large classes of inflationary models. In particular, all models that explain the
observed value of ns naturally (in the sense detailed below), with a scale of the characteristic variation of
the potential exceeding the Planck scale would be excluded.
We present a version of an argument for the implications of an upper limit on r, developed in Refs. [67, 68, 69],
which does not rely on the microscopic details of inflationary models. In the limit where the slow-roll
parameter   1, Eqs. (2.6) and (2.8) lead to a differential equation
d ln 
− (ns (N ) − 1) − 2 = 0 ,
dN

(2.19)

where N is the number of e-folds until the end of inflation, and ns (N )−1 denotes the spectral index evaluated
at the wavenumber of the mode that exits the horizon N e-folds before the end of inflation. Note that  is
small (but positive) during inflation and  ∼ 1 when inflation ends. If  is a monotonic function of N this
implies ns (N ) − 1 ≤ 0, in agreement with observations.
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Denoting by N∗ the number of e-folds before the end of inflation at which the CMB pivot scale exits the
horizon, the departure from a scale-invariant spectrum observed by the Planck satellite is O(1/N∗ ). While
this could be a coincidence, it would find a natural explanation if
ns (N ) − 1 = −

p+1
,
N

(2.20)

up to subleading corrections in an expansion in large N for some real p. Under this assumption, the general
solution to Eq. (2.19) is
p
1
,
(2.21)
(N ) =
2N 1 ± (N /Neq )p
where we have chosen to parameterize the integration constant by Neq so that the magnitudes of the first
and second terms in the denominator become equal when N = Neq . We take Neq > 0 and indicate the
choice of sign for the integration constant by “±.”
Assuming that the epoch when the modes we observe in the CMB exit the horizon is not special, so that
N∗  Neq or N∗  Neq , Eq. (2.19) leads to four classes of solutions:
p
;
2N 
p
p
Neq
II. (N ) =
2N
N

|p|
N
|p|
III. (N ) =
2N Neq
1
p
IV. (N ) =
+
+ ...
2N ln Neq /N
4N

(2.22)

I. (N ) =

with

p>0

and

Neq  N∗ ; (2.23)

with

p<0

and

Neq  N∗ ; (2.24)

and

Neq  N∗ . (2.25)

with

|p| 

1
ln Neq /N∗

As we explain in what follows, if CMB-S4 does not detect primordial B modes, only class II with Neq . 1
will remain viable, while the other cases will be disfavored or excluded. We will see that Neq sets the
characteristic scale (in Planck units) over which the potential varies, so that this would amount to excluding
all models that naturally explain the spectral index with a characteristic scale that exceeds the Planck scale.
The value of N∗ depends on the post-inflationary history of the Universe. Equation (2.20) implies that a
measurement of the spectral index and its running would determine p and hence N∗ , but unfortunately a
measurement of the running at the level of (ns − 1)2 is out of reach for CMB-S4. A given reheating scenario
predicts N∗ , but the space of reheating scenarios is large. Instantaneous reheating leads to N∗ ' 57 for
k∗ = 0.05 Mpc−1 , while smaller values correspond to less efficient reheating. We will assume 47 < N∗ < 57
for the following discussion.
Current constraints on ns and r from Ref. [66] disfavor class III at just over 2 σ relative to class II.
Furthermore, the best-fit point of class III occurs for p ' 0, where classes I, II, and III are degenerate,
so that class III need not be discussed separately. Additionally class IV is disfavored at 2–3 σ relative to
class II. As a consequence we focus on classes I and II in what follows.
For class I, constraints from the Planck satellite and the BICEP2/Keck Array experiments [66] translate into
p = 0.32 ± 0.16 at 1 σ, and favor models with inefficient reheating. The best-fit point in this class is r = 0.044
and ns = 0.973, which is currently disfavored relative to class II at 1–2 σ. Upper limits on r directly translate
into constraints on p. A 1 σ upper limit on the amount of primordial gravitational waves from CMB-S4 at
a level of r < 0.001 would imply p < 0.013 and effectively rule out this class as it degenerates into class II
in this limit.
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For class II the tensor-to-scalar ratio is naturally smaller than in class I, as long as p is of order unity
because N∗  Neq . Under the additional assumption that the scaling of Eq. (2.23) should be valid until
the end of inflation we have Neq ' 1. In this case, current data from Ref. [66] imply p = 0.67 ± 0.24 after
marginalization over N∗ . The best-fit point occurs at p = 0.83 and instantaneous reheating, so that in this
class the data favors models with efficient reheating. At the best-fit point, r = 0.004 and ns = 0.968. An
upper limit of r < 0.001 would disfavor this scenario relative to scenarios with Neq  1 at approximately
2 σ. The precise significance depends slightly on the true value of the spectral index. Similarly, for an upper
limit of r < 0.001, the regime with p  1 (and equivalently class I) would be disfavored relative to class II
with Neq  1 at 3 σ. To disfavor the scenario with Neq ' 1 at approximately 3 σ relative to Neq  1 would
require an upper limit of r . 5 × 10−4 .
In summary, in the absence of a detection of primordial gravitational waves, CMB-S4 would place constraints
on ns and r that are strong enough to rule out or disfavor all models that naturally explain the observed value
of the scalar spectral index in the sense that ns (N )−1 ∝ 1/N and in which the behavior of Eqs. (2.22)–(2.25)
provides a good approximation until the end of inflation.
To understand the implications better, let us discuss the models that underlie the classes favored by current
data, classes I and II. The potentials can be obtained from

2
0
dφ
dφ
2V
= MP
and
= 2MP2 ,
(2.26)
dN
V
dN
where MP is the reduced Planck mass.
Class I corresponds to models of chaotic inflation with monomial potentials, V (φ) = µ4−2p φ2p , as already
considered in Ref. [70]. The most commonly studied examples were p = 1, 2, both of which are now ruled out
or strongly constrained [66]. Models with fractional powers 1/3 < p < 1 that are still viable candidates have
naturally appeared in the study of large-field models of inflation in string theory [48, 49, 71]. If gravitational
waves are not observed with CMB-S4, these would be ruled out.
Provided p 6= 1, class II corresponds to potentials of the form
"   2p #
φ p−1
V (φ) = V0 exp −
,
(2.27)
Λ
p
with Λ = α(p)Neq MP , where α(p) = 4p/(1 − p)2 . The parameter Λ is closely related to the characteristic
scale M over which the potential varies appreciably. For the range of p that corresponds to the observed
value of ns , it is well approximated by
|1 − p|
.
(2.28)
M =Λ
p
For p > 1 inflation typically occurs when φ  Λ. In this regime, the potential behaves like a hilltop model,
n
V (φ) ' V0 (1 − (φ/Λ) ), with n = 2p/(p − 1). For 0 < p < 1 inflation typically occurs for φ  Λ and
n
V (φ) ' V0 (1 − (Λ/φ) ) with n = 2p/(1 − p). In the limit p → 0, in which classes I, II, and III become
degenerate, the φ-dependence is logarithmic.
For the special case p = 1 the dependence on the inflaton in Eq. (2.27) becomes exponential, and
p in the
inflationary regime the potential is well approximated by V (φ) ' V0 (1 − exp (−φ/M )) with M = Neq MP .
There are many examples of models with a potential with this asymptotic behavior for φ  M . These
include the Starobinsky model [72], Higgs inflation [73, 74], an early example of chaotic inflation [75], and
the T-model [60].
If only the asymptotic forms of the potentials agree with Eq. (2.27), then Eq. (2.20) will not be exact and the
departures from Eq. (2.27) will be encoded in the subleading terms that vanish more rapidly than 1/N in the
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Figure 11. Forecast of CMB-S4 constraints in the ns –r plane for a fiducial model with r = 0. Constraints
on r are derived from the expected CMB-S4 sensitivity to the B-mode power spectrum as described in
Section 2.3. Constraints on ns are derived from expected CMB-S4 sensitivity to temperature and E-mode
power spectra as described in Section 8.10.2. Also shown are the current best constraints from a combination
of the BICEP2/Keck Array experiments and Planck [8]. The Starobinsky model and Higgs inflation are
shown as small and large filled orange circles. The lines show the classes of models discussed in Section 2.5
that naturally explain the observed value of the scalar spectral index for different characteristic scales in the
potential (see eq. (2.28)), M = MP /2, M = MP , M = 2 MP , and M = 5 MP . Longer dashes correspond to
larger values of the scale M .

limit N → ∞. Unfortunately, just like the running of the scalar spectral index, the subleading contributions
are typically too small to be detected.
Note that Neq sets the characteristic scale in field space. For Neq of order unity, the variation of the inflaton
is naturally given in units of the reduced Planck mass, while for Neq  1 the characteristic scale in field
space is sub-Planckian.
This allows us to rephrase the lesson we can draw from an upper limit on r from CMB-S4 as follows:
In the absence of a detection, CMB-S4 would rule out or disfavor all models that naturally explain the
observed value of the scalar spectral index and in which the characteristic scale in field space exceeds the
Planck scale.
This is shown in Figure 11. We see that for ns = 0.968, σ(r) = 5×10−4 would allow to disfavor
p characteristic
scales that exceed the Planck scale at 95% CL. Unfortunately, because of the scaling M ∝ Neq it will only
be possible to place constraints M . MP , but not M  MP . It should also be kept in mind that a natural
explanation of the value of the scalar spectral index is not guaranteed and its value could be an accident.
That a natural explanation is possible is, however, encouraging.
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Tensor-mode science beyond r

If a detection of primordial gravitational waves is made with CMB-S4, the next step would be to understand
the possible sources of the signal. The spectrum of B modes from vacuum fluctuations of the metric, amplified
by inflation driven by a scalar field, is nearly scale-invariant and very nearly Gaussian. In this section
we discuss how well CMB-S4, given a detection, could characterize the shape of the B-mode spectrum,
test for significant higher-order correlations involving tensor modes, and test for parity violation. These
additional features would demonstrate the degree to which the data supports the expectation from the
simplest inflationary models, or whether there is evidence for richer (or non-inflationary) physics.

2.6.1

The shape of the tensor power spectrum

The vast majority of inflation scenarios predict a red spectrum for gravitational waves, and in the simplest
cases the canonical single-field consistency relation fixes nt = −r/8. For a single field with a sound speed less
than one, or multiple fields, nt /r < −1/8 instead [76]. Allowing the inflaton to couple to higher curvature
terms can produce a blue tilt [77], but in general a very blue tensor spectral index is only possible in
alternatives to inflation (see Section 2.6.4).
Figure 12 shows the projected contours in the r–nt plane for CMB-S4, for fiducial values of r = 0.01 or
r = 0.05. A test of the canonical single-field consistency relation nt = −r/8 is unfortunately out of reach.
However, a significant bump in the spectrum, as would be produced if a non-vacuum source of gravitational
waves dominates the signal [78] (see Section 2.6.3 for details) would be detectable.
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Figure 12.
Forecasts for joint constraints on the tensor to scalar ratio r, and the tensor spectral index,
nt assuming fiducial values of r = 0.01 (left) or r = 0.05 (right). The pivot scale is set to kt = 0.0099 Mpc−1
to break the degeneracy. The forecasts assume fsky = 3% and fsky = 40% for the fiducial values of r = 0.01
and r = 0.05, respectively.

An upper limit or detection of a stochastic gravitational wave background from CMB-S4 would, on its own,
provide only limited information on the overall shape of its spectrum. However, CMB-S4 combined with
direct detection techniques such as pulsar timing and laser interferometry can also place limits on nt . Recent
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analysis shows the complementarity between observations over a wide range of frequencies in constraining
the shape of the spectrum [79, 80]. If indirect CMB limits to the high-frequency part of the spectrum are
included (coming from its behavior as an additional source of radiation energy density [81]) the constraints
become even tighter. For example, current upper limits to nt (at 95% CL) using the Parkes Pulsar Timing
Array, LIGO, and indirect constraints which place an upper limit on the number of effective radiative degrees
of freedom, Neff − 3.046 < 0.31 [82], are given as a function of r by [79]
 r 
+ 0.36.
(2.29)
nt < −0.04 log10
0.11
A measurement of r from CMB-S4, along with these other probes of the stochastic gravitational wave
background, would allow us to place a firm upper limit to nt . Constraints to the amount of dark radiation
from CMB-S4 will further improve the upper limit to nt , with the improvement scaling approximately linearly
with the CMB-S4 constraint to Neff − 3.046 [80] (see Section 4.3.4).

2.6.2

Probing matter and gravitational interactions at the inflationary scale

Information about the spectrum of interacting particles relevant during inflation is contained in correlations
beyond the power spectrum. Correlators including at least one B-mode will benefit significantly from
the improved sensitivity of CMB-S4 and will probe the particles that contribute to sourcing primordial
gravitational waves. In particular, the three point correlation hζ(k1 )ζ(k2 )γσ (k3 )i can be constrained using
hBT T i, hBT Ei and hBEEi.
The details of the tensor-scalar-scalar correlator are contained in the bispectrum Bζζγσ (k1 , k2 , k3 ), defined
by pulling out the appropriate polarization structure associated with the tensor mode:
hζ(k1 )ζ(k2 )γσ (k3 )i = (2π)3 δ(k1 + k2 + k3 )Bζζγσ (k1 , k2 , k3 )eij (k3 , σ)k̂1i k̂2j ,

(2.30)

where eij (k, σ) is the transverse-traceless polarization tensor. The amplitude and momentum dependence of
the bispectrum Bζζγσ can be parametrized by [83]
√ ζζγ
F (k1 , k2 , k3 ).
Bζζγσ (k1 , k2 , k3 ) = 16π 4 A2s rfNL

(2.31)

The function F (k1 , k2 , k3 ) is often referred to as the “shape,” indicating which triangle of momentum modes
is most strongly coupled. For example, the equilateral template most strongly couples equal wavelength
modes. The “local” template has significant coupling in a configuration where one mode is substantially
longer wavelength than the other two (k1  k2 ∼ k3 ). The simplest models of inflation produce non√
ζζγ
Gaussianity of approximately equilateral shape with an amplitude fNL
= r/16 [84, 85].
√
In Table 2-1 we show the results of forecasts for rfNL using local and equilateral templates for F and the
hBT T i correlation. We anticipate similar constraints for hBT Ei and hBEEi. The level of non-Gaussianity
predicted by the simplest models of inflation is out of reach. A detection of this correlation would be
an immediate indication of some deviation from the simple inflationary paradigm [86, 87]. There are a
few known possibilities that would generate a scalar-scalar-tensor bispectrum with larger amplitude and/or
different shape: different symmetry patterns (e.g. solid inflation [88] or gauge-flation [89, 90]), gravitational
waves not produced as vacuum fluctuations, or multiple tensors (e.g. bigravity) [86]. Any non-zero tensor
amplitude could also be sourced by a higher-order massive spin field that couples to two scalars and one
graviton. See for example [91] for a very recent discussion of such signatures. A detection would therefore
constitute a clear signature of new physics.
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Type
Local
Equilateral
Local (r = 0.01)
Equilateral (r = 0.01)

Planck
√
σ( rfNL ) = 15.2
√
σ( rfNL ) = 200.5
√
σ( rfNL ) = 15.2
√
σ( rfNL ) = 200.8
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CMB-S4
√
σ( rfNL ) = 0.3
√
σ( rfNL ) = 7.4
√
σ( rfNL ) = 0.7
√
σ( rfNL ) = 14.7

Rel. improvement
50.7
27.1
25.3
13.7

Table 2-1. Forecasted constraints on local and equilateral shapes sourced by primordial and equilateral
correlations of the form hγζζi constrained through hBT T i. Planck forecast is based on Blue Book values [92],
with fsky = 0.75. Constraints were derived using the flat-sky approximation as in Ref. [83] with `min = 30,
and with no cosmic variance in B. We expect similar constraints from hBEEi and hBT Ei. For r = 0.01
Planck is still noise dominated, while CMB-S4 is cosmic variance dominated.

2.6.3

Distinguishing vacuum fluctuations from other particle physics sources of
B modes

Although CMB-S4 constraints on the shape of the tensor spectrum and its Gaussianity cannot test the
predictions of the simplest inflation models, they will be able to perform the very important function of
distinguishing a primordial but non-vacuum dominant source of B modes. In non-minimal models with
additional sectors coupled to the inflaton, excitations and particle production associated with other fields
during inflation can source additional primordial gravitational waves [93, 94, 95]. The new fields and
interactions that generate additional tensor fluctuations also generically contribute to the scalar fluctuations,
so the non-vacuum B-mode signal is significantly constrained by the observed scalar power spectrum and its
high degree of Gaussianity [95, 96, 97, 98, 99].
In cases where additional sectors are directly coupled to the inflaton (with stronger than gravitationalstrength couplings) Planck satellite constraints do not allow for the secondary source signal to have an
amplitude competitive with the vacuum signal [99, 98]. However, a model with a significant non-vacuum
signal can be constructed if the inflationary sector is only gravitationally coupled to a hidden sector containing
a light pseudo-scalar and a gauge field during inflation [95, 100]. Fluctuations of the light scalar excite
fluctuations of the gauge field, which in turn leads to gravitational wave production. To evade constraints
from scalar non-Gaussianity, the source field’s potential must be adjusted so that the production of gauge
field quanta occurs only around the time the modes contributing to the multipoles relevant for the B-mode
search leave the horizon [78]. Then, at the expense of fine-tuning the scales on which production occurs,
there exists a range of values for other parameters that can lead to a gravitational-wave signal competitive
with the vacuum fluctuations while remaining consistent with existing Planck data [78, 100]. For example,
the gravitational waves from gauge-field production could be measured at a level of r = 10−1 with a vacuum
contribution of only r = 10−4 . While in that case the determination of the scale of inflation is affected
by less than an order of magnitude, adjusting the parameters of the scenario may allow for more dramatic
modifications of the relationship between r and the inflationary energy scale given by Eq. (2.14).
When secondary production of this sort is large enough to dominate the signal, the predicted gravitationalwave spectrum differs significantly from that of the vacuum fluctuations in several ways. First, the production
mechanism is not continuous (to avoid non-Gaussianity constraints) and so sources a B-mode spectrum that
is far from scale-invariant. Second, the tensor spectrum is strongly non-Gaussian. Finally, the gravitational
waves resulting from the gauge field come with a definite handedness [101, 102] so parity violating TB and
EB correlations would be sourced [103], and the angular bispectrum of B modes would be dominated by
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`1 + `2 + `3 = even modes, which would vanish in any theory that respects parity. Of these, the deviation
from a flat spectrum is likely to be detected at highest significance by CMB-S4 [78, 100].
Through constraints on the shape of the tensor power spectrum, CMB-S4 will be able to distinguish a signal
dominated by an inflationary, but non-vacuum, source of primordial gravitational waves.
Tests for parity violation and the shape of the spectrum are also of broader interest for inflation models
whose particle content departs from the minimal scalar field for reasons other than specifically generating
non-vacuum gravitational waves. In particular, scenarios in which non-Abelian gauge fields play a significant
role in sourcing inflation are closely related to the models discussed above. In chromo-natural inflation
and gauge-flation scenarios [89, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109], the central ingredient is a homogeneous and
isotropic, flavor-space-locked gauge field that helps slow the roll of the inflaton or else is the inflaton itself.
For a non-Abelian field with SU(2) symmetry, this means that the three flavor gauge vector potentials are
mutually orthogonal in space. The stress-energy of this configuration could leave a unique imprint on a
spectrum of primordial gravitational waves, which would be transferred to the B-mode spectrum in the
CMB. The non-Abelian nature of the field introduces a preferred handedness onto this medium, leading to
an enhancement of left (or right) circularly polarized gravitational waves. Again this would lead to parityviolating EB and TB correlations [110, 111] or parity violating higher n-point functions. If this process takes
place in the post-inflationary environment, the gauge field could further impress a periodic modulation on
the gravitational wave spectrum [112, 113]. Although the basic chromo-natural and gauge-flation models
have been ruled out [114], these unique features are expected to be generic to any viable variation on these
scenarios and would be constrained by CMB-S4. As parity violation is difficult to detect at high significance
for these scenarios, but is also interesting for post-inflationary physics, forecasts for CMB-S4 can be found
in the discussion of cosmic birefringence in Chapter 6.
Post-inflationary phase transitions themselves have also been proposed as a source of nearly scale-invariant
gravitational waves detectable through CMB polarization (and direct detection) [115, 116, 117, 118, 119].
Even for a spectrum that matches the inflationary result on small scales, any such signal can in principle
be distinguished from the inflationary expectation by the absence of super-horizon correlations at the time
of recombination. A framework to extract specifically this part of the signal was proposed in Ref. [120] and
could be applied to robustly extract the component of any signal that must come from physics outside of
the hot big bang paradigm. Existing forecasts in the literature [121] indicate that a ground-based survey
alone will not be able to detect super-horizon correlations at high significance if r is much below 0.1. But,
if CMB-S4 does make a detection, this physics could be in reach of an eventual satellite mission.

2.6.4

Constraining alternatives to inflation

Vacuum fluctuations during inflation provide a simple, elegant, and compelling mechanism to create the
initial seeds required for structure formation. One of inflation’s most robust predictions is an adiabatic,
nearly scale-invariant spectrum of scalar density perturbations. This prediction is in excellent agreement
with observations, especially considering the need to account for a small deviation from exact scale invariance.
However, it is disputable whether these observations can be considered a proof that inflation actually occurred
(as has been discussed since inflation was first proposed). Clearly, a fair evaluation of the status of inflation
requires the consideration of competing theories and the hope to find experimental distinctions between
inflation and these alternatives.
Leading alternatives to inflation can be classified into two primary categories based on the way in which
they account for the observed causality of the scalar density fluctuations. “Bouncing cosmologies” rely on
an initially cold, large universe and a subsequent phase of slow contraction. This is then followed by a
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bounce that leads to an expanding and decelerating FRW cosmology. The most well studied examples are
provided by “ekpyrotic” or cyclic models [122, 123] and more recently “matter bounce” models [124, 125, 126].
The second class of alternatives to inflation arises from models that invoke a loitering phase of the cosmic
expansion prior to the hot big bang—with string gas cosmology [127, 128, 129] providing an example.
A detailed critique of these alternatives and their relevance to the science case for a near-term CMB-based
mission was presented in Appendix B of the “CMBPol Mission Concept Study” [130]. Since that publication,
these alternative approaches to inflation have received considerable attention; however, as science drivers for
the CMB-S4 mission there are two important points to re-emphasize.
• These alternatives invoke novel and incompletely understood physics to solve the problems associated
with standard big bang cosmology. This implies important theoretical challenges that have to be
addressed carefully before the models mature into compelling alternatives to inflation.
• Most or all of the alternatives to inflationary cosmology predict negligible tensors on CMB scales. This
strengthens the case for considering B modes as a “smoking gun” of inflation. It should be considered
an important opportunity to use CMB observations to constrain all known alternatives to inflation.
One property that is shared by many (if not all) alternatives to inflation is that they require a violation of the
Null Energy Condition (NEC). Such a violation typically implies the existence of catastrophic instabilities
and/or fine-tuning of initial conditions. This presents an important challenge for alternatives to inflation, but
it does not imply that alternatives are impossible to realize. An example of a stable bounce violating the NEC
was put forward in Ref. [131] and then used in the “new ekpyrotic” scenario in Refs. [132, 133]. Although
this model is consistent at the level of effective field theory, it is not clear whether it is possible to find a
UV completion for it. This is a very important issue because the quantization of the new ekpyrotic theory,
prior to the introduction of a UV cutoff and a UV completion, leads to a catastrophic vacuum instability
[134]. Similar challenges arise in models like string gas cosmology where NEC violation is required to exit
the loitering phase to a radiation-dominated universe [135, 136, 137, 138]. Whether such obstacles can be
overcome is an area of ongoing research.
However, despite the theoretical challenges in understanding the background evolution, it has been argued
that many of the observational predictions of such alternative models are independent of these issues. Most
notable is that all known alternative constructions seem to predict negligible tensor modes on large scales.
This was an early prediction of ekpyrotic models, and appears true as well for the more recently studied
matter bounce models when constraints on scalar non-Gaussianity are also taken into consideration [139]. It
is not yet clear if an observable amplitude of non-vacuum primordial gravitational waves could be sourced
during the contracting phase, but see Ref. [140] for some recent work in that direction.
A detection of primordial gravitational waves with a spectrum consistent with vacuum fluctuations would rule
out all currently proposed alternatives to inflation.

2.6.5

Constraints on the graviton mass

Theories of massive gravity come in many flavors (see e.g. Refs. [141, 142]), and their predictions in the scalar
sector differ significantly. However, by definition, the dispersion relation for the graviton in all of them is
ω 2 = p2 + m2g ,

(2.32)

where p is the physical momentum and mg the possibly time-dependent graviton mass. As a consequence,
gravitational waves necessarily have frequencies ω > mg . A detection of primordial B-mode polarization
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on angular degree scales may be considered as a detection of gravitational waves with frequencies ω ∼ Hrec
through the quadrupole they produce in the primordial plasma, where Hrec ' 3 × 10−29 eV is the Hubble
parameter at recombination. A detection then implies a model-independent bound mg < Hrec or
mg < 3 × 10−29 eV .

(2.33)

If the graviton mass is time-dependent, this should be interpreted as a constraint on its mass around the
time of recombination.
Because the perturbations in the primordial plasma before and around recombination are linear, the effect of
the graviton mass is straightforward to incorporate by a simple modification of the field equation for tensor
metric perturbations so that the above argument can be made more quantitative. The equation of motion
for the transverse-traceless metric perturbation γ takes the same form as for a minimally coupled massive
scalar field
 2 !
k
ȧ
2
γ̈k (t) + 3 γ̇k (t) + mg +
γk (t) = 0 .
(2.34)
a
a
Here k is the comoving momentum of the metric perturbation, and the background cosmological metric is
ds2 = −dt2 + a2 (t)dx2 .

(2.35)

The consequences of this modification are discussed in detail in Ref. [143]. The most important consequence
is that superhorizon modes start to oscillate around the time tm when H(tm ) = mg , and their amplitude
subsequently redshifts as a−3/2 . In contrast, in the massless case all modes remain frozen until they enter
the horizon. This results in a suppression of the amplitude of primordial B modes for mg  Hrec , and a
detection of B modes would rule out this possibility. For masses around Hrec , there is no suppression, but
the angular power spectra are modified by the presence of a graviton mass, and a detection of primordial
B-mode polarization would allow a measurement of the graviton mass.
Weak lensing currently constrains the mass of the graviton to be mg < 6 × 10−32 eV. This bound assumes
that the dispersion relation of the scalar modes is modified. The limits discussed here are weaker but
have the advantage that they are model-independent and directly constrain tensor modes. For comparison,
the current model-independent bounds on the graviton mass arise from the indirect detection of ∼ 3 ×
10−5 Hz gravitational waves through the timing of the Hulse-Taylor binary pulsar [144], and the bound
on the difference in arrival times for gravitational waves with different frequencies in the recent direct
detection of astrophysical gravitational waves with LIGO [9]. The resulting bounds are mg . 10−19 eV and
mg . 10−22 eV, respectively.
A detection of B-mode polarization consistent with expectations in the context of general relativity would
improve current model-independent bounds on the mass of the graviton by more than six orders of magnitude.
We note that this improvement is calculated assuming measurements of the degree-angular-scale B modes
only. Measurements of B-mode polarization on the largest angular scales would further strengthen the bound.

2.7

Improved constraints on primordial density perturbations

All current data are consistent with primordial density perturbations that are adiabatic, Gaussian, and
nearly scale-invariant. With its sensitivity and angular resolution, CMB-S4 will significantly improve current
constraints on the scale dependence of the primordial power spectrum of scalar perturbations, on departures
from Gaussianity, and on departures from adiabaticity. In fact, it will measure anisotropies in both the
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temperature and E-mode polarization of the CMB to cosmic variance over the entire range of multipoles
that is not contaminated by foregrounds. As a consequence, it will place the strongest constraints achievable
by any ground-based CMB experiment on observables that benefit from the number of modes measured,
such as the primordial power spectrum and higher-order correlations.

2.7.1

The scalar power spectrum

The density perturbations are close to scale-invariant but not exactly so. In the context of ΛCDM, Planck
has measured the scalar spectral index to be ns = 0.9677 ± 0.0060 and has established ns − 1 < 0 at more
than 5 σ. Realistic configurations of CMB-S4 will roughly decrease the uncertainty on the spectral index
by a factor 2. To be specific, assuming a configuration without a site in the northern hemisphere, so that
40% of the sky can be used after masking, a white noise level of 1 µK-arcmin in temperature and a modest
angular resolution of 3 arcmin, CMB-S4 will improve current constraints to σ(ns ) = 0.0019. A configuration
that includes a site in the northern hemisphere so that 60% of the sky could be retained after masking the
same noise levels and angular would further improve the constraints to σ(ns ) = 0.0017. These improvements
will provide valuable constraints on the space of inflationary models.
As mentioned in section 2.5, a measurement of the running of the scalar spectral index with a precision of a
few parts in ten thousand would allow a measurement of p in Eq. (2.20), or equivalently N∗ . Such precision
cannot be achieved with CMB-S4. For typical configurations of CMB-S4 the constraints on the running
would improve to σ(nrun ) = 0.002 − 0.003.
Models of inflation that achieve super-Planckian inflaton displacements from repeated circuits of a subPlanckian fundamental period may give rise to oscillatory features in the spectrum of primordial perturbations. The features may arise either from instanton effects or from periodic bursts of particle or string
production. A search for such features is well motivated, even though the amplitude is model dependent and
may be undetectably small. A detection would provide clues about the microscopic origin of the inflaton,
while the absence of a detection can constrain the parameter space of these models in interesting ways. Again
assuming a configuration with sites only in the southern hemisphere with a noise level of 1 µK-arcmin and
an angular resolutions between 1 and 3 arcmin, CMB-S4 would tighten the constraints on the amplitude of
features in the primordial power spectrum by a factor of about 2.
Other physical effects during inflation could lead to weak structure in the observed power spectrum, e.g. by
changing the equation of state during inflation [145]. Because of the stringent constraints on the minimum
number of e-folds, such modifications cannot last very long and associated features only affect a small range
of scales. It is therefore unlikely that CMB-S4 will significantly improve constraints on these type of features
unless they are on very small scales.

2.7.2

Higher-order correlations of scalar modes

Unlike the scalar and tensor power spectra, higher-order correlations of the scalar modes are directly sensitive
to the dynamics and field content responsible inflation (and alternatives). While non-Gaussian correlations
are small in conventional single-field slow-roll inflation, there exist many other possibilities for the nature of
inflation that give strikingly different predictions when we move beyond the power spectrum. The constraints
on non-Gaussianity from the WMAP and Planck satellites currently place the most stringent limits on a
wide range of mechanisms for inflation; however, these measurements are not sufficiently sensitive to suggest
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a particular mechanism is favored by the data. As our understanding of inflation is continually refined, there
is an associated need to improve our understanding of the underlying dynamics directly through constraints
on higher order correlations.
The space of non-Gaussian signals from inflation can broadly be grouped into two conceptual categories that
generate distinguishable features in the correlation functions. These are signals that: (1) indicate non-trivial
self-interactions of the effective inflaton fluctuation; or (2) indicate interactions with degrees of freedom other
than the inflaton. These two categories can be further divided up. For the first category self-interactions that
respect the time-translation invariance during inflation lead to qualitatively different predictions from selfinteractions that violate it. For the second category the signatures qualitatively depend on the mass of the
additional degrees of freedom. Additional light degrees of freedom can fluctuate significantly and may have
large self-interactions. Heavy degrees of freedom do not fluctuate appreciably but may come into existence by
quantum fluctuations and decay into inflaton quanta, generating non-Gaussian correlations. Alternatively,
they may become excited by the dynamics of the inflaton and their backreaction on the inflationary dynamics
may lead to non-Gaussian correlations.
Constraints on non-Gaussianity are often expressed in terms of the correlator of three scalar modes, described
by the bispectrum Bζ (k1 , k2 , k3 ), defined by
hζ(k1 )ζ(k2 )ζ(k3 )i = (2π)3 δ(k1 + k2 + k3 )Bζ (k1 , k2 , k3 ) .

(2.36)

The structure of particle interactions relevant for inflation provides both a general organizing principle for
this functional space and several specific, well motivated forms of the bispectrum that can be explicitly
compared to data. Here we briefly review the classification of scalar non-Gaussianity from inflation and then
present forecasts for improvements from CMB-S4 on a few of the standard bispectral templates. We also
comment on non-Gaussian signatures that are especially relevant for large-field inflation.
All bispectra that come from fluctuations of the field that drives inflation (“single-clock” scenarios) most
strongly couple Fourier modes of similar wavelengths. The “squeezed limit” of these bispectra (the coupling of modes k1  k2 ∼ k3 ) is very restricted. A large fraction of the parameter space for scenarios
involving interactions during inflation that respect the underlying shift symmetry (i.e. are approximately
scale-invariant) is captured by two templates for the bispectrum, the so-called equilateral [146] and orthogonal shapes [147]. This may include scenarios in which inflaton fluctuations have non-trivial selfinteractions [148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 147] or couplings between the inflaton and other (potentially massive)
degrees of freedom [153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159]. While many of these models lead to different shapes
in detail, the signal-to-noise ratio is often dominated by equilateral configurations. One of the important
equil
features of these shapes is that single-field slow-roll inflation necessarily produces fNL
< 1 [160] and
equil
therefore any detection of fNL ≥ 1 would rule out this very wide class of popular models. Furthermore,
a detection would imply that inflation is a strongly coupled phenomenon and/or involved more than one
field [161, 162, 163]. These possibilities could be distinguished, in principle, with further observations.
equil
ortho
Current constraints on the equilateral and orthogonal shapes are fNL
= −4±43 and fNL
= −26±21, both
(68% CL) [164]. In single-field inflation, the amplitude of the non-Gaussianity typically suggests a new energy
−1/2
equil
scale, Ms , such that fNL
∝ As
(H/Mcs )2 [152, 165]. At this energy scale self-interactions become strongly
coupled and current limits translate into Mcs > O(10)H. In the presence of additional hidden sectors,
the amplitude of non-Gaussanity scales with the strength of the coupling between the inflaton and these
additional fields, usually suppressed by an energy scale Λ. Current limits give Λ > (10−105 )H [166, 167],
with the variation depending mostly on the dimension of the operator coupling the two sectors. For r > 0.01,
these constraints require some of the interactions to be weaker than gravitational. The improvements from
CMB-S4 would further tighten existing constraints on a wide variety of interactions of the inflaton with itself
and any other fields that are excited during inflation.
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When light degrees of freedom other than the inflaton contribute to the observed scalar fluctuations, a much
wider degree of coupling between modes of very different wavelengths is allowed. Historically, the most
well-studied template of this type comes from the “local” model, which couples short wavelength modes
k2 ∼ k3 with equal strength to all long wavelength modes k1 . A detection of this shape (and any non-trivial
squeezed limit coupling more generally) would rule out all models of single-clock inflation [168]. In addition,
such a signal would open the door to significant cosmic variance on all scales from coupling of fluctuations
within our observed volume to any super-Hubble modes [169, 170, 171]. Indeed, there would be room for a
significant shift between the observed amplitude of scalar fluctuations (and so the observed r) and the mean
value of fluctuations on much larger scales [172]. Any scenario that predicts local non-Gaussianity together
with fluctuations on scales much larger than our observed volume predicts a probability distribution for
local
our observed fNL
, but many well-motivated scenarios also predict a small mean value; these include the
simplest modulated reheating scenario [173] and ekpyrotic cosmology [174], both of which predict mean values
local
of fNL
∼ 5. Currently the strongest constraints on the local shape come from the Planck 2015 temperature
local
and polarization analysis that finds fNL
= 0.8 ± 5.0 [164]. Conservatively assuming a configuration without
a site in the northern hemisphere, leaving around 40% of the sky unmasked, and assuming a white noise level
of 1 µK-arcmin in temperature and an angular resolution of 1 arcmin, the improvement expected of CMB-S4
over current limits is slightly more than a factor of 2. This is not sufficient to reach the interesting theoretical
local
threshold around |fNL
| . 1 [162], but will still reduce the space of viable models or hint at a detection.
CMB-S4 could, for example, provide hints for the mean level of non-Gaussianity expected from modulated
reheating scenario or ekpyrotic cosmology at roughly the 2 σ level. The simplest curvaton scenario, which
predicts fNL = −5/4 [175], will unfortunately be out of reach. Large-scale structure surveys (e.g. [176]) may
eventually achieve constraints σfNL ∼ O(1); those observations of the inhomogeneities in the late Universe
would be very complementary to the results of CMB-S4.
Table 2-2 shows the forecasted constraints on the local, equilateral, and orthogonal shapes from CMB-S4.
Our convention for extracting a normalization of the amplitude, fNL , follows [146] and [177], i.e.,
Bζ (k1 , k2 , k3 ) =

3
(4π 4 )2A2s fNL F (k1 , k2 , k3 ),
5

with e.g.
F local (k1 , k2 , k3 ) =

1
k14−ns k24−ns

+ 2 perms.

(2.37)

(2.38)

Local type non-Gaussianities benefit from large scales, and as much as 40% of the signal is lost if the modes
` < 30 are not available. Ideally, large-scale information from Planck [164] should be included to place
the best constraints on local non-Gaussianities. Including Planck low-` modes (using fsky = 0.75 [164] to
determine the noise level, and fsky = 0.4 for the maximal overlap) we can improve the forecasted bounds
on local type non-Gaussianities by a factor of 2.5. Equilateral and orthogonal non-Gaussianities are not
affected by excluding the lowest multipoles. Note that our forecast, using Planck Blue Book[92] values,
deviates slightly from the actual bounds on non-Gaussianities obtained in Ref. [164]. The expected factor
of improvement over Planck-only is somewhere between 2.1 and 2.5 for all shapes considered. Information
saturates beyond `max = 4000 for all shapes for an experiment with a 10 beam.
While the improvement relative to Planck is somewhat modest, these are likely to be the strongest constraints
on the equilateral and orthogonal templates that will be available for the foreseeable future. As limits on nonGaussianity provide a unique and fundamental insight into the nature of inflation, this increased sensitivity
would provide a non-trivial improvement in our understanding of the Universe. Ultimately, more dramatic
improvements will require going beyond the CMB, but CMB-S4 will remain the strongest constraint on the
equilateral and othorgonal templates until reliable and competitive constraints from large scale structure
become a reality.
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Type

Planck actual (forecast)

CMB-S4

CMB-S4 + low-` Planck

Rel. improvement

Local

σ(fNL ) = 5 (4.5)

σ(fNL ) = 2.6

σ(fNL ) = 1.8

2.5

Equilateral

σ(fNL ) = 43 (45.2)

σ(fNL ) = 21.2

σ(fNL ) = 21.2

2.1

Orthogonal

σ(fNL ) = 21 (21.9)

σ(fNL ) = 9.2

σ(fNL ) = 9.1

2.4

Table 2-2. Constraint forecasts for several well-motivated non-Gaussian shapes using T and E modes.
We show both the actual Planck results and what our forecast predicts given Planck Blue Book values,
with fsky = 0.75. The table shows that we need to include low-` information from Planck for local
√ type
non-Gaussianities. CMB-S4 is assumed to have fsky = 0.4, T-noise = 1 µK-arcmin and E-noise = 2 µKarcmin and a beam of 10 , and `min = 30. The relative improvement factor compares forecasted CMB-S4 to
forecasted Planck uncertainties.

Perhaps of special interest for CMB-S4 are non-Gaussian signatures that would be expected in models of
large-field inflation. For example, in models in which the inflaton is an axion, there is only an approximate
discrete shift symmetry. In that case instanton contributions to the potential and periodic bursts of particle
or string production naturally lead to periodic features in the bispectrum. If moduli in the underlying
string constructions do not evolve appreciably, instanton contributions lead to oscillations with a constant
amplitude in the logarithm of k. In general, moduli evolve during inflation and cause a drift in the frequency
and a scale-dependent amplitude [178]. At present, these shapes have not yet been constrained systematically.
Often these contributions will lead to counterparts in the power spectrum and are expected to be detected
there first [179], but this need not be the case [180]. A first attempt has been made [164] to look for resonant
and local features in the bispectrum, and a more dedicated analysis is underway. Since features in the
power spectrum and the bispectrum generally contain correlated parameters [181, 156, 182, 183, 184, 185],
statistical methods have been developed to use constraints from both the power spectrum and the bispectrum
to further limit the model space [186, 187, 188]. Signatures of higher-order massive spin fields [159, 189]
would also lead to a bispectrum with decaying features, which will not be present in the power spectrum.

2.8

Spatial curvature

Despite the fact that inflation drives the spatial curvature to zero at the level of the background evolution,
it predicts small, but non-zero curvature for a typical observer. The curvature measured in a Hubble patch
receives contributions from long wavelength perturbations and is expected to be |Ωk | . 10−4 . A measurement
exceeding this expectation would contain important information about the process responsible for inflation.
In particular, if |Ωk | is found to be considerably larger than this value, it would tell us that the inflaton was
not slowly rolling when scales slightly larger than our observable horizon exited the horizon. Furthermore,
observations of large negative Ωk would falsify eternal inflation, while observation of positive and large Ωk
would be consistent with false vacuum eternal inflation [190, 191].
Current constraints on this parameter from the CMB alone are Ωk = 0.005+0.016
−0.017 [192]. Including baryon
acoustic oscillation (BAO) data tightens the bound to Ωk = 0.000 ± 0.005. In the context of a 1-parameter
extension of ΛCDM that includes curvature, the constraints on Ωk only weakly depend on the resolution
and sensitivity for the range considered for CMB-S4. For sensitivities between 1 and 3 µK-arcmin and a
resolution between 1 and 3 arcmin, CMB-S4 together with low-` Planck data will place 1 σ limits of 3 × 10−3 .
Adding the DESI measurements of the BAO standard ruler (at redshifts of 0 to 1.9) significantly reduces the
uncertainty to a combined 1 σ limit of around 7.1 × 10−4 . CMB-S4 is therefore unable to measure curvature
levels typical of slow-roll eternal inflation and any detection of curvature by CMB-S4 would have profound
implications for the inflationary paradigm.
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Isocurvature

Measurements of CMB temperature and polarization power spectra indicate that the primordial initial
conditions are adiabatic, that is, spatial entropy fluctuations vanish:
Siγ ≡

δni
δnγ
−
= 0.
ni
nγ

(2.39)

Here the species label i can denote baryons, cold dark matter (CDM), or neutrinos. Number densities are
denoted by ni and perturbations in them by δni .
This can also be expressed in a gauge-invariant way for any two species i, j:
Sij = 3(ζi − ζj ),

(2.40)

where ζi = −Ψ − Hδρi /ρ̇i .
Adiabatic perturbations are produced if the initial perturbations in all species are seeded by the inflaton.
If fluctuations are also sourced by a second field, the initial conditions are a mixture of adiabatic and
entropy (or isocurvature) perturbations, for which Siγ 6= 0. These initial conditions determine the acoustic
peak structure and large-scale amplitude of CMB anisotropies, as well as large-scale structure statistics
[193, 194, 195, 196, 197, 198]. Observations can thus probe additional light fields present during inflation.
Each species can carry isocurvature perturbations in its density (e.g. Refs [199, 200, 197]).1 Indeed, the
modes of the perturbation evolution equations correspond to adiabatic, CDM density isocurvature (CDI),
baryon density isocurvature (BDI), neutrino density isocurvature (NDI), and neutrino velocity isocurvature
(NVI) initial conditions.
Data from WMAP [201], Planck [23, 7], and other experiments [202, 203] indicate that perturbations are
predominantly adiabatic. The limits can be stated in terms of the fractional primordial power in each
isocurvature mode:
PSiγ (k)
β≡
.
(2.41)
PSiγ (k) + Pζζ (k)
In this section we focus on two specific scenarios for isocurvature: the curvaton; and compensated isocurvature perturbations (CIPs). Disucssion of axion-type isocurvature is deferred to Section 5.3.2.
The curvaton scenario is an alternative to single-field inflationary models in which a sub-dominant second
field σ acquires vacuum fluctuations during inflation, becomes more important later, sources ζ, and then
decays [204, 205, 206, 175, 207]. Curvaton candidates include sneutrinos, string moduli, and others [208,
209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215]. Depending on whether a species i (or its set of quantum numbers) is
produced by, before, or after curvaton decay, perturbations in i are offset from ζ, leading to isocurvature
perturbations [175, 207, 216]:

Siγ



if i is produced before σ decay,
 −3ζ

 − 3(ζγ − ζ),
1
= 3 rD − 1 ζ − 3(ζγ − ζ), if i is produced by σ decay,
.


 −3(ζ − ζ),
if i is produced after σ decay,
γ

(2.42)

Here ζi is the density perturbation in i on surfaces of constant curvature. The parameter rD is the fractional
energy density in the curvaton when it decays.
1 Neutrinos

can also carry velocity isocurvature, but this mode is not well motivated in inflationary models.
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The mixture of isocurvature modes is determined by whether or not baryon number, lepton number, and
CDM are produced before, by, or after curvaton decay. Curvaton-type isocurvature is distinct from axion
isocurvature, because it is correlated (or anti-correlated) with ζ. If lepton number is produced by curvaton
decay, the lepton chemical potential ξlep is important in setting the amplitude of NDI modes [207, 217, 218]:
Sνγ

135
=−
7



ξlep
π

2

ζγ .

(2.43)

There are 27 distinct curvaton decay scenarios, since baryon number, lepton number, and CDM could each
be produced before, by, or after curvaton decay. Viable models are those in which one of baryon number or
CDM is produced by curvaton decay, and those in which both baryon number and CDM are produced after
curvaton decay. For curvaton-decay scenarios, we use the notation (byb , cyc , LyL ), where the subscripts run
over yi ∈ {before, by, after}. Here b denotes baryon number, c denotes CDM, and L denotes lepton number.
For example, (bbefore , cby , Lby ) is a model in which baryon number is produced before curvaton decay, CDM
by curvaton decay, and lepton number by curvaton decay.
Current isocurvature limits favor values of rD ' 1, except for models in which baryon number is produced
by curvaton decay and CDM before (or vice versa), which favor central values of rD ' 0.16 (rD ' 0.84).
The current limits [219] on rD are shown in Table 2-3, along with a forecast of CMB-S4’s sensitivity to rD via
isocurvature modes. There is dramatic improvement in the (bby , cbefore , Lby ) and (bbefore , cby , Lby ) scenarios
because of the accompanying NDI perturbations. One unusual case is the (bafter , cafter , LyL ) scenario. Here the
2
isocurvature component just constrains the degenerate combination [219] χD ≡ [1 + ξlep
/(π 2 ) (1/rD − 1)]−1 ,
2
while the independent constraint to ξlep is driven by the CMB limit on the effective number of relativistic
degrees of freedom (Neff ).
Isocurvature scenario

Planck

CMB-S4

adi
∆rD /rD

adi
∆rD /rD

(bby , cbefore , LyL )

0.03

0.005

(bbefore , cby , LyL )

0.01

0.004

(bby , cafter , LyL )

0.04

0.01

(bafter , cby , LyL )

0.008

0.002

(bby , cby , LyL )

0.007

0.002

∆χD /χadi

∆χD /χadi

0.003

0.0004

2
∆ξlep

2
∆ξlep

(bby , cbefore , Lby )

0.02

0.002

(bbefore , cby , Lby )

0.4

0.04

(bby , cafter , Lby )

0.3

0.04

(bafter , cby , Lby )

0.3

0.04

(bby , cby , Lby )

0.3

0.04

(bafter , cafter , Lby )

0.3

0.04

(bafter , cafter , LyL )

2
Table 2-3. Isocurvature constraints on rD and ξlep
, both at (95% CL) using Planck TT+BAO+LowP
data [219] in viable curvaton decay-scenarios, and Fisher forecasts for CMB-S4 sensitivity.
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Depending on the scenario, forecasting shows that the CMB-S4 sensitivity to curvaton-sourced isocurvature
should improve on current limits by a factor of 2–4. In models with nearly-canceling CDM and baryon
isocurvature perturbations, CMB-S4 limits to neutrino isocurvature drive an improvement in the sensitivity
2
2
to the lepton asymmetry from ∆ξlep
' 0.015 to ∆ξlep
' 0.003. This dramatic improvement would make
2
CMB limits comparably sensitive to BBN probes of ξlep (for this decay scenario).
If baryon number is produced by curvaton decay, but CDM is produced before (or vice versa), a relatively
large compensated isocurvature perturbation (CIP) is produced between the baryons and CDM, that is
Sbc =

δnb
δnc
−
6= 0.
nb
nc

(2.44)

Curvaton-generated CIPs are proportional to ζ, Sbc = Aζ, where A ' 17 in the (bby , cbefore , LyL ) scenario
and A ' −3 for (bby , cbefore , LyL ). For CIPs, the initial relative densities of baryons and CDM vary, but with
no additional overall matter or radiation density fluctuation.
CIPs are relatively unconstrained at the linear level of the CMB power spectrum (see Ref. [220] for an
exception), but would induce non-Gaussianities in the CMB [221, 222, 223, 224]. As with weak gravitational
lensing [225], the CIP field ∆(n̂) can be reconstructed using CMB data. We find that at CMB-S4 sensitivity
[224], the threshold for a 95% CL detection is A ' 10, and so a CIP test of the (bby , cbefore , LyL ) scenario
is within reach of CMB-S4. This is a significant improvement over Planck sensitivity, which at 95% CL is
A ' 43. Uncorrelated CIPs are less motivated theoretically. Updating the analysis of Ref. [224] with current
parameters [7] and CMB-S4 specifications, we find that the sensitivity of CMB-S4 to a scale-invariant (SI)
angular power spectrum of uncorrelated CIPs is ∆cl = 0.003 at the 95% CL. Here ∆cl is the rms CIP
amplitude on cluster scales. This is a significant improvement over the upper limit of ∆cl ≤ 0.077 from
WMAP [223], or the forecasted Planck [7] (including polarization) sensitivity of ∆cl ≤ 0.015 [224].
A complementary constraint on uncorrelated CIPs can be derived from an independent search for their
second-order effect on the CMB power spectrum [220]. With a CMB-S4 experiment, the power spectra would
be sensitive to a CIP amplitude of ∆cl = 0.026 at the 95% CL, a factor of 3 better than the corresponding
limit from the Planck analysis (see Ref. [220]).

2.10

Microwave Background Anomalies

Several features have been observed in maps of CMB temperature at relatively low ` or large angular scales.
Some of these so-called “anomalies” have been seen in both WMAP and Planck data, and there is little doubt
that they are real features on the CMB sky; However, there is much less agreement about their statistical
significance, largely because of the difficulty of assessing the effects of a posteriori choice when determining
the probability of such features (see, e.g. Refs. [226, 227] and [228] for different views). Nevertheless, there is
the potential for any one of these departures from statistical isotropy to tell us about fundamental physics, for
example about the beginning of inflation. Hence it is extremely interesting to perform follow-up studies using
modes beyond those of CMB temperature. Deep mapping of CMB E modes provides the most promising
way of further probing these anomalies.
Some of the identified features (such as the lack of power in C`T T for ` . 30 or the apparent correlation in the
first few multipoles) are unlikely to be probed by CMB-S4 because they only affect the very largest scales.
However, a measurement of E-mode polarization on scales ` & 30 and over the part of the sky accessible
from Chile would allow CMB-S4 to explore two specific anomalies
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• a hemispherical asymmetry or dipolar modulation of the large-scale power and variance (with an
apparently normal southern sky and an anomalous northern sky)
• the presence of a particularly large region of low temperature, the “cold spot.”
The first [229, 227] appears to extend to `max ' 65, while the second [230, 227] has structure up to about
5◦ in scale.
For the asymmetry, the question will be whether there could be a modulation of the polarized CMB sky,
and whether it is over the same range of multipoles as in the temperature data. The ability to search for
a signal in polarization from a Chilean site was characterized by [231] (see also [232]). If the origin is a
modification of the inflationary power spectrum in k (e.g. Ref. [233]), then there should in fact be a slightly
different projection into ` space, which could be explored.
For the cold spot, if it is simply a large fluctuation on the last-scattering surface, then the correlated part
of the E modes can be predicted from the temperature profile, and one can test whether the prediction
is consistent with the measured E-mode map; i.e., one can see if the E-mode map, after subtraction of
the temperature-correlated part, is consistent with the expected level of temperature-uncorrelated E-mode
fluctuations. Inconsistency would be evidence for a more interesting origin for the cold spot.

2.11

Cosmic Strings

Multi-field inflationary scenarios that end with phase transitions [234, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239, 240] and
models of brane-inflation in string theory [241, 242, 243] generically predict some level of vector and tensor
modes actively sourced by topological defects. In particular, either a breaking of a U (1) symmetry or
the production of fundamental strings at the end of inflation can lead to “cosmic strings” whose B-mode
spectrum is primarily generated by vector modes, peaks on small scales (` ∼ 600–1000), and is more similar
in shape to the lensing B-mode signal than to the vacuum spectrum. CMB-S4 should be able to distinguish
even a small contribution from such sources [244], but the precise bounds from non-detection are related
to the precision with which the lensing signal can be removed. Estimates in [245, 246] indicate that an
experiment like CMB-S4 should significantly improve the limit on cosmic string tension beyond the current
bounds from the CMB (Gµ . 10−7 ) [247, 164, 192] and may be competitive with direct detection limits
from the stochastic gravitational wave background [248]. In addition, the spectra of different types of defects
have different shapes, and should be distinguishable [249, 246]. Measuring the location of the main peak
would provide valuable insights into fundamental physics. For example, in the case of cosmic superstrings
the position of the peak of the B-mode spectrum constrains the value of the fundamental string coupling gs
in string theory [246].
Cosmic strings can at most contribute O(1%) to the total CMB temperature anisotropy [247, 250, 251],
however, they can still generate observable B modes. As shown in [252], the bounds on cosmic strings
obtained solely from the POLARBEAR [21] and BICEP2 [37] B-mode spectra are comparable to those from
temperature spectra. Forecasts of the predicted constraints on cosmic strings using the StringFast code [253],
based on the CMBACT simulations [254] of a general string network, allows for the correlation length of the
strings, the “wiggliness” (which controls the small-scale structure of the string network) and the string rms
velocity. StringFast allows for fast computation of the relevant string spectra, and includes the contribution
to the string spectrum from scalar, vector and tensor modes, which are most relevant for the string B modes
[253].
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In keeping with the methodology of recent results, we compute the string spectrum with a value of the
string tension (Gµ = 1.97 × 10−6 ) that allows strings to make up all the TT power at ` = 10, and then
use the fraction of the spectrum at that multipole f10 as the forecast parameter. The Fisher projections
for Planck around a fiducial model of f10 = 0.01 are f10 < 0.032. This corresponds to Gµ < 3.5 × 10−7 at
95% CL and is consistent with the Planck constraints. We assume a fiducial model for the string fraction
f10 , “wiggliness” αstr , string velocity vstr and correlation length ξstr of 0.01, 1.05, 0.4 and 0.35 respectively,
in keeping with the model assumed in [253]. We consider models where only the string fraction is varied,
and the additional model where the small-scale structure of the string network is varied. The constraints
are summarised in Table 2.11 for a baseline resolution of 1 arcmin and baseline noise level of 1 µK/arcmin.
The error on the string fraction for a 2 arcmin beam is weaker only by a few percent relative to the nominal
case. In addition, the constraints are not strongly improved with the addition of BAO data, or with a more
improved measurement of τ .
Model

Planck

CMB-S4 (10 resolution)

Fixed αstr :

σ(f10 ) = 0.015

Varying αstr :

σ(f10 ) = 0.017

σ(f10 ) = 1.06 × 10−3

σ(αstr ) = 5.55

σ(f10 ) = 1.85 × 10−3
σ(αstr ) = 0.64

Table 2-4. Forecasts constraints on the fraction of power in cosmic strings at ` = 10 (around a fiducial
model of f10 = 0.01) and on the “wiggliness” of the string network, α, for a fiducial value of α = 1.05. The
Planck forecast is based on Blue Book values, with fsky = 0.75. CMB-S4 will yield an order of magnitude
improvement in constraints on cosmic string parameters.

2.12

Primordial Magnetic Fields

The origin of the microgauss (µG) strength magnetic fields in galaxies and galaxy clusters is one of the longstanding puzzles in astrophysics [255]. It is challenging to explain such fields based solely on the dynamo
mechanism, at least in the absence of an initial seed field. However, if magnetic fields were present in the early
Universe, they would remain frozen in the cosmic plasma and collapse with the rest of the matter to form the
Galactic fields [256], or at least provide the seeds for the dynamo. A primordial magnetic field (PMF) could
be produced in the aftermath of cosmic phase transitions [257] or in specially designed inflationary scenarios
[258, 259]. Detecting their signatures in the CMB temperature and polarization would decisively prove their
primordial origin. Aside from explaining the Galactic fields, bounds on PMF have profound implications for
our understanding of the early Universe. They help constrain theories of inflation [260], models of the QCD
and electroweak phase transitions [261], and baryogenesis [262].
The PMF affects CMB in several ways. Magnetic stress-energy induces scalar, vector, and tensor mode
perturbations in the metric, and the Lorentz force generates vorticity in the photon-baryon fluid [263, 264,
265, 266, 267]. Dissipation of PMF on small scales dumps energy into the plasma, which produces spectral
distortions and affects the recombination history [268]. Finally, Faraday rotation (FR) of CMB polarization
converts some of the E modes into B modes [269, 270].
A stochastic PMF has two potentially observable frequency-independent contributions to the B-mode spectrum [266]. One comes from the passive, or uncompensated tensor mode, which is generated by the PMF
before neutrino decoupling. For nearly scale-invariant PMF, the spectrum of this component is indistinguish4
able from the inflationary gravity wave signal, while the amplitude is proportional to B1Mpc
[ln(aν /aPMF )]2
[265], where B1Mpc is the PMF strength smoothed over one megaparsec, aν is the scale factor at neutrino
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decoupling, and aPMF is the scale factor at which PMF was generated. The other is the PMF vector mode
which peaks at l ' 2000, with the precise peak position dependent on the PMF spectrum. The vector-mode
contribution is independent of aPMF .
Planck data limit the magnetic field strength to B1Mpc < 4.4 nanogauss (nG) at the 95% confidence level
[271]. Similar bounds were recently obtained by POLARBEAR [272] based on their B-mode spectrum alone.
CMB-S4 with a 1 arcmin resolution and 1.4 µK-arcmin polarization sensitivity can improve the 95% CL
bound on B1Mpc to 0.6 nG based on the PMF vector mode contribution to the B-mode spectrum.
Comparable bounds can be obtained from the mode-coupling correlations induced by FR. The mode-coupling
is the same as in the case of birefringence discussed in Section 6.3.4, with the FR angle depending on frequency
as ν −2 [273, 274, 275]. Unlike the CMB anisotropies sourced by the stress-energy of the PMF, which scale as
4
a square of the PMF strength (so that the CMB spectra scale as B1Mpc
), the FR contribution is linear in the
PMF strength. Thus, despite the fact that the FR angles are typically very small at CMB frequencies, FR
offers a significantly larger gain of constraining power with the improved sensitivity and resolution [275] than
the PMF sourced vector and tensor mode signatures. A 150-GHz Stage IV experiment can detect modecoupling correlations sourced by a scale-invariant PMF of 0.6 nG strength at 95%CL without any subtraction
of the weak lensing B modes or the Galactic FR contribution. The impact of subtracting the Galactic FR
is negligible at PMF strengths above 0.3 nG [274], however, removing the weak lensing contribution can
improve the 95% CL bound to 0.4 nG. This will be a significant improvement on the FR based 95% CL
bound of 93 nG obtained by POLARBEAR [272], based on measurements at 150 GHz.

2.13

Summary

CMB-S4 is an ideal tool to test the inflationary paradigm and competing theories for the origin of structure
in the early Universe. Its exquisite sensitivity will allow a detection of degree-scale B modes in the CMB or
achieve upper limits on the amount of B-mode polarization that improve current constraints on the tensor-toscalar ratio by over an order of magnitude. In particular, it is sensitive enough to detect the level of B-mode
polarization predicted in a wide range of well-motivated inflationary models. In doing so, it would provide
invaluable information about physics at energy scales far outside the capabilities of any terrestrial particle
physics experiment. In the absence of a detection it would exclude large classes of inflationary models.
Furthermore, with sufficient angular resolution, CMB-S4 will measure anisotropies in both the temperature
and E-mode polarization of the CMB to cosmic variance limits over the entire range of multipoles that is
not contaminated by unresolved foregrounds, and it will extend our window to the early Universe by almost
one e-fold beyond the reach of current experiments. As a consequence, it will provide the best constraints
achievable by any ground-based CMB experiment on any observable that benefits from the number of modes
measured, such as the shape of the primordial power spectrum—including the spectral index, its running
and the presence of any features—and higher-order correlations.
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Neutrinos are the least explored corner of the Standard Model of particle physics. The 2015
Nobel Prize recognized the discovery of neutrino oscillations, which shows that they have mass.
However, the overall scale of the masses and the full suite of mixing parameters are still not
measured. Cosmology offers a unique view of neutrinos; they were produced in large numbers in
the high temperatures of the early universe and left a distinctive imprint in the cosmic microwave
background and on the large-scale structure of the universe. Therefore, CMB-S4 and large-scale
structure surveys together will have the power to detect properties of neutrinos that supplement
those probed by large terrestrial experiments such as short- and long-baseline as well as neutrinoless double beta decay experiments.
Specifically, while long baseline experiments are sensitive to the differences in the masses of the
different types of neutrinos, CMB-S4 will probe the sum of all the neutrino masses.
P The current
lower limit on the sum of neutrino masses imposed by oscillation experiments is mν = 58 meV.
CMB-S4, in conjunction with upcoming baryon acoustic oscillation surveys, will measure this sum
with high significance. Once determined, the sum of neutrino masses will inform the prospects
for future neutrino-less double beta decay experiments that aimP
to determine whether neutrinos
are their own anti-particle. Furthermore, an upper limit below
mν = 105 meV would disfavor
the inverted mass hierarchy. Finally, CMB-S4 is particularly sensitive to the possible existence of
additional neutrinos that interact even more weakly than the neutrinos in the Standard Model.
These so-called sterile neutrinos are also being vigorously pursued with short baseline experiments
around the world. So the combination of CMB-S4, large scale structure surveys, and terrestrial
probes adds up to a comprehensive assault on the three-neutrino paradigm.

3.1

Introduction

Direct interactions between neutrinos and observable matter effectively ceased about one second after the hot
big bang. Nevertheless, the total energy density carried by neutrinos was comparable to other components
through recent cosmological times. As a result, the gravitational effect of the neutrinos is detectable both
at the time of recombination and in the growth of structure at later times [2], leaving imprints in the
temperature and polarization spectra as well as in CMB lensing.
CMB-S4 can improve our understanding of neutrino physics in regimes of interest for both particle physics
and neutrino cosmology. For neutrinos, arguably
the most important parameters measurable with CMB-S4
P
will be the sum of the neutrino masses ( mν ), the effective number of neutrino species (Neff ) and the
helium fraction (Yp ). These three parameters are highly constrained within the Standard Model of particle
physics and will be precisely measured with a CMB-S4 experiment:
•

P

mν & 58 meV is the lower bound guaranteed
by observations of solar and atmospheric neutrino
P
oscillations. A CMB experiment with σ( mν ) < 20 meV would guarantee a detection of ∼ 3 σ. At
this level, one can detect the overall scale of the neutrino masses even for the normal mass hierarchy.
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• Neff ≈ 3.046 and Yp ≈ 0.2311 + 0.9502 Ωb h2 are predicted by standard neutrino decoupling and big
bang nucleosynethesis (BBN). Neff is a measure of the total radiation energy density at recombination
while Yp is sensitive to the radiation density and the neutrino distribution at BBN.
Current CMB data already provides a robust detection of the cosmic neutrino background at ∼ 10σ. A
CMB-S4 experiment will provide an order of magnitude improvement in sensitivity in Neff that opens a new
window back to the time of neutrino decoupling and beyond. Neff and Yp are also sensitive to any additional
light particles beyond the Standard Model, such as sterile neutrinos or axions. The implications of these
constraints will be explored in more detail in Chapter 4, where we will discuss the observational signatures
and forecasts for future measurements of Neff and Yp .
In section 3.2 we review neutrino cosmology and the motivation for studying neutrino masses with cosmological probes. Section 3.3 discusses the various cosmologicalPsignatures of neutrino mass, emphasizing the CMB
specifically, including forecasts of CMB-S4 sensitivity to mν . Section 3.4 discusses the relationship between
cosmological and lab-based neutrino measurements, including a discussion of sterile neutrinos. Section 3.5
explores some possible scenarios for neutrino physics with CMB-S4 and neutrino experiments.
Unless otherwise stated, we will work in units where c = ~ = 1. We will also set kB = 1 such that
temperature, T , carries units of energy (T = 1 K → T = 8.62 × 10−5 eV). The scale factor, a, is normalized
such that a(z = 0) = 1.

3.2

Review of Neutrino Cosmology

Cosmological measurements of neutrinos depend on our detailed understanding of the cosmic history, starting
with their decoupling at high temperatures (T . 10 MeV) through to their contribution to the growth of
structure at late times.
In this Section we will give an overview of these epochs with an eye towards to the
P
measurements of
mν , Neff and Yp to be discussed in this chapter and the next.

3.2.1

Neutrino Physics Basics

P
Measurements of mν by CMB-S4 will be interesting within the context of the broader neutrino experimental program. Specifically, the sum of the neutrino mass fixes one of the many parameters relevant to neutrino
physics. Neutrino flavor oscillations are described by a model where the neutrino flavor eigenstates are a
mixture of massive neutrino eigenstates. The mixing is parameterized by the Pontecorvo-Maki-NakagawaSakata (PMNS) matrix,
  
  
ν1
νe
Ue1 Ue2 Ue3
  
  
 νµ  =  Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3  ·  ν2  ,
ντ

Uτ 1 Uτ 2 Uτ 3

ν3

where νi , i = 1, 2, 3 are the neutrino mass eigenstates. UPMNS depends upon six real parameters: three
mixing angles, θ12 , θ23 , θ13 that correspond to the three Euler rotations in a 3–dimensional space, and three
phases, δ, α1 , α2 . A suitable parametrization is

 

c12 c13
s12 c13
s13 e−iδ
1 0
0

 

UPMNS =  −s12 c23 − c12 s13 s23 eiδ c12 c23 − s12 s13 s23 eiδ c13 s23  ·  0 eiα1 /2
0

s12 s23 − c12 s13 c23 eiδ −c12 s23 − s12 s13 c23 eiδ c13 c23
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where cij ≡ cos θij and sij ≡ sin θij . The phases δ (≡ δCP ) and α1 , α2 are Dirac–type and Majorana–type
CP violating phases, respectively.

Figure 13. Cartoon illustrating the two distinct neutrino mass hierarchies. The colors indicate the fraction
of each distinct flavor contained in each mass eigenstate.

Experiments have measured the three mixing angles of UPMNS and the two mass splittings, ∆m221 (the
“solar” mass splitting) and ∆m232 (the “atmospheric” mass splitting), but fundamental aspects of neutrino
mass and mixing are yet to be settled. These include:
• measuring the absolute mass scale,
• determining the mass ordering (see Fig. 13),
• searching for Lepton number violation (i.e., determining whether neutrinos are Majorana particles)
and
• observing CP violation (measuring δCP ).
Exploring
these goals is the focus of current and upcoming neutrino experiments. CMB-S4
P
P will measure
mν with sufficient sensitivity to be relevant to these open issues. Most unambiguously,
mν determines
the absolute mass scale of neutrinos. In some circumstances, this may also determine the mass ordering.
These goals are complementary to the program for lab-based neutrino measurements, as we will discuss in
Section 3.4.

3.2.2

Thermal History of the Early Universe

P
Cosmological measurements of
mν rely on our detailed understanding of thermal history of the Universe,
particularly the origin of the cosmic neutrino background. In this section, we will give a sketch of the thermal
history of the standard hot big bang universe when the temperature of the plasma was falling from about
1011 K to about 108 K following Section 3.1 of [276]. For other reviews see [277, 278]. During this era, there
are two events of particular interest: neutrinos decoupled from the rest of the plasma, and a short time later
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electrons and positrons annihilated, heating the photons relative to the neutrinos. Our task is to follow how
these events impact the evolution of the energy densities of the photons and neutrinos.
For massless particles described by the Fermi-Dirac or Bose-Einstein distributions, the energy density is
given by
( 2
g π T 4 Boson
(3.1)
ρ(T ) = 7 30π2 4
Fermion
8 g 30 T
where g counts the number of distinct spin states. The entropy density for massless particles is given by
s(T ) =

4ρ(T )
.
3T

(3.2)

It is convenient to define a quantity g? which counts the spin states for all particles and antiparticles, with
an additional factor 87 for fermions. With this definition, the total energy density and entropy density of the
Universe during radiation domination are given by
π2 4
T ,
30
4 π2
s(T ) = g? T 3 .
3 30

ρ(T ) = g?

(3.3)

In an expanding universe, the first law of thermodynamics implies that for particles in equilibrium, the
comoving entropy density is conserved
a3 s(T ) = const .
(3.4)
One straightforward consequence of this conservation is that for radiation in free expansion, the temperature
evolves as the inverse of the scale factor
1
T ∝ .
(3.5)
a
Let us now apply this to the physics of the early universe.
At a temperature of 1011 K (T ∼ 10 MeV), the Universe was filled with photons, electrons and positrons, and
neutrinos and antineutrinos of three species, all in thermal equilibrium with negligible chemical potential,
along with a much smaller density of baryons and dark matter both of which are unimportant for the present
discussion. As the temperature of the plasma dropped below about 1010 K (about 1 second after the end of
inflation), the rate of collisions between neutrinos and electrons and positrons could no longer keep up with
the expansion rate of the Universe, neutrinos fell out of equilibrium and began a free expansion. Electrons and
positrons remained in equilibrium with photons and their number densities fell with decreasing temperature,
so that they were effectively gone by the time the temperature reached T ∼ 10 keV. We will simplify the
discussion by assuming that neutrinos decoupled instantaneously before electron-positron annihilation and
comment below how a more detailed calculation modifies the results. Non-zero neutrino masses can safely
be neglected here as long as mν . 1 keV which is guaranteed by current observational bounds.
From this point on, we will distinguish the temperature of neutrinos Tν from that of the photons Tγ .
Before neutrino decoupling, frequent interactions kept neutrinos and photons in equilibrium, ensuring they
had a common temperature. After the Universe became transparent to neutrinos, the neutrinos kept their
relativistic Fermi-Dirac distribution with a temperature which decreased as the inverse of the scale factor.
The photons, on the other hand, were heated by the annihilation of the electrons and positrons. Comoving
entropy conservation allows us to compute the relative temperatures at later times.
After neutrino decoupling, but before electron positron annihilation, the thermal plasma contained two spin
states of photons, plus two spin states each of electrons and positrons, which means that during this period,
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11
7
g?before = 2 + (2 + 2) =
.
8
2
After electron positron annihilation, only the two spin states of photons remained, and so
g?after = 2 .

(3.6)

(3.7)

Since Tν ∝ a−1 during this period, we can express the condition of comoving entropy conservation as follows
3
3
g?after Tγ,after
g?before Tγ,before
=
.
3
3
Tν,before
Tν,after

Using the fact that Tγ,before = Tν,before , we find as a result
 1/3
Tγ,after
11
=
.
Tν,after
4

(3.8)

(3.9)

We find that in the instantaneous neutrino decoupling limit, the annihilation of electrons and positrons
raised the temperature of photons relative to that of neutrinos by a factor of (11/4)1/3 ' 1.401.
After electron positron annihilation, assuming three species of light neutrinos and antineutrinos, each with
one spin state, the radiation density of the Universe is
"


 4/3 #
7 4
π2
7 4
π2
4
1+3
ρr =
2Tγ + 6 Tν =
Tγ4 .
(3.10)
30
8
15
8 11
It is conventional to define a quantity Neff which gives the radiation energy density in terms of the effective
number of neutrino species as
"
#
 4/3
4
7 4
π 2 kB
1+
Neff Tγ4 ,
(3.11)
ρr =
15~3 c3
8 11
where we have restored kB , c and ~ for completeness. In the instantaneous neutrino decoupling approximation described above, we found Neff = 3. In the real Universe, however, decoupling of neutrinos is not
instantaneous, and the residual coupling of neutrinos at the time of electron positron annihilation increases
Neff by a small amount in the Standard Model.
Unlike photon decoupling at temperature kB T ∼ 0.2 eV, active neutrino decoupling at T ∼ 10 MeV−0.1 MeV
takes place over many tens of Hubble times, with the result that we expect distortions in the relic neutrino
energy spectra relative to the thermal relativistic Fermi-Dirac distribution. Standard Model Boltzmann
neutrino transport calculations show that these distortions change Neff at the percent level, with the current
best estimate predicting Neff = 3.046 [279]. This result is largely due to (1) the incomplete decoupling of
neutrinos during electron-positron annihilation and (2) QED plasma effects. While both effects have been
calculated independently quite accurately, there is some theoretical uncertainty in this quantity at the level
of about 10−3 due to the various numerical approximations that are made in the calculations when both
effects are included simultaneously (see e.g. [280] for discussion).

3.2.3

Neutrino Mass and Structure Formation

The relic neutrinos were relativistic at the time of their decoupling through to recombination. As the
Universe expanded and cooled the neutrino momenta redshifted as pν ∝ 1/a and eventually the energy of
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most relic neutrinos came to be dominated by their rest mass, rather than their momentum. The energy
density in nonrelativistic neutrinos therefore contributes to the matter budget of the Universe today. The
neutrinos, however, were relativistic for much of the history of the Universe so their gravitational clustering
is qualitatively different from that of cold dark matter (CDM) particles. This difference can be used to
distinguish the neutrino and cold dark matter contributions to the matter density [281, 282, 283]. In this
section, we review how neutrino mass affects the evolution of the neutrino energy density and the gravitational
clustering of matter in the Universe.
As discussed more detail in the Chapter 4, cosmic background neutrinos have been detected indirectly
through their contribution to the energy density in radiation in the early Universe. The current CMB
constraints from Neff are in excellent agreement with the Standard Model expectation of three species of
neutrinos and antineutrinos each described very nearly by a relativistic thermal Fermi-Dirac distribution
[192]. The distribution function for each species of neutrinos and antineutrinos (neglecting here the small
non-thermal distortions discussed above) is given by
1
,
eap/Tν0 + 1

fν (p) =

(3.12)

where Tν0 ≈ 1.68 × 10−4 eV (1.95K) is the temperature today. Note that with Standard Model physics the
spectral shape of the neutrino phase space distribution is preserved with the expansion so relic neutrinos
have retained the relativistic Fermi-Dirac momentum distribution inherited from decoupling even as the
individual neutrinos became non-relativistic.
The neutrino energy density is given by
ρν =

p
p2 + m2νi
d3 p
3
ap/T
ν0 + 1
(2π) e

XZ
i

(3.13)

where mνi are the three neutrino mass eigenstates. For Tν /a  mνi the neutrino energies are dominated by
their momenta and the total energy density behaves like radiation
ρν
early

≈

7π 2
1
(Tν0 )4 4
40
a

(3.14)

∝ a−4
While for Tν0 /a  mνi the energy density behaves like matter
ρν
late

≈

X

∝a

mνi n̄ν

(3.15)

i
−3

where n̄ν is the number of neutrinos and antineutrinos in each mass eigenstate
Z
2
113
d3 p
≈ 3 cm−3 .
n̄ν =
(2π)3 eap/Tν0 + 1
a

(3.16)

For a neutrino of mass mνi the transition between these two regimes (kB Tν (a) ∼ mνi c2 ) occurs at redshift
znr ∼ 300(mνi /0.05eV). Using Eq. (3.15) the fractional energy density in neutrinos today can be written as
P
mνi
2
.
(3.17)
Ων h ≈ i
93 eV
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The individual masses of the neutrino states are unknown but neutrino oscillation data specifies the square
of two mass splittings ∆m212 = 7.54 × 10−5 eV, |∆m213 | ≈ 2.4 × 10−3 eV [278]. These mass splittings, in
combination with the neutrino number density, give a lower limit on the contribution of neutrinos to the
cosmic energy budget
Ων h2 & 0.0006 .
(3.18)
At z  znr the matter density of the Universe, which enters into the Hubble equation, is the sum of the
CDM, baryon, and massive neutrino energy densities Ωm = Ωc + Ωb + Ων . Whereas, at z  znr the matter
density is solely made up of the baryon and CDM parts while neutrinos contribute to the radiation density.
Neutrinos do not participate in gravitational collapse until late times when they have become nonrelativistic.
Prior to this transition, the neutrinos free-stream out of gravitational wells, leaving the CDM and baryons
behind [284, 285, 286, 281]. Primordial fluctuations in the neutrino density are therefore damped away on
scales smaller than the horizon at znr . In comoving units, this scale corresponds to a wave number
knr ≡ anr H(anr ) ≈ 0.003



Ωm mν
0.3 0.05 eV

1/2

h/Mpc .

(3.19)

Once the neutrinos are non-relativistic, their finite velocity dispersion still prevents them from clustering
on scales smaller than the typical distance a neutrino travels in a Hubble time, vν /H(a) where vν ≈
3.15Tν0 /(amν ) the mean neutrino velocity. In analogy with the Jeans criterion for gravitational collapse,
the neutrino free-streaming scale is defined by [284, 282]
r
 m 
p
3 aH(a)
ν
≈ 0.04 a2 Ωm a−3 + ΩΛ
kfs (a) ≡
h/Mpc
(3.20)
2 vν (a)
0.05eV
in comoving coordinates.

On scales larger than knr (adiabatic) perturbations in the density of neutrinos, baryons, and CDM are
coherent and can be described by a single perturbation to the total matter density δm = δρm /ρm . On smaller
scales where the neutrino perturbations have decayed, only the perturbations to the CDM and baryons remain
so that δm = δcb (Ωc +Ωb )/Ωm . The remaining CDM and baryon perturbations also grow more slowly because
the neutrino energy density contributes to the expansion rate, but not to the source potentials. These two
effects cause a suppression in the amplitude and the growth rate of matter perturbations with wavenumbers
k > kfs relative to a universe with massless neutrinos (and also relative to density perturbations with k < knr ).
The net change in the amplitude of perturbations with k > knr primarily depends on the fractional energy
density in massive neutrinos (keeping Ωc + Ωb fixed) but retains a small sensitivity to the individual neutrino
masses through a dependence on anr . A plot of the suppression in the matter power spectrum at small scales
due to neutrino mass is shown in the top left panel of Figure 14.
An estimate of the effect of massive neutrinos on the growth of structure can be made by studying the
evolution of matter perturbations in the two regimes k  kfs and k  kfs . In the synchronous gauge, linear
perturbations to the matter density with wavenumbers k  kfs evolve as
3
δ̈m + 2H(a)δ̇m − Ωm H02 a−3 δm = 0
2

for k  knr ,

(3.21)

3

which has solutions δm ∝ a, a− 2 during the matter dominated era.
On scales where the neutrino perturbations have decayed, perturbations to matter density are just in the
CDM and baryon components
δm (k  kfs ) ≈ (δρc + δρb )/ρm = (1 − fν )δcb ,

(3.22)
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where fν = Ων /Ωm and δcb = (δρc + δρb )/(ρc + ρb ), but the neutrino energy density still contributes to the
Hubble friction. In this limit, linear perturbations to the CDM and baryon density evolve as
3
δ̈m + 2H(a)δ̇m − Ωcb H02 a−3 δm = 0
2

for k  kfs ,

(3.23)

where Ωcb = Ωc + Ωb and Ωcb < Ωm for a cosmology with massive neutrinos. Equation (3.23) has the
3
3
3
approximate solutions during the matter dominated era of δcb ∝ a1− 5 fν , a− 2 + 5 fν for fν  1.
The matter dominated solutions give a simple estimate of the net effects of massive neutrinos on the amplitude
of matter perturbations. For fixed Ωc h2 , the evolution of perturbations in a cosmology with fν 6= 0 is the
same as a cosmology with fν = 0 up until anr . After anr , the perturbations with k  kfs grow more slowly
3
(according to Eq. (3.23), the growing mode solution grows as ∝ a1− 5 fν ) than those with k  kfs (according
to Eq. (3.21), ∝ a). At scale-factor a during the matter dominated era, the total difference in growth or
perturbations with k  kfs is roughly

− 53 fν
δcb (k  kfs , a|fν )
a
∼
.
(3.24)
δcb (k  kfs , a|fν = 0)
anr
The resulting difference in the amplitude of the matter power spectra is then


Pmm (k  kfs , a|fν )
Pcc (k  kfs , a|fν )
6
∼ (1 − 2fν )
∼ 1 − 2fν − fν ln (a/anr ) .
Pmm (k  kfs , a|fν = 0)
Pcc (k  kfs , a|fν = 0)
5

(3.25)

On the other hand, the evolution of the large scale modes is identical,
Pmm (k  kfs , a|fν )
= 1,
Pmm (k  kfs , a|fν = 0)

(3.26)

where Pmm is the power spectrum of the total matter fluctuations (CDM, neutrino, and baryon) and Pcc is
the power spectrum of just the CDM and baryons. The above expression overestimates the effect of neutrino
mass by assuming the transition from relativistic to non-relativistic is instantaneous. It also ignores the
effects of the cosmological constant at late times. Using the true evolution of δcb through anr and allowing
for the cosmological constant gives
Pmm (k  kfs |fν )
≈ 1 − 6fν
Pmm (k  kfs |fν = 0)

(3.27)

at a = 1. Note that this expression assumes fixed Ωc h2 , Ωb h2 so that matter-radiation equality is not
changed by neutrino mass and that and ΩΛ = 1−Ωm is fixed by adjusting h so that the onset of cosmological
constant domination is also unchanged. Alternatively, assuming fixed Ωm and decreasing Ωcb to account for
Ων makes matter-radiation equality, which occurs while the neutrinos are relativistic, slightly later so that
the suppression is increased to
Pmm (k  kfs |fν )
≈ (1 − 8fν ) .
(3.28)
Pmm (k  kfs |fν = 0)

3.3

Cosmological Measurements of Neutrino Mass

As explained in the previous section, the signature of massive neutrinos manifests through the energy density
Ων , which is related to the mass through
P
mν
2
Ων h '
& 0.0006 .
(3.29)
93 eV
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Left: The effect of neutrino mass on the matter
1.2 power spectrum. Top Right: The change to
the matter power spectrum relative to the case with massless neutrinos. Bottom Left: The projected matter
power spectrum observed through CMB lensing shows the 1.0
same suppression with neutrino mass. Bottom
Right: The relative change to the lensing potential power spectrum.
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3.3.1

CMB Lensing

Likely the cleanest probe of the neutrino mass in the CMB is through gravitational lensing [287], which
directly measures the matter distribution along the line of sight. A measurement of the CMB lensing
power spectrum provides a two-dimensional projection of the three-dimensional matter power spectrum, see
Figure 14. To be concrete, in the Limber approximation (see e.g. [288, 289]), the lensing power spectrum is
given by
Z
(χ? − χ)2
8π 2 χ?
φφ
χdχPΨ (`/χ; η0 − χ)
C` = 2
(3.30)
`
χ? χ
0
9Ω2m (η)H 4 (η) Pmm (k; η)
PΨ (k; η) =
(3.31)
8π 2
k
where χ (χ? ) is the co-moving distance (to the last scattering surface) and η (η0 ) is conformal time (today).
More details regarding CMB lensing, including current and future measurements, will be discussed in Chapter
7.
For the purposes of the neutrino mass measurement, the advantage of lensing over other probes is that it
is largely free of astrophysical uncertainties. As we see from the lensing power spectrum, we are directly
sensitive to the matter power spectrum (rather than a biased tracer) and the relevant scales are in the linear
regime where modeling should be reliable.
The primary challenges for the lensing measurement are degeneracies with other cosmological parameters.
The two primary degeneracies in ΛCDM are
• Optical depth, τ : The suppression of small scale power at low redshift requires a reliable measurement
of the amplitude of the power spectrum at high redshift. In principle, this is measured by the primary
CMB anisotropies, but the overall normalization is degenerate with τ for ` & 20. A precise measurement
of τ is therefore crucial to calibrate the suppression at low redshifts. Such a measurement will likely
come from ` . 20 polarization data from other CMB experiments and/or CMB-S4. It should be
emphasized that CMB-S4 sensitivity is not needed for a sufficiently precise measurement of τ and such
a measurement could be performed by a Stage III experiment.
• Ωm h2 : The amount of lensing is controlled by the total amount of matter. Therefore, we can
compensate for a suppression from neutrinos by increasing the matter power spectrum. This degeneracy
will be broken by DESI BAO measurements of the expansion history.
In addition to degeneracies in ΛCDM there can be degeneracies with possible extensions. Most notably:
• Neff : The energy density of neutrinos after they become non-relativistic is given by ρν ' mν nν where nν
is the number density. Therefore, we only measure the mass if we know the number density to sufficient
accuracy. Fortunately, as we will discuss in the next chapter, measurements of the neutrino energy
density from the primary CMB will be sufficiently accurate as to make this degeneracy insignificant
under plausible assumptions.
In principle, a measurement of the free streaming scale directly in the matter power spectrum would separate
the neutrino mass from most other physical quantities. Unfortunately, given current limits on the neutrino
mass, the change to the shape of the lensing potential power spectrum is not expected to drive future
constraints. This is due to the fact that the presence of neutrino mass mostly changes the overall amplitude
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of the lensing power spectrum at moderate and high L, and cosmic variance limits the constraining power
of the lensing power spectrum at low L; see Figure 14 and also Figure 49.
P
Status of current observations – Planck has provided a strong constraint of mν < 0.194 eV when combining
both temperature
P and polarization data with the CMB lensing power spectrum and external data. A weaker
constraint of
mν < 0.492 eV can be derived using only the temperature and polarization data. This
constraint arises through the effect of massive neutrinos on the primordial TT and EE power spectra. For
sufficiently large masses, the neutrinos do not behave as radiation around the time of recombination which
impacts the damping tail and locations of the acoustic peaks. Improvements in the limits on the sum of
the neutrino masses will be driven primarily by lensing given that current limits imply that the neutrinos
are effectively massless from the point of view of the primary CMB anisotropies. External data (BAO) will
continue to be important in breaking the degeneracy with Ωm .

3.3.2

Other Cosmological Probes

While CMB lensing is likely the cleanest probe of neutrino mass, there are a number of other promising
cosmological tools. In the following section, we discuss the CMB-S4 lensing data in context with other
cosmological datasets. In particular, we discuss opportunities to cross-correlate CMB-S4 maps with external
cosmological datasets to constrain neutrino mass with new probes and to ameliorate systematics in non-CMB
measurements of large-scale structure. The abundance of galaxy clusters is a particularly well-developed
probe and CMB-S4 cluster catalogs have the potential to make a huge impact. The section after, 3.3.2.2 is
devoted to a discussion of galaxy clusters as a probe of neutrino mass and the unique role of CMB-S4 cluster
data.
3.3.2.1

CMB Measurements in Context with Other Datasets

Current and future large-scale structure surveys, such as BOSS, DES, DESI, LSST, Euclid, and WFIRST,
provide maps of the distribution of mass and galaxies in the late Universe.1 Large-scale structure datasets
are primarily sensitive to the neutrino mass scale via two means: (i) the suppression of the matter power
spectrum, which can be inferred from weak gravitational lensing [290], fluctuations in the number of galaxies
[291, 292], or fluctuations in the opacity of intervening gas [293], for example, and (ii) the change in the
growth rate of matter perturbations which is inferred from redshift-space distortions (RSD)[294]. The first
effect, the suppression in the matter power spectrum, is the same effect tested by CMB lensing. The primary
qualitative difference between information from galaxy surveys and the CMB is that galaxy surveys measure
structure at multiple epochs in cosmic history whereas the CMB provides a map of the integrated mass
distribution out to the surface of last scattering. The LSS information content in galaxy surveys is therefore
greater than the CMB, but interpreting the data can be considerably more complex because the structure
measured in galaxy surveys is typically more nonlinear and the relationship between the galaxy and mass
distribution is less well-understood (in fact, massive neutrinos can make this even more complicated [295]).
Importantly, many of the observational and astrophysical systematics in the CMB and galaxy surveys are
different, so the two approaches
P to measuring the neutrino mass scale are complementary. A summary of
the forecasted constraints on
mν from galaxy surveys is given in Table 3-1 [296].
There are a number of synergistic opportunities between CMB-S4 and external cosmological datasets. For
instance, the large-scale structure measured by galaxy surveys gravitationally lenses the CMB so there
1 While these surveys measure structure by a variety of means (the distribution of galaxies or quasars, weak gravitational
lensing, and the Lyman-α forest, for example) we refer to all of them as galaxy surveys.
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Datasets

σP mν (eV)

Planck + DES lensing and galaxy clustering

0.041

Planck + DESI Lyman-α Forest + BAO

0.098

Planck + DESI Galaxy Power spectrum + BAO

0.024

Planck + LSST Lensing and Galaxy Clustering

0.02

Table 3-1. Forecasted constraints on neutrino mass from future galaxy surveys in combination with Planck
CMB from [296]. These forecasts assume Planck Blue Book priors for τ , which is a stronger assumption
than we apply to our forecasting, which
P assumes only the current Planck precision on τ . A stronger prior
on τ makes forecasted constraints on
mν much stronger. See related discussion in Section 3.3.3.

is a physical correlation between the CMB lensing convergence and e.g. the galaxy distribution or weak
lensing shear maps inferred from galaxy surveys. Constraints on neutrino mass can therefore be tightened
by cross-correlating maps of structure from galaxy surveys with the lensing information from the CMB (e.g.
[297, 298]). Or, the CMB can be cross-correlated with galaxy survey data to constrain neutrino mass via the
mean pair-wise momentum of galaxy clusters [299]. Additionally, CMB-S4 data indirectly aid measurements
of neutrino mass from galaxy surveys because the CMB data can be used to calibrate systematics in weak
lensing shear data [300].
3.3.2.2

Galaxy Cluster Abundance

Galaxy clusters form from rare high peaks in the matter density field. A galaxy cluster of mass M forms
1/3
from a region of size R ∼ (M/(4/3π ρ̄m )) , which is smaller than the neutrino free streaming scale for even
< 0.1 eV (e.g. [301]). The neutrino free-streaming therefore
the most massive galaxy clusters so long as mνi ∼
slows the growth of structure on cluster scales, suppressing the abundance of galaxy clusters.
The number density of clusters with mass M can be expressed by (e.g. [302, 303]),
dn
ρ d ln σ −1
(M, z) =
f (σ, z)
dM
M dM

(3.32)

where σ = σ(M, z) is the variance of linear perturbations in CDM and baryons on mass scale M given by
Z
dk 4π
σ 2 (M, z) =
Pcc (k, z)|W (kR)|2
(3.33)
k (2π)3
where R = (3M/(4πρcb ))1/3 , Pcc (k) is the power spectrum of CDM and baryons, and W (kR) = 3(sin(kR)/(kR)3 −
cos(kR)/(kR)2 ) is a top-hat
window function [304, 305]. The cluster abundance is extremely sensitive to
P
σ(M, z), and therefore
mν via the suppression in Pcc discussed in section 3.2.3.
Current constraints
on neutrino mass from cluster abundance, in combination with the primary CMB and
P
< 0.2–0.3 eV at 95% confidence [306, 307, 308, 309]. To date, the constraints have been
BAO, are
mν ∼
driven by the difference between (or consistency of) the matter power spectrum amplitude measured at late
times, from clusters, and at early times, from the CMB. An additional signal is present internally to the
cluster data, namely the time-dependent influence of massive neutrinos on cluster growth through Eqs. 3.32
and 3.33, which can potentially provide tighter constraints [310].
Making these measurements of cluster abundance and growth require cluster surveys with well understood
selection functions extending to high redshift (z ∼ 2). Galaxy clusters can be identified from CMB data
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via the thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (tSZ) effect, the frequency shift of CMB photons that have scattered
off of electrons in the hot, intra-cluster gas. CMB-S4 is projected to detect a nearly mass-limited sample
of 40,000, 70,000 and 140,000 clusters 3, 2 and 1 arc-minute configurations, motivating the need for higher
angular resolution.
Given such a survey, the primary systematic limitation on cluster measurements of the neutrino mass, through
either of the approaches above, is cluster mass estimation. This can be usefully broken into two problems:
that of absolute mass calibration, i.e. our ability to measure cluster masses without bias on average, and
relative mass calibration. The former is required for accurate inference of the power spectrum amplitude,
while the latter significantly boosts cosmological constraints by providing more precise measurements of
the shape and evolution of the mass function. Precise relative mass information can be provided by Xray observations of the intracluster medium using existing (Chandra, XMM-Newton) and future (eROSITA,
ATHENA) facilities; for the most massive SZ-selected clusters found in existing CMB surveys, this work is
already well advanced [309, 311].
For absolute mass calibration, the most robust technique currently is galaxy-cluster weak lensing, which
< 1, residual
(with sufficient attention to detail) can provide unbiased results [312, 313]. At redshifts z ∼
systematic uncertainties in the lensing mass calibration are at the ∼ 7% level currently [314], and reducing
these systematics further is the focus of significant effort in preparation for LSST and other Stage 4 data
sets, with 1–2% mass calibration at low redshifts seen as an achievable goal [315]. Lensing of the CMB by
clusters has also been measured [316, 317, 318], and provides an additional route to absolute mass calibration.
CMB-cluster lensing is particularly important for calibrating clusters at high redshifts (z & 1) where groundbased galaxy-cluster lensing becomes inefficient. CMB data with sufficient resolution and depth (especially
in polarization) can potentially provide a percent-level mass calibration at these redshifts [319], comparable
to galaxy-cluster lensing at lower redshifts.
As with dark energy studies, there are strong synergies between the SZ cluster catalog and CMB-cluster
lensing information that CMB-S4 can provide when combined with external cluster surveys. The complementarity of CMB-S4 and LSST cluster data is particularly strong because the two datasets will primarily
be sensitive to different redshift ranges. LSST will provide highly mass-complete cluster catalogs out to
< 1. CMB-S4 will cleanly select the
redshifts ∼ 1.2 and competitive lensing measurements for clusters at z ∼
most massive clusters at all redshifts of interest for cluster cosmology through the SZ effect. Further, CMB
lensing data can provide the key mass calibration for clusters at the highest redshifts detected by either
survey. These high redshift clusters are key because they will provide the longest possible lever arm for
detecting the time-dependent impact of neutrino mass on the growth of clusters. Because their systematic
uncertainties are not identical, the combination of galaxy-cluster (from e.g. LSST) and CMB-cluster lensing
information can straightforwardly produce tighter constraints on the power spectrum amplitude than either
alone. The prospects for Stage 4 cluster data sets to definitively detect the neutrino mass are thus strong
[307, 310].

3.3.3

Forecasts

P
P
For a fiducial value of mν ≈ 58 meV, the target thresholds for 2σ and 3σ detections are σ( mν ) = 30 meV
and 20 meV respectively. Our goal is to explore the degree to which CMB-S4 can reach these targets with
realistic
P forecasts. We will assume this fiducial value throughout this discussion. Of course, if it turns out
that
mν > 58 meV, it will make the prospects for detection more favorable.
P
The most concrete constrains on mν fromP
the CMB are derived from the CMB lensing power spectrum, as
seen in Equation (3.30). Our sensitivity to
mν is limited by the error in the reconstruction of φ from the
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T or E/B maps. The noise for the lensing reconstruction is discussed in chapter 7 and the noise curves for
both the T T - and EB-estimators are show in Figure 46. There are many reasons to prefer the EB-estimator
which motivates a sensitivity < 5 µK-arcmin.

P
P
Figure 15. Forecasts for σ( mν ) assuming ΛCDM +
mν . All three figures vary beam size in arcmin
and effective detector noise in µK-arcmin. Top Left: CMB-S4 alone with an external prior on τ = 0.06±0.01.
Top Right: CMB-S4 plus DESI BAO with an external prior on τ = 0.06±0.01. Bottom: Forecasts assuming
a prior τ = 0.06 ± 0.006, corresponding to the Planck Blue Book expected sensitivity.

Forecasts for CMB-S4 with and without DESI BAO are shown in Figure 15, following the methodology
outlined in Section 8.10. As we explained in Section 3.3.1, the main signature of neutrino mass in CMB
lensing is degenerate with both τ and Ωm h2 . The sensitivity is therefore strongly dependent on the constraints
on these parameters both internally and with external data. We can see the effect of the measurement of
Ωm h2 by comparing the results with and without DESI BAO. In particular, we note that the constraints
improve by a factor of three by including DESI.
P
The most significant limitation to measuring
mν with CMB-S4+DESI BAO is the uncertainty of τ . We
will conservatively assume that ` ≥ 30 for CMB-S4 and therefore we do not constrain τ directly. Under
such circumstances, the constraint on τ must come from external data, either currently from Planck or from
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future observations. We will consider the possibility of reaching ` < 30 with CMB-S4 in the same category
as other future experiments that hope to improve the measurement of τ .
The current best constraint on τ comes from Planck [320], roughly corresponding
to an external prior of
P
τ = 0.06 ± 0.01. We see in Figure 15 that this prior is sufficient to reach σ( mν ) < 30 meV for a wide
range of experimental configurations. On the other
P hand, we also note that there is little improvement with
decreased noise or beamsize as we saturate at σ( mν ) ∼ 26 meV, even if we increase fsky > 0.4. Of course,
the reason is that we are limited by the τ -degeneracy.
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P
Figure 16.
Forecasts for σ( mν ) assuming ΛCDM +
mν using CMB-S4 and DESI BAO.
P We vary
sensitivity in µK-arcmin and τ -priors, τ = 0.06 ± σ(τ ) with the contours showing 1σ errors for
mν . We
fixed the resolution using 1’ beams and set fsky = 0.4. The white and blue dashed lines correspond to the
low-` cosmic variance limit and Planck Blue Book values respectively.

P
In order to reach the 3σ target, σ( mν ) < P
20 meV, one needs a better measurement of τ . As shown in
bottom panel of Figure 15, we can reach σ( mν ) ≈ 20 meV for a variety of plausible configurations of
CMB-S4 with Planck’s designed reach in sensitivity, a measurement at the level of σ(τ ) = 0.006. However,
as before, we see that there are only moderate improvements coming from lower noise or smaller beams. A
similar limitation applies to other cosmological probes, as seen in Table 3-1, which also saturate at a similar
sensitivity.
More generally, improved measurements of τ and H0 may become available before, during or after CMB-S4.
We therefore also examine impacts of measurements even further in the future in evaluating the value of
the legacy data from CMB-S4. There are ground-based CMB instruments [24, 321] designed to observe very
large angular scales, with possible reach to constrain τ ; the CLASS experiment is forecasted to reach σ(τ ) '
0.004 [322], for example. Space missions [323, 324] are proposed to constrain the primordial gravitational
waves through the so-called reionization bump during the 2020s; they are designed to reach sensitivity well
beyond that required to achieve a cosmic-variance limited τ measurement, σ(τ ) ∼ 0.002. Measurement of
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reionization through 21-cm hyperfine transition can, in principle, determine τ beyond the accuracy of the
cosmic-variance limited CMB measurement [325].
Small-scale Stage Three CMB probes may themselves provide a window into improving the current τ
bounds. As discussed in [326, 327] the EE polarisation spectrum will soon allow one to remove the CMB
as ‘foreground’ from temperature measurements and yield a multi-σ detection of the kSZ effect, thereby
improving our constraint on the optical depth by leveraging the relationship between τ and the amplitude
of the kSZ spectrum. Projects errors on the optical depth are σ(τ ) = 0.006, from Stage Three data alone,
provided the CMB-S3 experiments can probe down to multipoles of ` ' 10. Any of these measurements
should provide significant improvements in CMB-S4’s sensitivity to the neutrino mass. AllowingPfor such
possibilities, we consider the impact
mν for
P of stronger priors on τ . Figure 16 shows the 1σ errors on
varying τ -priors. We see that σ( mν ) < 15 meV, corresponding to 4σ detection of the minimum neutrino
mass, can be reached with a cosmic-variance-limited optical depth constraint and a CMB-S4 survey noise
level below 2.5 µK-arcmin.

3.4

Relation to Lab Experiments

3.4.1

Determining the neutrino mass scale

P
As discussed above, CMB-S4 will make a cosmological measurement of
mν and thus the neutrino mass
scale. This approach complements terrestrial measurements of the neutrino mass using radioactive decay.
These kinematic measurements of neutrino mass focus on one of two processes, beta-decay or electroncapture, where the decay spectra near the decay endpoint is particularly sensitive to the mass of the neutrino
(see Fig.DESCRIPTION
17).
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Within the standard neutrino mass and cosmological paradigm, the kinematic and cosmological measurements of the neutrino mass are connected through the PMNS matrix. Thus, the combination of cosmological
and terrestrial neutrino mass measurements tests our cosmological neutrino model. A discrepancy could point
to new physics (e.g. modified thermal history through neutrino decay).
Improving kinematic measurements beyond KATRIN’s 0.2 eV limit will require new technology since KATRIN
will be limited by the final state spectrum of the source itself, specifically rotational-vibrational states
of molecular Tritium. One of the new approaches is a calorimetric measurement of the electron-capture
spectrum of 163 Ho. The calorimetric measurement of the 163 Ho endpoint is insensitive to the details of
the source configuration and may provide an avenue for eventually surpassing the KATRIN sensitivity.
Interestingly, upcoming experiments such as ECHO [331], HOLMES [332], and NuMECS [333] utilize
multiplexed superconducting detectors, the same technology baselined for the CMB-S4 experiment. Another
promising direction for direct neutrino mass measurement is the frequency-based technique employed by the
Project-8 experiment [334]. Project-8 aims to measure the beta-decay spectrum of Tritium by measuring
the frequency of cyclotron radiation emitted by the decay electrons when trapped in a magnetic field. An
exciting aspect to this frequency-based technique is the potential to trap atomic Tritium which is not subject
to the rotational-vibrational excitations of molecular Tritium. A spectroscopic measurement using atomic
Tritium could eventually achieve sensitivities of < 0.04 eV.

3.4.2

Lepton number violation: Majorana vs. Dirac neutrinos

One of the more interesting connections between cosmological measurements of neutrino mass and terrestrial
experiments is the complementarity between cosmological neutrino mass measurements and the search for
neutrinoless double beta decay (NLDBD). NLDBD is a hypothetical decay mode of certain nuclei where
two neutrons convert to two protons and two electrons with no emission of neutrinos. The observation of
NLDBD would be transformational demonstrating that neutrinos are Majorana particles and revealing a
new lepton-number-violating mechanism for mass generation. This new physics could potentially explain
both the smallness of neutrino masses and matter-antimatter asymmetry in the Universe.
0ν
Initial results from the current generation of NLDBD searches limit the NLDBD half life, T1/2
, to be larger
26
than ∼ 10 years [335, 336, 337, 338]. Planning and technology development is already underway for next
generation “ton-scale” NLDBD searches which would achieve sensitivities of 1027 − 1028 years [339].

We can illustrate the connection between NLDBD searches to cosmological determinations of neutrino mass
by examining the simplest case where NLDBD is mediated by exchange of light Majorana neutrinos. Within
the context of this mechanism, we can define an “effective neutrino mass,” mββ , given by
X
2
m2ββ = (
Uei
mνi )2

(3.34)

i

where mνi are the light neutrino masses and Uei is the usual PMNS mixing matrix including two unknown
Majorana phases. The NLDBD half-life is then given by
0ν −1
(T1/2
) = G0ν · (M 0ν )2 · m2ββ ,

(3.35)

where G0ν is a phase space integral and M 0ν is the nuclear matrix element. In this simple scenario, the signal
from NLDBD experiments can be directly related to other measures of neutrino mass. Figure 18 illustrates
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this relationship between the effective neutrino mass and the lightest neutrino mass including limits and
sensitivities of current and next generation
NLDBD searches.
PHYSICAL
REVIEW D 90, 033005 (2014)
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The complementarity between cosmological neutrino mass measurement and NLDBD can be understood by
considering scenarios where NLDBD experiments either observe or fail to observe NLDBD.
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Figure 19. Relationship between effective neutrino mass as measured by NLDBD experiments versus
P
i mνi as measured by cosmology for the inverted hierarchy. The gray band corresponds to a region
allowed by existing measurements where the width of the band is determined by the unknown Majorana
phase.

mass ordering. For example, KM3NeT/ORCA forecasts a 3σ measurement of the mass ordering by around
2023. Accelerator neutrino experiments are the only known method for exploring neutrino CP violation and
in some cases, are also sensitive to neutrino mass ordering. In a ∼ 5-year timescale, the currently operating
NOνA experiment [346] may determine the neutrino ordering at the 2–3σ level, provided that δCP falls into
a favorable range. Hyper-K will measureme δCP , though it requires external input regarding the neutrino
ordering (e.g. from Hyper-K atmospheric neutrinos or from cosmology). The next-generation US-based
long-baseline neutrino-oscillation experiment, DUNE, is planned to start operation around 2024, and will
measure both the neutrino mass ordering (at the 2–4σ level) and δCP . External input on neutrino ordering
from other sources such as CMB-S4 would provide a strong consistency check of DUNE results and test the
three-neutrino paradigm.
In the scenario where the neutrino mass specrtum is normally ordered and non-degenerate, CMB-S4 would
be a strong complement to terrestrial experiments by providing a measurement of neutrino ordering that is
independent of oscillation parameters and δCP . Under all circumstances, the combination of CMB-S4 with
terrestrial determinations of neutrino ordering will provide a definitive measurement of the neutrino mass
spectrum.
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Figure 20. Shown are the current constraints and forecast sensitivity of cosmology to the neutrino mass in
relation to the neutrino mass hierarchy. In the case of an “inverted ordering,” with an example case marked
as a diamond in the upper curve, the CMB-S4 (with DESI BAO prior) cosmological constraints would have
a very high-significance detection, with 1σ error shown as a blue band. In the case of a normal neutrino mass
ordering
with an example case marked as diamond on the lower curve, CMB-S4 would detect the lowest
P
mν at & 3σ. Also shown is the sensitivity from the long baseline neutrino experiment (DUNE) as the
pink shaded band, which should be sensitive to the neutrino hierarchy. Figure adapted from the Snowmass
CF5 Neutrino planning document.

3.4.4

Sterile Neutrinos

Mechanisms of introducing neutrino mass often include sterile neutrinos, with both Majorana and Dirac
terms potentially contributing (e.g., Ref. [347]):
LD = −mD (ν̄L νR + ν̄R νL )
1
1
1
1
c
c
LM = − mT (ν̄L νLc + ν̄Lc νL ) − mS (ν̄R νR
+ ν̄R
νR ) = − mT (ν̄a νa ) − mS (ν̄s νs ) ,
2
2
2
2

(3.36)
(3.37)

where νa ≡ νL + (νL )c and νS ≡ νR + (νR )c are active and sterile Majorana two component spinors,
respectively. The mass mT can be generated by a Higgs triplet, i.e., mT = yT hφ0T i, or from a higherdimensional operator involving two Higgs doublets with coefficients C/M. For dimension 5 operators, this
becomes the Type-I seesaw mechanism, where both Majorana and Dirac terms are present and mS  mD .
A number of recent neutrino oscillation experiments have reported anomalies that are possible indications of
four or more neutrino mass eigenstates. The first set of anomalies arose in short baseline oscillation experiments. First, the Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector (LSND) experiment observed electron antineutrinos
in a pure muon antineutrino beam [348]. The MiniBooNE Experiment also observed an excess of electron
neutrinos and antineutrinos in their muon neutrino beam [349]. Two-neutrino oscillation interpretations
of these results indicate mass splittings of ∆m2 ≈ 1 eV2 and mixing angles of sin2 2θ ≈ 3 × 10−3 [349].
Another anomaly arose from re-evaluations of reactor antineutrino fluxes that indicate an increased flux
of antineutrinos and a lower neutron lifetime. This commensurately increased the predicted antineutrino
events from nuclear reactors by 6%, causing previous agreement of reactor antineutrino experiments to have
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a ≈6% deficit [350, 351]. Another indication consistent with sterile neutrinos was observed in radio-chemical
gallium experiments for solar neutrinos. In their calibrations, a 5-20% deficit of the measured count rate was
found when intense sources of electron neutrinos from electron capture nuclei were placed in proximity to the
detectors. Such a deficit could be produced by a mS > 1 eV sterile neutrino with appreciable mixing with
electron neutrinos [352, 353]. Some simultaneous fits to the short baseline anomalies and reactor neutrino
deficits, commensurate with short baseline constraints, appear to prefer at least two extra sterile neutrino
states [354, 355], but see [356]. Because such neutrinos have relatively large mixing angles, they would be
thermalized in the early Universe with a standard thermal history, and affect primordial nucleosynthesis
[357] and CMB measurements of Neff . These implications will be discussed in the next chapter.
To accomodate mS = O(eV) with some mixing between active and sterile states in the neutrino mass
generation mechanism discussed above requires mixing between active and sterile states with the same
chirality, which does not occur for pure Majorana or Dirac mass cases or for the conventional seesaw
mechanism. One proposed mechanism is the minimal mini-seesaw (mT = 0 and mD  mS ∼ O(eV),
e.g. Ref. [358, 359]). In such models, the sterile neutrinos can have the appropriate masses and mixings
to accommodate the short baseline anomalies. For standard thermal histories, these sterile neutrinos are
typically fully thermalized [357]. However, it is possible they are partially thermalized in two extra neutrino
models [360].
For the simple case of a fully thermalized short baseline sterile neutrino at thepminimal mass scale from
recent reactor limits [361], CMB-S4 would have the sensitivity of approximately |δm241 |/σ(Σmν ) ≈ 40σ to
the presence of a massive thermalized sterile neutrino and 1/σ(Neff ) ≈ 37σ sensitivity to the thermalized
extra radiation-like energy density. While one does not need the power of CMB-S4 to place exclusions on this
scenario, the increased sensitivity would further push the tension into the domain where additional physics
is needed, above and beyond sterile neutrinos, to simultaneously explain the observations.
Interestingly, there are combinations of CMB plus LSS datasets that are in tension, particularly favoring a
smaller amplitude of fluctuations at small scales than that predicted in zero neutrino mass models. This
would be alleviated with the presence of massive neutrinos, extra neutrinos, or both. In particular, cluster
abundance analyses [362, 308] and weak lensing analyses [363] indicate a lower amplitude of fluctuations than
zero neutrino mass models [364]. Baryon Acoustic Oscillation measures of expansion history are affected by
the presence of massive neutrinos, and nonzero neutrino mass may be indicated [294], though 2015 Planck
results do not show a preference for models with massive or extra neutrinos [192].
There is a potential emergence of both laboratory and cosmological indications of massive and, potentially,
extra neutrinos. However, the combined requirements of the specific masses to produce the short baseline
results, along with mixing angles that require thermalized sterile neutrino states, are inconsistent at this
point with cosmological data sets [365, 366]. The tensions present between data sets are not highly significant
at this point (. 3σ), and there are a significant set of proposals for short baseline oscillation experiment
follow up [367].
In fact, we know little about the sterile neutrino sector, though its possible existence is in part motivated
by the experimental establishment that neutrinos have nonzero rest masses as discussed above. CMB-S4
could shed light on the sterile neutrino mass and vacuum flavor mixing parameters invoked to explain the
experimental neutrino anomalies. It must be kept in mind that sterile neutrinos might have different
masses
P
and much smaller vacuum mixing with active neutrinos species. Telltale signatures in Neff ,
mν , and Yp
can allow CMB-S4 to probe this larger parameter space. These measurements will be discussed in the next
chapter.
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3.5

Detection Scenarios for Neutrino Physics

As discussed in Section 3.4, the measurements of the absolute scale of the neutrinos masses from the lab
and from cosmology are complementary in that they are sensitive to different parameters. In principle, there
are a variety of possible scenarios where detections are made both in cosmology and in the lab. However,
given current constraints, most scenarios that involve mostly conventional
neutrino physics will result in
P
SM
upper limits from the lab based measurements and a detection of
mν and/or ∆Neff ≡ Neff − Neff
with
SM
Neff ≈ 3.046. We will discuss Neff is greater detail in the next chapter but here it serves as a measurement
of the total number of thermal neutrinos which calibrates the cosmological mass measurement. A plausible
list of detection scenarios are shown in Table 3-2:
• Conventional neutrino massPscenarios imply Majorana masses with a normal or inverted hierarchy.
mν ' 58 meV is perhaps the most conventional as it reflects the same
The normal hierarchy with
hierarchical / non-degenerate masses that appear in the charged fermions of the Standard Model. This
scenario is only detectable in the near term via cosmology due to the small size of the neutrino masses.
Somewhat more exotic is the case of a Dirac mass, as it predicts the existence of new light states.
• The more exotic possibility is that there could be sterile neutrinos that are consistent with a variety
of anomalies, as discussed
in Section 3.4.4. In this case, we would observe a correlated signature in
P
both a excess in
mν and ∆Neff due to the presence of thermalized sterile neutrinos in addition
to the active neutrinos. The sterile neutrino parameters that are most consistent with the anomalies
in short-baseline experiments are already in tension with cosmology but would be detected at high
significance if these models describe our Universe.
P
• Given the current cosmological constraints on
mν , detections of mβ and mββ in near term experiments would require a significant change to the
thermal
history. In particular, a detection of a Majorona
P
mass at the 0.25 eV level would predict a
mν that is already excluded by cosmology. Making the
current
(or future) limit consistent then requires a mechanism that satisfies both the present bound on
P
mν and the current constraints on Neff .
• There are a variety of scenarios that produce ∆Neff 6= 0 without changing neutrino physics. In this
case, the neutrino physics may follow a conventional pattern like the normal hierarchy. In principle,
one would distinguish scenarios where there is no change to the number density of neutrinos (dark
radiation) from scenarios where the neutrinos
P are diluted or enhanced by a change to the thermal
history (late decay) as the interpretation of
mν depends on the neutrino number density. However,
given that current measurements
allow
for
<
10
percent change to the neutrino number density, we
P
would need to detect
mν at 10σ to be sensitive to such a change. Nevertheless, dark radiation and
changes to the thermal history can make correlated predictions for other experiments as we will discuss
in the next Chapter.

• The neutrino sector may be rich in new physics and CMB-S4 provides us with significant new discovery
potential. Finding evidence for sterile neutrinos or a primordial lepton number larger than the baryon
number, but well below the present BBN bound, ∼ 0.1, would be a signal event for particle physics.
Sterile neutrinos with masses of order ∼ 1 eV and relatively large vacuum mixing with active species
(sin2 θ ∼ 10−3 ), like those invoked to explain the neutrino anomalies, would have relic densities and
relic energy spectra comparable to those of the active neutrinos and therefore are easy targets for
CMB constraint or detection as discussed above. However, a primordial lepton number > 10−4
would suppress the production of these sterile neutrinos in the early Universe. Moreover, sterile
neutrinos with tiny vacuum mixing could escape laboratory detection, yet still might acquire small
but significant population in the early Universe through lepton number-induced resonant conversion
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Scenario

mββ

mβ

mν

∆Neff

Conclusion

Normal hierarchy

< 2σ

< 2σ

60 meV

0

Normal neutrino physics; no evidence for BSM

Dirac Neutrinos

< 2σ

< 2σ

350 meV

0

Neutrino is a Dirac particle

Sterile Neutrino

< 2σ

< 2σ

350 meV

>0

Detection of sterile neutrino consistent with short-baseline

Diluted Neutrinos

0.25 eV

0.25 eV

< 150 meV

<0

Modified thermal history (e.g.
late decay)

Exotic Neutrinos

0.25 eV

0.25 eV

< 150 meV

0

e.g. Modified thermal history;
(e.g.
neutrino decay to new
particle)

Excluded

0.25 eV

0.25 eV

500 meV

0

Already excluded by cosmology

Dark Radiation

< 2σ

< 2σ

60 meV

>0

Evidence for new light particles;
normal hierarchy for neutrinos

Late Decay

< 2σ

< 2σ

60 meV

<0

Energy-injection into photons at
temperature T . 1 MeV

Table 3-2. Relation between neutrino experiments and cosmology. We include the measurement of the
Majorona mass via NLDBD
P (mββ ) or a kinematic endpoint (mβ ) compared to the cosmological measurement
of the sum of the masses
mν and the CMB measurement of Neff . Here < 2σ indicates an upper limit from
future observations. For Section 3.4, one can use σ(mββ ) ≈ 0.075 eV and σ(mβ ) ≈ 0.1 eV for observations on
the timescale of CMB-Stage IV. For ∆Neff the use of ≷ 0 indicates a significant deviation from the Standard
Model value.

of active neutrinos P
[368]. Both of these cases could leave telltale signatures in CMB observables,
specifically in Neff ,
mν , and Yp . The pattern of changes in these observables, compared to results
from high precision neutrino transport and flavor oscillation physics coupled to weak and nuclear
reactions, can give distinctive markers for sterile neutrino mixing physics (see e.g. [369, 280]).
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4
Light Relics
New light particles appear in many attempts to understand both the observed laws of physics
and extensions to higher energies. These light particles are often deeply tied to the underlying
symmetries of nature and can play crucial roles in understanding some of the great outstanding
problems in physics. In most cases, these particles interact too weakly to be produced at an
appreciable level in Earth-based experiments, making them experimentally elusive. At the
very high temperatures believed to be present in the early Universe, however, even extremely
weakly coupled particles can be produced prolifically and can reach thermal equilibrium with
the Standard Model particles. Light particles (masses less than 0.1 eV) produced at early
times survive until the time when the CMB is emitted and direct observations become possible.
Neutrinos are one example of such a relic found in the Standard Model. Extensions of the
Standard Model also include a wide variety of possible light relics including axions, sterile
neutrinos, hidden photons, and gravitinos. As a result, the search for light relics from the early
Universe with CMB-S4 can shed light on some of the most important questions in fundamental
physics, complementing existing collider searches and efforts to detect these light particles in the
lab.
Light relics contribute to the total energy density in radiation in the Universe during the
radiation era and significantly alter the appearance of the CMB at small angular scales (high
multipole number `). The energy density in radiation controls both the expansion rate of the
Universe at that time and the fluctuations in the gravitational potential in which the baryons
and photons evolve. Through these effects, CMB-S4 can provide an exquisite measurement of the
total energy density in light weakly-coupled particles, often parametrized by the quantity Neff .
Any additional light particle that decoupled from thermal equilibrium with the Standard Model
produces a change to the density equivalent to ∆Neff ≥ 0.027 per effective degree of freedom of
the particle. This is a relatively large contribution to the radiation density that arises from the
democratic population of all species during thermal equilibrium. Conservative configurations of
CMB-S4 can reach σ(Neff ) ∼ 0.02 − 0.03, which will test the minimal contribution of any light
relic with spin at 2σ and at 1σ for any particle with zero spin. Neff is a unique measurement to
cosmology, and it is likely that these thresholds can only be reached by observing the CMB with
the angular resolution and sensitivity attainable by a CMB-S4 experiment.

4.1

Introduction

The cosmic neutrino background is detected at high significance in the CMB through the measurement of the
total energy density in radiation prior to recombination, often parameterized by Neff . In the CMB, Neff is a
measure of the gravitational influence of free streaming radiation that is decoupled from the photon-baryon
fluid. In addition to probing neutrino physics, Neff is therefore equally a probe of any light dark-sector relics.
In this chapter, we will explore the broad implications of measurements of Neff and CMB implications for
light particles more generally.
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Plausible configurations of CMB-S4 are capable of reaching some extremely interesting targets relevant to our
cosmological history with significant implications for particle physics. These are most easily characterized in
terms of the change to Neff , ∆Neff , due to a single additional species that was in thermal equilibrium with
the Standard Model that decouples at some temperature TF . This picture leads to two important theoretical
targets that are within reach of CMB-S4:
• ∆Neff ≥ 0.047 is predicted for models containing additional light particles of spin 1/2, 1 and/or 3/2
that were in thermal equilibrium with the particles of the Standard Model at any point back to the time
of reheating. A CMB experiment reaching σ(Neff ) . 0.02 − 0.03 would be sensitive to all models in this
very broad class of extensions of the Standard Model at 2σ, which includes any thermal population of
gravitinos and dark photons.
• ∆Neff ≥ 0.027 is predicted for models containing additional light particles of spin 0 that were in
thermal equilibrium with the Standard Model. A CMB experiment reaching σ(Neff ) . 0.02 − 0.03
would be sensitive to all such models at 1σ, which includes a wide range of models predicting axions
and axion-like particles.
At these levels of sensitivity, CMB-S4 can reach a number of compelling targets for beyond the Standard
Model (BSM) physics. Even in the absence of a detection, CMB-S4 would place constraints that can be
orders of magnitude stronger than current probes of the same physics.
In addition to precise constraints on Neff , another advance of CMB-S4 will be an independent high precision
measurement of the primordial helium abundance, Yp . First of all, Yp and Neff probe the density of
radiation at well separated times in our cosmic history, a few minutes and 380,000 years after reheating
respectively, which provides a window onto non-trivial evolution in the energy density of radiation in the
early Universe. Furthermore, these two quantities probe neutrino and BSM physics in related, but different
ways, allowing even finer probes of BSM physics, especially in the neutrino sector. In particular, helium gives
an integrated measure of the expansion rate in the early Universe convolved with the weak interaction rates
that interconvert neutrons and protons. Helium therefore gives us a handle on neutrino energy distribution
functions in a way that Neff alone does not. In combination, these two parameters yield even further insights
into our cosmological history at very disparate times.
In Section 4.2 we review the motivation for studying Neff as a probe of BSM physics, emphasizing the
important theoretical targets, we explain how the CMB is sensitive to free streaming radiation, and we
present the forecasts for CMB-S4. We emphasize the unique impact Neff has on the CMB that makes it
distinguishable from other extensions of ΛCDM. Section 4.3 discusses the implications for a variety of wellmotivated models, including axions and gravitinos. In Section 4.4, we discuss the relation between CMB and
BBN based constraints, and we forecast our ability to measure Yp and Neff simultaneously
with the CMB.
P
In Section 4.5, will discuss possible detection scenarios involving light fields, Neff and
mν .

4.2

New Light Species at Recombination

The angular power spectrum of the cosmic microwave background at small angular scales is very sensitive
to the radiation content of the early Universe, usually parametrized by a quantity Neff which was defined
in Eq. (3.11). In the Standard Models of cosmology and particle physics, Neff is a measure of the energy
density of the cosmic neutrino background. More generally, however, Neff receives contributions from all
forms of radiation apart from photons which are present in the early Universe. Due to its sensitivity to Neff ,
the CMB can be used as a tool to probe aspects of the physics of the Standard Model and beyond which are
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difficult to measure through other means. Here we will give an overview of the key observational targets and
signatures of Neff in the CMB. In particular, we will focus on changes to the radiation density that occur
SM
SM
from beyond the Standard model physics, parameterized in terms of ∆Neff ≡ Neff − Neff
with Neff
≈ 3.046.

4.2.1

Natural Target

A measurement of the value of Neff can provide deep insights into the early Universe. Most significantly, it
is an observational window onto the conditions at very early times, well before recombination. Even within
the Standard Model, Neff provides an observational handle on the thermal history back to about one second
after reheating through the decoupling of neutrinos. The true power of measuring Neff , however, comes from
the realization that it is sensitive not just to the neutrinos of the Standard Model, but it in fact receives
contributions from all forms of radiation apart from photons present in the early Universe and is thus a
probe of new physics.
Collider experiments are known to provide a measurement of the number of neutrino species (or more
precisely the number of species of fermions coupling to the Z boson with mass below mZ /2) and find very
close agreement with three families of light active neutrinos [370]. Cosmological measurements of Neff provide
complementary constraints and are sensitive to the total energy density of radiation whether it consists of
active neutrinos or other light species.
If the measured value of Neff exceeds the Standard Model prediction, it would be an indication that there
is additional radiation in the early Universe or that the thermal history is modified. Additional radiation
which contributes to Neff is often referred to as dark radiation. There is a large number of possible sources
for dark radiation, including axions [371, 372, 373, 374], sterile neutrinos [375, 376, 377], gravitational waves
[378, 379, 80], dark photons [380, 381, 382], and many more [383, 384, 385]. It is also possible that the
measured value of Neff could be found below the Standard Model prediction. This can happen if for example
photons are heated after neutrinos decouple [386, 387].
One of the features that makes Neff a compelling theoretical target is the degree to which broad classes
of models fall into two basic levels of ∆Neff . As illustrated in Figure 21, any species that was in thermal
equilibrium with the Standard Model degrees of freedom produces a characteristic correction to Neff that
depends only on its spin and its freeze-out temperature. For freeze-out after the QCD phase transition, one
finds ∆Neff & 0.3. Freeze-out before the QCD phase transition instead produces ∆Neff > 0.027. The first
category has been tested by the data from the Planck satellite. The second category, which is sensitive to
freeze-out temperatures as high as the reheating temperature, falls into the level of sensitivity attainable by
CMB-S4.
The contributions to Neff from hot thermal relics are relatively easy to understand from the discussion of
neutrino decoupling in Section 3.2.2. After freeze-out, the temperature of a relativistic species redshifts like
a−1 and therefore is only diluted relative to photons when energy is injected. The annihilation of heavy
Standard Model particles into light Standard Model Particles conserves the comoving entropy of the plasma
and therefore, the diluted temperature of a relic before neutrino decoupling is given by


Trelic
Tν

3

=

g? (Tν−decoupling )
43/4
=
,
g? (TF )
g? (TF )

(4.1)

where TF is the temperature where the relic decouples (freezes-out) and g? (T ) is defined as in Section 3.2.2 to
be the number of independent spin states including an additional factor of 78 for fermions that are relativistic
at temperature T . Combining this with Eq. (3.11), this implies that the change to Neff due to a thermal
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Figure 21. Contribution to Neff from a massless field that was in thermal equilibrium with the Standard
Model at temperatures T > TF . For TF  mtop , these curves saturate with ∆Neff > 0.027. The dashed
and solid grey lines correspond to the 1σ and 2σ sensitivity of Planck, using σ(Neff ) = 0.23. Temperatures
in the grey region correspond to the QCD phase transition.

relic with g independent spin states is

∆Neff =

(

4g
7
g
2





43/4
g? (TF )

43/4
g? (TF )

4/3

4/3

Boson

(4.2)

Fermion .

The order of magnitude difference in ∆Neff before and after the QCD phase transition comes from an order
of magnitude drop in g? below the QCD scale. At temperatures well above to top mass, the Standard Model
gives g? = 106.75. We can then see from Eq. (4.2) that the minimum value of ∆Neff for a single real scalar
is 0.027, for a Weyl fermion is 0.047, and for a light vector boson is 0.054.
Even a measurement of Neff which agrees with the Standard Model prediction to high precision would
be very interesting due to the constraints it would place on physics beyond the Standard Model. Some
specific implications for sterile neutrinos, axions, and other popular models will be discussed below. Broadly
speaking, constraining ∆Neff at the 10−2 level would constrain or rule out a wide variety of models that are
consistent with current cosmological, astrophysical, and lab-based constraints. Furthermore, because of the
sharp change in ∆Neff at the QCD phase transition, the improvement from current constraints to projections
for CMB-S4 can be quite dramatic.
For the minimal scenario of a single real scalar, reaching σ(Neff ) ∼ 1 × 10−2 would push the constraint on
freeze-out temperatures from electroweak scale to the reheat temperature. This broad reach to extremely
high energies and very early times demonstrates the discovery potential for a precision measurement of Neff
with the CMB. Furthermore, the CMB power spectrum has the ability to distinguish among certain types
of dark radiation based on the behavior of its density perturbations [388, 389]. This point will be discussed
further below.
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A measurement with a slightly larger error on Neff would still be extraordinarily valuable for higher spin fields,
multiple light scalars, and modifications to the thermal history up to the electroweak scale. In particular,
massless fermions and vectors have two helicity states which imply contributions of ∆Neff ≥ 0.047 and
∆Neff ≥ 0.054 respectively. As a result, a less sensitive instrument is still capable of probing physics back
to reheating since it could detect or rule out the existence of light thermal relics with non-zero spin. In
addition, there is good reason to think dark sectors could contain multiple light fields which could appear
at any level of ∆Neff above the minimum contribution from a single scalar field. Still, the most dramatic
jumps in discovery potential occur at the critical values ∆Neff = 0.027, 0.047, and 0.054.
Many extensions of the Standard Model include additional massive particles that increase g? at high
temperatures (T  100 GeV). The annihilation of these additional particles in the early Universe will
further diluted any new light particles (by increasing g? (TF ) in Equation 4.2) and can allow ∆Neff < 0.027.
This possibility is redundant with the uncertainty of the reheating temperature, given that this additional
dilution only occurs at temperatures above the masses of these new particles. Furthermore, we require
many new particles to significantly alter the predictions for ∆Neff . For example, to reduce the minimum
contribution to ∆Neff by a factor of two, we must double the degrees of freedom in g? . While such large
numbers of new particles are common in extensions of the Standard model (e.g. the MSSM), it is also
common that these extensions come with many new light particles as well [390, 385]. Assuming that we have
only a single additional degree of freedom was a conservative assumption in this sense.

4.2.2

Observational Signatures

Cosmic neutrinos and other light relics play two important roles in the CMB that are measured by Neff .
They contribute to the total energy in radiation which controls the expansion history and, indirectly, the
damping tail of the power spectrum. The fluctuations of neutrinos and any other free streaming radiation
also produces a constant shift in the phase of the acoustic peaks. These two effects drive both current and
future constraints on Neff .
The effect of neutrinos on the damping tail drives the constraint on Neff in the CMB in ΛCDM + Neff .
2
The largest effect is from the mean free path of photons, which introduces a suppression e−(k/kd ) of short
wavelength modes, with [391]
Z
16
R2 + 15
(1 + R)
da
,
(4.3)
kd−2 =
3
a σT ne H
6(1 + R)2

where R is the ratio of the energy in baryons to photons, ne is the density of free electrons, and σT is
the Thomson cross-section. The damping scale is sensitive to the energy density in all radiation through
√
H ∝ ρradiation during radiation domination (which is applicable at high `), and is therefore sensitive to Neff
or any form of dark radiation. From this discussion, we can also see the origin of the degeneracy between
Neff and ne , the latter of which may be altered by the primordial helium fraction, Yp .
In reality, the effect on the damping tail is subdominant to the change to the scale of matter-radiation
equality and the location of the first acoustic peak [392]. As a result, the effect of neutrinos on the damping
tail is more accurately represented by holding the first acoustic peak fixed. This changes the sign of the
effect on the damping tail, but the intuition for the origin of the effect (and degeneracy) remains applicable.
In addition to the effect on the Hubble expansion, perturbations in neutrinos affect the photon-baryon fluid
through their gravitational influence. The contributions from neutrinos are well described by a correction to
the amplitude and the phase of the acoustic peaks in both temperature and polarization [393]. The phase shift
is a particularly compelling signature as it is not degenerate with other cosmological parameters [393, 389].
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This effect is the result of the free-streaming nature of neutrinos that allows propagation speeds of effectively
the speed of light (while the neutrinos are relativistic). Any gravitationally coupled free-streaming light
relics will also contribute to the amplitude and phase shift of the acoustic peaks.
E-mode polarization will play an increasingly important role for several reasons. First of all, the acoustic
peaks are sharper in polarization which makes measurements of the peak locations more precise, and
therefore aid the measurement of the phase shift. The second reason is that polarization breaks a number
of degeneracies that would also affect the damping tail [389].
Status of current observations – Planck has provided a strong constraint on Neff = 3.15±0.23 when combining
temperature, low-` polarization and BAO data. The addition of high-` polarization data is expected to
improve the constraint on Neff and reduce the impact of the degeneracy with Yp (preliminary results from
Planck give Neff = 3.04 ± 0.18 when combining temperature, polarization and BAO). Recently, the phase
shift from neutrinos has also been established directly in the Planck temperature data [394]. This provides
the most direct evidence for presence of free-streaming radiation in the early Universe, consistent with the
cosmic neutrino background.

4.2.3

Forecasts

As we described in Section 4.2.2, the most concrete signatures of Neff from CMB-S4 are derived from the
damping tail at high-` in both T and E. In addition, there is the effect of the shift in the phase of the
acoustic peaks that is present at ` > 500. Within ΛCDM these parameters are robust to degeneracies,
having already accounted for the degeneracy of the location of the first acoustic peak with H0 . The damping
tail is degenerate with other extensions, like Yp , as we will explore in Section 4.4.4. In this chapter, forecasts
will vary Yp with Neff to be consistent with the predictions of BBN for the given value of Neff .
The forecasts for Neff will follow the methodology outlined in Section 8.10.2. Unless otherwise stated, we
will work with delensed spectra and the associated lens-induced covariances as explained in that section and
in [395]. This is particularly relevant to the phase shift, as delensing is expected to sharpen the acoustic
peaks. Realistic modeling of delensing is important as our forecasts are quite close to our theoretical targets
and unlensed spectra will underestimate σ(Neff ).
Forecasts for σ(Neff ) under various experimental configurations are given in Figure 22. Since the damping
tail extends to very high-`, constraints on Neff are sensitive to `max and the beamsize of the experiment.
We assume `max = 5000 except for C`T T where we assume `max = 3000 due to foregrounds. One can see the
impact of the highest-` modes by looking at the effect of the beamsize. One noticeable feature is that to
be in the vicinity of our threshold targets, one needs both high angular resolution (better than 2’) and low
noise (less than 2 µK-arcmin).
The other important parameter for Neff is the sky fraction of the survey, fsky . Since the signature of
neutrinos depends on the detailed measurement of the shape of the power spectra, constraints depend on
−1/2
the number of observed modes. At fixed noise levels this implies that σ(Neff ) ∝ fsky . Of course, with a
1/2

fixed number of detectors the noise-equivalent temperature, s, is proportional to s ∝ fsky . Therefore, at
fixed effort, increasing fsky also increases the temperature noise. Yet, for the range of s of interest, it turns
out that σ(Neff ) grows more slowly than linear in s, and we see that there is a net improvement in σ(Neff )
by increasing fsky at a fixed number of detectors. In other words, when we increase fsky , the increase in s
is less important than the gain in the number of modes. This trend is shown in the left panel of Figure 23.
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CMB-S4 Forecasts for σ(Neff)
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Figure 22. Forecasts for σ(Neff ) with varying beamize in arcmin and temperature noise. These forecasts
assume fsky = 0.4 and vary Yp with Neff to be consistent with BBN. The color scale is the same for both
panels. Left: Specific forecasts, including delensing, for various CMB-S4 configurations. Right: A wide
range of beam sizes and sensitivities are used to show the need for the high resolution and sensitivity of
CMB-S4 to be close to our thresholds.
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Figure 23. Left: Forecasts for σ(Neff ) as a function of sky fraction. The sensitivity has been normalized
1/2
to 1 µK-arcmin for fsky = 0.4 and is scaled according to S ∝ fsky for different sky fractions. The grey line
shows the value of σ(Neff ) = 0.027 which is the 1σ sensitivity any scalar thermal relic, or equivalently, 2σ
sensitivity to any vector thermal relic. For a fixed number of detectors, we see that σ(Neff ) is minimized
by increasing sky fraction. Right: Same as Figure 21 showing plausible 2σ limits from CMB-S4 in red,
assuming 1’ beams and 1 µK-arcmin temperature noise. The light red region with solid boundary and darker
red with dashed boundary are for fsky = 0.5 and fsky = 0.7 respectively. These modest increases in sky
fraction can have a significant impact with regards to the theoretical thresholds for vectors or Weyl fermions.

For sufficiently large sky fraction, the thresholds for the light fermions and vectors are accessible at 2σ
for plausible experimental configurations, or equivalently, 1σ for the minimum threshold for a light scalar.
Specifically, to reach σ(Neff ) = 0.027 with s = 1 µK-arcmin, we need fsky ≥ 0.5 and fsky ≥ 0.6 for 1’
and 2’ beams respectively. In the right panel of Figure 23, we show how 2σ limits available with CMB-
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Figure 24. Forecasts for σ(Neff ) as a function of sky fraction for various choices of `Tmax
, with `max = 5000
for all other spectra. For solid curves, the sensitivity has been normalized to 1 µK-arcmin for fsky = 0.4 and
1/2
is scaled according to S ∝ fsky for different sky fractions. The dashed curves indicate a fixed temperature
noise of 0.5 µK-arcmin. The horizontal blue line shows the value of σ(Neff ) = 0.013 which is the 2σ threshold
for sensitivity to any light thermal relic. While these forecasts are optimistic with regards to foreground
removal, they do show the underlying modes would significantly improve our sensitivity to Neff .

S4 translate into limits on the freeze-out temperature of a single additional species. While Planck is only
sensitive to physics after the QCD phase transition (Figure 21), CMB-S4 can reach times before the QCD
phase transition for all spins, and back to reheating for spins 1/2 and 1.
This raises the question whether we can reach these targets at higher significance. In particular, we might
hope to reach 2σ sensitivity for the minimum contribution of a light scalar, ∆Neff = 0.027. To assess
whether the CMB contains enough information to achieve this, we consider an idealized situation ignoring
T
. We see an improvement of 10-15 percent
foregrounds. Figure 24 shows the constraints for different `Tmax
TT
TT
and 20-25 percent for `max = 4000 and `max = 5000 respectively. In practice, unresolved point sources will
make it challenging to extract information from the temperature data for ` > 3000. We also show the results
for a fixed temperature noise of 0.5 µK-arcmin to show how close one can get to the threshold by increasing
the sensitivity.
To convincingly reach σ(Neff ) < 0.013, the most straightforward strategy is to design a more sensitive
experiment. Figure 25 shows the improvements that are possible in σ(Neff ) for futuristic values of the
temperature noise as a function of beamsize and fsky . The combination of large fsky and noise below 0.4
µK-arcmin can reach the target, while smaller beamsize appears to have little impact. We can compare these
values to the cosmic variance limits for various choices of `max , as shown in Table 4-1. Here we have used
that foregrounds in polarization will be more favorable at high-` than they are in temperature, so we assume
T
a fixed `Tmax
= 3000. In principle, there is enough information in the CMB to reach 5σ for ∆Neff = 0.027,
although it is clearly very challenging to reach to 2σ (and beyond).
Finally, we have made little use of additional data available from LSS surveys like DESI and LSST. In
principle, the information about Neff that appears in the CMB is also contained in the matter power
spectrum. Furthermore, late time measurements can also break degeneracies that could be indirectly limiting
the constraints on Neff or other parameters. Preliminary forecasts show only modest improvements by
including this data, but LSS may still hold promise for enhancing the impact of CMB-S4 for light relics.
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Figure 25. Forecasts for σ(Neff ) assuming a futuristic survey, using unlensed spectra with `Tmax
= 3000
and `max = 8000 for all other spectra Left: Forecast varying the beamize in arcmin (’) and temperature
noise in µK-arcmin, assuming fsky = 0.4. Right: Forecast varying fsky and temperature noise in µK-arcmin,
assuming a 1’ beam. We see that archiving a σ(Neff ) < 0.013 pushes to low noise and large fsky but there
is little gain from smaller beamsize.

`max

σcv (Neff )-unlensed

σcv (Neff )-lensed

5000

.010

.012

6000

.0080

.011

7000

.0068

.010

8000

.0059

.096

9000

.0050

.0087

T
Table 4-1. Cosmic variance limit for σ(Neff ) for various values of `max with `Tmax
= 3000. We see that
with `max = 5000 it is difficult to reach beyond 3σ in terms of the threshold ∆Neff = 0.027.

4.3

Implications for Light Particles

Contributions to ∆Neff from light particles depends sensitively on the spin. For thermal relics, each degree
of freedom contributes equally, so the signatures scale like the effective degrees of freedom of a given particle.
In addition, the couplings that would thermalize these particles depend both on the spin of the particle and
the spin of the particle(s) in the Standard Model to which it couples. Furthermore, these couplings can lead
to non-thermal production mechanisms that also contribute to ∆Neff . This section explores the implications
of a CMB-S4 measurement of Neff for a number of well motivated models, organized by the spin of the
relevant light particle from axions (spin 0) to gravitons (spin 2).
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Axions

Light particles of spin-0 (scalar fields) are highly constrained by naturalness. In the absence of a symmetry,
one would expect them to be heavy and thus a poor candidate for dark radiation. However, (pseudo)
Goldstone bosons are naturally light and they appear generically from spontaneous breaking of some high
energy global symmetry. A ubiquitous example in beyond the Standard Model physics are axions and/or
axion-like particles (ALPs). Axions have been introduced to solve the strong CP problem [396], the hierarchy
problem [397], and the naturalness of inflation [33]. Furthermore, they appear generically in string theory, in
large numbers, leading to the qualitative phenomena described as the string axiverse [390]. They may even
be tied to the origin of the breaking of the flavor and baryon/lepton number symmetries of the Standard
Model.
At low energy, the mass of the ALP is protected by an approximate shift symmetry of the general form
a → a + c where a is the axion and c is a constant (for non-abelian Goldstone bosons, this transformation
will include higher order terms in a). We will define an ALP to be any such particle for which all of the
couplings of the axion to the Standard Model respect such a symmetry. This symmetry may be softly broken
with an explicit mass term, although this is highly restricted in the case of the QCD axion (i.e. axions meant
to solve the strong CP problem).
Two very common features of models containing ALPs are that the ALPs are typically light (in many cases,
m  1 eV) and their interactions are suppressed by powers of the (typically large) decay constant fa . These
two features make ALPs a particularly compelling target for cosmology and Neff specifically [371, 372, 373,
374]. Because of their small masses, ALPs will often behave as relativistic species in the early Universe.
Furthermore, because their production rate will scale as T 2n+1 /fa2n for some n ≥ 1, they are likely to be
thermalized at high temperatures. Given that ∆Neff > 0.027 under such circumstances, a CMB experiment
with sensitivity at this level will be sensitive to a very wide range of ALP models. In the absence of a
detection of ∆Neff , we can place constraints on the axions couplings to the Standard Model.
Two couplings of particular interest for axion phenomenology are the coupling to photons and gluons,
1 1
aF̃µν F µν ,
4 Λγ

1 1
aG̃µν Gµν ,
4 Λg

(4.4)

These couplings typically appear as the consequence of chiral anomalies and such that Λγ,g ∝ fa . The
coupling of the axion to gluons makes the solution to the strong-CP problem possible. The coupling to
photons is somewhat model dependent but typically arises in conjunction with the gluon coupling. In addition
to or instead of these couplings, a variety of other possible couplings to matter may also be included.
The coupling of axions to matter has an additional feature that it can bring axions into thermal equilibrium
at both high and low temperatures. Specifically, the lowest-dimension coupling of an axion to charged matter
takes the form
∂µ a
ij 5
L=−
ψ̄i (γ µ gVij + gA
γ )ψj
(4.5)
Λψ
where ψi is any of the charged fermions of the Standard Model and i, j label the three generations of fermions
of with the same charges. Above the scale of electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB), this coupling leads
to an abundance of axions with ∆Neff = 0.027. Through freeze-out, we are again very sensitive to Λψ at
levels that vastly exceed current limits. In addition, below the scale of EWSB, this coupling can bring the
axions into thermal equilibrium at low temperatures (freeze-in) down to the mass of fermion in the coupling,
TF . mψ . Freeze-in will produce ∆Neff ≈ 0.05 and is therefore easier to detect. For reheating temperatures
well above the electroweak scale, the sensitivity of freeze-out exceeds that of freeze-in, although both are far
more sensitive than current limits on axion couplings to second and third generation fermions.
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Figure 26. Sensitivity to the axion-photon coupling (Λγ ) as a function of the axion mass, ma in eV. Also
shown is the freeze-out temperature (TF ) in GeV for a given value of the coupling. The region in light
red illustrates the axion parameter space that predicts ∆Neff = 0.027 for a plausible reheat temperature of
TR ∼ 1010 GeV, from the requirement TF ≤ TR . Also shown are the existing experimental and astrophysical
constraints. While the freeze-out of thermal axions is independent of the mass, experimental probes of the
coupling are strongly mass dependent. For TF < 102 GeV the axion coupling would predict ∆Neff > 0.027,
as qualified by Figure 21. We see that sensitivity to ∆Neff = 0.027 can be orders or magnitude more sensitive
to axions than existing probes. The yellow band shows a plausible range of photon couplings for the QCD
axion (i.e. axions that can solve the strong CP problem). Figure adapted from [374].

The coupling to matter is motivated also by the approximate U (3)5 flavor symmetry of the Standard Model.
It is natural for such couplings to arise if the axion is a Goldstone boson that results from spontaneous
breaking of this symmetry (or a sub-group). Given the non-abelian nature of the flavor symmetry, these
scenarios can often lead to many axions (also known as familons). Under such circumstances, the contribution
to freeze-out is given by
∆Neff = Na × 0.027
(4.6)
where Na is the number of axions or number of broken generators of the symmetry group. It is easy to find
scenarios where Na ∼ O(10) which is at the current level of sensitivity.
Status of current observations – Current constraints on ALPs arise from a combination of experimental [398],
astrophysical [399], and cosmological [400] probes. Current cosmological constraints are driven by several
effects that depend on the mass of the axion. For axion masses greater than 100 eV, stable thermal ALPs are
easily excluded because they produce dark matter abundances inconsistent with observations. By including
the free-streaming effects of thermal QCD-axions, Planck data [401] combined with local measurements
provide the constraint ma < 0.525 eV (95 % CL). At larger masses, ALPs become unstable and can be
constrained by the change to Neff from energy injection as well as from spectral distortions and changes to
BBN [402, 403].
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Implications for CMB-S4 – Sensitivity to ∆Neff = 0.027 is sufficient to probe the entire mass range of
ALPs down to ma = 0 under the assumption that they thermalized in the early Universe. Interpreting such
bounds in terms of the couplings of axions is more complicated [371] and can depend on assumptions about
the reheating temperature. For high (but plausible) reheat temperatures of 1010 GeV, CMB-S4 would be
sensitive to Λγ , Λg > 1013 GeV [374] as illustrated in figures 26 and 27. These projected limits exceed
current constraints and future probes for a range of possible axion masses (including the QCD axion).
The implications for the couplings to matter for the contribution from freeze-out are similar. The freeze-in
contribution of ∆Neff & 0.05 that is easier to exclude experimentally still produces the limits [374]

Λψi


−1/4 
1/2

mi
g∗,i

8

1.3
×
10
GeV


g∗,τ
mτ
>
−1/4  1/2



mi
g∗,i

 2.1 × 109 GeV
g∗,t
mt

i = leptons,
(4.7)
i = quarks.

where g∗,i is the number of degrees of freedom at temperature T = mi . For second and third generation
fermions, these limits would exceed current bounds by several orders of magnitude.
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M

The freeze-in contribution from a single axion can be excluded at 2σ with CMB-S4, as seen in Figure 23
(since freeze-in for most fermions is equivalent to a freeze-out temperature at or below 1 GeV). The threshold
of ∆Neff = 0.027 is achievable at 1σ but more challenging at 2σ, as discussed in Section 4.2.3. Models with
two or more axions could be excluded at 2σ even with the more conservative configurations.

St

SN 1987A

BB

N
D
QC

on
axi

Figure 27. Sensitivity to the axion-gluon coupling via the neutron dipole (gd ) as a function of the axion
mass, ma in eV. Also shown is the freeze-out temperature (TF ) in GeV for a given value of the coupling.
The region in light red illustrates the axion parameter space that predicts ∆Neff = 0.027 for a plausible
reheat temperature of TR = 1010 GeV, from the requirement TF ≤ TR . The region in darker red shows TF <
102 GeV and predicts ∆Neff > 0.027, as qualified by Figure 21. Also shown are the existing experimental,
astrophysical and cosmological constraints. We see that cosmology is more sensitive than current limits
even for freeze-out temperatures below the eletro-weak phase transition and therefore could be probed
by ∆Neff > 0.027. The yellow band shows the predictions for the QCD axion, including the theoretical
uncertainty in the relationship between the gluon coupling Λg and gd . Figure adapted from [374].
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Light Fermions and Vectors

A general approach to interpreting Neff constraints in terms of massless fields of arbitrary spin was undertaken
in [371]. One identifies the symmetry that is required to explain the small mass of the particle, and then
writes the most general interactions with the Standard Model consistent with the symmetry. The couplings
will take the form
X
1
L⊃
Oh,∆h · Os,∆s
(4.8)
∆
+∆
s −4
h
Λ
∆h ,∆s

where Oh,∆h is an operator of dimension ∆h constructed only from hidden sector fields (and similarly
for Os,∆s and Standard Model fields). The total operator must be a scalar under both the Lorentz
transformations and the symmetry that protects the mass of the hidden sector field(s). The bounds on
axions discussed in Section 4.3.1 are one such example, where the axion is protected by a shift symmetry.
For the purpose of this discussion, we have classified all scalars of this type as axions.
For a single Weyl fermion, χ, the leading couplings to the Standard Model are through the anapole moment
and four-fermion interactions

χ† σ̄ µ χ 
da ∂ ν Fµν + df ψ̄γµ ψ ,
(4.9)
L⊃
2
Λχ

where we have chosen one of several four-fermion interactions for illustration and df , da are order one
numbers. Current experimental constraints from LEP and the LHC limit Λχ & 1 TeV. Similar bounds
are set by Planck by excluding the contributions to ∆Neff from freeze-out after the QCD phase transition.
If we are sensitive to the minimal contribution from a Weyl fermion of ∆Neff = 0.047, then for a reheat
temperature of Treheat ∼ 1010 GeV, we would be sensitive to Λψ . 1012 GeV. We see that for an order of
magnitude improvement in sensitivity to Neff , we get as much as a nine orders of magnitude improvement
in sensitivity to Λψ .
For a hidden Dirac fermion X with a U (1) global symmetry, the leading1 coupling is through an effective
dipole interaction. A similar interaction also permits a hidden U (1) gauge boson, A0µ , to couple to Standard
Model fermions.
1
1 0
L⊃
H ψ̄σµν ψ ,
(4.10)
X̄σµν XF µν + 2 Fµν
ΛX
ΛA0
0
is the field strength of A0µ . We have included the Higgs field, H, in the coupling to Standard
where Fµν
Model fermions as it is required by gauge invariance above the scale of EWSB. Stellar cooling provides a
strong constraint of ΛX & 109 GeV and ΛA0 & 105 GeV.

Freeze-out above the scale of EWSB for a Dirac fermion produces ∆Neff = 0.094 and ∆Neff = 0.054 for a
hidden photon. For a reheating temperature of 1010 GeV, we are sensitive to ΛX . 1013 GeV and ΛA0 . 1011
GeV respectively. The Dirac fermion will be accessible with CMB-S4 and will improve on the stellar cooling
constraint for a reheat temperature TR > 104 GeV.
Implications for CMB-S4 – The projected sensitivity to the freeze-out temperatures of fermions and vectors
with CMB-S4 is illustrated in Figure 23. Conservative configurations of CMB-S4 can place 2σ exclusions
on the freeze-out temperatures in the tens of GeV, which would improve limits on the couplings to light
fermions or vectors, Λχ,A0 , by two orders of magnitude. For even a modest increase of fsky , we can reach
the thresholds of ∆Neff = 0.047, 0.054 at 2σ, which would be sensitive to freeze-out back to the time of
reheating. Reaching these thresholds could translate into nine orders of magnitude improvement in Λχ,A0 ,
1 The dipole operator preserves the same U (1) symmetry that allows a Dirac mass. It is unclear if one can UV-complete this
model with a small Dirac mass.
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depending on the reheat temperature. Thermal relic Dirac fermions, non-abelian gauge fields or multiple
families of fermions or vectors would be detectable with high significance in most configurations of CMB-S4.

4.3.3

Gravitinos

One of the most popular extensions of the Standard Model is supersymmetry, which is motivated both by
naturalness and gauge coupling unification. Although the most generic possibilities are under significant
tension for the LHC, there are still a variety of possibilities consistent with low-scale supersymmetry.
One of the universal predictions of supersymmetry is the existence of a spin-3/2 partner to the graviton, the
gravitino. The gravitino mass is determined by the absolute scale of supersymmetry breaking,
|F |
m 32 = √
3MP

(4.11)

where |F | is the order parameter for the scale of SUSY breaking (the vacuum expectation value of the
auxiliary field F ). This result does not depend on details of the mechanism of SUSY breaking unlike the
super-partners of the rest of the Standard Model particles.
The typical coupling strength of the gravitino is the same as the graviton, 8πG = MP−2 . However, the
strength of the coupling to the helicity-1/2 component of the gravitino is enhanced by MP2 /F . This is simply
the statement that the goldstino of SUSY breaking is coupled with strength F −1 (but is ‘eaten’ by the
gravitino). Due to the enhanced coupling, the gravitino can be in thermal equilibrium with the Standard
Model at plausible temperatures in the early Universe. The gravitino therefore behaves just like a Weyl
fermion in Figure 21.
For m3/2 . 10 eV, hot relic gravitinos free stream on the scale of the CMB and therefore lead to observable
signatures. Current data from Planck already requires that m3/2 < 4.7 eV from a combination of the primary
CMB and CMB lensing [404]. To probe lower masses, note that for m3/2 < O(1) eV a gravitino will behave
as free-streaming radiation from the point of view of the CMB. One finds that for these low values of the
mass, gravitinos contribute a shift to Neff ,
(∆Neff )3/2 & 0.057 .

(4.12)

This number is somewhat larger than the minimum value of ∆Neff = 0.047 for the helicity-1/2 component
because the effective coupling becomes large as m3/2 → 0. As a result for m3/2 < 1 eV, the gravitinos
decouple below 100 GeV. At σ(Neff ) ∼ 0.03, CMB-S4 can rule out all low-scale SUSY breaking models
allowed by current cosmology.

4.3.4

Gravitational Waves

Since gravitational waves are massless and free-streaming, any gravitational waves which were present in the
early Universe naturally contribute to the total radiation energy density, and can therefore be constrained
with Neff [405, 378, 379, 80, 79].
Let us briefly review how to compute the energy density of a stochastic background of gravitational waves,
following the treatment of [406, 407, 408, 409]. We will take the metric of spacetime to be given by a
background component ḡµ described by the flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker metric and a perturbation
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δgµν . We will take the characteristic frequency of δgµν to be much higher than that of ḡµν . In particular, we
will focus on gravitational waves whose wavelengths are much shorter than scales of cosmological interest.
The Ricci tensor can be expanded in powers of δg as
(1)
(2)
Rµν = R̄µν + Rµν
+ Rµν
+ ··· .

(4.13)

We are interested in determining how spacetime is curved by the presence of small scale gravitational waves,
(1)
or in other words, how R̄µν is affected by terms containing δgµν . Since Rµν is linear in δgµν , it contains only
(2)
high frequency components, while on the other hand, Rµν has both low and high frequency parts.
The high frequency part of Einstein’s equations governs how gravitational waves propagate in a curved
background, and is not necessary here. For the low frequency part, we can take an average over several
cycles of the high frequency modes, which then gives


D
E
1
(2)
R̄µν = − Rµν + 8πG Tµν − gµν T .
(4.14)
2

We can then read off the effective energy-momentum tensor of small scale fluctuations


1
1
(2)
(2)
GW
Rµν − ḡµν R
Tµν = −
+ O(δg 3 ) .
8πG
2

(4.15)

If we take our perturbation to be of the form δgij = a2 hij with hij,j = 0 and hii = 0, we can compute the
energy density of gravitational waves explicitly in the transverse traceless gauge
D
E
1
GW
ρGW = T00
=
δ ik δ j` ḣij ḣk` + O(δg 3 ) .
(4.16)
32πG
We will define the gravitational wave power spectrum as
Z
2
ij
hij (η, x)h (η, x) ≡ d log k Pt (k) [T (η, k)] ,

(4.17)

where Pt (k) is the primordial power spectrum of gravitational waves and T (η, k) is the tensor transfer
function. The energy density of gravitational waves is then given by
Z
1
2
d log k Pt (k) [T 0 (η, k)] ,
(4.18)
ρGW =
32πGa2

where the prime denotes a derivative with respect to conformal time η.

Direct searches for the stochastic gravitational wave backgound are often quoted in terms of the normalized
energy density per logarithmic scale
ΩGW (k) ≡

8πG dρGW
Pt (k)
2
=
[T 0 (η0 , k)] .
3H02 d log k
12H02 a20

(4.19)

Constraints on Neff provide an integral constraint on the spectrum of gravitational waves since waves of all
frequencies contribute to the total energy density.
If for example, we
 take
nt the primordial gravitational wave power spectrum to be a simple power law of the
k
form Pt (k) = At k?
(as in Eq. (2.10)), we can use the constraint on Neff to place bounds on the tensor

spectral tilt nt . The contribution to Neff can then be approximated for nt > 0 as [80]
 4/3 !

n
8 11
At
kUV t
∆Neff ' 3.046 +
,
7 4
24nt
k?

(4.20)
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where kUV represents the ultraviolet cutoff of the primordial tensor power spectrum. While this constraint
does not probe the regime of great interest for inflationary models, it does provide a useful constraint on
alternatives to inflation which predict positive tensor tilt.

4.4

Big Bang Nucleosynthesis

Primordial light element abundances have for many decades been an interesting observational test of hot
big bang cosmology. Predicting the formation of light elements in the early Universe, a process known as
big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN), was initiated in the early days of the development of the hot big bang
model of cosmology [410]. BBN is a process that unfolded during the first three minutes of our current phase
of expansion, involving all four fundamental forces, and has long provided a useful constraint on physics
beyond the Standard Model. Primordial light element abundances resulting from BBN are sensitive to the
baryon-to-photon ratio and the expansion rate in the early universe (which is determined by Neff ). CMB-S4
will provide the best available constraints on both of these quantities as well as an improved measurement
of the primordial helium abundance which is not subject to the astrophysical systematics which dominate
current errors. Therefore, CMB-S4 will significantly improve our ability to check the consistency of BBN
with the results of a single experiment, and will open the possibility for the discovery of new physics affecting
the process of BBN.

4.4.1

Standard Big Bang Nucleosynthesis

In this section, we will briefly review the physics of big bang nucleosynthesis in the Standard Model. For
more extensive reviews see for example [276, 278, 411].
The salient features of the early Universe at the BBN epoch are that: (1) the entropy per baryon is high (the
baryon-to-photon ratio η ≈ 6.1 × 10−10 ); and (2) the expansion rate is driven by radiation. At temperatures
well above T ∼ 1 MeV the strong, electromagnetic, and even the weak interaction are in chemical and
thermal equilibrium. As the Universe expands and the temperature drops the rates of neutrino scattering
processes fall and, eventually, these no longer effect efficient exchange of energy between neutrinos and the
photon-electron/positron plasma; this is weak decoupling. Likewise, the charged current lepton capture
processes that interconvert neutrons and protons (νe + n
p + e− , ν̄e + p
n + e+ , n
p + e− + ν̄e )
at high temperature can maintain chemical equilibrium for the neutron-to-proton ratio, but as the Universe
expands this ratio decreases and falls out of chemical equilibrium; this is referred to as weak freeze-out.
Both the weak decoupling and weak freeze-out processes are not sharp in time/temperature and, in fact
both freeze-outs overlap in time and both occur over many Hubble times. The strong interaction and
nuclear abundances are in thermal and chemical equilibrium, referred to as nuclear statistical equilibrium,
or NSE, at high temperature. As the temperature falls, rates for individual nuclear reaction processes slow
down and so abundances drop out of NSE. In broad brush, the alpha particle abundance goes up extremely
quickly at T ∼ 80 keV and this effectively locks up nearly all the free neutrons extant at that epoch. As a
consequence, the primordial helium abundance is determined by the neutron-to-proton ratio at this epoch,
and therefore encodes both the expansion history and the weak interaction history, i.e., it is dependent on
Neff and the details of neutrino energy distribution functions, neutrino degeneracy parameters, etc. Once the
alpha particles form, the deuterons fall out of NSE. Their abundance is then modified by out-of-equilibrium
nuclear reactions, principally D(p, γ)3 He. The deuterium abundance is then mostly sensitive to the baryonto-photon ratio, though weak interactions and neutrino physics do play a role in setting this abundance.
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Standard BBN is a one parameter model, depending only on the baryon to photon ratio η (since Neff is fixed
in the Standard Model). The theory predicts several abundances which can be used to fix η and check the
consistency of the theory, or alternatively, to constrain new physics. Current observations of the primordial
D and 4 He abundances agree quite well with the predictions of standard BBN, however measurements of 7 Li
do not. It is unclear whether this disagreement points to a problem with the astrophysical determination of
the primordial abundance or a problem with the standard theory. The cosmological lithium problem remains
unsolved [412]. From here on, however, we will ignore the lithium problem and focus on how measurements
of the other abundances (primarily D and 4 He) can be used to constrain the physics of the early Universe.

4.4.2

Beyond the Standard Model

Moving beyond standard BBN, measurements of primordial abundances have the ability to constrain many
deviations from the standard thermal history and the Standard Model of particle physics. Because BBN is
sensitive to all fundamental forces, changes to any force can in principle impact light element abundances.
Of primary interest for our purpose is that BBN is sensitive to the expansion rate between about one second
and a few minutes after reheating. The expansion rate is in turn determined by the radiation content of the
Universe during this period, and thus BBN is sensitive to Neff .
As discussed above, the expansion rate during this epoch plays a role in setting the ratio of neutrons to
protons and the amount of time free neutrons have to decay. Additional radiation compared to the Standard
Model gives a higher expansion rate, which causes weak freeze-out to occur at a higher temperature and
gives less time for free neutron decay, leading to a larger primordial 4 He abundance. The neutrino interaction
rates also depend weakly on the distribution function of electron neutrinos, though this effect is subdominant
to the dependence on Neff for small non-thermal distortions [413].
Historically, Yp had provided the best constraint on Neff . Recent advancements in the determination of
primordial deuterium abundance have made constraints on Neff from deuterium competitive with those from
Yp [414]. The precision with which primordial abundances constrain Neff is now comparable to that of
constraints the CMB power spectrum, and there is no evidence for deviation from the Standard Model [192].

4.4.3

CMB Probes of BBN

The CMB can be used to quite precisely constrain the baryon-to-photon ratio η by measurement of the
baryon fraction of the critical density, which is related to η by
Ωb h2 '

η × 1010
.
274

(4.21)

Using the value of η determined from CMB measurements as an input for BBN makes standard BBN a
theory without free parameters which agrees very well with all observations (apart from the aforementioned
disagreement with the observed lithium abundance). The CMB and the primordial light element abundances
are sensitive to the baryon density measured at different times. While BBN is sensitive to the baryon-tophoton ratio up to a few minutes after reheating, the CMB is sensitive to the baryon density at much later
times, closer to recombination about 380,000 years later. Combining constraints from BBN and CMB on the
baryon fraction therefore allows constraints on models where the photon or baryon density changes between
these times. Similarly, light abundance yields are sensitive to the expansion rate (and therefore Neff ) at
an earlier epoch than is probed by the CMB. This allows the combination of light element abundances and
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Figure 28. Left: Forecasts for σ(Neff ), marginalized over Yp , as a function of sky fraction for beam sizes
of 10 , 20 and 30 . Right : Forecasts for σ(Yp ), marginalized over Neff , as a function of sky fraction for beam
sizes of 10 , 20 and 30 . For both figures, the sensitivity have been normalized to 1 µK-arcmin for fsky = 0.4
1/2
and is scaled according to S ∝ fsky for different sky fractions.

direct CMB constraints on Neff to be combined in order to gain insight into the thermal history of the early
BBN
CMB
universe. If it were measured for example that Neff
< Neff
, this could be explained by the late decay
BBN
CMB
of some unstable particles [415, 416, 417]. Alternatively, if observations revealed that Neff
> Neff
, this
might signal late photon heating [383, 403].
The power spectrum of the CMB is also directly sensitive to Yp . Since helium recombines earlier than
hydrogen, the density of helium present at the time of recombination affects the free electron density, and
thereby affects the damping tail of the CMB (though in a way which can be distinguished from the effects
of Neff ) [393, 392, 394, 389]. The degeneracy between Yp and Neff will be more strongly broken with the
precise CMB polarization observations that CMB-S4 will provide.
CMB-S4 will provide constraints on Neff which are about an order of magnitude better than the current
best constraints, and will also improve on the measurement of Yp compared to the current best astrophysical
measurements. Importantly, CMB observations of Yp are not subject to the astrophysical systematics which
dominate the current error bars. By providing high precision measurements of the baryon-to-photon ratio
η, the expansion rate as determined by Neff , and the primoridal helium abundance Yp , CMB-S4 will provide
a very thorough check of our understanding of the early Universe and provide the opportunity to discover
physics beyond the Standard Model.
The primordial abundance of deuterium is an additional independent prediction of BBN and is measurable
in isotope-shifted hydrogen absorption lines from Lyman limit systems along lines of sight to high redshift
quasars [418, 419, 414]. It may be possible to improve the precision of such measurements with future 30-mclass telescopes like TMT, EELT, and GMT. CMB-S4 measurements of Neff and primordial helium, coupled
with these high precision deuterium abundance measurements, then hold out the promise of a new probe of
neutrino sector and other physics beyond the Standard Model.
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10

20

30

1 µK-arcmin

0.082 / 0.0049

0.085 / 0.0050

0.090 / 0.0053

2 µK-arcmin

0.093 / 0.0054

0.096 / 0.0056

0.10 / 0.0058

3 µK-arcmin

0.10 / 0.0058

0.10 / 0.0059

0.11 / 0.0062

Temperature Noise – Beamsize

Table 4-2. Forecasts for σ(Neff ) / σ(Yp ) with varying beamize in arcmin (’) and temperature noise. These
forecasts allow both Yp and Neff to vary (along with the parameters of ΛCDM). We assume fsky = 0.4.

4.4.4

Forecasts

Constraints on the combined Yp -Neff parameter space are a useful probe of both the physics of BBN and
recombination and possible evolution in between. It is therefore useful to consider joint constraints on
these two parameters available from the CMB alone. Forecasts here will follow the same procedures as in
Section 4.2.3. In particular, all spectra are delensed unless otherwise stated.
Like the case of Neff -only forecasts, constraints on Yp and Neff are primarily sensitive to fsky as shown in
Figure 28. Although both parameters are sensitive to the damping tail and we also see the significant impact
of varying the beamsize from 10 to 30 .
Breaking the degeneracy between Yp and Neff is important for producing independent constraints on both
parameters. Both Yp and Neff alter the damping tail in a way that can cancel exactly between the two. For
this reason, we expect the phase shift in the locations of the acoustic peaks induced by free-streaming particles
to help break the degeneracy. CMB lensing somewhat weakens this effect by smearing the acoustic peaks
while delensing the spectra sharpens the peaks, leading to a better measurement of the peak locations. In
Figure 29 we show the projected 1σ contours with and without delensing to illustrate improvement delensing
can make in breaking this degeneracy.
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Figure 29.
Projected 1σ contours in Neff and Yp for fsky = 0.4 with temperature noise of 1 µK-arcmin
and 1’ beams. We show current Planck 2015 constraints, with current BAO, along with forecasts for CMB-S4
and DESI BAO, with and without performing delensing [395] on CMB-S4 E and T spectra. We see that
delensing primarily shrinks the contours along the degeneracy, which is consistent with expectations from
the phase shift in the locations of the acoustic peaks. Also plotted is the range of values of Yp predicted by
BBN as a function of Neff (which is assumed to be constant over the relevant periods).

4.5

Detection Scenarios for Labs and Cosmology

Experimental efforts searching for light particles are underway in a number of different domains. There are
a number of possible situations where a discovery could be made in cosmology and/or the lab that could
inform each other.
In this section, we will discuss plausible theoretical interpretations of a number of such scenarios. Since there
are numerous ways to produce ∆Neff , these scenarios are not necessarily the only interpretations possible,
but are natural interpretations within well studied theoretical frameworks.

4.5.1

Dark Sectors and Particle Physics

Deviations from Neff = 3.046 can arise from a wide variety of changes to the particle content and thermal
history of the Universe. In most cases, the physics responsible fundamentally requires a coupling of new
particles to the Standard Model in regimes where they often can, in principle, be detected by other means.
Cosmology is a very broad tool for searching for physics beyond the Standard Model, but it is also very
complementary to more targeted searches. A list of plausible detection scenarios is shown in Table 4-3:
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Experimental Input

Conclusion

≥ 0.027

Direct detection of axions

Lower-limit on
temperature

the

reheat

Low-reheating

0

Direct detection of axions

Upper-limit
temperature

the

reheat

Stellar Cooling

≥ 0.027

Anomalous Stellar cooling (e.g.
white dwarfs)

Evidence for new light particle ;
Spin determined by ∆Neff .

Gravitinos

≥ 0.057

LHC evidence for SUSY

Upper-limit on scale of SUSY
breaking

Axions

on

Late Decays

<0

Spectral Distortions observed (µ
or y)

Evidence for new massive particle; energy injection

Evolving Neff

>0

Primordial abundances (BBN)
consistent with ∆Neff = 0

Radiation density changed between BBN and Recombination

Table 4-3.

Relation between particle physics experiments and cosmology.

• Evidence for new massless particles from either experiments or astrophysical observations have immediate implications for cosmology. Any non-cosmological probe of light particles necessarily requires a
coupling of the field to the Standard Model. A measurement suggesting the strength of the coupling
for this particle implies an upper-limit on the freeze-out temperature. One can then look for the
contribution to ∆Neff associated with the particle. If no such contribution is detected, we could place
an upper limit on the reheating temperature (or a lower limit for a detection). Axions present the
simplest such examples, as there are a number of experiments that could directly detect axion dark
matter (such as ADMX and CASPEr). A detection in either experiment would predict ∆Neff ≥ 0.027
unless reheating was at sufficiently low temperatures. The inferred bound in either experiment can be
read off of Figures 26 or 27.
• A more complicated example is if a deviation for typical stellar cooling is observed, as has been
suggested for white dwarfs. In this case, there are a number of models that could produce the necessary
additional cooling, but would predict ∆Neff ≥ 0.027. The precise value of ∆Neff depends on the spin
of the particle and nature of the coupling (which cannot be unambiguously inferred from cooling).
Evidence for additional dark radiation would provide strong support that there is anomalous cooling
and would imply a spin for the new light particle through the observed ∆Neff using Figure 21.
• Any supersymmetric interpretation of a discovery at the LHC would require the existence of a gravitino
(in order to make gravity consistent with supersymmetry). There are many such scenarios where there
would be no direction indication of a gravitino and/or its mass from colliders. In this context, a
cosmological detection of ∆Neff ∼ 0.06 would have a natural interpretation as a light gravitino but
would place a strong upper limit on the absolute scale of supersymmetry breaking of roughly 105 GeV.
• There are a variety of possibilities where we may observe ∆Neff 6= 0 which results from the decay of a
massive particle after neutrino decoupling. A change to Neff after BBN would imply that Neff as measured in the CMB could differ significantly from the value inferred from primordial abundances [415].
From the CMB, we can measure Yp and Neff simultaneously which implies such a signature can even
be internal to the CMB. Similarly decays to photons after BBN can also produce µ- or y-distortions
to the CMB spectrum which could be correlated with ∆Neff < 0.
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CMB-S4
will provide compelling sensitivity in the Neff - mν plane. From cosmology alone a measurement
P
of
mν & 58 meV is consistent with conventional neutrino physics and therefore does not point
P to more
exotic beyond the Standard Model physics without Neff . However, an upper limit or detection of
mν < 58
meV would provide evidence of unconventional cosmology on its own and combined with Neff may give
future insight into possible modifications to the cosmological history and/or neutrino physics necessary to
accommodate such observations. An illustration of possible scenarios is shown in Figure 30 and can be
compared directly to the forecasted region in Figure 31:
P
• Conventional neutrino physics predicts
mν & 58 meV. A measurement of ∆Neff < 0.02 (i.e.
consistent with zero) is the expectation from ΛCDM. As described in the previous subsection, ∆Neff > 0
suggests dark radiation or additional energy in neutrinos and ∆Neff < 0 would imply energy injection
into photons after neutrino decoupling. The amount of energy injection that is consistent
P with the
current constraint from Planck, Neff = 3.15 ± 0.23, is insufficient to significantly alter
mν , as it
would correspond to at most a five percent change in Ων h2 .
P
• If
mν < 58 meV, the most natural explanation is that the number density of neutrinos was lowered
due to a change to the standard cosmological evolution. However, in order to significantly lower
the number density to explain such an observation, the neutrino number would have to be changed
dramatically which, on its own, would be in contradiction with current Neff constraints. Therefore, to
satisfy existing constraints on Neff from Planck, some other form of radiation (i.e. other than Standard
neutrinos) would also be required to make |∆Neff | < 0.2. Seeing a deviation of the form ∆Neff ≷ 0
would give additional evidence for a modification of the thermal history.
P
• If
mν < 58 meV and ∆Neff = 0, then it suggests that either the mass for the neutrinos is generated
after the CMB (late mass) or that the heavy neutrinos decayed to a lighter specifics in some novel
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Figure 31. Forecasts in the 2d parameter space σ(Neff ) and σ( mν ). These constraints assume fsky = 0.4
and 1 µK-arcmin noise. A prior of τ = 0.06 ± 0.01 was also assumed.

P
way. This situation would be unusual in that the limits on
mν would suggest deviations from the
Standard thermal history without any other hints. Presumably this scenario would be scrutinized
heavily to check that the amplitude of the power spectrum is normalized correctly. Finally, one might
also allow for a delicate cancelation between the dilution of the neutrinos and the additional dark
energy to be consistent with ∆Neff = 0.
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5
Dark Matter
Dark matter is required to explain a host of cosmological observations such as the velocities
of galaxies in galaxy clusters, galaxy rotation curves, strong and weak lensing measurements, and
the acoustic peak structure of the CMB. While most of these observations could be explained
by non-luminous baryonic matter, the CMB provides overwhelming evidence that 85% of the
matter in the Universe is non-baryonic, presumably a new particle never observed in terrestrial
experiments. Because dark matter has only been observed through its gravitational effects, its
microscopic properties remain a mystery. Identifying its nature and its connection to the rest of
physics is one of the prime challenges of high energy physics.
Weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) are one well-motivated candidate that naturally appears in many extensions of the standard model. A host of experiments are hoping
to detect them: deep underground ton-scale detectors, gamma-ray observatories, and the Large
Hadron Collider. The CMB provides a complementary probe through annihilation of dark matter
into Standard Model particles. In the WIMP paradigm, the processes that allow dark matter
to be created often allow the particles to annihilate with one another. The rate for this process
governs how many of the particles remain today and, for a given WIMP mass, is well-constrained
by the known dark matter abundance. The same annihilation process injects a small amount
of energy into the CMB, slightly distorting its anisotropy power spectrum. CMB-S4 will probe
dark matter masses a few times larger than those probed by current CMB experiments.
Dark matter need not be heavy or thermally produced. Axions provide one compelling
example that appears in many extensions of the standard model and is often invoked as solution
to some of the most challenging problems in particle physics. Although axions are often extremely
light, they can naturally furnish some or all of the dark matter non-thermally. Their effects on
the expansion rate of the Universe, on the clustering, and on the local composition of the Universe
through quantum fluctuations in the axion field all lead to subtle modifications of the CMB and
lensing power spectra. CMB-S4 will improve current limits by as much as an order of magnitude
and for some range of masses would be sensitive to axions contributing as little as 1% to the
energy density of dark matter. As for WIMPs, there is an active program of direct and indirect
experimental searches for axions that will complement the CMB, and the interplay can reveal
important insights into both axions and cosmology.

5.1

Dark Matter Annihilation

One of the leading candidates for dark matter is a weakly interactive massive particle (WIMP). If dark
matter consists of WIMPs, we would expect these particles to self-annihilate. The annihilation of dark
matter produces a shower of very energetic particles, that injects energy into the Universe, ionizing the
matter in it.
This extra source of ionization has distinctive effects on the CMB: it suppresses the CMB temperature and
polarization fluctuations on small angular scales, and it enhances the CMB polarization fluctuations on large
angular scales due to the extra scattering of photons off free electrons [420, 421]. CMB temperature and
polarization spectra can constrain the parameter pann = feff hσvi/mDM , where feff is the fraction of energy
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Figure 32. 95 % CL lower limit on mDM in GeV as a function of sky coverage, fsky . The blue/black
lines correspond to a noise level of 1/3 µK-arcmin in temperature. The solid/dashed lines correspond to 1/4
arcmin beams. The dashed/dotted lines show the current limit from Planck temperature and polarization
data for a thermal cross section. All the cases plotted here correspond to a case where 20% of the energy is
absorbed by the plasma.

deposited into the plasma, hσvi is the velocity-weighted cross section, and mDM is the mass of the dark
matter particle. Current constraints from Planck temperature and polarization data exclude dark matter
masses below 16 GeV at the 2σ level [192], assuming that 20% of the energy is deposited in the plasma
[422]. CMB-S4 is expected to tighten these constraints by a factor of 2 to 3 for fsky = [0.4 − 0.6] [423]. Ref.
[423] found that the main factor that improves the limit in mDM is the sky coverage fsky . This is because
the constraints are mostly sample variance limited. Fig. 32 shows the dependence on fsky , and the small
dependence on detector number and beam size.
Dark-matter annihilation also leads to growing ionization fraction perturbations and amplified small-scale
cosmological perturbations, leaving an imprint on the CMB bispectrum [424].

5.2

Other types of Dark Matter Interactions

Near the epoch of CMB last scattering, dark matter accounts for about 65% of the energy budget of the
Universe, making the CMB a particularly good probe of the dark matter sector. Of particular relevance to
CMB-S4 studies, the presence of new dark matter interactions with light degrees of freedom [425, 426] can
leave subtle imprints on the temperature and polarization CMB power spectra. The introduction of such
non-minimal dark matter models has been primarily (but not exclusively) motivated in the literature by
potential shortcomings of the standard cold dark matter scenario at small sub-galactic scales [427, 428, 429].
While these issues are far from settled, they motivate the search for other non-minimal dark matter signatures
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in complementary data sets (such as the CMB) that could indicate whether or not dark matter can be part
of the solution.

5.2.1

Dark Matter-Baryon Scattering

A possible dark matter scenario is that in which dark matter scatters off baryons in the early Universe.
In this scenario, there is a drag force produced by the baryons on the dark matter fluid, which affects the
CMB temperature and polarization power spectra and the matter power spectrum. Ref. [430] performed
a model-independent analysis on the dark matter-baryon interactions using CMB temperature data from
the Planck satellite, and Lyman-α forest data from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey as tracer of the matter
fluctuations. This analysis suggests that the constraints could improve significantly with better temperature
data on small scales, and additional polarization data on large and small scales. Therefore, an experiment
such as CMB-S4 would have a large impact on these constraints.

5.2.2

Dark Matter-Dark Radiation Interaction

Dark matter interacting with light (or massless) dark radiation has been put forward [431, 432] as a
potential solution to the small discrepancy between the amplitude of matter fluctuations inferred from CMB
measurements and those inferred from cluster number counts and weak lensing measurements. CMB-S4
measurements of the lensing power spectrum have the potential to significantly improve constraints on dark
matter interacting with light degrees of freedom in the early Universe.
The key equations governing the evolution of cosmological fluctuations for this broad class of non-minimal
dark matter models are presented in Ref. [433]. Essentially, the new dark matter physics enters entirely
through the introduction of dark matter and dark radiation opacities, which, similarly to the photon-baryon
case, prohibit dark radiation free-streaming at early times and provides a pressure term that opposes the
gravitational growth of dark matter density fluctuations. The impact of this new physics on CMB fluctuations
has been studied in detail in Ref. [434] and we briefly review it here. First, the presence of extra dark radiation
mimics the presence of extra neutrino species and affects the expansion history of the Universe, possibly
modifying the epoch of matter-radiation equality, the CMB Silk damping tail, and the early integrated SachsWolfe effect. However, unlike standard free-streaming neutrinos, the dark radiation forms a tightly-coupled
fluid at early times, leading to distinct signatures on CMB fluctuations which include a phase and amplitude
shift of the acoustic peaks (see e.g. Ref. [393, 435, 394]). Second, the dark radiation pressure prohibits
the growth of interacting dark matter fluctuations on length scales entering the causal horizon before the
epoch of dark matter kinematic decoupling. This weakens the depth of gravitational potential fluctuations
on these scales, affecting the source term of CMB temperature fluctuations. Finally, the modified matter
clustering in the Universe due to nonstandard dark matter properties will affect the lensing of the CMB as
it travels from the last-scattering surface to us. For interacting dark matter models that are still allowed
by the current Planck data, this latter effect is where CMB-S4 can significantly improve the constraints on
these non-minimal theories.
Given the large array of possible dark matter theories to constrain, it is useful to use the effective theory
of structure formation (ETHOS) [433] to systematically parametrize the deviations from standard cold dark
matter. Within ETHOS, the impact of having all or a fraction of dark matter interacting with dark radiation
can be captured with a handful of “effective” parameters which entirely determine the structure of the linear
matter power spectrum. For CMB-S4, the most relevant parameters that can be constrain are the amplitude
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CL,φφETHOS/CL,φφΛCDM−1

of the interaction cross section between dark matter and dark radiation (parametrized by an ), the fraction
of interacting dark matter (in multi-component scenarios), and the amount of dark radiation present in the
Universe.
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Figure 33. Left panel: Fractional difference of the CMB lensing spectrum between a standard ΛCDM
model (with massless neutrinos) and four different ETHOS models with opacity coefficients an given in the
legend. In all models shown, 5% of the dark matter is allowed
P to interact with dark radiation. For comparison,
we also display a standard massive neutrino model with
mν = 0.06 eV. Right panel: Similar to the top
panel, but we now vary the fraction of dark matter that can interact with dark radiation, for a fixed opacity
coefficient of a4 = 3 × 102 Mpc−1 .

We illustrate in Fig. 33 the impact of different interacting dark matter models on the CMB lensing power
spectrum. In the top panel, we show four partially-interacting dark matter models parametrized by their
opacity coefficient an and for which only 5% of the total amount of dark matter is interacting. We display
the fractional difference between the interacting dark matter models and a standard ΛCDM model with
vanishing neutrino P
mass. For comparison, we also illustrate the difference for a standard massive neutrino
ΛCDM model with mν = 0.06 eV. Interestingly, the damping of the lensing power spectrum has a different
shape than that caused by massive neutrinos. Given the expected performance of CMB-S4 in measuring
the lensing power spectrum, all the models illustrated there (which are currently allowed by Planck data)
could be ruled out, significantly improving our knowledge about interacting dark matter. The right panel of
Fig. 33 is similar, but illustrates how the fractional difference in the CMB lensing power spectrum is affected
as the fraction of interacting dark matter is varied from 2 to 5 per cent. Again, this illustrates that CMB-S4
can provide very tight constraints on the fraction of interacting dark matter.
Since non-standard dark matter models primarily affect the large CMB lensing multipoles, the constraining
power of CMB-S4 on interacting dark matter is largely independent of the specific choice of Lmin . We foresee
that the main difficulty in constraining non-standard dark matter theories with CMB-S4 will be the proper
modeling of non-linearities in the matter power spectrum, which are quite important for L > 500. We note
that recent progress has been made in this direction [436].

5.3

Axion Dark Matter

The QCD axion and other axion-like particles (ALPs), if stable on cosmological timescales, can contribute
to the DM density. Along with thermal WIMPs, they are a well-motivated DM candidate (see Ref. [400]
for a recent review). Ultralight axions (ULAs) are non-thermally created via vacuum realignment and have
a distinctive phenomenology as a dark matter candidate. Vacuum realignment axions are cold, and do not
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contribute to Neff . However, if these axions have couplings to ordinary matter, as described in Section 4.3.1,
then a second, relativistic population of axions is additionally created.
We consider axions within a range of masses 10−33 eV ≤ ma ≤ 10−20 eV but do not assume any particular
coupling to the Standard model particles. We can compare these assumptions to those used in Section 4.3.1;
the contribution of thermal axions to Neff applies to any mass ma . 1 eV, including the well known QCD
axion, but depends in detail on the couplings to the Standard Model particles and on the reheat temperature.
In this sense, cosmological constraints on axion dark matter are orthogonal (complimentary) in the space of
masses and couplings to the constraints on a thermal population of axions.
The ULAs we consider here are motivated by string theory and are associated with the geometry of the
compact spatial dimensions. These axions can contribute either to the dark matter or dark energy budget of
the Universe depending on their particular mass, which sets the time at which the axions begin to coherently
oscillate (since the Hubble term provides the friction in the axion equations of motion).
The current best constraints on ULAs from the primary CMB TT power, and the WiggleZ galaxy redshift
survey were made in [437]. Our fiducial value for the axion energy density is chosen to be consistent with
these constraints. We discuss the potential of CMB-S4 to constrain the total allowed energy density of axions
in addition to the usual dark matter and dark energy components. In addition, in Section 5.3.2, we explain
that CMB-S4 could place strong bounds on the energy scale of inflation, HI through the uncorrelated axion
isocurvature generated in models with HI /2π < fa .

5.3.1

Constraints on cold axion energy density

The degeneracies of the axions with other cosmological parameters, such as Neff or mν , vary depending on
the axion mass (see Fig. 34, right panel). Dark energy-like axions with masses around 10−33 eV change
the late-time expansion rate and therefore the sound horizon, changing the location of the acoustic peaks.
This has degeneracies with the matter and curvature content. Heavier axions (ma & 10−26 eV) affect the
expansion rate in the radiation era and reduce the angular scale of the diffusion distance, leading to a boost
in the higher acoustic peaks, which has a degeneracy with Neff .
In both of these cases, improved errors on the temperature and polarization power spectrum, coupled
with constraints on the Hubble constant (for the lightest axions) from baryon acoustic oscillations, lead
to improvements in the error on allowed axion energy density of a factor of three from these spectra alone.
In the matter power spectrum, and thus CMB lensing power, light axions suppress clustering power,
suggesting a degeneracy with effects of massive neutrinos that must be broken to make an unambiguous
measurement of neutrino mass using the CMB. The above-mentioned effects in the expansion rate break
this degeneracy for some axion masses. There remains a significant degeneracy between axions and massive
neutrinos ma = 3 × 10−29 eV and Σmν = 60 meV. Effort should be made to break this degeneracy and
distinguish the effects of non-thermal axions from massive neutrinos for an unambiguous detection of neutrino
mass using the CMB.
We show the forecasted constraints on the axion energy density from CMB-S4 including lensing in the left
panel of Figure 34 (for fixed neutrino mass of Σmν = 0.06 eV). Adding information from the lensing reconstruction using CMB-S4 will improve constraints on axion DM significantly. A percent-level measurement of
the lensing deflection power at multipoles ` > 1000 leads to an improvement in the error on the axion energy
density of a factor of eight relative to the current Planck constraints, for an axion mass of ma = 10−26 eV.
This represents an ability to test the component nature of dark matter, and thus the CDM paradigm, at the
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Figure 34. Left: Constraints on the axion energy density as a function of axion mass at fixed neutrino
mass Σmν = 0.06 eV (errorbars) and marginalising over the neutrino mass (shaded error bars), for Planck
Blue Book constraints (brown) and a CMB-S4-like survey (blue). Over the ‘fuzzy’ dark matter region
(−28 < log(ma /eV) < −25, CMB-S4 allow for percent-level constraints on an axion component, improving
significantly on current constraints. For the same range of masses, the degeneracy is weakest with massive
neutrinos - the bands shown when marginalising over the neutrino error are not much larger than the case
where the neutrino mass is fixed. Right: Degeneracy of axions with massive neutrinos. There is a significant
degeneracy for ma = 3 × 10−29 eV and Σmν = 60 meV. Figure derived from constraints presented in [438].

percent level. Furthermore, since Ωa ∝ fa2 this improves the expected constraint on the axion decay constant
from 1017 GeV with Planck to 1016 GeV with CMB-S4, testing the predictions of the “string axiverse”
scenario [390].
Planck is degenerate with CDM at ma = 10−24 eV, and only has weak constraints at ma = 10−25 eV.
CMB-S4 could make a > 5σ detection of departures from CDM for masses as large as ma = 10−25 eV, and
improves the lower bound on DM particle mass to ma = 10−23 eV and fractions O(10%). Realising this level
of constraining power will, however, require improved understanding of the non-linear clustering of axions
[439].

5.3.2

Axion Isocurvature

The axion decay constant, fa , specifies the scale at which the underlying U (1) symmetry is broken. If
HI /2π < fa , then this symmetry is broken during inflation, and the axion acquires uncorrelated isocurvature
perturbations (e.g. Refs. [440, 441, 442]).1 The uncorrelated CDM isocurvature amplitude is bounded by
Planck to be AI /As < 0.038 at 95% C.L. [7].
It is important to note, that while axion isocurvature gives a test of the energy scale of inflation (and as such
has the same goals as those discussed in Section 2.4.1) - this test is independent of any other constraints
1 We ignore the case where H /2π > f , since no isocurvature initial conditions are excited. The limit r
a
0.05 < 0.12 implies
I
that isocurvature is produced if fa > 1.8 × 1013 GeV. This accounts for the QCD axion in the “anthropic” window (roughly
half of the allowed range of fa on a logarithmic scale), axions with GUT scale decay constants (such as string axions [443, 390])
and axions with lower fa in models of low-scale inflation.
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on the tensor-to-scalar ratio, and uses the constraints on the axion energy density and its own signature
isocurvature to probe the inflationary epoch.
The axion isocurvature amplitude is:
AI =



Ωa
Ωd

2

(HI /Mpl )2
.
π 2 (φi /Mpl )2

(5.1)

The initial axion displacement, φi , fixes the axion relic abundance such that Ωa = Ωa (φi , ma ) [444, 445, 446,
447, 448, 449]. Thus, if the relic density and mass can be measured by independent means, a measurement
of the axion isocurvature amplitude can be used to measure the energy scale of inflation, HI .
We forecast the errors on axion isocurvature for the base line CMB-S4 experiment with a 1 µK-arcmin
noise level and a 1 arcminute beam: the isocurvature limit will be improved by a factor of approximately
five compared to Planck, allowing for detection of axion-type isocurvature at 2σ significance in the region
0.008 < AI /As < 0.038.
If the QCD axion is all of the DM, axion direct detection experiments can be used in conjunction with
CMB-S4 to probe HI in the range
2.5 × 106 . HI /GeV . 4 × 109 (QCD axion + direct detection)

(5.2)

This is demonstrated in Fig. 35 (left panel) for the case of ADMX [450] (in operation), and CASPEr [451]
(proposed), where we have used the standard formulae relating the QCD axion mass and relic abundance
to the decay constant (e.g. Ref. [441]). Combining axion DM direct detection with CMB-S4 isocurvature
measurements allows a unique probe of low-scale inflation, inaccessible to searches for tensor modes.2
We now consider isocurvature in ULAs, see e.g. Refs. [457, 453]. ULA DM has a number of distinctive
features in large scale structure and the CMB [437, 458]. For ULAs with 10−32 . ma /eV . 10−23 a DM
fraction of Ωa /Ωd in the range of 1% is consistent with Planck [437] and high-z galaxy formation [459, 460],
yet can be distinguished from pure CDM using CMB-S4 lensing power at > 2σ (depending on the ULA
mass, Sec. 5.3.1). Fig. 35 (middle panel) shows isocurvature constraints possible with CMB-S4, compared to
tensor constraints. We fix the fiducial ULA fraction to 1%, such that Ωa and ma can be separately measured
using the CMB-S4 lensing power, and thus using Eq. (5.1) a measurement of AI is a measurement of HI .
In contrast to the QCD axion, there are masses, ma . 10−26 eV, for which tensor modes impose a stronger
constraint on HI than isocurvature (such that isocurvature in these ALPs would be undetectably small).
However, there are also regions of overlap between possible tensor and isocurvature measurements. Using
CMB-S4 in these regions, it is possible to make a combination measurement of isocurvature and axion
parameters, giving an independent measurement of HI :
2.5 × 1013 . HI /GeV . 1014 (ultralight ALPs, CMB-S4 alone) .

(5.3)

This applies to ALPs in the mass range 10−26 . ma /eV . 10−23 , where effects on lensing of a 1% axion
fraction can be distinguished from CDM.
We show a range of possible CMB-S4 scenarios and their implications for constraints on HI in Figure 36.
The constraints on HI are only mildly sensitive to the beam size, until around 5 acrmin. The constraints
degrade faster for a reducing in map sensitivity. In this figure we have kept one parameter (either beam
sensitivity at 1µK-arcmin or beam size at 1 arcminute) fixed while varying the other parameters. We note
2 In simple models of inflation, the high-f QCD axion is incompatible with detection of tensor modes [441, 442, 452, 453, 452],
a
although non-standard cosmic thermal histories of PQ breaking mechanisms can lift constraints , e.g. [454, 455, 456].
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Figure 35. Axion dark matter isocurvature. Red bands show the isocurvature amplitude consistent
with Planck and detectable with CMB-S4. Left Panel: The QCD axion: measuring the energy scale
of inflation with CMB-S4+axion direct detection. Here we restrict axions to be all of the DM. The purple
regions show the range of fa accessible to axion direct detection experiments. Combining ADMX [450] (in
operation), CASPEr [451] (proposed), and CMB-S4 it is possible to measure 4 × 105 . HI /GeV . 4 × 109 .
Right Panel: ALPs - a combination measurement using CMB-S4 alone. Assuming 1% of the total DM
resides in an ultralight axion, the mass and axion density can be determined to high significance using, for
example, the lensing power. The isocurvature amplitude can also be determined, allowing for an independent
determination of HI in the same regime as is accessible from tensor modes (purple band).
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Figure 36. Optimizing constraints on the energy scale of inflation with CMB-S4. We vary HI
directly around a fiducial model of HI /GeV = 1013.7 for axions of mass 10−25 eV making up 1% of the total
dark content, for a range of possible CMB-S4 survey parameters. While the error degrades as the resolution
and sensitivity are worsened, this degradation is small compared to the factor of three improvemement in
the error moving from Planck to CMB-S4.
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that the Planck error bar is non-Gaussian - current data do not measure the energy scale of inflation in this
scenario.
Detecting isocurvature and lensing effects from ULAs using CMB-S4 can provide a measurement of HI
complementary to searches for tensor modes.

5.4

Summary

Determining the nature of dark matter remains one of the main goals of the current cosmological epoch.
CMB-S4 will provide not only a handle on distinguishing between different models of DM annihilation and
other models of DM interaction, but will also place extremely tight constraints on axions and axion-like
particles. CMB-S4 will tighten the bounds on DM annihilation by a factor of 2 to 3 with its improved
sky coverage and sensitivity. Similarly, CMB-S4 will have the power to rule out many non-standard DM
interactions (e.g. DM-dark radiation interactions and DM-baryon interactions). CMB-S4 could make a > 5σ
detection of an axion that contributes only 3% to the total energy budget of the dark sector at an axion
mass of ma = 10−25 eV, and even at masses as high as ma = 10−23 eV, CMB-S4 will rule out axions with
fractions greater than 64% at 2σ confidence. Such axions are currently completely degenerate with a CDM
component and are totally unconstrained with current data. Moreover, detecting axion isocurvature with
CMB-S4 will provide a probe of the energy scale of inflation that is complementary to the search for tensor
modes. All of the above results will make CMB-S4 an excellent probe of the dark sector. CMB-S4 could
constrain or detect departures from standard CDM at the sub-percent level. A detection would allow the
particle- and component-nature of DM to be determined.
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6
Dark Energy
The discovery almost 20 years ago that the expansion of the universe is accelerating presented a
profound challenge to our laws of physics, one that we have yet to conquer. Our current framework
can explain these observations only by invoking a new substance with bizarre properties (dark
energy) or by changing the century-old, well-tested theory of general relativity invented by
Einstein. The current epoch of acceleration is much later than the epoch from which the
photons in the CMB originate, and the behavior of dark energy or modifications of gravity do not
significantly influence the properties of the primordial CMB. However, during their long journey
to our telescopes, CMB photons occasionally interact with the intervening matter and can have
their trajectories and their energies slightly distorted. These distortions—gravitational lensing
by intervening mass and energy gain by scattering off hot electrons—are small, but powerful
experiments currently online have already detected them, and CMB-S4 will exploit them to the
fullest extent, enabling us to learn about the mechanism driving the current epoch of acceleration.
The canonical model is that acceleration is driven by a cosmological constant. Although
theoretically implausible, this model does satisfy current constraints, so a simple target for CMBS4 is to test the many predictions this model makes at late times. Using the gravitational lensing
of the CMB, the abundance of galaxy clusters, and cosmic velocities, CMB-S4 will measure both
the expansion rate H and the amount of clustering, quantified by the parameter σ8 , as a function
of time. The constraints from CMB-S4 alone will be at the sub-percent level on each and, when
combined with other experiments, will reach below a tenth of a percent, particularly when the
power of CMB-S4 is also harnessed to calibrate these other probes. These constraints will be
among the most powerful tests of the cosmological constant; more crucially, this simultaneous
sensitivity to expansion and growth will allow us to distinguish the dark energy paradigm from
a failure of general relativity. Models for acceleration in this latter class abound, and CMB-S4
will constrain the parameters of these as well.

6.1

Dark Energy and Modified Gravity

The enigma of cosmic acceleration is among the most challenging problems in physics. Our most basic
understanding about gravity—that objects fall towards one another under mutual gravitational attraction—
simply does not apply on the largest distance scales. Instead, gravity is apparently repulsive at large distances
and late times; the scale of spacetime itself is currently not only expanding but accelerating. The implication
is either that our understanding of gravity is incomplete, or some other causative agent—dark energy—with
exotic gravitational properties fills the Universe. In both cases, new physics is required beyond the four
fundamental forces described by the Standard Model and general relativity.
The working hypothesis is that the cosmic acceleration is due to an exquisitely small cosmological constant,
that Einstein’s general relativity is valid from millimeter to beyond gigaparsec scales, and that dark matter
consists of a single species of a cold, collisionless particle. Yet none of these offer insight or reflect the unity
of physics demonstrated elsewhere as in the Standard Model of particle physics.
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In particular, the cosmological constant suffers from a naturalness problem whose resolution may lie in a
dynamical dark energy, quintessence. Theories of quintessence posit a new scalar field and predict a variety
of testable phenomena. They can also unveil new links to dark matter, neutrino physics, and cosmic parity
violation. In their most general form, they represent a scalar-tensor theory of gravity which can be described
by the effective field theory (EFT) of cosmic acceleration in the linear regime. CMB-S4 can provide the hard
evidence needed to pare down these possibilities and discover clues to the enigma of cosmic acceleration that
will enable the development of compelling theoretical alternatives to the cosmological constant.
In summary, the current observational evidence suggests a new frontier for physics at low energies and weak
coupling, implied by the cosmological scales that characterize cosmic acceleration. CMB lensing, thermal SZ
cluster counts, and the kinematic SZ effect all measure the influence of cosmic acceleration on the growth of
structure while novel probes such as birefringence and the speed of gravitational waves test the physics of dark
energy and modified gravity. As such, CMB-S4 would be capable of helping to answer basic questions about
dark energy and gravity in a manner complementary to ongoing precision measurements of the expansion
history. In Section 6.2, we review the parameterizations and theories of dark energy. We describe the dark
energy observables that CMB-S4 will have the greatest impact on in Section 6.3 and forecast their impact
on dark energy parameters in Section 6.4.

6.2

Models and parameters

In this section, we briefly review the models and frameworks that have been proposed over the past years
to test dark energy and modified gravity. These fall into three families: “trigger”, equations of motion,
and theory parametrizations. The first ones are aimed at testing and falsifying the standard model of
ΛCDM, a cosmological constant with cold dark matter, and are agnostic as to its alternatives. Given precise
measurements from primary CMB anisotropy of the high redshift Universe, all low redshift observables
related to the expansion history and growth of structure are potential triggers. Trigger parameters thus have
the benefit that their relationship to the raw observables can be made as direct as desired. The drawback is
that deviant values for the trigger may not have any physical motivation. Instead they help pare down the
possibilities for the more model-dependent and theory-oriented tests.
In the next section we discuss the cluster abundance, CMB lensing and pairwise kinematic SZ effects as
the building blocks of triggers when combined with other measurements such as BAO and SNIa. CMB-S4
will also enhance the precision and robustness of these other tests by measurements of the primary E-mode
polarization. For example the cold dark matter Ωc h2 and effective relativistic degrees of freedom Neff enter
into the calibration of the BAO scale and inferences on H0 .
In addition to triggers based on the expansion history, CMB-S4 provides triggers based on the growth of
structure. The ΛCDM model predicts that the growth of structure will slow in a precisely known manner
as the expansion starts to accelerate. For example the rms amplitude of linear matter fluctuations at the
8h−1 Mpc scale, σ8 (z), is a trigger parameter that can be closely associated with the cluster abundance. The
linear growth rate index, γL , is another that is closely related to peculiar velocities and the kSZ observables.
The second way of parametrizing deviations from ΛCDM is by modifying the equations of motion for dark
energy in a manner consistent with conservation laws. These have the benefit of attempting to tie distance
and growth tests together in a physical, yet still phenomenological manner. The next step up in complexity
from a cosmological constant is a model where the dark energy is dynamical but spatially smooth relative to
the dark matter. In these models, the expansion history can deviate from that of ΛCDM due to evolution in
the dark energy equation of state w(z), yet still predict the growth of structure. A common parameterization
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of this phenomenology is
w(z) = w0 + wa

z
.
1+z

(6.1)

The figure of merit defined by the DETF is the inverse area of the 95% CL region in the w0 –wa plane.
There are generalizations of this type of parameterization that separate the expansion history from the
growth of structure. A complete parametrization for observables for scalar-tensor theories in the linear
regime would include in addition the gravitational slip or effective anisotropic stress (the ratio of the space
curvature potential and Newtonian potential), the effective Newton constant, and cT , the speed of tensor
perturbations. The last way of studying deviations from ΛCDM consists of directly testing theories beyond
it. Given the lack of a compelling specific theory to test, we can still make progress by parameterizing all
possible Lagrangians for fluctuations that are consistent with the given symmetry. This approach maintains
a strong connection with the underlying theory at the price of complicating the relation to the raw data.
More specifically, a systematic implementation of this approach is the effective field theory (EFT) of
cosmic acceleration [461, 462], inspired by the EFT of inflation described in the Inflation Chapter [131,
152, 463, 464, 465, 466]. The EFT of cosmic acceleration describes the cosmological phenomenology of all
universally coupled single scalar field dark energy and modified gravity models. Specifically, the EFT action
is constructed in a unitary gauge to preserve isotropy and homogeneity of the cosmological background and
reads:
 2
Z
M 4 (τ ) 2 00 2
m0
4 √
[1 + Ω(τ )] R + Λ(τ ) − c(τ ) a2 δg 00 + 2
a δg
SEFT = d x −g
2
2
2 M̄ 2 (τ )
M̄ 3 (τ ) 2 00
M̄ 2 (τ )
− 1
a δg δK µµ − 2
δK µµ − 3
δK µν δK νµ
2
2
2

M̂ 2 (τ ) 2 00
2
µν
µ ν
2 00
2 00
+m2 (τ ) (g + n n ) ∂µ (a g )∂ν (a g ) +
a δg δR + . . .
2
+Sm [gµν , χm ]
(6.2)
where R is the four-dimensional Ricci scalar, δg 00 , δK µν , δK µµ and δR are, respectively, the perturbations of
the upper time-time component of the metric, the extrinsic curvature and its trace and the three dimensional
spatial Ricci scalar of constant-time hypersurfaces. Finally, Sm denotes the action for all the matter fields
conventionally considered in cosmology.
In the action (6.2), the extra scalar degree of freedom is hidden inside metric perturbations. To study the
dynamics of linear perturbations, however, it is convenient to make it explicit by means of the Stückelberg
technique i.e. performing an infinitesimal coordinate transformation such that τ → τ + π, where the field π
describes the extra propagating degree of freedom. This approach allows us to maintain a direct link to the
underlying theory so that we can keep under control its theoretical viability while exploring the cosmological
implications of any of the models included in this language [467].
Since the choice of the unitary gauge breaks time diffeomorphism invariance, each operator allowed by
the residual symmetry in action (6.2) can be multiplied by a time-dependent coefficient that we shall call
EFT function. To fully specify the phenomenology of linear perturbations only a restricted set of EFT
functions are needed. These can be either parametrized to explore agnostically the space of dark energy and
modified gravity models [468, 469, 470, 471] or can be fixed to reproduce exactly the phenomenology of some
model of interest such as f (R) gravity, quintessence and, more generally, the Horndeski class of theories and
beyond [472, 473, 474].
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6.3
6.3.1

Dark Energy

CMB Dark Energy Observables
Cluster abundance and mass

Clusters of galaxies are the most massive (∼1014 –1015 M ) objects in the Universe to have undergone
gravitational collapse, forming from regions ∼10–40 Mpc in size. This property makes clusters representative
of the overall content of the Universe, and also makes them important tracers of the evolution of large-scale
structure, sampling the most extreme peaks in the large-scale matter distribution. Cluster measurements
have played a central role in establishing the modern standard model of cosmology, with key results including
the discovery of dark matter in the Coma cluster [475], early evidence that we live in a low-matter-density
Universe (Ωm < 1) [476, 477, 478], constraints on the physical nature of dark matter [479], limits on neutrino
masses (see the Neutrinos Chapter), and a broad swathe of constraints on properties of dark energy and
modifications of gravity [480, 481, 482, 483, 484, 307].
In the report of the DETF, galaxy clusters were highlighted as having the highest sensitivity to dark energy
parameters, but also potentially the largest systematic uncertainties, primarily relating to the perceived
difficulty of estimating cluster masses. Since the time of the DETF report, however, significant progress
has been made in quantifying and mitigating these uncertainties, and clusters currently provide, and are
expected to continue to provide, constraints on cosmological parameters that are highly competitive with
other leading probes. As described below, CMB-S4 is expected to play a key role in this effort, advancing
cluster cosmology while simultaneously controlling systematic uncertainties.
Clusters are identified in CMB data through the inverse Compton scattering of CMB photons off of intracluster gas, otherwise known as the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (SZ) effect [485]. SZ cluster surveys have two
important advantages: the SZ surface brightness is redshift independent, and the integrated SZ signal is
expected to have a relatively small scatter at fixed mass [486, 487, 488]. These properties enable SZ surveys
to provide relatively clean, nearly mass-limited catalogs of clusters out to the highest redshifts where they
exist; in particular, SZ surveys are easily the most efficient approach to finding massive clusters at z > 1.
Since the first SZ-discovered clusters were reported in 2009 [489], catalogs of over 1000 SZ-selected clusters
extending out to z ∼ 1.7 have been produced [490, 491, 306, 492, 493, 494]. Going forward, the ability of
SZ surveys to find the highest-redshift clusters offers a unique and powerful complement to optical surveys
like DES and LSST, which will unveil the low-redshift Universe. These optical surveys will also provide
key photometric redshifts and independent mass-calibration information (through galaxy-cluster lensing) to
enable full utilization of the clusters found by CMB-S4.
Figure 37 shows the projected mass thresholds and cluster counts for three possible CMB-S4 configurations.
The figure illustrates the importance of high spatial resolution for cluster science: as the angular resolution
of CMB-S4 is improved from 3 to 1 arc-minutes, the mass threshold for the sample drops from ∼ 2 to ∼
1×1014 M . At a 99% purity threshold, the 3, 2 and 1 arc-minute configurations would identify approximately
45,000, 70,000 and 140,000 clusters, respectively, providing a more than 100 fold increase in the number of
SZ-identified clusters. At the highest redshifts—the primary discovery space for CMB-S4 cluster science—
the benefits of high resolution are even more apparent, with the predicted number of z > 1 clusters for
the 1 arc-minute configuration being ∼5 and 3 times larger than the 3 and 2 arc-minute configurations,
respectively.
Beyond the cluster catalog itself, a key input to cluster dark energy and gravity tests is reliable cluster
mass estimation. This can be usefully divided into two tasks: absolute mass calibration, i.e. our ability
to measure cluster masses without bias on average, and relative mass calibration. The former is required
for accurate inference of the power spectrum amplitude as a function of redshift, while the latter boosts
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Figure 37. (Left) The 50% mass-completeness limits for three possible CMB-S4 instrumental configurations, with either 1, 2, or 3 arc minute angular resolution, are compared with existing SZ-selected cluster
catalogs from Planck [494], SPT-SZ [493], and ACT [306], and future thresholds expected for the optical
Dark Energy Survey and the X-ray eRosita survey [495]. (Right) The projected cluster counts for the
three possible CMB-S4 configurations described above, compared with projections for the SPT-3G [496] and
AdvACT surveys.

cosmological constraints by providing more precise measurements of the shape and evolution of the mass
function. Precise relative mass information can be provided by X-ray observations of the intracluster medium
using existing (Chandra, XMM-Newton) and future (eROSITA, ATHENA) facilities; for the most massive
SZ-selected clusters found in existing CMB surveys, this work is already well advanced [309, 311].
For absolute mass calibration, the most robust technique currently is galaxy-cluster weak lensing, which
< 1, residual
(with sufficient attention to detail) can provide unbiased results [312, 313]. At redshifts z ∼
systematic uncertainties in the lensing mass calibration are at the ∼ 7% level currently [314], and reducing
these systematics further is the focus of significant effort in preparation for LSST and other Stage 4 data
sets, with 1–2% mass calibration at low redshifts seen as an achievable goal [315]. Lensing of the CMB
by clusters [316, 317, 318] provides an additional route to absolute mass calibration for CMB-S4 (see the
CMB Lensing Chapter). CMB-cluster lensing is particularly well suited to calibrating clusters at high
> 1) where ground-based galaxy-cluster lensing becomes inefficient. CMB data with sufficient
redshifts (z ∼
resolution and depth (especially in polarization) can potentially provide a percent-level mass calibration at
these redshifts [319], comparable to galaxy-cluster lensing at lower redshifts.
CMB-S4 can thus provide an exceptionally powerful cluster data set for dark energy and modified gravity
science, by producing a large catalog of massive, cleanly selected clusters extending to high redshifts, and
simultaneously constraining their masses. This data set would strongly complement contemporaneous dark
energy programs, especially LSST and DESI. The impact of clusters as part of the CMB-S4 dark energy
portfolio is strongly dependent on the angular resolution and depth of the survey, which affects the number of
clusters discovered and the quality of the CMB-cluster lensing mass constraints; to achieve its full potential,
a resolution of ∼ 1 arcminute and few-µK-arcmin depth will be required.
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6.3.2

Dark Energy

Lensing

As described in the Lensing Chapter, the CMB lensing deflection map measures the projected mass density
all the way back to the decoupling epoch at z ∼ 1100, with the majority of the contributions coming from
z > 1. CMB lensing is also dominated by structure on large scales in the linear regime. Thus, CMB lensing
provides a clean probe of a particular integral over the linear growth of structure, e.g. σ8 (z), weighted by
distances. The lensing power spectrum shape is predicted from the background cosmology; shape deviations
indicate scale-dependent effects on the growth, including those caused by modified gravity or the gravitational
effects of dark energy. CMB lensing complements other dark energy probes by providing a handle on effects
at high redshift, e.g. in so-called early dark energy scenarios.
Cross-correlating the CMB lensing with other tracers of structure further permits extraction of information
about the growth rate of structure in the Universe that is localized in redshift. To the extent that other
tracers have well-understood redshift distributions, cross-correlating a set of them to the CMB constitutes a
tomographic study probing the evolution of the dark energy and its impact on the growth rate. The Lensing
Chapter catalogs two broad categories of other tracers: galaxy density fields (and by extension the CIB)
and galaxy shear maps. Combining lensing maps with maps of large scale flows from the kSZ will provide
further constraints on the dark energy.
These cross-correlations with CMB lensing highlight the complementarity of CMB-S4 to other Stage IV
experiments, including DESI, LSST, EUCLID, and WFIRST. For example, Figure 38 shows the improvement
on constraints of dark matter and dark energy from LSST cosmic shear after adding CMB lensing from CMBS4. The inclusion of CMB-S4 lensing improves the constraint on w by roughly a factor of 2. This forecast
assumes LSST will have 30 galaixes per arcminute and cover 40% of the sky overlapping CMB-S4. This figure
assumes just one wide redshift bin for the LSST shear analysis, and we note that the constraints indicated by
both curves can improve with a tomographic LSST shear analysis. In addition, CMB-S4 lensing can be used
to calibrate the shear multiplicative bias for LSST, down to the level of the LSST requirements. Details of
this are given in Figures 51 and 52 and the accompanying discussion in Section 7.3.2 of the Lensing Chapter.

6.3.3

Kinematic SZ

CMB-S4 will map with unprecedented precision the momentum field of the large scale structure via measurements of the kinematic Sunyaev Zel’dovich (kSZ) effect. Multi-frequency data can be used to remove
other foregrounds and isolate the kSZ signal. CMB-S4 measurements with sufficient angular resolution can
be used to reconstruct the diffuse kSZ anisotropy signal enabling sub-percent precision measurements of the
amplitude of the matter density fluctuations σ8 (see for example [326]) which then acts as a trigger parameter
for testing ΛCDM. Measurements of the patchy kSZ can place strong constraints on the time and duration
of reionization.
The combination of CMB-S4 with data from galaxy surveys will be able to measure the kSZ effect associated
with galaxy clusters, which is proportional to their peculiar momentum. The large scale structure momentum
field is an important cosmological observable that can place strong constraints on the cosmological parameters
[497, 498, 499, 299] complementary to density fluctuation measurements. The mean pairwise velocity of
galaxy clusters is sensitive to both the growth of structure and the expansion history of the Universe and it
is an excellent probe for gravity on large scales. Being a differential measurement it is also particularly stable
against residual foregrounds that might survive the frequency cleaning process. In [499, 299] it has been
shown that a S4 survey with high resolution can constrain the redshift dependent growth of structure at . 5%
precision in generic models allowing also for a redshift dependent equation of state of the dark energy. These
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Figure 38. The improvement in dark matter and dark energy parameters adding CMB-S4 lensing
measurements to LSST cosmic shear. The addition of CMB lensing results in a factor of 2 improvement in
the constraint on the dark energy equation of state w.

measurements will be able to distinguish dark energy from modified gravity and will provide complementary
constraints to redshift space distortions and weak lensing measurements, probing larger physical scales.
P
Pairwise kSZ measurements can also constrain the sum of neutrino masses Mν =
mν with a 1σ uncertainty
of 0.030eV for a 1 arcmin CMB-S4 overlapping 10000 deg2 with a galaxy survey able to identify M > 1013 M
clusters. With 5-arcmin resolution, separating the CMB background from the kSZ signal would be more
difficult, providing σMν = 0.076eV. These forecasts include only priors on the 6 standard cosmological
parameters from Planck temperature data and show the potential of the kSZ pairwise signal to provide
constraints on the neutrino mass.
Here we explore how the kSZ detection significance depends on the noise and aperture of the CMB experiment. To interpret the forecasts below, we note that the size of the temperature shift for a cluster with
radial velocity vr and optical depth τcluster is (∆T /T )kSZ = −τcluster vr ∝ ne vr , where ne is the free electron
number density. Therefore, the S/N values quoted are on the product of optical depth and radial velocity,
the latter being a sensitive probe of cosmology as discussed previously in this section. If the optical depth is
known externally (for example through the use of thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich or X-ray observations), then
the quoted S/N applies to the radial velocity, or equivalently to the growth factor of density perturbations. If
instead general relativity and a fiducial cosmology are assumed, the measurement probes the total electron
abundance associated with the halo, as well as the gas profile. Precision measurement of the gas profile
through the kSZ effect will constrain galaxy cluster physics, feedback effects, and provide clues on galaxy
formation. Since baryons amount to ≈ 20% of the total mass, they can have large effects on the matter power
spectrum on small scales. Thus kSZ measurements with CMB-S4 will provide useful calibration information
for weak lensing surveys aimed at measuring dark energy [500, 501]. There are two regimes that we will
consider in the forecasts:
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1) If spectroscopic or good photometric redshifts (e.g., σz /(1 + z) . 0.01) are available, kSZ techniques
such as “velocity reconstruction” [502] or “pairwise momentum” [503] can be used. To forecast the total
detection significance we use the Fisher formalism in harmonic space, normalized to agree with current results
[504, 505]. This forecasting technique has been validated on high-resolution simulations and shown to be
accurate. Figure 39 shows results when combining a CMB-S4-type experiment with 20 million spectroscopic
galaxies from the upcoming DESI survey [506] on 14,000 square degrees. We note that a very high-significance
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Figure 39. kSZ S/N for different beam FWHM and noise level between 1 µK-arcmin (top curve) to 9
µK-arcmin (bottom curve) for a DESI-like spectroscopic galaxy survey, using the “velocity reconstruction”
or “pairwise momentum” techniques.

statistical detection can be achieved and that high resolution is beneficial. Because the estimators considered
here are differential, other secondary anisotropy components (such as tSZ or the CIB) that are uncorrelated
with the cluster velocities cancel on average, which makes the detection possible even on single-frequency
maps. Foregrounds are not expected to be a limiting factor in this kind of analysis. Moreover, since the
measurement is directly proportional to the local number of free electrons, it allows us to measure cluster
profiles in an almost model-independent way. Note that the values reported here are subject to significant
astrophysical uncertainty on small scales, especially for small beam FWHM . 2 arcmin, with most of the
uncertainty related to the concentration (i.e., compactness) of the gas profile.
2) If no redshift information is available or the photometric redshift uncertainty is large, a different technique
can be used [507, 508, 509]: an appropriately filtered version of the CMB map can be squared in real space
and then cross-correlated with tracers of the density field (e.g., galaxies, quasars, or lensing convergence).
> 4000), this
Since the kSZ effect is expected to dominate the foreground-cleaned high-` CMB anisotropy (`∼
correlation can yield very high S/N in the high-resolution regime. An advantage of this technique is that
it does not require knowledge of redshifts for individual objects, but just a statistical redshift distribution
dn/dz. The drawback is that very good foreground cleaning is required and residual foregrounds might limit
the actual performance. Here we follow [508] and note that a CMB-S4-type experiment with (beam FWHM
[arcmin], noise [µK-arcmin]) = (1, 1), (3, 1) and (3, 3) can achieve S/N = 822, 702 and 296 respectively, when
combined with a galaxy sample from the WISE survey [510]. These are the statistical errors only, and the
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actual detection significance is likely to be dominated by systematics and imperfect foreground cleaning. As
previously noted, these numbers are also sensitive to assumptions about small-scale astrophysics, which are
currently fairly uncertain. Moreover, these last forecasts have assumed that baryons trace the dark matter
down to the scale of interest. While this approximation is thought to be accurate for current analysis with
data from the Planck satellite [509], it is likely to be inaccurate for a high-resolution CMB-S4 experiment.

6.3.4

Cosmic Birefringence

CMB-S4 will measure parity violating two point correlations between B modes and E or T modes. Their
detection would have paradigm changing implications for cosmological physics. In the dark energy context,
they could arise from cosmic birefringence.
The simplest dynamical way to model the accelerated expansion of the Universe is to invoke a new slowly
evolving scalar field that dominates its energy budget (the quintessence models for DE). Such a field
generically couples to photons through the Chern-Simons term in the electromagnetic Lagrangian, causing
linear polarization of photons propagating cosmological distances to rotate—-the effect known as cosmic
birefringence [511]. In the case of the CMB, such rotation converts the primordial E mode into B mode,
producing characteristic TB and EB cross-correlations in the CMB maps [512, 513]. Even though there is no
firm theoretical prediction for the size of this effect, if observed, it would be a clear “smoking-gun” evidence
for physics beyond the standard model in the form of a new scalar field. Previous studies have used quadratic
estimator formalism to constrain this effect [514], with the best current limit coming from sub-degree scale
polarization measurements with POLARBEAR [272] (< 0.33 deg2 for the amplitude of a scale-invariant
rotation-angle power spectrum). A promising way to pursue search for cosmic birefringence in the future
is measurement of the off-diagonal EB cross correlations on small angular scales, and the measurement of
polarization anisotropy on a wide range of scales is going to be essential for achieving this.
Fig. 40 shows the current upper limit on the rotation-angle power spectrum from POLARBEAR and a
projection for Planck, and a forecast for a Stage-IV experiment (with noise of 1.41 µK-arcmin in polarization,
and a resolution of 10 ). The improvement from the current constraint at all multipoles is about two orders
of magnitude. We assumed access to polarization modes from ` = 30 to ` = 5000.
For a fixed integration time (and a varied noise level and sky coverage), large sky coverage optimizes
sensitivity to low multipoles of the rotation angle and gives the best signal-to-noise ratio for rotation models
that have power on large scales (such as, for example, a model with a scale-invariant power spectrum, which
could result from fluctuations in a spectator scalar field present during inflation). Conversely, for models
that have power on scales corresponding to multipoles above ` ∼ 1000, the best signal-to-noise is achieved
with deeper integration on small sky patches. For a measurement of the magnitude of the quadrupole of
the rotation angle, reducing the resolution from 1’ to 9’ produces a factor of a few increase in the projected
errorbar (for all other parameters fixed). Increasing the noise from 1.41 to 12.7 µK-arcmin produces a factor
of about 20 increase in the errorbar. Access to polarization modes down to ` = 2 does not significantly affect
the forecasts.

6.4

Dark Energy Forecasts

To forecast CMB-S4 performances on dark energy and modified gravity models we shall use the following
specifications. CMB-S4 is assumed to measure CMB fluctuations in temperature and polarization over 40%
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Figure 40. The current (from POLARBEAR, labeled as PB) and projected (for Planck and Stage-IV
experiment) 1σ errobars on the birefringent rotation-angle power spectrum are shown on the vertical axis.
A Stage-IV has the potential to improve the current best constraint on anisotropic birefringence by more than
two orders of magnitude at all multipoles. For the Stage-IV forecast, we assumed noise of 1.41 µK-arcmin
(in polarization), a resolution of 1’, and have considered polarization modes from ` = 30 to ` = 5000.

of the sky with a 1 µK arcmin sensitivity in temperature and 1.4 µK arcmin sensitivity in polarization, with
a beam with 10 FWHM. This is added to Planck measurements of CMB fluctuations on the remaining part
of the sky with specifications from [515]. To reproduce the noise levels of real Planck measurements at large
angular scales in polarization the E and B mode polarization sky fraction is reduced to 0.01. As such, these
forecasts do not include the cluster abundance or kSZ but do include CMB-S4 lensing. The former can
then be viewed as providing independent trigger tests for the consistency of ΛCDM or on dark energy and
modified gravity models using the projections described in the previous sections.
Along with CMB probes we shall use DESI to exploit the complementary sensitivity of LSS measurements
and investigate the synergies with CMB-S4 in constraining DE/MG models. We shall assume pessimistic
specifications for the DESI survey as in [296]. When both CMB-S4 and DESI are considered we include
in the forecast all the cross correlations between these two probes. When a result is presented it is
always marginalized over all the other parameters of the model. In particular, when considering DESI,
we marginalize over a constant scale independent bias, different in all the survey redshift bins.
We use the the CosmicFish code [516, 517] to perform the forecast presented in this section. The CosmicFish
code uses CAMB sources [19, 518] for all the ΛCDM cosmological predictions, uses EFTCAMB sources
[519, 467] for all models enclosed in the EFT framework and MGCAMB sources [520, 521] for the Growth
Index forecast.
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Figure 41. Relative 68% C.L. error on σ8 and H as a function of redshift. Different colors correspond to
different experiments, as shown in legend.

6.4.1

Trigger

We consider σ8 (z), H(z) and the growth index γL as trigger parameters. Figure 41 shows the relative error on
σ8 (z) and H(z), assuming an underlying ΛCDM model. The central panel of Figure 42 shows the marginal
forecast constraint on γL .
As we can see from the left panel of Figure 41 CMB-S4 will improve on Planck determination of σ8 (z)
substantially, pushing the sensitivity to this parameter to sub-percent accuracy, especially at late times.
This level of accuracy is comparable with DESI measurements that are, in turn, just a factor two tighter. At
early times CMB-S4 sensitivity to σ8 is slightly lower but significantly better than DESI, as soon as redshift
increases. Noticeably when CMB-S4 and DESI are joined σ8 gets constrained to ∼ 0.1% at all times. The
gain in the joint constraint is higher than the gain in sensitivity in going from CMB-S4 to DESI, thanks to
the cross correlation between the two surveys. A similar picture emerges from the right panel of Figure 41
with the noticeable difference that CMB measurements have a peak in sensitivity around z ∼ 3 that makes
CMB-S4 stronger than DESI. The joint DESI CMB-S4 constraints reflect this. The addition of CMB-S4
measurements improves the constraint on the expansion history significantly at redshifts higher than three.
We considered σ8 (z), H(z) as trigger parameters because these levels of sensitivity will be the key to
resolve tensions between different experiments. CMB measurements and LSS surveys display a marginal
disagreement on the determination of the growth of cosmic structures but these tensions are still in a low
statistical significance phase. In particular Planck data are in tension with measurements of the CanadaFrance-Hawaii Telescope Lensing Survey
p (CFHTLenS) [522] and the Kilo Degree Survey (KiDS) [523] when
considering the parameter S8 ≡ σ8 Ωm /0.3. On the other hand the disagreement with the Dark Energy
Survey (DES) is only marginal [524]. Two experiments with similar, high, sensitivity can either confirm or
falsify these tensions to high statistical significance making CMB-S4 and DESI instrumental to each other.
In Table 6-1 we investigate the expected statistical significance of these two tensions, when assuming the
Planck mean S8 value and the KiDS and DES ones. As we can see if we replace the Planck error with
the forecasted CMB-S4 one the statistical significance of these tensions is limited by the sensitivity of the
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Datasets

σS8 (z=0)

Planck-KiDS tension

Planck-DES tension

Planck

0.025

-

-

KiDS-450

0.038

2.3 σ

-

DES

0.06

-

0.6 σ

CMB-S4

0.003

2.7 σ

0.6 σ

Planck and DESI

0.0009

4.1 σ

1.5 σ

CMB-S4 and DESI

0.0004

33 σ

12 σ

p
Table 6-1. Forecasted constraints on S8 ≡ σ8 Ωm /0.3 and statistical significance of the discrepancy
between Planck and the DES and KiDS surveys.

Datasets

r fiducial

σ(r)

σ(c2GW )

CMB-S4

0.05

0.002

0.05

CMB-S4

0.01

0.001

0.1

CMB-S4

0.001

0.0008

-

CMB-S4 + DESI

0.001

0.0007

-

Table 6-2. Forecast 68% C.L. marginal constraints on the tensor to scalar ratio (r) and the speed of
gravitational waves for different fiducial values of r.

weak lensing surveys. When considering Planck and DESI sensitivities the statistical significance improves
becoming almost decisive but still being limited by Planck. Only when considering both CMB-S4 and DESI
we will achieve definitive sensitivity and this will allow us to establish whether these discrepancies are due
to new physical phenomena or just statistical fluctuations.
The power of CMB-S4 in constraining the growth of structures and its synergy with LSS surveys clearly
shows when considering the Growth Index γL . As we can be see from both the central panel of Figure 42
and Table 6-3 CMB-S4 will give stronger constraints with respect to Planck due to the additional leverage
of CMB lensing. These constraints will be comparable with DESI ones and displaying a slightly different
degeneracy with the amplitude of scalar perturbations. Leveraging on the precision of both CMB and LSS
measurements, the joint constraints with CMB-S4 and DESI are significantly stronger than the single probes
considered alone.

6.4.2

Equation of motion parametrization

Of the parameters for the equation of motion description of dark energy and modified gravity, CMB-S4 is in
a unique position to constrain deviations of the speed of gravitational waves from the speed of light, with the
parameter c2GW . If the effect of primordial GWs on the B-mode polarization of the CMB is detected then
the same observations will be capable of constraining their propagation speed at the time of recombination.
In the left panel of Figure 42 we show the marginalized joint forecast constraint on the tensor to scalar ratio
and the speed of GWs for a fiducial value of r = 0.01 and c2GW = 1. In Table 6-2 we show the expected
marginal constraints when changing the fiducial value of r.
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(2)

(3)

Datasets

σ(γL )

σ(Ω0 )

σ(γ0 )

σ(γ0 )

M̃0

α0B

α0T

Planck

0.02

0.03

0.4

0.01

0.03

0.02

0.02

CMB-S4

0.007

0.02

0.1

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.008

DESI

0.007

0.2

0.4

0.1

0.02

0.07

0.03

CMB-S4 + DESI

0.003

0.01

0.05

0.003

0.006

0.02

0.001

Table 6-3. Forecast 68% C.L. marginal constraints on different models: the trigger parameter γL ; constant
(2)
(3)
EFT couplings Ω0 , γ0 and γ0 ; constant Horndeski couplings M̃0 , αB and αT .

Datasets

Ωearly

Ωlate

M̃early

M̃late

B
αearly

B
αlate

T
αearly

T
αlate

Planck

0.08

0.05

0.2

0.1

0.05

0.2

0.03

0.04

CMB-S4

0.04

0.04

0.05

0.02

0.05

0.1

0.02

0.01

DESI

0.3

0.2

1.0

0.04

0.4

0.4

0.08

0.03

CMB-S4 + DESI

0.03

0.02

0.04

0.007

0.04

0.08

0.02

0.002

Table 6-4.

Forecast 68% C.L. marginal constraints on early and late time values of different EFT couplings.

As we can see, if r is detected in the 0.05 range, CMB-S4 measurements will provide a 5% bound on the speed
of GWs at the time of recombination. As soon as the GW induced component in the B-mode polarization
spectrum, becomes weak the bound on the GW’s speed gets looser. If the fiducial is r = 0.01 then CMB-S4
measurements will provide a 10% bound. If r = 0.001 then the statistical significance of the tensor induced
B-mode component detection weakens and correspondingly the speed of GWs gets unconstrained.
When r = 0.01 we also notice a slight degeneracy between the speed of GWs at recombination and the
tensor to scalar ratio. Correspondingly CMB-S4 measurements will be more sensitive to the sum of these
two parameters. This degeneracy is alleviated as soon as the fiducial r value is increased and becomes
negligible for r = 0.05.
We stress here that all the other experiment combinations considered in this section could not constrain the
speed of GWs thus CMB-S4 will give us the unique opportunity to measure this quantity at the time of
recombination.

6.4.3

Theory parametrization

We consider two parametrization bases for the functions describing the EFT of cosmic acceleration and,
for the sake of simplicity, we focus on the Horndeski class of models [525]. The first parametrization is
obtained by making the couplings in action (6.2) dimensionless, as in [526]. The second one consists in reparametrizing the couplings explicitly targeting the phenomenological features of Horndeski, as in [527]. In
both cases we consider two functional forms: first we assume all the couplings are constant in time; next we
allow all the EFT couplings to have different early and late time values, with a smooth transition in between,
inspired by [528]. Specifically this second parametrization is given by f (a) = 1/2(fearly + flate ) + (flate −
fearly )ArcTan[(a − aT )/∆a]/π where fearly and flate are respectively the early and late time values of the
considered EFT function, aT is the transition scale factor assumed to correspond to z = 10 and ∆a = 0.01
is the transition sharpness.
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In Figure 44 and Table 6-3 we show the forecast constraints on constant EFT couplings. As we can see the
sensitivity of CMB probes are unmatched when measuring the conformal coupling to gravity Ω0 . CMB-S4
measurements, in addition, are found to be the most constraining measurements on the other two EFT
(2)
(3)
higher order operators, γ0 and γ0 . Confirming the picture previously presented, the synergy between
CMB-S4 measurements and DESI, results in much tighter constraints on all the considered parameters. For
(1)
all the probes considered the kinetic operator, γ0 , is found to be unconstrained.
A similar picture also emerges from the forecast constraints on Horndeski couplings, with CMB-S4 providing
the tightest bounds, as we can see from Figure 45 and Table 6-3. When considering the effective Planck
mass M̃0 and the tensor speed excess, α0T , DESI and Planck sensitivities are comparable while CMB-S4 is a
factor 1.5 and 2.5 stronger, respectively. CMB measurements, on the other hand, are the most powerful at
constraining the braiding coefficient α0B and we can notice that Planck measurements are slightly stronger
than CMB-S4 ones leveraging on the constraining power of large angular scales. As expected, combining
CMB-S4 to DESI, results in a significant improvement with respect to the single probes alone. As in the
constant EFT case the scalar field kineticity α0K is unconstrained.
When considering all the EFT couplings having different values at early and late times we found that
early times changes are constrained by physical viability requirements and late time values have comparable
bounds with respect to the constant case considered before. The only EFT coupling that does not display
this behavior is the conformal one, Ω(a), and the corresponding forecast constraints are shown in the right
panel of Figure 42 and Table 6-4. For these parameters we find that marginalization slightly degrades the
forecast bounds with respect to the constant case. Moreover we find that data are more sensitive to the sum
of these two parameters rather than their difference. When CMB-S4 is combined to DESI this degeneracy
in parameter space is relieved.
Horndeski couplings in turn display a qualitatively different picture, as we can see from Figure 43 and Table
6-4. Not surprisingly CMB measurements are generally stronger than LSS surveys at constraining the early
T
B
time values of these functions, i.e. M̃early , αearly
and αearly
. However CMB-S4 measurements, leveraging on
both the early and late time constraining power of CMB and CMB lensing, are sensitive to both early and
late time values, to unmatched accuracy.

6.5

Summary

Dark energy is an elusive cosmological component which drives many current efforts in cosmology. The model
parameter space is broad, and CMB-S4 provides a powerful probe to distinguish different models of dark
energy through their effects on both the CMB power spectrum itself and the lensing of the CMB. Through
dark energy parameters and models, these measurements also make predictions for what should be seen in
the cluster and kSZ observables that are independently measured by CMB-S4 as well as observables of and
cross-correlation with other dark energy probes. Violations of these predictions would trigger a fundamental
change in the paradigm that underlies the parameters and models. Verification of these predictions bringing
us closer to the goal of robustly determining the physics of dark energy.
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Figure 42. Forecast marginalized constraints on different models. The left panel shows the joint
constraints on the tensor to scalar ratio and the speed of gravitational waves. The central panel shows
the joint constraints on the growth index and the amplitude of scalar perturbations. The right panel shows
the joint constraints on relative variations of the gravitational constant at early times ΩEFT
and late times
0
ΩEFT
. Different colors correspond to different experiments, as shown in legend. The darker and lighter
1
shades correspond respectively to the 68% C.L. and the 95% C.L. regions.

0. 0

−0. 3

−3. 0

0. 0

M̃ early

3. 0

0. 08

T
αlate

0. 8

B
αlate

M̃ late

0. 3

0. 0

−0. 8

−0. 7

0. 0
B
αearly

0. 7

0. 0

−0. 08

−0. 16

0. 005

0. 17

T
αearly

Planck
DESI
CMBS4
DESI + CMBS4
Figure 43. Forecast marginalized constraints on Horndeski couplings. The left panel shows the joint
constraints on the effective Planck mass at early times M̃early and late times M̃late . The central panel shows
B
B
the joint constraints on the Horndeski braiding coefficient at early times αearly
and late times αlate
. The right
T
panel shows the joint constraints on the Horndeski tensor speed excess coefficient at early times αearly
and
T
late times αlate . The Horndeski kineticity coefficient is unconstrained by all the experimental combinations
considered. Different colors correspond to different experiments, as shown in legend. The darker and lighter
shades correspond respectively to the 68% C.L. and the 95% C.L. regions.
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−0. 8
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γ0(2)EFT
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0. 0
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CMBS4
DESI + CMBS4
(2)EFT

(3)EFT

Figure 44. Forecast marginalized constraints on constant EFT couplings: ΩEFT
, γ0
and γ0
.
0
Different colors correspond to different experiments, as shown in legend. The darker and lighter shades
correspond respectively to the 68% C.L. and the 95% C.L. regions.
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Figure 45. Forecasted marginalized constraints on constant Horndeski couplings: M̃0 , α0B and α0T .
Different colors correspond to different experiments, as shown in legend. The darker and lighter shades
correspond respectively to the 68% C.L. and the 95% C.L. regions.
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7
CMB Lensing
The distribution of matter in the Universe contains a wealth of information about the primordial density perturbations and the forces that have shaped our cosmological evolution. Mapping
this distribution is one of the central goals of modern cosmology. Gravitational lensing provides
a unique method to map the matter between us and distant light sources, and lensing of the
CMB, the most distant light source available, allows us to map the matter between us and the
surface of last scattering.
Gravitational lensing of the CMB can be measured because the statistical properties of the
primordial CMB are exquisitely well-known. As CMB photons travel to Earth from the last
scattering surface, they are deflected by intervening matter which distorts the observed pattern
of CMB anisotropies and modifies their statistical properties. These distortions can be used to
create a map of the gravitational potential that altered the photons’ paths. The gravitational
potential encodes information about the formation of structure in the Universe and, indirectly,
cosmological parameters like the sum of the neutrino masses. CMB-S4 is expected to produce
high-fidelity maps over large fractions of the sky, improving on the signal-to-noise of the Planck
lensing maps by more than an order of magnitude. These maps will inform many of the science
targets discussed throughout the book and can also be used to calibrate and enhance results of
upcoming galaxy redshift surveys or any other maps of the matter distribution. Unfortunately,
lensing also obscures our view of the CMB. By measuring and removing the effects of lensing from
the CMB maps, we sharpen our view of primordial gravitational waves and our understanding
of the very early Universe more generally.

7.1

Introduction to CMB Lensing

As CMB photons travel from the last scattering surface to Earth, their travel paths are bent by interactions
with intervening matter in a process known as gravitational lensing. This process distorts the observed
pattern of CMB anisotropies, which has two important consequences:
• CMB lensing encodes a wealth of statistical information about the entire large-scale structure (LSS) mass
distribution, which is sensitive to the properties of neutrinos and dark energy.
• CMB lensing distortions obscure our view of the primordial Universe, limiting our power to constrain
inflationary signals; removing this lensing noise more cleanly brings the early Universe and any inflationary
signatures into sharper focus.
Gravitational lensing of the CMB can be measured by relying on the fact that the statistical properties of the
primordial CMB are well known. The primordial (un-lensed) CMB anisotropies are statistically isotropic.
Gravitational lensing shifts the apparent arrival direction of CMB photons, which breaks the primordial
statistical isotropy; lensing thus correlates previously independent Fourier modes of the CMB temperature
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and polarization fields. These correlations can be used to make maps of the LSS projected along the line-ofsight; see the discussion in Section 7.2.1.
A CMB-S4 experiment will make radical improvements in CMB lensing science: high sensitivity will enable
lensing maps that have much higher signal to noise; the high polarization sensitivity will allow lensing
maps that are much less sensitive to foreground contamination; multi-frequency coverage will greatly reduce
foreground contamination in the temperature-based lensing estimates, allowing lensing maps with higher
resolution; and large area coverage will provide maps for cross-correlation with maps of large scale structure
from next generation surveys, including WFIRST, Euclid, and LSST.
The information contained in lensing mass maps can be accessed and used in several ways. First, the power
spectrum of the lensing deflection map is sensitive to any physics that modifies how structure grows, such
as dark energy, modified gravity, and the masses of neutrinos. In Section 7.2, we discuss how the lensing
power spectrum is measured. Second, lensing mass maps can be compared to other tracers of LSS at lower
redshifts such as the distribution of galaxies and optical weak lensing shear maps. By cross correlating, for
example, CMB lensing and optical shear mass maps, which are each derived from lensed sources at widely
differing redshifts, one can enhance dark energy constraints and improve the calibration of systematic effects.
Cross-correlation science with CMB lensing maps is discussed in Section 7.3. Finally, lensing distortions
partially obscure potential signatures of cosmic inflation in the primordial B-mode polarization signal. With
precise measurements, this lensing-induced noise can be characterized and removed in a procedure known
as “delensing.” Because B-mode polarization measurements from CMB-S4 are expected to be lensing-noise
dominated, delensing will be critical to maximize the information we can infer about cosmic inflation; see
the discussion in Section 7.4.
We discuss systematics from astrophysical and instrumental effects that can impact the lensing signal, and
ways to mitigate these effects, in Section 7.5. Section 7.6 discusses forecasted parameter constraints with
and without CMB lensing and demonstrates the importance of CMB lensing measurements for all the key
CMB-S4 science goals.

7.2

Measuring CMB Lensing

7.2.1

Constructing a Lensing Map

A map of the CMB lensing deflection field is a direct probe of the projected matter distribution that exists
in the observable Universe. This lensing map is a fundamental object for nearly all areas of CMB lensing
science: it is used to measure the lensing power spectrum, measure cross correlations between CMB lensing
and external data sets, and to delens maps of the B-mode polarization.
To date, all maps of the lensing field have been constructed using the quadratic estimator by [225]. This
estimator uses information about the off-diagonal mode-coupling in spherical harmonic space that lensing
induces in order to reconstruct the deflection field. An estimate for the amount of lensing on a given scale
is obtained by averaging over pairs of CMB modes in harmonic space separated by this scale. CMB-S4 will
greatly improve over existing measurements by having high angular resolution and high sensitivity for both
temperature and polarization CMB maps.
One way that the high angular resolution and sensitivity of CMB-S4 improves upon the Planck measurement
is simply by increasing the number of CMB modes imaged on scales smaller than the Planck beam. Imaging
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CMB modes between l = 2000 and 4000, which can be achieved with CMB-S4 yields considerable gain in
the accuracy of the lensing power spectrum measurement.

10−4
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stage 2, TT
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stage 4, EB
stage 4, TT
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L
Figure 46. Signal and noise-per-mode curves for three experiments. “Stage 2” is meant to represent a
current-generation survey like SPTpol or ACTPol and has ∆T = 9µK-arcmin; “Stage 3” is an imminent
survey like SPT-3G or AdvACT, with ∆T = 5µK-arcmin; and “Stage 4” has a nominal noise level of
∆T = 1µK-arcmin. These noise-per-mode curves do not depend on the area of sky surveyed. All experiments
assume a 1.’0 beam, and a maximum l of 5000.

However, the primary reason for the increased power of CMB-S4 lensing measurements is this experiment’s
ability to measure CMB polarization with unprecedented sensitivity. To date, CMB lensing results have
had their signal-to-noise dominated by lensing reconstructions based on CMB temperature data (see Figure
46). Such lensing measurements in temperature are limited for two reasons. First, they are limited by
systematic biases from astrophysical foregrounds and atmospheric noise. Second, the signal-to-noise on
lensing measurements from temperature is intrinsically limited by the cosmic variance of the unlensed CMB
temperature field. Due to the unprecedented sensitivity of CMB-S4, the bulk of the lensing signal-to-noise will
now be derived from CMB polarization data (see Figures 46 and 47). Polarization lensing reconstruction will
allow CMB-S4 to overcome both of these limitations. For the former, the challenges of astrophysical emission
and atmospheric noise are much reduced in polarization data. For the latter, low-noise polarization lensing
measurements are not limited by primordial CMB cosmic variance, because they make use of measurements
of the B-mode polarization, which contains no primordial signal on small scales. To fully exploit the lack of
limiting primordial signal in the B-mode polarization, maximum likelihood lensing reconstruction algorithms
can be used, which use iteration to surpass the quadratic estimator. This iterative lensing reconstruction
procedure is discussed in more detail in Section 7.4.
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Figure 47. Noise per mode in the lensing field for different lensing estimators at L = 300. Left panel is for
1 arcmin resolution, and right panel is for 3 arcmin resolution. For a 1 and 3 arcmin resolution experiment,
the EB polarization estimator yields lower noise than the temperature estimator, below 4µK-arcmin and
5µK-arcmin noise in temperature respectively.

7.2.2

Lensing Power Spectrum

The power spectrum of reconstructed CMB lensing maps is a measure of the matter power spectrum
integrated over redshift. The lensing power spectrum has a broad redshift response kernel, with most of
the contribution coming from z ∼ 1 − 5, with a peak at z ∼ 2 (see Figure 50). Most of the scales probed
by the lensing power spectrum are on sufficiently large scales that they are mainly in the linear regime. As
such, the lensing power spectrum is sensitive to physics which affects the growth of structure on large scales
and at high redshift, such as the mass of the neutrinos.
The latest measurements of the CMB lensing autospectrum, as of early 2016, are shown in Figure 48. The
first detections were obtained by the Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT; [529]) and South Pole Telescope
(SPT; [530]) teams, who analyzed maps of several hundreds of square degrees yielding precisions on the
lensing power spectrum of approximately 25% and 18% respectively. The Planck collaboration has since
provided all-sky lensing maps whose precision on the power spectrum amplitude is approximately 4% in the
2013 data release and 2.5% in the 2015 data release. The first detections of the lensing autospectrum using
CMB polarization, which is ultimately a more sensitive measure of lensing for low-noise maps, have also
been obtained [531, 532, 533].
There has been rapid improvement in these measurements over the period of just a few years. Early detections
of the CMB lensing autospectrum were not sample variance limited over a broad range in L and were only
covering a relatively small sky area; the power spectrum of the noise in the CMB lensing reconstruction
in the 2015 Planck data release is approximately equal to the lensing power spectrum only at its peak of
L ∼ 40, but smaller scales are noise-dominated. Lensing reconstructions from current ground-based surveys
(like SPTpol, ACTPol, POLARBEAR) are strongly signal-dominated below L ∼ 200 and noise-dominated
on smaller scales. However, they have been obtained over relatively small sky areas of several hundreds
of square degrees. A ground-based survey such as CMB-S4, with wide sky coverage, low-noise, and high
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Compendium of lensing power spectrum measurements since first measurements in 2011.

resolution, will provide a sample-variance-limited measurement to scales below L ∼ 1000 (see Figure 46)
over a wide area.
Such a measurement holds the promise to qualitatively improve our understanding of cosmology. While
the cosmological parameters describing the standard Lambda-Cold Dark Matter model have been precisely
measured, extensions to this model can be constrained by including growth or geometrical information at
a new redshift. From the redshifts probed by CMB lensing, extensions to the standard model such as a
non-minimal mass for the sum of the neutrinos, a dark energy equation of state deviating from the vacuum
expectation, and a non-zero curvature of the Universe can all be probed to much higher precision than with
the primordial CMB alone. Figure 49 shows the expected precision of a CMB-S4 lensing power spectrum
measurement and demonstrates its potential, for example, to discriminate between different neutrino mass
scenarios (see the Neutrino Chapter for additional details).

7.3

Cross Correlations with CMB Lensing

Cross-correlating CMB lensing maps with other probes of large-scale structure provides a powerful source of
information inaccessible to either measurement alone. Because the CMB last-scattering surface is extremely
distant, the CMB lensing potential includes contributions from a wide range of intervening distances extending to high redshift. As a result, many other cosmic observables trace some of the same large-scale structure
that lenses the CMB. These cross-correlations can yield high-significance detections, are generally less prone
to systematic effects, and given the generally lower redshift distribution of the other tracers, are probing
large-scale structure in exactly the redshift range relevant for dark energy studies (see Figure 50). With
CMB-S4, cross-correlations will transition from detections to powerful cosmological probes.
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Figure 49. Constraining neutrino mass with CMB-S4. Top: lensing power spectra for multiple neutrino
masses (curves) together with forecasted errors for S4. Bottom: residual from curve at zero neutrino mass.
Error boxes are shown centered at the minimal value of 60 meV. S4 will be targeted to resolve differences in
neutrino mass of 20 meV.
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Figure 50. Redshift kernel for CMB lensing (blue solid) and for cosmic shear with LSST (red solid),
together with the expected redshift distribution of LSST galaxies (red dashed) and the CMB source redshift
(blue dashed).

7.3.1

CMB Lensing Cross Galaxy Density

Galaxies form in the peaks of the cosmic density field; thus the distribution of galaxies traces the underlying
dark matter structure. This same dark matter structure also contributes to the CMB lensing potential.
Cross-correlating galaxy density distributions with CMB lensing is thus a powerful probe of structure and is
highly complementary to galaxy clustering measurements. Galaxy surveys measure luminous matter while
CMB lensing maps directly probe the underlying dark matter structure. Thus these cross-correlations provide
a clean measurement of the relation between luminous matter and dark matter. Cross-correlations between
independent surveys are also more robust against details of selection functions or spatially inhomogeneous
noise that could add spurious power to auto-correlations. Additionally, while CMB lensing maps are projected
along the line-of-sight, galaxy redshift surveys provide information about the line-of-sight distance; thus
cross-correlating redshift slices of galaxy populations allows for tomographic analysis of the CMB lensing
signal (see, e.g., [534], [535]). These benefits can lead to improved constraints on cosmology: for example,
with LSST galaxies, it has been shown that including cross-correlation with CMB lensing can substantially
improve constraints on neutrino masses [298].
CMB lensing was first detected using such a cross-correlation [536, 537]. Since these first detections, crosscorrelation analyses have been performed with tracers at many wavelengths, including optically-selected
sources [538, 539, 540, 534, 541], infrared-selected sources [538, 542, 543], sub-mm-selected galaxies [544],
and maps of flux from unresolved dusty star-forming galaxies [545, 546, 547, 548].
These cross-correlations between CMB lensing and galaxy clustering have already been used to test key
predictions of general relativity, such as the growth of structure [534] as a function of cosmic time, and the
relation between curvature fluctuations and velocity perturbations [541]. Cross-correlations using CMB-S4
lensing data will enable percent level tests of general relativity on cosmological scales (see the Dark Energy
Chapter for futher details).
On the timescale of the CMB-S4 experiment, a number of large surveys are expected be concurrent or
completed, including DESI, WFIRST, Euclid, and LSST. Due to the high number density of objects detected,
wide area coverage, and accurate redshifts, the precision of cross-correlation measurements with these surveys
will be much higher than those performed to date. For example, the amplitude of cross-correlation between
the CMB-S4 convergence map and the galaxy distribution from LSST is expected to be measured to subpercent levels.
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CMB Lensing Cross Galaxy Shear

There have been several recent detections of the cross-correlation between lensing of the CMB and galaxy
shear [549, 550, 551], demonstrating the emergence of a new cosmological tool. In addition, CMB and galaxy
lensing can be combined with galaxy surveys for lensing tomography measurements, providing the ability
to reconstruct the 3D mass distribution. CMB lensing offers similar signal-to-noise as galaxy shear surveys
but provides the most distant source possible, allowing this 3D reconstruction to extend to the edge of the
observable Universe and providing a high-redshift anchor for dark energy studies. The combination of CMB
and galaxy lensing with galaxy surveys can also be used to measure cosmographic distance ratios [535, 552],
which provides a clean, complementary probe of the geometry of our Universe and dark energy.
CMB lensing can also be used as an external calibration for galaxy shear studies. It has been shown
[553, 554, 300] that CMB lensing, galaxy clustering, and galaxy shear data taken together can in principle
cross-calibrate each other while still providing precise constraints on cosmological parameters. This has been
successfully applied to existing surveys [550, 534, 535, 552] as a proof of principle.
In particular, CMB lensing from CMB-S4 can calibrate the shear multiplicative bias for LSST, down to the
level of the LSST requirements of ∼ 0.5%, as shown in Figure 51 [555]. This calibration is possible while
simultaneously varying cosmological parameters and nuisance parameters (photometric redshift uncertainties
and galaxy bias). It is robust to a reasonable amount of intrinsic alignment, to uncertainties in the nonlinearities and baryonic effects, and to changes in the photo-z accuracies. This shear calibration is weakly
dependent on the sensitivity of CMB-S4, and mostly independent of the beam and maximum multipole
included in the CMB lensing reconstruction (see Figure 52). A similar shear calibration occurs with CMBS4 lensing combined with WFIRST or Euclid.

7.3.3

CMB Halo Lensing

In addition to constructing CMB lensing maps of matter fluctuations on relatively large scales (>∼ 5 arcmin)
as discussed in the preceding sections, one can also make CMB lensing maps capturing arcminute-scale matter
distributions. Such small-scale measurements capture lensing of the CMB by individual dark matter halos,
as opposed to lensing by larger scale structure represented by the clustering of halos. This small-scale lensing
signature, called CMB halo lensing, allows one to obtain measurements of the mass of these halos.
Using CMB halo lensing, CMB-S4 will be sensitive to halo masses in the range of 1013 M to 1015 M . This
corresponds to halos belonging to galaxy groups and galaxy clusters. Measuring the abundance of galaxy
clusters as a function of mass and redshift provides a direct handle on the growth of matter perturbations
and consequently, on the equation of state of dark energy (see the Dark Energy Chapter for details). Galaxy
clusters can be identified internally in CMB maps through their wavelength-dependent imprint caused by
the thermal Sunyaev-Zeldovich (tSZ) effect. This technique provides a powerful redshift-independent way of
detecting clusters. However, the scaling between the tSZ observable, which is sensitive to baryonic physics,
and the cluster mass, which is dominated by dark matter is not precisely constrained. Calibration of this
mass scaling and scatter is currently the dominant systematic for extracting dark energy constraints from
cluster abundance measurements.
Weak lensing of galaxies behind the galaxy cluster is a promising method for mass calibration since it is
directly sensitive to the total matter content of the cluster. Reconstructing the mass profiles of clusters using
measurements of the shapes of distant galaxies in deep photometric surveys is an active research program;
however, it is often limited by the poor accuracy of source redshifts and the availability of sufficient galaxies
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Figure 52. Impact of varying CMB-S4 specifications on the shear calibration for LSST. The shear
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behind the cluster, especially for very high-redshift clusters. CMB halo lensing has an advantage here,
because the CMB is a source of light which is behind every cluster, has a well defined source redshift, and
has well understood statistical properties.
A general approach for obtaining the average mass of a sample of clusters using CMB halo lensing is to
reconstruct the lensing deflection field using a variation of the standard quadratic estimator, stack the
reconstructed lens maps at the positions of the clusters, and fit the resulting signal to a cluster profile (e.g
NFW). A modified quadratic estimator is used to reconstruct small-scale lensing signals since the standard
estimator tends to underestimate the signal from massive clusters [319]. This modified estimator makes use
of the fact that halo lensing induces a dipole pattern in the CMB that is aligned with the background gradient
of the primordial CMB. The halo lensing signal can be measured with both temperature and polarization
estimators, which can be used to cross check each other and reduce systematics.

Figure 53. Mass uncertainty from CMB halo lensing measurements stacking 103 halos of mass M180ρm0 ≈
5 × 1014 M , as a function of instrumental noise and varying instrumental resolution.

CMB experiments have only very recently reached the sensitivity required to detect the lensing signal on
scales of dark matter halos. The first detections were reported in 2015 by ACTPol [316], SPT [317], and
Planck [308]. CMB-S4 will be capable of providing precision mass calibration for thousands of clusters which
will be an independent cross check of galaxy shear mass estimates and will be indispensable for high-redshift
clusters. Figure 53 shows that an arcminute resolution experiment with a sensitivity of around 1µK-arcmin
can determine the mass of 1000 stacked clusters to ∼ 2% precision, combining temperature and polarization
maps. The primary systematic in temperature maps is contamination from the thermal SZ effect and radio
and infrared galaxies coincident with the halos. This systematic can be mitigated using multi-frequency
information due to the spectral dependence of the thermal SZ effect and galaxy emission, a procedure that
requires the high sensitivity at multiple frequencies allowed by CMB-S4. Halo lensing from polarization
maps is relatively free of these systematics, and ultimately may be the cleanest way to measure halo masses.
This requires the high polarization sensitivity provided by CMB-S4.
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To probe an inflationary gravitational wave signal it is important to have low-noise B-mode polarization
maps as discused in the Inflation Chapter. However, for instrumental noise levels below ∆P ' 5µK-arcmin
in polarization, the dominant source of noise is no longer instrumental, but instead is from the generation
of B-mode polarization by lensing of E-mode polarization from recombination (see Figure 54). This B-mode
lensing signal has a well-understood amplitude, but the sample variance in these modes in the CMB maps
leads to increased noise in estimates of the inflationary B modes. Unlike other sources of astrophysical Bmode fluctuations in the map, it cannot be removed with multifrequency data. Fortunately, this signal can
be removed using map-level estimates of both the primordial E-mode map and the CMB lensing potential φ
with a technique called delensing. However, this procedure requires precise maps of both the E modes and
of the gravitational lensing potential (which can be obtained from the CMB-S4 data itself).

Figure 54. The green curve is the power spectrum of lens-induced E-to-B mixing. Delensing can reduce
the amplitude of this effect by large factors (green dashed curve) yielding lower effective noise in B-mode
maps.

Moreover, delensing will be a crucial part of the reconstruction of the CMB lensing field for CMB-S4, even
for science goals like measuring the neutrino mass. This is because at low noise levels the standard quadratic
reconstruction of lensing using the EB estimator [225] can be improved upon by cleaning the B-mode CMB
maps of the lens-induced B-mode fluctuations and then performing lens reconstruction again. This procedure
can be repeated until CMB maps cleaned of the lensing signals are produced (see Figure 55).
Delensing in principle can be a nearly-perfect procedure: in the limit of no instrumental noise or primordial B
modes, the lensing potential and the primordial E-mode map can be nearly-perfectly imaged [556]. However,
the finite noise in a CMB-S4 survey will lead to residual lensing B modes which cannot be removed and
will act as a noise floor for studying primordial B modes from tensors. In addition, higher order effects may
ultimately limit the reconstruction.
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It is important to have relatively high-angular resolution maps in order to obtain the small-scale E and
B fluctuations needed for the EB quadratic lensing estimator. As shown in Figure 56, quadratic EB lens
reconstruction requires high-fidelity measurements of the E and B polarization fields on a variety of angular
scales. For large-scale lenses, such as those at degree scales of L = 300, the E and B fields contain information
to scales of several arcminutes (l ∼ 2000). For arcminute-scale lenses at L = 2000, the B field must be
measured to even smaller scales, l > 3000.

Lensing B-mode Noise (Large Scales) [μK-arcmin]
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Figure 55. The B-mode noise on large scales as a function of the noise level used in EB-based lens
reconstruction. The purple line is for no delensing and shows that lens-induced E to B mixing manifests as
an effective 5 uK-arcmin white noise level. The blue curve shows the improvement possible when using a
lens reconstruction to remove this source of effective noise. The red curve shows further improvement when
the delensing is performed in an iterative fashion.

Potential systematic biases with the delensing procedure are similar to those for measuring the lensing power
spectrum. The impact on the reconstructed lensing field of polarized dust and synchrotron emission from the
Galaxy and from extragalactic sources are discussed in Section 7.5.1, as are ways to mitigate these effects.
Additionally, rather than using an estimate of the CMB lensing field obtained internally from the CMB
itself, it is also possible to use other tracers of large-scale structure which are correlated with CMB lensing
[558]. In particular the dusty, star-forming galaxies that comprise the cosmic infrared background (CIB) are
strongly correlated with CMB lensing due to their redshift distribution which peaks near z ∼ 2 [559, 560].
The level of correlation can be as high as 80% [547] and can in principle be improved using multifrequency
maps of the CIB which select different emission redshifts [559]. However, as shown in [558], the gain from
delensing with external galaxy tracers is modest, and delensing internally with CMB maps holds far more
promise.
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Figure 56. Contributions from CMB scales (`) to lensing reconstruction on four lensing scales (L). The
EB estimator is expected to be the main channel for lensing science with CMB-S4. On degree and subdegree scales, L = 300 and 800, the estimator uses E and B modes at ` ∼ 1000. On scales of several arcmin,
L = 1500 and 2000, the estimator uses B modes on significantly smaller scales. Figure taken from [557].

7.5

Systematic Effects and Mitigation

The quadratic estimators used for lens reconstruction search for departures from statistical isotropy. The lens
effect locally changes the CMB power spectrum via shear and dilation effects (e.g. [561]). Other sources of
deviation from statistical isotropy can thus be confused with lensing effects; these can be of both instrumental
and astrophysical origin.

7.5.1

Astrophysical Systematics

Extragalactic sources and tSZ clusters in temperature maps can be troublesome for lensing estimates in two
ways: they tend to cluster more strongly in overdense regions (i.e, are non-Gaussian), an effect which lensing
estimators can mistakenly attribute to lensing, while individual sources show up as strong local deviations
from statistical isotropy.
Planck [540] had to remove the effect of Poisson sources biasing the CMB lensing power spectrum, which
left untreated would have shifted their measured lensing power spectrum amplitude by 4%, a 1σ shift.
For an experiment with lower map noise level and smaller beam, such as CMB-S4, sources can be found
and removed to much fainter flux thresholds, making this a much smaller effect. The largest sources of
bias thus come from the three-point and four-point correlation functions of the non-Gaussian clustering of
sources and non-Gaussian clustering between the sources and the lensing field. These biases can be as large
as several percent [562, 563] and their amplitude is highly model-dependent in temperature-based CMB
lensing estimates. However, the extragalactic sources and tSZ clusters that can cause large sources of bias in
temperature-based CMB lensing estimates are expected to be nearly unpolarized and therefore not a concern
for polarization-based lensing estimates. In addition, sensitive multi-frequency temperature measurements
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should be able to spectrally remove these foregrounds through their unique frequency signatures. In addition,
a robust campaign to measure these non-Gaussianities in the CMB data should allow a careful empirical
understanding of these effects, an approach known as “bias-hardening” [563].
Observed levels of the polarization fraction of the diffuse Galactic emission at intermediate and high latitudes,
reaching 10% or more, have been shown to impact non-negligibly on quadratic estimators for lensing
extraction [564]. This is due to leakage of the dominating long wavelength modes of the foreground signal
onto the scales at which the lensing pattern is reconstructed. Therefore, as was the case for the Planck data
analysis [565], lensing extraction has to be validated on foreground cleaned maps output from a component
separation process.

7.5.2

Instrumental and Modeling Systematics

Given the unprecedented precision targeted by CMB-S4 lensing measurements, the effects of instrumental
systematic errors must be investigated and well-controlled. Since lensing results in a remapping or distortion
of the sky, beam systematics are a particular concern.
The main beam systematics that affect CMB measurements are commonly described by differential gain,
differential beamwidth, differential ellipticity, and differential pointing and P
rotation. In [566], the impact
of all these beam systematics on lensing measurements and hence on r and
mν was investigated using a
Fisher matrix formalism. It was found that for a CMB-S4-type experiment, with 1µK-arcmin noise and a
3 arcmin beam, the beam characterization from planets or other point sources will be sufficiently accurate
that the biases arising from differential gain, differential beamwidth and differential ellipticity are less than
one tenth of the one-sigma error on key parameters. Differential pointing and rotation must be controlled
to within 0.02 arcmin and 0.02 degrees respectively in order to be similarly negligible.
While ideally the instrument can be designed or shown using measurements to have systematic errors that
are negligible, one can also estimate residual beam systematics directly from the data, in a manner analogous
to bias-hardening. Many beam systematics result in a known mode-coupling [567]. Their levels can hence be
estimated by quadratic estimators and projected out, though complications due to the scan strategy must
be accounted for. This method of beam-hardening was first demonstrated in [540].
Another challenge in making high precision lensing power spectrum measurements is improving the theoretical modeling. First, improvements must be made to the modeling of the true lensing power spectrum given
cosmological parameters. Second, the sophistication of lensing power spectrum estimators must be improved
in order to remain unbiased to high precision, as the presence of higher-order corrections, which have been
previously neglected in calculations, can cause simple power spectrum estimators to be biased. For example,
often the Gaussianity of the lensing potential is assumed in deriving the lensing power spectrum estimator.
However, when not taking into account the full large-scale structure non-linearity, biases in the lensing
measurement can result that can be at the one-sigma level over many bandpowers. The use of accurate
N-body simulations which make use of ray tracing through N-body simulations [568] will be valuable both
for testing that the lensing power spectrum is theoretically well modeled and for verifying that the estimator
is unbiased to the required precision.
In addition, the lensing power spectrum itself may not be exactly known due to baryonic effects which modify
the mass distribution. While this is a challenge for optical weak lensing measurements, investigations with
simulations have found that such baryonic effects can be neglected for CMB lensing, at least at the precision
achievable by CMB-S4 [569].
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Measurements of CMB lensing are essential to all the key science goals of CMB-S4. Since CMB lensing
is a sensitive probe of the matter power spectrum, CMB lensing measurements added to measurements of
the primordial CMB power spectrum serve to significantly tighten parameter constraints. In particular,
measurements of the CMB lensing power spectrum (4-point signal) and the peak-smearing lensing induces
in the CMB primordial
power spectrum (2-point signal) yield tight constraints on the sum of the masses of
P
the neutrinos ( mν ) (see also Chapter 3). Cross-correlations of CMB lensing maps with maps of galaxy
density and galaxy shear can provide tight constraints on curvature, the dark energy equation of state (w),
and modified gravity (see also Chapter 6). Delensing B-mode and E-mode polarization maps will be crucial
for maximizing constraints on the tensor-to-scalar ratio (r) from inflationary primordial gravity waves and
will also tighten constraints on the number of neutrino species (Neff ) (see also Chapters 2 and 4).

Figure 57. CMB lensing signals measured both from lensing-induced mode coupling in the CMB power
spectrum (2-point function) and from the CMB lensing power spectrum (4-point function) drive the
constraint on the sum of the neutrino masses. The constraint on the number of relativistic species is
improved by about 30% after delensing the E-mode power spectrum using 4-point lensing information.

Figures 57, 8, 9, and 38 show the
Pimportance of CMB lensing for measuring key cosmological parameters.
Figure 57 shows constraintsPon
mν and Neff including the lensing signals
P from the 2-point and 4-point
functions. In particular for
mν , there
is
almost
no
constraining
power
on
mν from the primordial CMB
P
power spectrum, so the constraint on
mν is driven by the lensing-induced mode coupling in the 2-point
function and from the 4-point lensing signal.
For Figure 57, we use the CMB-S4 survey and instrument specifications for the wide survey given in Chapter
8. In particular, no foregrounds are assumed and only white instrumental noise. Since most of the lensing
signal-to-noise is coming from the EB lensing estimator (see Figure 47), minimal foregrounds and white noise
may be reasonable assumptions as foregounds and atmospheric noise are greatly reduced in polarization
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maps. This figure also assumes that CMB-S4 will observe 40% of the sky, and Planck primordial CMB data
is included in the non-overlapping region of the sky (65% − 40% = 25% of sky). For both CMB-S4 and
Planck, temperature modes between l = 50 − 3000 and polarization modes between l = 50 − 5000 are used.
Planck low-ell data between modes l = 2 − 50, and lensing modes between L = 40 − 3000 are also included.
Here the 2-point CMB power spectrum is iterativley delensed to get tighter parameter constraints, and the
covariance between the residual lensing in the 2-point function and the lensing in the 4-point signal is taken
into account (see Chapter 8 for details).
In Figures 8 and 9 in the Inflation Chapter, the impact of delensing on measuring the tensor-to-scalar ratio
r is shown. Figure 8 shows how the importance of delensing for measuring r increases as the sky area of
the survey gets smaller and the effective map depth gets deeper, given a fixed number of detectors. For a
survey targeting 1% of the sky, for example, delensing improves σ(r) by a factor of 5 to almost an order of
magnitude, depending on the actual value of r. Figure 9 shows that for fixed sky area, delensing is more
critical as the number of detectors is increased (or equivalently the map sensitivity is improved). From these
figures, it is clear that to reach the CMB-S4 target of σ(r) = 0.001, delensing will play a critical role in all
survey configurations considered.
Figure 38 in the Dark Energy Chapter shows the constraints on dark matter and dark energy from CMB-S4
obtained from LSST cosmic shear alone and with CMB lensing from CMB-S4 included. The inclusion of
CMB-S4 lensing improves the constraint on w by roughly a factor of 2. Here it is assumed that LSST will
have 30 galaixes per arcminute and cover 40% of the sky overlapping CMB-S4. Also just one wide redshift
bin for LSST shear analysis is assumed, and we note that the constraints indicated by both blue and green
curves can improve with a tomographic analysis. This is just one example of a number of cross-correlations
with CMB-S4 lensing that can constrain the geometry of the Universe, matter abundance, and dark energy
properties.
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Forecasting
Extracting science from a CMB dataset is a complex, iterative process requiring expertise
in both physical and computational sciences. An integral part of the analysis process is played
by high-fidelity simulations of the millimeter-wave sky and the experiment’s response to the
various sources of emission. Fast-turnaround versions of these sky and instrument simulations
play a key role at the instrument design stage, allowing exploration of instrument configuration
parameter space and projections for science yield. In all three of these areas (analysis, simulations,
forecasting), the large leap in detector count and complexity of CMB-S4 over fielded experiments
presents challenges to current methods. Some of these challenges are purely computational—
for example, performing full time-ordered-data simulations for CMB-S4 will require computing
resources and distributed computing tools significantly beyond what was required for Planck.
Other challenges are algorithmic, including finding the optimal way to separate the CMB signal
of interest from foregrounds and how to optimally combine data from different experimental
platforms. To meet these challenges, we will bring the full intellectual and technical resources of
the CMB community to bear, in an effort analogous to the unified effort among hardware groups
to build the CMB-S4 instrument. A wide cross-section of the CMB theory, phenomenology, and
analysis communities has already come together to produce the forecasts shown elsewhere in
this document, including detailed code comparisons and agreement on unified frameworks for
forecasting.

8.1

Introduction

In this chapter we start with an overview of the data analysis pipeline before diving more deeply into
its subsets - time-ordered data processing, map-domain processing, and the estimation of statistics and
parameters. We then discuss the drivers for the simulation pipeline, and describe in detail its sky modeling
and data simulation subsets. From these pieces we then assemble the full production simulation and data
analysis pipeline, including its various feedback loops, and consider the computational challenges posed by
its implementation and execution. Finally we detail some approaches to mission forecasting, bypassing the
most computationally challenging steps in the production pipeline in order to be able to explore the full
instument and observation parameter space. Throughout our goal is to describe the current state of the art,
note the particular challenges posed by CMB-S4 and describe how these challenges might be addressed.

8.2

Data Analysis Overview

The central challenge of CMB data analysis is to reduce both the systematic and statistical uncertainties in
the data to a sufficient level to enable well-constrained estimates of the parameters of cosmology and fundamental physics. Typically this is achieved through an iterative process, first mitigating the systematic effects
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exposed in the particular data domain, and then performing a data-compressing domain transformation in
order to reduce the statistical uncertainty by increasing the signal-to-noise.
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Figure 58. The schematic CMB data analysis pipeline, showing the reduction from time-samples (red) to
map-pixels (blue) to spectral-multipoles (green), including processes to reduce both systematic and statistical
uncertainties.

As illustrated in Figure 58, this analysis proceeds in a series of steps:
Pre-processing: The raw time-ordered detector data are calibrated, and gross time-domain systematics
are either removed (typically by template subtraction, filtering, or marginalization) or flagged. The
goal here is to make the real data match a model that will underpin all subsequent analyses.
Map-making: At each observing frequency, estimates of the intensity I and the Stokes Q- and U-polarizations
of the sky signal are extracted from the cleaned time-ordered data based on their spatial stationarity,
typically using some degree of knowledge of the instrument’s noise properties.
Foreground Cleaning: If a sufficient number of frequency maps are available, the CMB can be separated
from foreground emission based on its unique spectral signature; if insufficient frequency maps are
available then we must use a combination of masking and marginalizing over foreground templates
from other sources.
Power spectrum estimation & higher-order statistics: The observed two-point correlation functions
(power spectra) of the CMB temperature T and E- and B-mode polarizations are estimated from
the CMB and/or frequency maps; various higher-order (typically three- and four-point) correlation
functions may also estimated from the CMB maps.
Post-processing : The primordial power spectra are derived from the observed spectra, with the details
of this step depending on both the input maps and the algorithms used in the spectral estimation;
examples of this step include debiasing of pseudo-spectra, delensing, and spectral-domain point-source
removal.
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Parameter estimation: The best-fit parameters for any cosmological model are derived by comparing the
theoretical correlation function(s) predicted by the model with the data.
Note however that the data can only remain a sufficient statistic at each step in the reduction if we
also propagate its full covariance matrix. This is an Nb × Nb matrix in the dimension of the basis, so
its construction, manipulation and reduction typically poses the greatest computational challenge to this
analysis. In particular the full pixel-domain data covariance matrix is generally dense and unstructured,
requiring O(Np3 ) operations to build and O(Np2 ) bytes to store. A mission that covers a fraction of the
sky fsky with a beam of b arcminutes generates O(109 fsky /b2 ) pixels per CMB component per observing
frequency, so that increases in sky fraction, resolution, polarization sensitivity or frequency coverage (as have
been the science drivers to date) necessarily increases Np . For the last decade or more the computational
intractability of the resulting pixel-domain matrices has forced us to replace explicit covariance propagation
with Monte Carlo methods in all but a limited set of small sky fraction/low resolution cases—although it
should be noted that, as outlined previously, this case may be of great interest for determining the tensorto-scalar ratio r.

8.3

Time-Ordered Data Processing

This section discusses the first stage of the CMB data analysis pipeline, in which the raw time-ordered
data from every detector are first pre-processed and then combined into an estimate of the temperature
and polarization on the sky. We discuss those steps—and some of the challenges we expect to face in
implementing those steps in the CMB-S4 era—below.

8.3.1

Pre-Processing and Mission Characterization

The first stage of analysis in typical CMB experiments involves pre-processing the raw time-ordered data in
an attempt to clean the data of time-domain systematics and make the real data match a model that will
underpin all subsequent analyses. Typical steps in this pre-processing are finding and removing cosmic-ray
hits (“glitches”) on individual detectors and narrow-band filtering of spectral-line-like contamination to the
time-ordered data (often from detector sensitivity to a mechanical apparatus such as the cryocooler). A
challenge in the CMB-S4 era will be to properly account for these steps—which can involve the data from
the entire set of detectors over a long observing period—in the time-ordered data simulation pipeline, in
order to characterize their effects on the final science results. The data volume is sufficiently large at this
step that multiple full simulations may be unfeasible.
The pre-processing phase is also where many of the inputs to the mission model (a key piece of the data
simulation pipeline) are measured. These inputs include the overall observation pointing reconstruction,
and the individual detector beam profiles, bandpasses, and noise charateristics, complementing dedicated
instrument-characterizing observations and other laboratory or field measurements.

8.3.2

Map-Making

Map-making is the stage of the analysis when the major compression of the time-ordered data happens and
some estimate of the sky signal is produced at each observing frequency. It is usually a linear operation,
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characterized by some operator, L, which transforms the input time-ordered data, d, into a pixel domain
map, m, e.g., [570],
m = Ld,

(8.1)

typically under the condition that the estimator is unbiased over the statistical ensemble of instrumental
noise realizations, i.e.,
hm − si = 0,

(8.2)

where s is the underlying pixelized sky signal. Given the usual model for the time-ordered data as the sum
of sky-synchronous signal and time-varying noise,
d = As + n,

(8.3)

for a pointing matrix A, this condition leads to,
hm − si = (LA − 1)s + hni = (LA − 1)s,

(8.4)

as the average noise is assumed to vanish. Hence,
LA = 1,

(8.5)

L = (AT WA)−1 AT W.

(8.6)

which is solved by,

Here the matrix W is an arbitrary positive definite weight matrix, and different choices of W lead to different
estimates of the sky signal.
• If W is taken to be the inverse of the time-domain noise covariance, i.e., W = N−1 , then the sky
signal estimate, m, will correspond to the maximum likelihood and minimum variance solution.
• If W is taken to be proportional to some diagonal matrix minus some low-rank correction, i.e. W ∝
1 − TTT , with T assumed to be column-orthogonal, then the modes defined by its columns are
marginalized over, effectively removing them from the solution. This approach includes as a special
case so-called destriping map-making, e.g., [571, 572], which has gained recognition thanks to its
successful applications to the Planck data, e.g., [573, 574, 575, 576], and is therefore of potential
interest to any experiments aiming to cover a large fraction of the sky. More generally, however T can
be constructed to remove any unwanted modes present in the time domain data, e.g., [577, 578, 579].
• If W is taken to be diagonal, then the map-making solution corresponds to binning, i.e. the weighted
co-addition of the samples falling within each pixel.
If the instrument beams display complex, non-axially symmetric structure, the proper estimation of the
sky signal may require correcting for their effects at the map level, leading to the so-called deconvolution
map-making [580, 581, 582]. However, further work is needed to demonstrate the effectiveness of such an
approach in general.
If map-making is used primarily as a data compression operation on the way to deriving constraints on the
statistical properties of the sky signal (such as its power spectra), one may choose to relax the condition in
Eq. (8.2) in favor of the more computationally tractable, albeit potentially biased, sky estimate,
m = (AT diag(W)A)−1 AT Wd,
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where diag(W) denotes the diagonal part of W. In this approach any bias is then corrected at the next
level of the data processing, e.g., [583]. This approach has been proven to be very effective, at least in the
context of experiments with small sky coverage, e.g., [584, 585, 21, 37].
Formally the linearity of the mapmaking operation permits the propagation of the uncertainty due to the
instrumental noise from time- to pixel-domain as
N̂ = LNLT ,

(8.8)

which leads to a particularly simple expression for maximum likelihood estimators
N̂ = (AT N−1 A)−1 .

(8.9)

However, as noted above, the computational cost of computating such pixel-domain noise correlation matrices
make it impractical for all but special cases today, and the uncertainty is carried over to the next stages of
the data processing in implicit form and ultimately estimated using Monte Carlo simulations.

8.4

Component Separation

This section discusses the algorithms and methods for disentangling different sources of sky emission in multifrequency maps, whether these come exclusively from CMB-S4 or include well-characterized external maps.
Under this assumption, we are able to go beyond simple foreground cleaning to full component separation,
which provides both important consistency checks on our results and critical inputs to sky modeling (see
below). We first present the motivations and the general ideas of existing approaches. We then give some
specifics of parametric and blind methods. Finally, we summarize several questions which might be answered
by follow-up studies.
Recent measurements by BICEP2/Keck/Planck [66] confirm that on degree scales, where CMB-S4 is expected
to search for the imprint of B modes from primordial gravitational waves, the contamination from polarized
foreground emission is comparable to or higher than the cosmological signal at 150 GHz even in one of
the cleaner patches of the sky. Given that 150 GHz is expected to be close to the minimum of foreground
contamination vs. CMB signal, this is likely to be the case at all frequencies and all but the smallest fractions
of the sky. Given the power law behavior in ` found on larger scales by Planck and WMAP [586, 587],
foregrounds are expected to be even more relevant at larger angular scales. Foregrounds are expected to be
subdominant with respect to the B-mode lensing signal on the scale of a few arcminutes (see Figure 59);
nevertheless, dust polarization fractions around 10% (comparable to observed levels) have been shown to
have non-negligible impact on the 4-point function used for achieving lensing extraction [564]. Therefore,
component separation is a necessary and important step in gaining insight into the amplitude of primordial
gravitational waves, the neutrino masses, and the abundance of dark energy through CMB lensing studies.
Broadly defined, the process of component separation would generally
• include any data processing that characterizes and exploits correlations between observations at multiple frequencies
• use external constraints and physical modeling
• aim at distinguishing between different physical sources of emission.
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Figure 59. Angular power spectra showing primordial B modes, lensing B modes, total intensity, and E
modes, as well as the total contribution of polarized B-mode foregrounds (dust plus synchrotron), expected
on the cleanest 1 − 90% of the sky, at 100 and 200 GHz. Note that these results are derived from Planck
data on large patches of the sky, and the estimates for 1% patches of the sky are extrapolations; there may
in fact be individual 1% patches that are cleaner than the levels shown here. From [588].

The general data modeling reads
dp =

X

comp,p

acomp
scomp
+ np ≡ A sp + np
p
p

(8.10)

where the vector dp contains the measured signal in each observing band, A is the so-called mixing matrix
of each component, sp is a vector containing the unknown CMB
which encapsulates the emission law acomp
p
and foregrounds amplitude, and np is a vector containing the noise level at each observing band. The index
p refers to sky pixels (θ, φ), or modes of a spherical harmonic decomposition (`, m), or a set of Fourier modes
(kx , ky ), etc. Note that this modeling assumes spatial templates sp that are the same in all observing bands.
Component separation aims at inverting Eq. 8.10, thus estimating the foreground-cleaned CMB signal
encapsulated in sp , as well as the foreground maps which are relevant for testing and updating our knowledge
of astrophysical processes (and hence improving the sky model). The estimate s̃p of the true sky templates
sp —given A, dp and the statistical properties of the noise — minimizes the following χ2 :
X
2
χ2 ≡
|sp − s̃p |
(8.11)
p

and can be taken to have the following general form
s̃p = W dp

(8.12)

where the weighting operator W is chosen to optimize some criterion regarding s̃p and sp (variance of
the cleaned map, unbiasedness, etc.) while keeping statistical consistency and robustness. In particular,
a common requirement for all component separation algorithms is the ability of propagating errors due to
foreground subtraction, while having the flexibility of including foreground modeling and external constraints
in a transparent way. Component separation is then defined as a method of estimating the mixing matrix
A and finding the weighting W that provides closest possible estimate s̃p to the true sky signal.
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−1 T −1
A N
with
For example, a solution to Eqs. 8.11 and 8.12 is obtained by taking W ≡ AT N−1 A
N ≡ hnTp np i, leading to an unbiased estimate of the sky. As mentioned below, this expression can be
changed (see, e.g., [589]), depending on the desired level of generality and complexity and on the level of
prior knowledge of the sky signal.
Studies have demonstrated the applicability of classes of component separation algorithms to certain simulated multi-frequency datasets, either balloon-borne or ground-based, and targeting limited frequency ranges
and sky areas [590, 591, 564]. Results indicate that generally, for a frequency range extending from 90 to
250 GHz, polarized foregrounds may be removed effectively through a multi-frequency combination, at
the price of enhancing the white noise contribution due to channel mixing; moreover, a possible bias may
be introduced if, at the lowest frequency interval edge, the synchrotron component is not negligible: lower
frequency templates/data are required to avoid such a contribution [24]. The most comprehensive application
of component separation to data, in terms of completeness of algorithms and frequency range, is represented
by Planck [586], although the targeted CMB components in that analysis (total intensity and E-mode
polarization) are not the same as in the CMB-S4 case.

8.4.1

Component Separation Methods

The CMB extraction may be achieved essentially through two basic concepts: the fitting of foreground unknowns along with CMB, or the minimization of the variance of a linear combination of the data, constrained
to have the frequency scaling of a blackbody. The first class of algorithms, known as “parametric,” makes the
maximum use of prior knowledge of foreground emission. By contrast, the second class, known as “blind,”
makes the minimum set of assumptions. These two broad classes and other possibilities are discussed in turn
below. Both approaches are used widely in the field and have been tested with multiple implementations
applied to multiple data sets. Blind techniques have included those using internal template subtraction (e.g.
[592, 593, 594]) and those exploiting statistical independence of sky components (e.g. [595, 596, 597, 598]).
Implementations of parametric fitting have included the studies in [599, 600, 601].
• Parametric – The overall idea of these methods boils down to two steps: 1) the estimation of the
mixing matrix, A; and 2) the inversion of Eq. 8.10 to recover an estimate of the sky signal, sp .
Parametric methods assumes that the mixing matrix, used in Eq. 8.10, has a functional form which
is known and which can be parametrized by so-called “spectral” parameters β, i.e., A = A(β). The
functional form of A being fixed, the estimation of the mixing matrix is therefore equivalent to an
estimation of the parameters β. The parameters of the model are determined via a fitting procedure,
often performed over sky pixels. This can be achieved by maximizing the following so-called “spectral”
likelihood [599, 600]:
− 2 log L(β) = −

X
p

T
−1

AT N−1 d
AT N−1 A
AT N−1 d .

(8.13)

Any deviation between the true mixing matrix A and the estimated Ã ≡ A(β̃) leads to the presence
of foreground residuals in the reconstructed component maps.
• Blind – Under the assumption that sky components are statistically independent, blind methods
aim to recover these components with an a priori unknown mixing matrix. Blind methods make
minimal assumptions about the foregrounds and focus on reconstructing the CMB from its well known
blackbody spectral energy distribution. The Internal Linear Combination (ILC, [602]) belongs to this
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class of methods. It only uses the CMB column of the mixing matrix elements (noted a hereafter) to
perform the minimum variance reconstruction, cf. Eq. 8.12:
s̃p =

i=m
X

wi dp,i

(8.14)

i=0

with

P

i

wi ai = 1, leading to the following solution:
wi = aT N −1 (aT N −1 a)−1

(8.15)

In this scheme, no attempt is made to design a foreground model. The decorrelation property between
CMB and foregrounds alone is used to project out the contamination into a m-1 subspace (with m
being the number of frequency maps).
The main caveat in this method is its well known bias ([603, 589], etc) which comes from empirical
correlation between the CMB and the foregrounds. The ILC bias is proportional to the number of
detectors m and inversely proportional to the number of pixels used to compute N . In order to reduce
this effect, one could think of reducing the foreground subspace size by adding further constraints. The
SEVEM template fitting method ([604], etc) follows this idea, by building some foreground templates
with a combination of a subset of the input frequency maps.
The semi-blind SMICA method [605] also works at containing the foreground in a smaller dimension
space, but in a more general way. The idea of Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is to blindly
recover the full mixing matrix A by using the independence property of the different components.
As we know that they are spatial correlations between the foregrounds, the ICA principle is used to
disentangle the CMB from the noise and the foregrounds taken as a whole.
The main advantage of such blind or semi-blind methods is their ability to face any unknown and/or
complex foreground contamination, to reconstruct a clean CMB signal. This is a big advantage when
real data comes, one can then focus on instrumental effects, or data set combination issues at first,
and leave the complex task of the foreground modeling and reconstruction for a future analysis step.
Moreover, in a framework like SMICA, the level of blindness can be adjusted via the plugin of any
parametric component to its flexible engine as described in [605], allowing for a step by step fine grain
design of the foreground model.
• Template fitting – In this variant, emission laws are not modeled, and the analysis is reduced to
the maximisation of a likelihood over the CMB contribution and the amplitudes of each foreground
component (see, e.g., [594]).
For all of the approaches discussed above, Eq. 8.12 can be implemented equivalently with any representations
of the map—i.e. pixel, harmonic, wavelet, etc. The resulting component separation is independent of
this choice as long as the linear data modeling (Eq. 8.10) holds. This complementarity, and the internal
comparison of results through these pipelines has been proven to be relevant in actual analysis of Planck
data [586]. That said, the difference between domain of application will lie in the computational needs: for
high number of sky pixels, the implementation of Eq. 8.12 might be significantly more efficient in harmonic
space.
One practical difference of particular interest between these approaches is how uncertainties in the foreground
model get propagated to uncertainties in data products derived from the foreground-cleaned maps, such as
angular power spectra and cosmological parameters. In parametric models, any statistical covariance between
foreground parameters and the cleaned CMB is properly captured (at the Gaussian-approximation level) in
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the resulting covariance matrix. For non-parametric methods, this covariance can be approximated using
Monte Carlo methods, which can be problematic for foregrounds on the largest scales, the distribution of
which is quite clearly non-Gaussian. This issue is discussed further in Section 8.5.2.

8.4.2

Open Questions

• E/B or Q/U basis of analysis – Component separation between CMB radiation and its foregrounds
can be performed either dealing with Stokes parameters Q and U maps of the sky in real space or Fourier
space, and either before or after the separation between the E and B modes. Several approaches have
been followed by CMB experiments so far [606, 607, 66], and each of them has some advantages and
some caveats. For example, processing Q/U data in the map domain simplifies the treatment of
foreground components that have non-Gaussian and/or non-stationary spatial distributions. However,
in the Q and U basis, the CMB E and B modes are mixed and the CMB E modes will be the dominant
contribution to the variance at intermediate and small scales in the CMB observing frequencies, limiting
the accuracy of the separation. To overcome this limitation, E and B observables can be constructed
in Fourier space. The separation of the B-mode components (primordial CMB, Galactic foregrounds,
lensing, etc.) can then be done in the angular power spectrum domain (where the final accuracy
might be limited by the cosmic variance associated to foregrounds), in the two-dimensional, phase-full
Fourier domain (where the treatment of non-stationary components will be complicated) or in the
map domain (where the final accuracy might be limited by ringing of the foregrounds due to the nonlocal transformation). Although these different approaches are currently giving satisfactory results on
simulated data, these effects will become crucial at the sensitivity of CMB-S4 and merit a dedicated
study.
• Combining data from multiple instruments – Ground-based instruments heavily filter time
streams because of atmosphere contamination, ground emission, etc. In particular, large angular scales
are usually suppressed anisotropically, and this suppression is corrected in the power spectrum estimate.
Component separation using observations from different platforms will be made more straightforward
if all maps are derived from common filters. As stressed already, the first attempt at component
separation or foreground cleaning for B modes on multi-platform data was recently implemented in
[66], using data from BICEP2, Keck Array and Planck. A template fitting analysis was implemented
with the primary objective of minimizing the variance in the CMB solution. The simultaneous analysis
of combined data sets required an additional layer in the analysis, namely the simulated scans of the
Planck data through the filtering by the ground observatories, along with validation through simulations
of the whole procedure. A simpler approach for CMB-S4 would be to have a single pipeline reducing
and combining different datasets. With a common filtering implemented from scratch in a multi-site
experiment, the combination would be built-in, thus avoiding the extra layer and increasing confidence
and robustness of results.
• Various resolutions – Under the approximation that the mixing matrix does not significantly vary
as a function of resolution, the impact of different beam sizes can be propagated to the noise level
of the final CMB map by incorporating the beam for each frequency channel in the expression of the
noise covariance matrix


2
`(` + 1)θFWHM
2
N(i) ≡ N(i)` = (σi ) exp
(8.16)
8 log(2)
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where i is a frequency channel and σi is the noise level in the corresponding map. The noise variance
in the reconstructed CMB map, i.e. after component separation, would then be given by

−1 
−1
N`post comp sep = AT (N` ) A
.
(8.17)
CMBxCMB

• Atmosphere residuals – Atmosphere residuals appear at large scales in ground-based CMB observations, and they scale with frequency in a similar way as dust, ∝ ν β [608]. Having redundant
frequencies among the different observatories could help mitigate the atmospheric and astrophysical
foregrounds. Furthermore, the small intrinsic polarization of the atmosphere [609, 608] will limit the
contamination to component separation of the polarized signals. Still, this effect will have to be
investigated quantitatively with realistic simulations.

8.5

Statistics & Parameters

In this section, we discuss the process of going from sky maps at different frequencies—or, in light of
the previous section, foreground-cleaned CMB maps and an estimate of foreground residuals—to post-map
products such as angular power spectra, estimates of lensing potential φ, and finally cosmological parameters,
as well as covariance estimates for all of these quantities. We briefly describe the current practice for this
process, then we address specific challenges anticipated in the CMB-S4 era.

8.5.1

Current practice

Early measurements of CMB temperature anisotropy, with comparatively few map pixels or angular modes
measured, often used maximum-likelihood methods to produce maps of the sky (e.g., [610]) and either a
direct evaluation of the full likelihood or a quadratic approximation to that likelihood (e.g., [611]) to go from
maps to angular power spectra. With the advent of the WMAP and Planck space missions, which would
map the entire sky at sub-degree resolution, it became apparent that computing resources could not compete
with the O(N 3 ) scaling of the full-likelihood approach (e.g., [612]). The solution for power spectrum analysis
that has been adopted by most current CMB experiments is a Monte-Carlo-based approach advocated in
[583]. In this approach, a biased estimate of the angular power spectrum of the data is obtained by simply
binning and averaging the square of the spherical harmonic transform of the sky map. That estimate (known
as the “pseudo-C` spectrum”) is related to the unbiased estimate that would be obtained in a maximumlikelihood procedure through the combined effect of noise bias, sky windowing, and any filtering applied
to the data before or after mapmaking (including the effects of instrument beam and pixelization). These
effects are estimated by “observing” and analyzing simulated data and constructing a matrix describing their
net influence on simulated data. This matrix is inverted, and the inverse matrix is applied to the pseudo-C` s
to produce the final data product. Some version of this Monte-Carlo treatment is likely to be adopted for
CMB-S4.
Pseudo-C` methods are also now commonly used in analysis of CMB polarization anisotropy [607, 613, 614].
An added complication in polarization analyses is that pseudo-C` methods do not cleanly separate E and
B modes (e.g., [615]). “Pure” B-mode estimators can be constructed that suppress the spurious B-mode
contribution from estimating E and B on a cut sky with pseudo-C` methods [616]), but other analysis steps
(such as particular choices of filtering) can produce spurious B modes that are immune to the pure estimators
[22]. These can also be dealt with using Monte-Carlo methods, either by estimating the statistical bias to
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the final B-mode spectrum or by constructing a matrix representing the effect of any analysis steps on the
true sky [37]. The latter approach involves constructing an Npixel -by-Npixel matrix, equal in size to the
full pixel-pixel covariance, and will not be feasible for high-resolution CMB-S4 data but could be used in
analyzing lower-resolution data.
In addition to the two-point function of CMB maps, higher-order statistics of the maps have recently been
of great interest to the community. In particular, the four-point function encodes the effect of gravitational
lensing, and estimators can be constructed to go from CMB temperature and polarization maps to estimates
of CMB lensing φ and the associated covariance (e.g., [225, 617]). These quadratic estimators are the first
step in an iterative estimation of the true likelihood, and in the weak-lensing limit they are nearly optimal;
as a result, they remain the state of the art for estimating the large-scale φ from CMB lensing (e.g., [618]).
For CMB-S4 sensitivity levels, it is possible that further gains can be made with more iterations (see Section
7.4). Even with multiple steps, the computational burden involved in this step of the analysis is unlikely to
be significantly greater for CMB-S4 than for Planck.
An additional post-map product of interest for CMB-S4 is the location and properties of compact sources, in
particular clusters of galaxies identified through the thermal SZ effect. The standard practice for extracting
SZ clusters from multifrequency millimeter-wave maps is through the application of a Fourier-domain spatialspectral filter [619]. The computational effort involved in this step is small compared to the estimation of
power spectra and higher-order correlations, and the algorithms are well-developed and fully implemented
for multi-frequency data sets (e.g., [492, 493])—however, the cluster density could be high enough in CMB-S4
data that approaches more sophisticated than the simple matched filter (e.g., [620]) could be required to
maximize cluster yield.
The final step in the analysis of a CMB data set is the estimation of cosmological parameters from the
various post-map statistics discussed above. This involves estimating the likelihood of the data given a model
parameterized by the standard six ΛCDM parameters, possible extensions of the cosmological model, and
any nuisance parameters involving the instrument, foregrounds, and other sources of systematic uncertainty.
The current industry standard for this part of the analysis are Monte-Carlo Markoalv-Chain (MCMC)
methods, in particular the implementation in CosmoMC [621], and it is expected that CMB-S4 will use
similar methods.

8.5.2

Challenges

There will be several aspects of the CMB-S4 dataset that will necessitate going beyond what past analyses
have done at the post-map step. First of all, the data from several different telescopes and cameras will
need to be combined in as lossless a fashion as possible—such that combining at the parameters stage
may be sub-optimal. Further, as shown by [66], foregrounds cannot be ignored in the estimation of the Bmode power spectrum, even in the cleanest parts of the sky and in the least contaminated observing bands.
Foreground modeling will be used to mitigate the contamination, but there will be foreground residuals
(both from noise and imperfect modeling), and these need to be properly characterized and accounted for
in parameter extraction. Similarly, algorithms to separate the contributions to the B-mode power spectrum
from a background of gravitational waves and from lensing of E modes (so-called “de-lensing”, see the Section
7.4 for details) will leave an uncertain level of lensing residuals in the primordial B-mode spectrum, and this
residual will need to be treated properly. Finally, for information from angular power spectra and lensing
potential φ to be properly combined, the covariance between the two-point and four-point functions of the
CMB needs to be taken into account.
We treat each of the following challenges individually in the sections below:
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• The combination of data from different telescopes and cameras (with different heritage and observation/analysis techniques) without significant loss of information.
• The impact of uncertainties in foreground modeling on cosmological parameters, particularly the tensorto-scalar ratio r.
• The covariance between different observables (for example the lensed CMB power spectrum and the
reconstructed lensing potential power spectrum).
• The impact of delensing—the separation of the gravitational lensing signal and the primordial B-mode
signal, lowering the effective lensing background—and lensing residuals on cosmological parameters.
8.5.2.1

Combining different data sets

At what stage in the analysis does it make the most sense to combine data from different experimental
platforms? One possibility is to estimate angular power spectra or even cosmological parameters from every
data set individually and combine them at that stage. This would be computationally efficient but suboptimal from a sensitivity standpoint unless every experiment covered fully independent patches of the sky.
For any overlap between data sets, combining at the map or time-ordered data stage (adding before squaring)
will lead to lower final uncertainties than combining at the power spectrum stage (squaring before adding).
Of course, the earlier in the analysis we choose to combine data, the more work it will be to standardize
the data between experimental platforms—the time-ordered data is generally quite instrument-specific, the
maps less so, etc. The trade-off between maximizing constraining power and possibly placing undue burdens
on the individual pipelines will need to be balanced in answering this question. Furthermore, the frequency
coverage may not be identical across the individual experimental platforms. In this case, combining data at
the stage of independent frequency-band maps will result in different sky coverage at different frequencies;
combining data at the stage of foreground-cleaned CMB maps will result in different foreground residuals
and noise levels in different parts of the sky. These factors must also be balanced in the decision of when to
combine data.
8.5.2.2

Foreground-related uncertainty on cosmological parameters

To separate the CMB signal from the contaminating signals of Galactic and extragalactic foregrounds, data
from multiple bands will be combined, either in a cross-spectrum analysis or, as detailed in Section 8.4, by
making linear combinations of maps in different bands to produce a “pure-CMB” map for power spectrum
estimation. In either case, an underlying model of foreground behavior is assumed—even if that model is
simply an assumption regarding the level to which the spectral behavior of foregrounds varies over the sky.
There are two challenges related to uncertainties in foreground modeling: one statistical and one systematic.
The statistical issue is simply how to propagate the statistical uncertainty on the foreground model to
uncertainties on cosmological parameters. In explicitly parameterized foreground models, this happens
automatically through the covariance resulting from the fit. For non-parametric models, this covariance can
be assessed through Monte Carlo methods, but making many independent realizations of large-scale Galactic
foregrounds is problematic because of the strongly non-Gaussian behavior of these foregreounds.
Perhaps more importantly, any model of foreground behavior is by definition imperfect, and the resulting
component separation or frequency-cross-spectrum fit will have systematic leakage between the foreground
and CMB components. At the sensitivity levels attainable by CMB-S4, these residuals have the potential
to dominate the error budget on cosmological parameters and, more troublingly, to significantly bias the
best-fit parameter values if they are not properly taken into account.
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Section 8.7 discusses the baseline plan for, and challenges involved in, modeling Galactic and extragalactic
foregrounds. It is possible that more information will be needed—from Stage-3 experiments, or from a
possible dedicated, balloon-borne CMB foreground mission—before we can confidently assess the level to
which foregrounds will limit the final parameter constraints from CMB-S4 and how flexible we will need to
make the underlying foreground models that inform component separation and parameter extraction.
8.5.2.3

CMB lensing covariances for CMB-S4

The measured lensing power spectrum is given by a four-point function of the lensed CMB. This is not statistically independent from the lensed CMB two-point function, because both depend on the same observed,
lensed CMB maps. As a consequence, measured lensing power spectra and lensed CMB power spectra may
be correlated. This correlation should be taken into account when combining these measurements to avoid
spurious double counting of information. For the specific case of Planck this correlation is negligible [622].
However, the level of correlation depends on experiment specifications and the multipole range where power
spectra have high signal-to-noise. The correlation should thus be included in analyses that combine twoand four-point measurements unless it is known to be negligible for a specific experiment.
The forecasted noise level for CMB-S4 is much lower than the noise level for Planck, and the reconstruction
of the lensing potential power spectrum will come from a mixture of temperature and polarization data. In
this context, modelling the correlations only in the case of temperature is not accurate enough. Instead,
a minimum variance lensing estimator out of all the measured quadratic pairs needs to be considered, and
contributions arising from all couplings of the CMB six-point function would need to be modelled.
In [622] three main contributions to the cross-covariance are identified: The noise contribution arising because
fluctuations of the unlensed CMB and instrumental noise change both the Gaussian reconstruction noise N (0)
and the CMB power spectra; the signal contribution from the cosmic variance fluctuations of the true lensing
potential (i.e. fluctuations of matter along the line of sight); and contributions coming from the connected
trispectrum part of the CMB six-point function. Those contributions have been modelled with high precision
and agree well with simulations. The noise contribution is not present if the Gaussian reconstruction bias
N (0) is subtracted in a realization-dependent way using the measured CMB power spectrum in our Universe
(see e.g. [623, 622]). However for an experiment such as CMB-S4, the last two contributions contribute
the most to the correlation between lensing power spectra and lensed CMB power spectra, reaching few
tens of percent in some cases. The signal covariance could in principle also be avoided by delensing CMB
power spectra with the estimated lensing reconstruction by mimicking the realization-dependent technique as
shown in [622], or by applying more advanced delensing methods as described in Section 7.4. In addition to
the cross-covariance between two-point and four-point functions of the CMB, these quantities can each have
non-trivial auto-covariances which can again be modeled as shown in e.g. [624, 625, 626, 627, 622]. However
we want to emphasize that the discussion above applies to the standard quadratic lensing reconstruction
estimators, and the situation may be different for iterative or maximum-likelihood lensing estimators [628].
8.5.2.4

Delensing

For noise levels below ∆P ' 5µK-arcmin (after foreground cleaning), the dominant source of effective noise in
the search for primordial B modes is the fluctuation induced by the lensing of E modes from recombination.
This signal has a well-understood amplitude, and unlike many other sources of astrophysical fluctuation in
the map, it cannot be removed with multifrequency data. Instead it must be removed either using map-level
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estimates of both the primordial E-mode maps and the CMB lensing potential φ or using a prediction for
the lensing B-mode spectrum. The latter approach necessarily leaves some cosmic variance residual of the
lensing signal after cleaning, while the former can in principle result in nearly perfect cleaning, so we will
concentrate on that approach here.
Even in the map-level approach, the finite noise in the CMB-S4 survey will lead to residual lensing B modes
which cannot be removed and will act as a noise floor for studying B modes from tensors. The amplitude
of these residual lensed B modes are discussed in Section 7.4 as a function of the angular resolution and
the noise level of the S4 survey; in particular, it is crucial to have high-angular-resolution maps in order to
measure the small-scale E- and B-mode fluctuations needed for the EB quadratic lensing estimator.
The concerns with the delensing procedure are similar to those for measuring the lensing power spectrum.
The impact of polarized dust and synchrotron emission from the Galaxy, and the impact of polarized point
sources on small scales on the lensing reconstruction are addressed in Section 7.5.1. Left untreated the
effects may be large; however the use of multi-frequency data together with the application of dedicated
point-source estimators can mitigate these effects.
Another question to be answered for delensing in CMB-S4 is what to use as the estimate of lensing φ.
Rather than using an estimate of the CMB lensing field obtained from the CMB itself, it is also possible
to use other tracers of large-scale structure which are correlated with CMB lensing [558]. In particular the
dusty, star-forming galaxies that comprise the cosmic infrared background (CIB) are strongly correlated with
CMB lensing, due to their redshift distribution which peaks near z ∼ 2 [559, 560]. The level of correlation
is approximately 80% [618] and can in principle be improved using multifrequency maps of the CIB which
select different emission redshifts [559].
Lensing of the CMB can also impact the measurement of features of the CMB power spectrum on small
scales, in particular the CMB damping scale and the precise location of the acoustic peaks in harmonic space.
Delensing can therefore improve not just our measurement of primordial B modes but also constraints
on parameters that affect the damping tail and peak location. This includes parameters such as the
effective number of neutrino species, the primordial helium fraction, and running of the spectral index of
fluctuations. Using completely unlensed CMB spectra, rather than lensed spectra, can improve constraints
on these parameters. (For example, [395] find a 20% improvement on σ(Neff ) and σ(Yp ) relative to lensed
spectra.) While the delensing procedure will not completely recover the unlensed CMB fluctuations for the
S4 experiment, the low noise levels will enable the primordial CMB fluctuations to be measured with good
enough fidelity that delensing should have a non-negligible impact on these parameter constraints [395].

8.6

Simulation Overview

Simulations of a CMB mission’s data play a number of critical roles; specifically they are required for
• Mission design and development: ensuring that the mission is capable of meeting its science goals.
• Validation and verification: ensuring that all of our data analysis tools meet their requirements and
specifications.
• Uncertainty quantification and debiasing: providing an alternative to the full data covariance matrix
when this is computationally intractable.
As shown in Figure 60, given a mission model (both instrument and observation) and a sky model (both
CMB and extragalactic and Galactic foregrounds) we can generate a simulation of the mission data in any
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of its domains. However, there is an inevitable trade-off between how representative the simulation is of real
data and the complexity of the input models and computational cost of generating the simulation. The choice
of the simulation data domain will then be determined by the balance between the realism requirements and
the complexity/cost constraints for the particular task at hand.
SKY MODEL

MISSION
MODEL

SKY
SIMULATION

DATA
SIMULATION

RAW
TOD

CLEAN
TOD

FREQUENCY
MAPS
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Figure 60. The CMB simulation pipeline, including both mission-independent sky modeling and missionspecific data simulation in the time (red), pixel (blue) and spectral (green) domains.

The generation of the input mission and sky models are themselves far from trivial tasks. The mission model is
typically derived from pre-deployment measurements of the instrument properties refined by characterization
from the data themselves, together with ancilliary telescope and environmental data characterizing the
observation; the sky model requires its own dedicated simulation capability which - since it is independent
of the details of any single mission - can be a community-wide endeavor.

8.7

Sky Modeling

The capability of CMB-S4 to address its science program depends crucially on the ability to separate the
signals of interest from other sources of astrophysical emission. Furthermore, the final accuracy of CMB-S4
parameter constraints will be limited by the accuracy of the characterization of foreground residuals after
such cleaning is performed.
At the degree scales targeted by ground-based B-mode searches, the polarized CMB is mostly contaminated
by diffuse emission from the interstellar medium of our own Milky Way. Both synchrotron and thermal
dust are polarized—up to the level of tens of percents, depending on the observed region). Their integrated
emission dominates over both the CMB E modes and the CMB B modes on large angular scales, and cannot
be safely neglected at scales where B modes from gravitational lensing dominate without robust analyses of
their impact on lensing science. Other components, such as spinning dust, free-free emission, emission of
molecular lines such as CO, could in principle be polarized at a lower level, of order 1-2 per cent or less, but
measurements or upper limits are scarce, and not sufficient at this stage for robust predictions of the polarized
amplitude of their emission over large patches of sky. For science on smaller angular scales, the presence of
polarized extragalactic radio and infrared sources constitutes an additional source of contamination, which
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must be removed with a combination of masking or subtracting individual sources, and modeling residuals
at the power-spectrum level.
Estimating more precisely the impact of foreground emission on the main science targets of CMB-S4 will
require realistic simulations of the sky emission that can be used to test the effectiveness of component
separation techniques and to assess any degradation of the error bars or possible biases due to residual
foreground contamination.
The sky emission is naturally modeled as the sum of emission from different sources. These sources may
identified by their emission process (e.g. Galactic synchrotron, due to electrons spiralling in the Galactic
magnetic field), or by their place of origin (e.g. emission of a particular extragalactic source). These
emissions, as a function of sky pixel and frequency, must then be integrated over the instrument observing
band and angular response function (beam) to produce individual frequency maps as observed by the
instrument. This latter part of the simulation pipeline is treated in Section 8.8; we concentrate in this
section on the sky model.
A sky model is useful only as far as it captures the characteristics of the real sky emission sufficiently for
testing the performance of cleaning techniques, in particular the amplitude and statistical properties of
residual contamination. The key characteristics of sky emission for foreground cleaning are:
• The level of coherence of diffuse emission across observing frequencies, as any decoherence will limit
the efficacy of cleaning a foreground from one observing band using the measurement in a different
band;
• The existence or not of a simple parametric emission law for each component emission, such as power
laws (for synchrotron) or modified blackbody emission (for dust components);
• The absolute level of foreground emission (in particular for those components that do not scale simply
as a function of frequency, such as the superposition of many individual sources with a specific emission
law each);
• Whether or not emissions for which the level of polarization is unknown or unclear must be modeled
and treated for CMB-S4 or can be safely neglected;
• The level at which foregrounds can be treated as Gaussian random fields, which is an assumption of
certain foreground cleaning approaches.
The key challenges for constructing a sky model are hence:
• The reliability of models based on observations at angular resolution lower than that of CMB-S4
integrated in broad frequency bands, and with a sensitivity limit at least an order of magnitude worse
than what will be achieved with CMB-S4
• The self-consistency of CMB secondary anisotropies (lensing, SZ emission from hot intra-cluster gaz
and filaments, late ISW) and extragalactic foregrounds (CIB, radio and infrared sources) is crucial to
both de-lensing, and to extragalactic science; generating reliable models over the entire Hubble volume
is challenging, the evaluation of errors of such models even more so;
• The practical usability of the modeling software, in particular the ability to generate many independent
simulations quickly.
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The Galactic interstellar medium

Strong evidence exists for variability of the physical properties of the interstellar medium of the Milky Way as
a function of the line of sight. This variability implies that the properties vary across different regions of the
Milky Way, with the total ISM emission in each line of sight being a superposition of emission from various
regions. Even assuming that each such region has a simple parameteric emission law, such as a power
law or a modified blackbody, the superposition of such emission cannot be modeled with a single simple
emission law. Modeling the Galactic ISM for future sensitive surveys such as CMB-S4 requires modeling
this complexity at the appropriate level. One possibility is to use a multi-layer approach, in which each ISM
component is modeled as a superposition of several optically thin layers, each with a simple (though pixeland polarization-dependent) emission law.
8.7.1.1

Synchrotron

The baseline Galactic synchrotron model we use here has a power-law scaling with a modestly spatially
varying spectral index. The emission templates are the Haslam 408 MHz data reprocessed by [629], and the
WMAP 7-year 23 GHz Q/U maps [630] smoothed to 3 degree FWHM and with smaller scales added using
the PSM code [631]. The spectral index map is derived using a combination of the Haslam 408 MHz data
[632] and WMAP 23 GHz 7-year data [633]. The same scaling is used for intensity and polarization. This
is the same prescription as used in the Planck Sky Model’s v1.7.8 ‘power law’ option, but with the Haslam
map updated to the version in [629].
Extensions to this model that we are exploring include a curved power law model with a single isotropic
curvature index, and a polarization spectral index that steepens with Galactic latitude by δβ ∼ 0.2 from low
to high latitude, as this is currently consistent with WMAP and Planck data.
8.7.1.2

Thermal dust

The baseline model we consider has thermal dust modelled as a single-component modified blackbody. We
use dust templates for emission at 545 GHz in intensity and 353 GHz in polarization from the Planck-2015
analysis, and scale these to different frequencies with a modified black-body spectrum using the spatially
varying dust temperature and emissivity obtained from the Planck data using the Commander code [634].
This therefore assumes the same spectral index for polarization as for intensity. These templates are smoothed
to degree-scale resolution.
Variations on this model that appear consistent with current data include a model with more strongly
varying emissivity, e.g. up to σ ∼ 0.2 dispersion on degree scales, and a model with different prescriptions
for small-scale behavior, accounting for turbulence in the magnetic field. A two (or more) component model
for the dust, composed of the spatially varying sum of silicon and carbonaceous dust, each with a different
emissivity, is also physically motivated.
8.7.1.3

Spinning dust

Spinning dust, or anomalous microwave emission, is nominally unpolarized. However, a fractional polarization of a few percent is physically possible and not excluded by current data. We construct a possible model
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for this polarization using the intensity templates for spinning dust from the Planck-2015 Commander fits
[634], combined with the thermal dust polarization angles and an overall polarization fraction.
8.7.1.4

Other components

Other contributions to the intensity and polarization of the Milky Way at CMB-S4 frequencies, such as
free-free emission and molecular line emission, are not expected to be at the same amplitude and degree
of polarization as the components treated individually above. However, the full sky model will need to
include these components in the most pessimistic scenarios, unless further data is obtained that conclusively
demonstrates they can be fully neglected.

8.7.2

CMB Secondary Anisotropies and Extragalactic Sources

The key goal for the extragalactic sky models of CMB-S4 is to provide fast and self-consistent simulations
of CMB secondary anisotropies and extragalactic sources. These models will allow us to make more realistic
forecasts. In our cosmological analyses they will allow us to Monte Carlo over the underlying astrophysical
uncertainties of these secondaries and sources. Our plan to meet these challenges is modular and can be
broken down as follows:
• We will use full hydrodynamical simulations of cosmological volume as the basis to parametrically
model the complicated gastrophysical processes associated with extragalactic foregrounds.
• As the backbone of our model we will require fast simulations of growth of structure that generate halo
catalogs for a large set of cosmological parameters.
• To have self-consistent maps we will have a flexible pipeline that generates simulated all sky maps
which applies the parametric models from the hydrodynamical simulations to our backbone large-scale
structure simulations and halo catalogs.
Hydrodynamical simulations of cosmological volumes are currently available which we can already use to
model extragalactic foregrounds. These simulations will be used for the development and testing phases of
the simulation pipeline. However, they are limited in their size and sub-grid modeling accuracy, and thus
will not meet our accuracy requirements of CMB-S4. We will develop new full hydrodynamical simulations
of cosmological volumes that include a variety of physical processes. An essential requirement of these
simulations will be to capture growth and evolution of galaxies to cluster-size halos throughout cosmic time
at a sufficient spatial resolution. Hydrodynamic simulations of this size and scale are already computationally
feasible, the challenges will be the appropriate modeling of radiative cooling, star formation, and feedback
processes in order to capture the global stellar and gas contents of these halos.
There are many different approaches already developed to provide us with the underlying large-scale structure
simulations that will we build our extragalactic model upon. They vary in speed which tend to inversely
scale with accuracy. A benefit of our modular and flexible approach is that we do not need to limit ourselves
to one approach. In fact we will compare the various approaches to see how they bias our answers. It is in
these simulations where we will vary cosmological parameters assuming that they only affect the growth of
structure and not the gastrophysical properties of extragalactic foregrounds.
Our final product will be all sky maps. They will be in HEALPix [635] format to seamlessly interface with
galactic and CMB simulated maps. The map products will include:
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• Optical galaxies that correspond to the various overlapping surveys including LSST.
• Radio and dusty star-forming galaxy point sources.
• Unresolved CIB.
• Projected density maps (both total and gas) of the large-scale structure.
• Thermal and kinetic SZ maps.
We will explore the parameter space for each of the maps listed above and provide a sufficient number
of realizations that we can marginalize over the many model uncertainties. For example, the lensing field
can be constructed through a proper ray-tracing method from the projected density maps or via the Born
approximation. Our self-consistent extragalactic sky model allows us to test various sources of contamination
and systematic biases in our estimators. Additionally, any cross-correlation analyses can easily be checked
and evaluated using these maps. All the simulation products we create will become public.

8.8

Data Simulation

The data simulation subset of the CMB simulation pipeline (Figure 60) takes the sky model and applies
the mission model to it to generate a simulated data set for that mission. The mission model consists of
two parts: the instrument model defines the data acquisition system (telescope, detectors, read-out), while
the observation model defines its deployment (scanning strategy, environment). Depending on the degree of
detail of the sky, instrument and observation models that we include, the resulting data set can be in any of
the data domains - time-ordered (raw or clean), map, or spectral. Inevitably there is a trade-off between the
realism of the simulation and the complexity and cost both of generating the model inputs and of performing
the simulation, with the choice reflecting both the requirements of the subsequent analyses of the data set
and the availability of computational resources.
At the most detailed level, the observation model includes the telescope pointing (typically sampled more
sparsely that the detectors) and its environment (comprising the atmosphere and surroundings for a groundbased telescope). Correspondingly, the instrument model includes each detector’s polarized 4π-beam and
bandpass (defining the optical power incident on the detector for a given pointing), and a model of its
electronics and readout (defining the recorded output data resulting from that optical power).

8.8.1

Time Domain

TOD simulations are necessarily the most expensive to perform, but provide the most precise representation
of the mission data. In particular they enable the injection of the full range of systematic effects into the
data to assess strategies for their mitigation and to quantify any residuals. As such they are critical for
the quantification of uncertainties due to inherently temporal data components such as noise. The TOD
simulation is separated into signal and noise components, which are then added prior to the reduction of the
total TOD.
For the signal simulation for a given detector, we first apply the detector’s bandpass to the sky model,
component by component, to build up the total sky for that detector. We then reconstruct the detector
pointing from the overall telescope pointing model and generate the astrophysical sky signal for each pointing
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by convolving the sky model map with the 4π beam. The astrophysical sky signal is added to additional
simulated signals from atmospheric signal fluctuations and ground pickup (both of which will obviously
induce correlated signals across the detectors), and the total signal is propagated through a simple model of
the optics to include the polarization angle rotations and optical efficiencies of the optical stages. This results
in the total millimeter-wave power incident on the detector. For simulating the clean TOD this is sufficient.
However, for the raw TOD we now need to apply a physical model of the detector system and associated
readout to convert the optical power into detector output. The details of the physical model depend on
the detector technology, but as an example we consider a transition-edge superconducting (TES) bolometer
read out with a multiplexed SQUID amplifier. The simulation would then need to model the flow of heat
in the TES absorber and the flow of current and magnetic flux through the SQUID readout. Variations in
ambient magnetic field could also be added at this stage. Such a simulation would also need to incorporate
detector-detector correlations induced by crosstalk or thermal fluctuations. Additional filters applied by the
readout electronics would also be included, including digitization with an analog to digital converter. For
MKID or coherent receivers, the physical model would be different in detail, but would include a similarly
detailed model.
For the noise simulation we can simply generate a white noise timestream and convolve it with the detector’s
noise power spectral density (PSD), given in either analytic or numerical form. Cross-correlated noise can
be included by simulating multiple noise timestreams each with their own PSD, with some being common to
multiple detectors, while piecewise stationary noise simply requires us to use the appropriate PSD for each
stationary interval.

8.8.2

Map Domain

The next level of abstraction from full TOD simulations is simulating the sky map that would be made from
the TOD. The signal part of such simulations is straightforward: the various components of the sky model
are bandpass-integrated and convolved with a beam and any filtering kernel that is applied to the actual
data. Both of these operations can be performed on a per-detector basis (using the measured individualdetector beams and bandpasses), but this reduces much of the computational gain in going from TOD to
map-level simulations, so it is more likely that maps would be simulated for large groups of detectors—
possibly all detectors at a given observing frequency—at once. For experimental platforms that apply TOD
filtering before mapmaking, it will be necessary to create a map-level (or two-dimensional Fourier-space)
representation of the TOD filtering that results in simulated maps with the same modes missing or altered
as the real map (or a map that has been constructed from full TOD simulations).
The simplest implementation for the noise part of map-level simulations is adding constant-amplitude white
noise to every simulated map pixel. This ignores pixel-pixel correlations and incomplete coverage, both of
which are naturally accounted for in full-TOD simulations. The exact nature of the correlated pixel-domain
noise (or non-white Fourier-space noise) arises from a combination of non-white noise in the TOD and the
scan strategy, and for some scan patterns can be analytically projected from the time domain to the pixel
or 2d Fourier domain [636, 637, 638].
The effect of non-uniform coverage on the noise properties of the map is simple to simulate in the whitenoise case: the uniform-coverage white-noise map is simply multiplied by the square root of the inverse of
the “hit-count” map. The combined effect of non-white noise and non-uniform coverage—particularly if the
coverage map is not smooth on scales of the noise correlation—will be more difficult to simulate purely in
the map domain.
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Spectral Domain

Simulations at the one-dimensional power spectrum level are fast, computationally light, and can be used
to explore large experimental and observing-strategy parameter spaces quickly and efficiently. As such,
they will constitute the bulk of simulations used in forecasting for CMB-S4, particularly in the era in
which the experimental design is not final, and reasonably fast communication and iteration between the
experiment design and forecasting teams is crucial. Section 8.10.1.1 contains a detailed discussion of plans
for implementing maximally realistic spectral-domain simulations.

8.9

The Production Data Pipeline

With real data in hand, the production data pipeline (Figure 61) will include data analysis, time-domain
simulation for uncertainty quantification, and feedback loops to improve both the mission model and
the sky simulation. Time domain data are extensively used to refine our model of the mission; for the
instrument model this can include such steps as determining beam profiles and estimating noise properties
(including cross-correlations); for the observation model, it includes reconstructing the detector pointing
and polarization orientation from telescope sensor data, and incorporating atmosphere records in the dataflagging. The foreground component maps, observed spectra, and parameters of cosmology and fundamental
physics are used to refine our sky model. In both cases the feedback loops both improve the consistency of
the simulations with the data and enable us to refine the validation and verification of the analysis methods
themselves.

8.9.1

Implementation Issues

The quest for ever-fainter signals in the CMB drives us to gather ever-larger time-ordered data (TOD) sets
to obtain the necessary signal-to-noise to uncover them. As Figure 62 shows, the volumes of ground-based,
balloon-borne and satellite CMB data sets have exhibited exponential growth over the last two decades,
and are anticipated to do so again over the coming two. Moreover, for suborbital experiments the exponent
exactly matches that of Moore’s Law for the growth of computing capability, where we use as a proxy here the
peak performance of the flagship high performance computing (HPC) system at the DOE’s National Energy
Research Scientific Computing (NERSC) Center at any epoch (reflecting the widespread use of NERSC for
CMB data analyses over the last 20 years).
As noted above, in the absence of a full data covariance matrix we rely on Monte Carlo methods for
uncertainty quantification and debiasing, and achieving the desired percent-level statistical uncertainty
requires us to simulate and reduce 104 realizations of the data. This implies that all TOD-processing steps (in
simulation or analysis) must employ algorithms that scale no worse than linearly in the number of samples,
and that these algorithms must collectively be implemented efficiently on the largest high performance
computing (HPC) platforms available to us.
The most massive Monte Carlo sets generated to date have been the Full Focal Plane (FFP) sets in support of
the analysis of the Planck satellite data [639], with FFP8 comprising 104 realizations of the mission reduced
to O(106 ) maps. Key to achieving this scale has been an aggressive optimization of the software stack,
coupled with system-specific tuning over 6 generations of NERSC supercomputer. In particular wherever
possible TOD input/output (IO) is removed from the pipeline so that, for example, instead of pre-computing
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Figure 61.

The production data pipeline, including data analysis, simulation, and feedback.
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Figure 62.

Exponential growth of CMB time-ordered data volume and HPC capability: 1990 – 2030.

the TOD and then pre-processing/mapping it, each realization is generated on demand and passed to the
analysis pipeline in memory. While this necessitates the re-simulation of a realization should further analysis
be required, it is still very substantially faster than writing it to disk and reading it back in. Similarly, interprocess communication is optimized by using a hybridized MPI/OpenMP implementation that employs
explicit message passsing for inter-node, and threading for intra-node, communication.
The critical challenge for CMB-S4 will be to develop these capabilities for a dataset 1000x the size of
Planck’s and 100x the size of those from existing S2 ground-based experiments. This scale of computing will
require substantial development effort from the CMB community, but is still much smaller than some existing
experiments (e.g. ATLAS, CMS) and, with appropriate tooling, should be possible on existing or forthcoming
computing facilities. The S3 experimental efforts are currently exploring a number of computational tools
to reach the required level, including investigating use of the US grid where feasible and code optimization
for the upcoming generations of energy-constrained HPC architectures, with their increased heterogeneity
and deeper memory hierarchies and based, in the short term, on either graphical programming unit (GPU)
or many integrated core (MIC) technologies.

8.10

Forecasting

Given the computational constraints on time-domain simulations and analyses, it is currently not possible
to use the production pipeline to explore the full instrument and observation parameter space. However,
such exploration is critical in the mission design and development phase, and so we employ a forecasting
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pipeline (Figure 63) to bypass this bottleneck. This section outlines the forecasting methodology; specific
results obtained from this appraoch are given in the preceeding science chapters.
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Figure 63.

The forecasting pipeline, including pixel- and spectral-domain simulations and analyses

Forecasting efforts for Stage 1 and 2 experiments were hampered by lack of experience with previous deep
polarization maps and little knowledge of high latitude Galactic foregrounds; forecasting for CMB-S4 will
therefore be built on the solid foundation of map-derived evaluations of instrumental noise performance and
astrophysical foreground levels from the Stage 2 experiments and the Planck satellite.
The forecasting approach will combine Fisher matrix-derived estimates of power spectrum errors with detailed
map-level simulations. The spectral-domain projections are computationally easy, making them useful to
explore the large parameter space of instrument and survey configurations. Map-domain simulations are
used to ground the spectral-domain projections in reality and to challenge them with cases of real world
astrophysical complexity. To gain the benefit of this complementarity, it is important that we maintain
compatibility between these two forecasting approaches and establish agreement between them for simple
questions before proceeding to more difficult tests.
A key input to the forecasting process are full-season noise maps from existing Stage 2 experiments, which
encode actual noise performance and have been verified by null tests on real datasets. Performance of CMBS4 can be estimated by rescaling these noise maps, which already contain reality factors such as detector
yield, weather, observing efficiency, and filtering of sky modes. Systematic errors should be included in the
projections, with unknown systematics allowed at a level that scales with the map noise used for jackknife
null tests. Forecasting should also include our best knowledge of the astrophysical foregrounds and account
for the impact of component separation on CMB-S4 science goals. The forecasting inputs will improve as
we acquire data from Stage-3 experiments and possible complementary balloon-borne experiments.
Here we describe the main approaches used by our community for forecasting the expected performance
of CMB-S4. The central considerations for assessing the expected performance for large-scale B modes are
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Galactic foregrounds, ability to delens the data, and a realistic assessment of instrument noise at large scales.
For the smaller-scale polarization two-point functions (TE, EE) and the lensing four-point function (κκ),
extragalactic foregrounds and instrumental noise are the key considerations. To forecast the return of the
thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effects, an estimate of the expected cluster counts as a function of mass and
redshift is the core statistic, combined with an estimate of how well the masses can be calibrated using optical
or CMB weak lensing. For the kinetic Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect, extragalactic foregrounds and overlap with
spectroscopic surveys must all be considered.

8.10.1

Forecasting CMB-S4 constraints on the tensor-to-scalar ratio

8.10.1.1

Spectrum-based domain forecasting

Power spectra are the primary tool used for CMB analysis. Forecasting the power spectrum uncertainty
and resulting parameter constraints for CMB-S4 is an efficient and powerful tool to explore trade-offs in
experiment design.
The bandpower covariance matrix describes the raw sensitivity of all auto and cross-spectra obtained between
maps of T, E, and/or B modes at multiple observing frequencies, as well as the signal and noise correlations
that exist between these spectra. This covariance matrix includes contributions from the sample variance
of signal fields (CMB and foreground) and instrumental noise, including signal×noise terms. The signal
variance depends on the assumed sky model, which can be modified to explore optimistic or pessimistic
scenarios. As discussed above, estimates of the noise variance should be obtained by rescaling of noise levels
that have actually been obtained by Stage 2 experiments (or Stage 3, when available). Only these scaled
noise levels will include all the “reality factors” that are incurred in operating a CMB experiment.
Once we have a projection for the bandpower covariance matrix of CMB-S4 we can derive constraints on
a parametrized model of cosmological and foreground signals via the Fisher information matrix. While we
are most interested in parameter r, it is necessary to also consider the amplitude, spectrum, and spatial
distribution of the dust and synchrotron foregrounds (see [66] for an example). The Fisher matrix formalism
allows us to calculate the marginalized error on each parameter, with priors if desired, or to explore the
degeneracies between parameters.
By compressing the data down to power spectra, it is feasible to use this technique to evaluate a wide range
of survey designs. The parametrized signal model is also quite flexible and can include complications such
as dust–synchrotron correlation or spatially varying foreground spectral indices. The limitation is that by
considering the power spectrum only we are treating all signals as Gaussian, an approximation which must
break down at some point for foregrounds. For this reason, it is important to have the ability to spot check
the spectrum-based forecasts against map-based forecasts at specific choices of signal model.
As described in Section 2.3, the specific implementation of Fisher forecasting for CMB-S4 constraints on r
in this document assume the following baseline configuration parameters:
• 250,000 detectors operating for four years, dedicated solely to the combination of measuring degreescale B modes and measuring lensing B modes on the same patch of sky (for delensing). The split in
effort between degree-scale observations and lensing observations is optimized for, and depends on the
fraction of sky observed. The optimziation sets the level of delensing necessary.
• Eight frequency bands (30, 40, 85, 95, 145, 155, 215, 270), two each in the four atmospheric windows.
The framework optimally distributes effort among each of the eight frequencies, assuming comparable
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focal plane area. To mitigate against potential unknown foreground complexities, we also force an
equal effort split among each pair of frequencies in each atmospheric window.
• For the degree-scale effort, bandpower covariance matrices scaled directly from achieved BICEP2/Keck
performance.
• Foregrounds as measured in the BICEP2/Keck patch of sky, including decorrelation of the dust signal
between high frequencies and the frequencies of interest for CMB. The decorrelation parameter is a
function of both frequency and multipole number.
• Delensing efficiency based solely on noise level in the high-resolution map used for delensing—i.e., no
degradation to delensing from foregrounds or systematics.
In Section 2.3, these assumptions are used to search sky fraction and detector effort parameter space, with
σ(r) as the figure of merit. We verify these results using a second Fisher code (described below) and a
map-based forecasting method (see next section).
The second Fisher code—detailed in [588]—parameterizes the CMB-S4 instrument by its sky and multipole
coverage, along with the central frequency, bandwidth, resolution and white-noise level of each channel.
The ability of the instrument to remove diffuse foregrounds is estimated using a parametric maximumlikelihood forecast [640, 641] based on Planck foreground measurements [586, 634]. The impacts of foreground
subtraction—residual foregrounds and increased noise relative to the raw combination of all channels—are
propagated to a delensing forecast (based on [558]), which also estimates the sensitivity to the lensing convergence power spectrum. Constraints on r are produced with a standard Fisher forecast (see Section 8.10.2 for
a complete description) using temperature, E-mode, delensed-B-mode and lensing convergence information,
marginalizing over the amplitude and multipole-dependence of the foreground residuals.
The first code folds in a number of realism factors that results in more conservative constraints, typically by
a factor of 2.5: including dust decorrelation, using a fully descriptive BPCM including correlation between
adjacent bins, using realistic Nl ’s that are grounded in achieved performance and include an appropriate level
of low ell excess noise, mode filtering which affect sky coverage and S/N per mode, and noise contributions to
the BPCM that take into account the non-uniformity of the survey which effectively yields wider/shallower
maps than the “Knox formula”-derived [642] equivalent products used in the second code. When these
realism factors are stripped away, the two codes agree. It is worth noting that it is possible that in the future
we might do better on some of the points above, in which case the factor of 2.5 brackets the list of possible
outcomes.
8.10.1.2

Map-based domain forecasting

Foregrounds are intrinsically non-Gaussian and anisotropic, so we also consider approaches directly in map
space to explore the robustness of spectrum-based approaches, in particular in the case of pessimistic
foregrounds where the spectral indices or dust emissivities have non-trivial spatial variation. The mapbased method used in this Science Book is a Bayesian model fitting method, where the foregrounds are
described parametrically using a physical model for each component. It is described in [643] and follows
similar implementations in e.g., [600].
Using this method, we simulate maps of the CMB, Galactic foregrounds and expected noise at each of the
CMB-S4 frequencies and integrate them across the expected bandpass width for each channel. We use the
PySM numerical code [644] which generates Galactic models as described for example in Section 8.7. Other
similar codes exist in our community [631]. In this framework it is straightforward to include simulations
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at ancillary frequencies that might be provided by other experiments, for example the Planck data. We fit
a parameterized model to the simulated maps, fitting the CMB, thermal dust, and synchrotron in small
pixels, and the synchrotron spectral index and dust emissivity and temperature in larger pixels of order
degree-scale or larger. We estimate the BB power spectrum of the foreground-marginalized CMB map using
the MASTER [583] algorithm, and convert this into an estimate of r and its uncertainty. In this Science
Book we use the BFoRe code [643]; our community also has access to the Commander code which can be
used to perform similar analyses.
This method provides an assessment of the expected bias on r if the model does not match the simulation,
and shows how much the expected uncertainty on r would increase if more complicated foreground models
are explored e.g. [645, 629]. It is more computationally expensive than spectral-domain forecasts though, so
we limit this approach to a smaller subset of explorations.
We compare this map-based forecasting to the results of the spectrum-based Fisher-matrix forecasting
described above. For discrete points in sky fraction and detector effort parameter space, we recover the
Fisher results with the map-based code, both finding for example σ(r) = 0.001 for fsky = 0.1 and r = 0.
In this map-based approach we approximate the scaled achieved noise properties by modeling the noise as
white noise plus a power-law noise component that starts dominating at a scale below `knee . The power
law was determined by fitting to the achieved BICEP2/Keck noise curves. This consistency of the different
approaches indicates that foreground residuals due to assumptions of Gaussianity and isotropy are not
significantly biasing the spectrum-based Fisher forecasts, but this will be the subject of further study as the
S4 design evolves.

8.10.2

Forecasting CMB-S4 constraints on parameters from TT/TE/EE/κκ

Throughout this Science Book we forecast the expected constraints on cosmological parameters from TT/TE/EE
and κκ (the CMB lensing convergence power spectrum) using Fisher-matrix methods. This assumes that
the resulting parameter distributions are close to Gaussian, which is sufficient for the majority of parameters
we consider.
We assume that S4 data will be combined with existing Planck satellite data. We also assume that other
non-CMB data will be available. In particular we consider measurements of Baryon Acoustic Oscillations
from the DESI spectroscopic galaxy redshift survey. In some places we consider measurements of cosmic
shear from the Large Synoptic Survey Telesope.
In most cases, the codes we use either consider the unlensed maps and the lensing convergence map as the
basic statistics, or the lensed power spectra of those maps together with the reconstructed κκ spectrum. For
the power spectrum approach, to compute the Fisher matrix for the CMB we use the lensed power spectrum
between each pair of fields X, Y :
m=`
X
1
XY
x∗`m y`m .
(8.18)
Ĉ` =
2` + 1
m=−`

The estimated power spectrum is Gaussian-distributed to good approximation at small scales. In this case
a full-sky survey has
i
X
Xh
−2 ln L(θ) = −2
ln p(Ĉ` |θ) =
(Ĉ` − C` (θ))> C−1
(8.19)
` (θ) Ĉ` − C` (θ)) + ln det(2πC` (θ))
`

`
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where Ĉ` = (Ĉ`T T , Ĉ`T E , ...) contains auto- and cross-spectra and C` is their covariance matrix. Discarding
any parameter dependence in the power spectrum covariance matrix gives
Fij =

X ∂C >
l

`

∂θi

C−1
`

∂Cl
.
∂θj

(8.20)

Here the covariance matrix for the power spectra has elements
C(Ĉlαβ , Ĉlγδ ) =

 αγ

1
(Cl + Nlαγ )(Clβδ + Nlβδ ) + (Clαδ + Nlαδ )(Clβγ + Nlβγ ) ,
(2l + 1)fsky

(8.21)

where α, β, γ, δ ∈ {T, E, B, κc } and fsky is the effective fractional area of sky used. Other codes construct
the Fisher matrix using the unlensed temperature and polarization fields, and the lensing convergence field,
rather than the suite of lensed two-point spectra and the lensing four-point function. Both approaches give
broadly consistent estimates.
For certain cosmological parameters, unlensed spectra show moderately stronger constraints compared to
lensed spectra (e.g. 20-30 percent difference Neff [389]). This difference is largely attributable to the lensinduced peak smearing which reduces the sensitivity to the acoustic peak locations in both T and E. In
reality one does not have access to the unlensed spectra and we must delens T and E. Of course, delensing
is not a perfect procedure and should be modeled including the noise in the lensing reconstruction. In cases
where the modest improvement from delensing are important (e.g. Neff , Yp ), we model the delensed spectra
in our forecasts. Delensing reverses the deflections of the CMB due to lensing using an observed map of the
lensing potential, φobs . Following [395], the delensed temperature can be written schematically as


T delensed (x) = h̄ ? T obs x + h ? T obs x − g ? ∇φobs (x)
(8.22)

where h̄, h and g are filters and obs indicates the observed maps. The filters are chosen to maximize the
Fisher information in the delensed spectra given the noise in the maps. A similar procedure is applied to
the E modes. In addition, the lens-induced covariances discussed in Section 8.5.2.3 are included to correctly
account for the residual lensing left in the maps after delensing. Details of the methods used to generate the
relevant forecasts can be found in [395].
The CMB lensing reconstruction noise is calculated using the [225] quadratic-estimator formalism. We also
avoid including information from both lensed BB and the four-point κκ, as they are covariant. The BB
spectrum will not contribute as significantly to S4 constraints, compared to κκ, and has a highly nonGaussian covariance [627].
8.10.2.1

CMB-S4 specifications

For CMB-S4, we approximate the noise part of the covariance as


2
`(` + 1)θFWHM
N`αα = (∆T )2 exp
8 ln 2

(8.23)

for α ∈ {T, E, B}, where ∆T (∆P for polarization) is the map sensitivity in µK-arcmin and θFWHM is the
beam width.
We approximate the wide-field part of the S4 experiment as a 4-year survey using approximately 250,000
detectors covering 40% of the sky in the lowest Galactic foreground region. We consider beam widths of
both 1’ and 2’, and in some cases consider the effect of greater variation in the beam width. By scaling
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the map depths
√ achieved by current CMB experiments, we estimate a white noise level of 1 µK-arcmin in
intensity, and 2 higher in polarization, if the detectors were all concentrated at 150 GHz. In practice we
will distribute detectors among a set of bands and a component separation method will be used to estimate
the CMB, but in this phase of our study we assume that maps from these bands are optimally combined
together, and do not model the removal of Galactic foregrounds for these ‘non-r’ parameters. Including
these multiple frequencies will be the focus of future work; since Galactic foregrounds have a smaller effect
on lensing and the CMB damping tail, we expect them to impact forecast constraints much less than for
gravitational wave limits.
For these smaller-scale forecasts we do not account for any possible mode filtering due to the mapping. For
polarization our nominal estimate is white noise, assuming that the tiny intrinsic polarization of the atmosphere, potentially combined with the use of polarization modulators, minimizes atmospheric contamination.
In the longer term, these forecasts may be refined using scaled versions of noise spectra achieved in the field
by experiments at the appropriate site. Eventually, full bandpower covariance matrices scaled from fielded
experiments can also be used.
To address the issue of extragalactic foregrounds, we set as the default a maximum multipole for the
recoverable information of `Tmax = 3000 and `P
max = 5000 for CMB-S4, as foregrounds are expected to
be limiting at smaller scales. We also set a minimum multipole due to the challenge of recovering large scales
from the ground, and consider in general ` = 30.
8.10.2.2

Non-S4 data specifications

We include Planck data at the scales ` < `min , nominally with `min = 30, and we also add Planck data at all
scales over the part of the sky not measured by S4 from Chile or the South Pole, approximated as covering
an additional fsky = 0.2.
For the noise levels of Planck, we assume that a data release including reliable polarization data will have
happened before CMB-S4 data is taken and forecast results that include TE and EE data and also largescale temperature and polarization from HFI. This follows approaches in e.g. [646]. For the optical depth
to reionization, we assume that Planck has reached currently published results, so impose a prior of τ =
0.06 ± 0.01.
In some cases we consider the addition of a cosmic-variance limited large-scale polarization measurement, as
we might expect to get from a PIXIE or LiteBIRD satellite or potentially a high-altitude balloon.
To add information from Baryon Acoustic Oscillation (BAO) experiments, some of our codes add the BAO
Fisher matrix
X 1 ∂fk ∂fk
(8.24)
FijBAO =
2 ∂θ ∂θ
σf,k
i
j
k

where fk = rs /dV (zk ) is the sound horizon at photon-baryon decoupling rs over the volume distance dV to
the source galaxies at redshift zk . Other codes include the forecasted power spectra directly. We also follow
standard approaches to including other low redshift probes.
8.10.2.3

Fisher code validation

We use six different Fisher matrix codes in the Science Book, but set up to use the same settings. We check
that they all give consistent results for the ΛCDM model. These are shown in Table 8-1, which indicates the
expected improvement of S4 over Planck for these parameters.
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Table 8-1.

Forecasted LCDM parameters

fiducial
2

100Ωb h

2.22

Ωc h 2

0.120

H0

69.0

9

10 As

2.2

ns

0.966

τ

0.06

Planck
±0.017

S4+Planck
±0.003

±0.0014

±0.0006

±0.039

±0.021

±0.01

±0.006

±0.7

±0.004

±0.24

±0.002

For forecasts quoted in this Science Book, we take the approach of adding just the individual parameters of
interest to the basic LCDM set, unless stated.

8.10.3

Forecasting CMB-S4 constraints on parameters from tSZ/kSZ

As discussed in Section 4.1, some of the most important constraints on dark energy and tests of general
relativity will come from the thermal and kinematic Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effects. The information from the
tSZ will mostly be in the form of the abundance and clustering of galaxy clusters, while the exact way in
which kSZ information will be extracted is not fully determined, as this is a fairly new probe with rapidly
developing analysis methods.
Forecasting constraints from cluster abundance is complicated by the fact that even current CMB experiments
are not limited in their cluster-based constraints by raw sensitivity but rather by systematic uncertainties
in the scaling relation between the tSZ observable and the cluster mass [491, 308]. Thus the cluster-based
forecasting for CMB-S4 will likely be more focused on constraints on the observable-mass relation such as
those that come from CMB-cluster lensing (see Section 4.1.2.1).
Forecasting constraints from kSZ will be an ongoing avenue of development. As early results become more
mature, and the community explores new ways of measuring this signal [647, 648, 504, 505, 509, 649], the
exact methods for forecasting will become more clear.
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